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Nederlandse samenvatting

�Summary in Dutch�

Draadloze en mobiele communicatie is het laatste decennium meer populair gewor-
den naar aanleiding van de introductie van verschillende draadloze technologiën
zoals 2G en 3G systemen, Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs), Wireless Sen-
sor Networks (WSNs) en andere. In de loop van de evolutie van die technologiën
zijn er verschillende soorten van netwerken ontwikkeld bijv. mobiele of vehicular
ad hoc netwerken (MANETs and VANETs) en body area netwerken (BANs). Door
middel van een BAN wordt de gezondheid gecontroleerd of “pre-/in-hospital”
spoedgeval verzorging uitgevoerd. De komst van ad hoc netwerken leidde tot een
revolutie op het gebied van communicatie, gebruikers kregen de gelegenheid om
onmiddellijk met elkaar een verbinding te maken onverschillig waar en wanneer.
Bovendien, door middel van de eisen voor nieuwe karakteristieken voor ad hoc
netwerken zoals zelf -organizatie, zelfbeheersing en zelf-aktivatie van de nodes
werden de mobiele ad hoc netwerken geboren en onstonden nieuwe uitdagin-
gen bijv. de mogelijkheid om mobiele diensten te verzorgen, hoge kwaliteit of
veilige data diensten van mobiele gebruikers in het uitgebreide gebied van mo-
biele diensten. Het onderscheid tussen ad hoc netwerken en draadloze netwerken
met infrastructuur is groot. Draadloze netwerken met infrastructuur verbinden
elke gebruiker rechtstreeks met een base station (of access point) die het ver-
keer co"ordineert. Ad hoc netwerken moeten autonoom zijn, dus zonder vooraf
gedefinieerde organisatie van beschikbare links. Zij moeten hun verbindingen
over onstabiele draadloze links zo doorzichtig mogelijk voor de gebruikers be-
handelen.
Ad hoc communicatie is ingewikkelder dan draadloze netwerken met infrastruc-
tuur, aangezien individuele nodes elkaar dynamisch moeten ontdekken. Maar
niet elke node kan rechtstreeks een verbinding maken met een andere node en
dat is de voornaamste eigenschap van multihop netwerken. Bovendien, onder in-
vloed van de mobiliteit veranderen de connecties en de link kwaliteit snel. Deze
worden tevens be"invloed door vermogens controle en het leeglopen van de bat-
terij (tegenwoordig bestaan draadloze (mobiele) toestellen uit: laptops, mobiele
en verstandige gms, PDA en andere).
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Chapter 0. Nederlandse samenvatting

Aangezien de ad hoc technologie zo ingewikkeld is, is het een multilayer prob-
leem.De bovenste laag, zogenaamd de Applicatielaag (waar de applicaties leven
die het netwerk gebruiken) moet met de afwisselende vertraging en het verlies van
paketten rekening houden.De Transportlaag controleert of alle bits van de data-
pakketten zijn aangekomen en plaatst hen in de juiste volgorde. De Netwerklaag
is verantwoordelijk voor het zoeken van de beste weg/route naar de bestemming
en datapakkettenverspreiding. Er wordt hier verkeer beheerst dat tussen verschil-
lende netwerken moet doorgestuurd worden, met behulp van routeringsproto-
collen. Die laag moet ook de verandering van afgebroken links en de verander-
ing van beschikbare bandbreedte behandelen. In de Datalinklaag, zogenoemd de
MAC (Medium Access Control) laag, leven er MAC of hardwareadressen. Data-
pakketten in de vorm van de bits komende van de fysieke laag, worden hier in
dataframes omgezet volgens het gewenste protocol. Ook de hoeveelheid bytes in
een datagram en de werking van die datagrammen zijn hier vastgesteld. Die laag
zorgt voor het verhinderen of de minimalisatie van datapakketten collisies en het
is geori"enteerd op het eerlijk delen van het draadloze kanaal rekening houdend
met de “hidden node” en “exposed node” problemen. De MAClaag houdt zich
ook bezig met de ontvangstbevestiging en de foutcontrole. En uiteindelijk, in de
fysieke laag, zogenoemd PHY (PHYsical) -laag, bevinden zich de interfaces (elek-
trische en mechanische karakteristieken) van het netwerk. Er worden hier data-
paketten in de vorm van bits georganiseerd over verschillende media door middel
van het modulatiealgoritme dat bepaald wordt op basis van de transmissiesnel-
heid.
In dit proefschrift zijn er allereerst MAC -laag problemen en verbeteringen onder-
zocht rekening houdend met de PHY karakteristieken, en ook vermogencontrole
technieken, die de verbindingen en het werk van de MAC -laag versterken en on-
dersteunen. De huidige beschikbare 802.11 standaard zorgt niet voor een bevredi-
gende communicatie in de ad hoc mode, omdat het in de eerste plaats ontstaan is
voor de communicatie met infrastructuur. Daarom is het nodig dat er een nieuw
MAC protocol ontwikkeld wordt dat geschikt is voor ad hoc netwerken.

Met behulp van de analyse van het beschikbare werk in verband met dit on-
derwerp, is erop gewezen dat er geen perfect protocol bestaat dat de verschil-
lende kwesties van ad hoc netwerken behandelt en dat een bepaalde oplossing
andere problemen veroorzaakt. Het meest bekende voorbeeld is het gebruik van
de RTS/CTS controlepakketten in verband met het “hidden node” probleem, die
het “exposed node” probleem veroorzaken. Die pakketten worden gestuurd voor
de verzending van de geplande Datapakketten om de buren van de afzender en de
ontvanger op de hoogte te stellen van de aanstaande transmissie. Omdat de buren
van het transmissiepaar hun transmissie moeten uitstellen, kunnen zij geen andere
transmissie beginnen, hoewel er geen collisies kunnen veroorzaakt worden, om-
dat zij zich niet in het transmissiebereik van de transmissie “on the air” bevinden.
Het gebruik van RTS/CTS controlepakketten veroorzaakt hierbij de “blocking”,
“pseudo-blocking” en “pseudo-deadlock” problemen. Al deze blocking proble-
men worden in dit werk aangepakt. Door middel van onderzoek met behulp van
simulaties is er aangetoond dat het gemakkelijker is één bepaald probleem op te
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lossen dan de combinatie van verschillende problemen aan te pakken. Maar er is
ook aangetoond dat het werk van het huidige 802.11 protocol opmerkelijk kan ver-
beterd worden in verband met het eerlijk toegang geven tot het draadloze kanaal
en/of de verhoging van de throughput.

Ten eerste, gebruikt de 802.11 DCF techniek vaste waarden voor het minimum
en maximum van het Contention Window (CW). Ten tweede, stijgt de bovenste
grens van het CW interval exponentieel onafhankelijk van de netwerk toestand
en de plaatselijke toestand van de node. Daarom verlaagt de throughput van
het netwerk wanneer de netwerkbelasting stijgt. De lagere grens van de CW is
altijd gelijk aan nul. Daarom bestaat er altijd de mogelijkheid dat de node die
opnieuw uitzendt, toevallig een lagere waarde van het CW kan kiezen, dan een
node die voor de eerste keer voor het kanaal kampt of dan een node met een
lager aantal uitzendingpogingen. Dit geval veroorzaakt geen eerlijke toegang tot
het medium en een stijging van het aantal nodes die te veel pakketten wegsmi-
jten. De resetting van de CW techniek is ook bedenkelijk, waar de waarde van
het CW wordt gereset tot de minimale waarde van het CW (naar aanleiding van
de verzending die niet gelukt is of wanneer een pakket weggesmeten is, omdat
het aantal verzendingen de grens bereikt heeft) zonder iets te weten over het con-
gestieniveau in de buurt. Al die kwesties en beperkingen van de huidige beschik-
bare standaard worden in het eerste deel van dit werk onderzocht door middel
van de evolutionaire zoektocht naar de beste algoritmen die de meest optimale
keuze voor de grenzen van het CW interval tijdens het herstelproces maken en de
CW waarde resetting. Er worden eerst verschillende mogelijkheden voorgesteld
en nadien worden zij met elkaar vergeleken met behulp van de simulatiestud-
ies. Door middel van die simulatiestudies is een algoritme gekozen, dat de beste
prestaties levert in verband met de dynamische keuze van de grenzen van het CW
interval (tijdens het herstelproces). Er is ook een resetting algoritme uitgevonden
in verband met de resetting van de CW waardetechniek die rekening houdt met
de mobiliteit van de nodes, de netwerkbelasting en de toestand van het kanaal. In
de laatste sectie van het eerste deel wordt het protocol, dat een combinatie van de
twee best functionerende algoritmen is, onderzocht door middel van de simulati-
estudies ten opzichte van de huidige beschikbare standaard en gerelateerd werk.
Er wordt getoond dat het protocol opmerkelijk beter functioneert in vergelijking
met de andere beschouwde protocollen. De simulatiestudies zijn uitgevoerd in
verschillende omgevingen zoals buiten- en binnenomstandigheden, homogene en
heterogene groupering van nodes of statische en mobiele scenarios.

Ad hoc nodes zijn beperkt in de hoeveelheid energie en operationele tijd, want ze
zijn batterijgevoed. Omdat energieverbruik een van de fundamentele problemen
is in ad hoc netwerken, worden er nieuwe technieken ontwikkeld om de snel-
heid van het leeglopen van de batterij te verminderen. Er bestaan verschillende
benaderingen om energie te sparen. Één manier om energie te bewaren is het
gebruik van de vermogensbeparing met behulp van af te wisselen tussen de ac-
tievemode en de slaapmode. De 802.11 standaard steunt de vermogensbeparing
techniek met behulp van het Power Saving Mechanism (PSM). Een andere manier
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om de verbruikte energie te verminderen behoort tot de vermogenscontroletech-
nieken, die in plaats van in slaapmode en actievemode te gaan, het uitgezonden
vermogen van de verzending variëren om het leeglopen van de batterij te ver-
minderen. Deze technieken zijn echt populair in dit onderwerp, maar er bestaan
ook andere benaderingen zoals het reguleren van de “Carrier Sense” drempel. Er
zijn ook verschillende manieren om de aanpassing van het uitzendvermogen te
gebruiken: of rechtstreeks op de PHY-laag zonder de interactie met MAC-laag, of,
op aanraden van de MAC-laag door middel van een of andere soort van besliss-
ingstechniek die de vermogenscontrole bestuurt op basis van de situatie op de
MAC-laag, of, met behulp van RTS/CTS cotrolepakketten die mededelen over de
beschikbare en mogelijke vermogenslaag om te beslissen welk vermogen kan ge-
bruikt worden voor de geplande transmissie.
Allereerst concentreert dit werk zich op de vermogenscontroletechnieken. Ten
tweede zijn er twee vermogenscontrole technieken ontwikkeld. De eerste techniek
functioneert onafhankelijk van de MAC-laag maar het steunt de werking van deze
laag. De tweede techniek is afhankelijk van de MAC-operaties en het is ook een
deel van het PHY-MAC cross-layer protocol dat het eindresultaat is op basis van
het evolutionare werk van dit proefschrift. De werking van het cross-layer pro-
tocol wordt uitgebreid geëvalueerd op gebied van verschillende aspecten van de
gebruikersvereisten zoals het vermogenverbruik, de levensduur (First/Last active
Node Died), de eerlijke toegang tot het draadloze medium door middel van de
throughput of de verzendingssnelheid en uiteindelijk de prestatie van de through-
put. Het werk van het cross-layer protocol wordt ook onderzocht met medeweten
van de omgeving dus rekening houdend met buiten- en binnenomgeving, onbe-
weeglijke en mobiele netwerken en extra’s.

Aan de hand van de uitkomsten en technieken (ondertussen behaald) die in dit
werk zijn geleverd volgt ten slotte dat dit werk een brede waaier toont van ver-
schillende manieren en benaderingen om de werking van de 802.11 DCF stan-
daard te verbeteren of vervangen. Voor elke stap van dit werk is er een uitgebreid
onderzoek en simulatiestudie uitgevoerd.
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English summary

The wireless and mobile communication field has spread in popularity during the
last decade on account of the birth of different wireless technologies such as 2G
and 3G systems, WLANs, WSNs or others within that different kind of networks
are developed e.g. mobile or vehicular ad hoc networks (MANETs and VANETs)
as a branch of WLANs or body area networks (BSNs) used for personal health
monitoring and pre-/in-hospital emergency care etc. The market for (mobile, sen-
sor) wireless technologies is growing rapidly, finding more and more purposes
and applications. The advent of ad hoc networks revolutionizes and simplifies
communication giving users an opportunity to use instant connectivity anytime
and anywhere. Moreover, demand for new characteristics of ad hoc networks such
as self-organizing, self-administering and self-creating nodes gave birth to mobile
ad hoc networks and new challenges e.g. the ability to provide high-speed, high-
quality or secure data services to the mobile user in a very large footprint of
mobile services. Requirements of the ad hoc networks and infrastructure wireless
networks differentiates meaningfully. In infrastructure wireless communications,
each user directly communicates with a base station (or access point) which co-
ordinates the traffic, where ad hoc networks have to be autonomous, without no
pro-determined organization of available links, dealing with their communication
over unstable wireless links transparently for the user as much as possible.
Ad hoc communications are more complex than infrastructure wireless communi-
cation, since individual nodes have to dynamically discover each other, however,
not all nodes can directly communicate, which is a key assumption of multihop
networks. Moreover the connectivity and link characteristics change rapidly due
to node mobility, power control/saving practices or battery depletion (nowadays
wireless (mobile) devices are composed of laptops, mobile or intelligent phones,
PDAs etc.). Seeing that ad hoc technology is so sophisticated, the ad hoc network-
ing is a multi-layer problem. Starting from the top, applications have to handle
frequent reconnections and disconnections. Then, the transport layer needs to
manage the varying delay and packet loss. The network layer, being responsible
for finding a route from the source to a destination and distributing informa-
tion, has to deal with changing (broken) links and varying bandwidth. The MAC
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Chapter 0. English summary

layer should minimize or prevent frequently experienced collisions, considering
the wireless channel fairness, keeping in mind the existence of hidden or exposed
nodes. And finally, PHY layer has to estimate and adapt to fast changes in link
characteristics.

This dissertation, first of all, focuses on MAC layer problems and enhancements
in ad hoc mode considering PHY measurements and power control techniques en-
hancing and supporting the connectivity and performance of the MAC layer. Since
the existing IEEE 802.11 standard does not provide satisfactory communication in
ad hoc mode (since it has been designed especially for infrastructure communi-
cation), the development of an efficient MAC protocol for ad hoc networks is a
fundamental task in this field.

First of all, it is shown by analysis of available work in this field, that there exists
no perfect protocol or algorithm for different issues of ad hoc networks, and that
a solution of one problem can contribute to another problem. Typical and the
most famous example is solving the hidden node problem by using the RTS/CTS
handshake of control packets before the Data transmission in order to inform
the transmitter’s and receiver’s neighbors about a (planned) transmission to be.
However, using RTS/CTS control packets causes an existence of the exposed node
problem. This problem refers to a situation where neighbors of the outgoing trans-
mission pairs cannot schedule a transmission to other neighbors, not being in the
transmission range of the transmission on the air, since they mistakenly think that
their transmissions will interfere with it. Using the RTS/CTS control packets ad-
ditionally conduces a rise of the blocking, pseudo-blocking and pseudo-deadlock
problems. These problems are addressed in the first part of this work. It is shown
by means of analysis and simulation studies that it is easier to solve a particular
occurring problem than the combination of them, however it is possible to out-
perform the existing IEEE 802.11 standard increasing network fairness and/or the
throughput.

The IEEE 802.11 DCF mechanism, first, employs the fixed values of minimum and
maximum CW, and secondly increases exponentially the upper bound of CW in-
terval independently on the network conditions and the local node’s situation which
leads to the degradation of the throughput when the network load increases. Since
the DCF lower bound of CW always equals zero, there is always the chance that a
retransmitting node randomly chooses a low value of CW, receiving an opportu-
nity to schedule its transmission before the transmission of another node, which,
either contends for the medium for the first time, or its number of retransmis-
sion attempts is lower. This situation induces both the unfairness of getting to
the channel and the increase in the number of nodes that drop too much pack-
ets. The resetting of CW mechanism is also in question, since resetting the CW
to the minimal value either under successful transmission or when a packets had
to be dropped (after maximal number of retransmission tries) says nothing about
the congestion level in the vicinity. All these issues and limitations of the legacy
are investigated in the first part of this work by evolutionary seeking of the best
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algorithms of the most optimal possible choice of the CW interval bounds dur-
ing recovery process and CW resetting mechanism. There are proposed different
approaches, and afterwards they are compared by means of simulation studies
resulting in development of a final best performing backoff algorithm adjusting
dynamically bounds of CW interval during recovery process and a CW reset-
ting mechanism considering the mobility of the nodes, network load and channel
conditions. In the final section is shown the result on the performance of the com-
bination of above mentioned algorithms by means of simulations. This algorithm
is able to outperform the existing IEEE 802.11 standard and the protocols of the
related work. And this analysis is executed in different environments considering
outdoor and indoor conditions, homogeneous and heterogeneous nodes or static
and mobile scenarios.

Ad hoc nodes are battery powered having limited amount of energy and opera-
tional time. Since energy consumption is one of the fundamental problems of ad
hoc networks, new techniques to reduce the velocity of battery depletion are in
focus of interest. There are different approaches to saving energy. One way to
conserve energy is to utilize power saving by scheduling wireless nodes to alter-
nate between active and sleep mode. The IEEE 802.11 standard supports power
saving by Power Saving Mechanism (PSM). Another direction to save energy is
using power control techniques, that vary the transmit power to reduce energy
consumption. These approaches are most popular in this field but there exist
other schemes as well, such as adjusting the Carrier Sense threshold. There are
also different ways to use the power control adjustment, either directly on the
PHY layer without any interaction with other layers, or, using some sort of deci-
sion mechanism driving the power control changes, or yet, sending information
in RTS/CTS control packets in order to decide which power is the most suitable
for the transmission to be.
This work focuses also on power control techniques. There are designed two
power control mechanisms, one working independently on the MAC layer (but
supporting MAC performance) and a second one, dependent and triggered by
MAC operations. The second protocol is also part of the PHY-MAC the cross-layer
protocol being the final outcome of the evolutionary work of this dissertation. The
performance of the cross-layer protocol is extensively evaluated in many different
aspects taking into account different requirements of the users, such as energy
consumption, lifetime by means of the First and Last active Node Died metrics,
fair access to the medium by means of throughput or sending rate fairness and the
throughput performance. The performance of the protocol is analyzed in indoor
and outdoor environment and static and mobile networks.

This work with results and mechanisms gives a wide view to different approaches
to enhance or substitute the IEEE 802.11 DCF mechanism by means of wide MAC-
PHY analysis and simulations study of each step in this research.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

1.1 State-of-the-art in wireless networks

When talking about wireless technology we mean communication without the use
of wires, the ether, and ground taking the place of wires. Applications by wireless
waves are an SOS or other messages from a ship at sea, a connection to the Inter-
net to check emails or the communication may be simply the reception of today’s
weather or top 5 music artists.
This wireless communication has been developed in order to interconnect people
independently of where they are, what they are doing. Already in 1820 the re-
lationship between electricity and magnetism has been found by Hans Christian
Orsted who demonstrated that a wire carrying a current could deflect a magne-
tized compass needle [8]. In 1864 James Clerk Maxwell mathematically predicted
the existence of radio waves. He was able to anticipate the radiation of radio
waves, for example, that electromagnetic fields spread in the form of polarized
waves and with the speed of light. In 1878, David E. Hughes was able to send
and receive Morse code (dots and dashes are also binary). In 1888, Heinrich Hertz
proved the existence of radio waves using a primitive transmitter and receiver. In
1893 Nicola Tesla demonstrated "wireless telegraphy" for the first time. In 1894,
Alexander Popov has built his first radio receiver in Russia, which he demon-
strated in public in 1895. Later on he has also developed the first non-laboratory
radio service [8]. Jagadish Ch. Bose worked on remote wireless signaling and he
was the first who used a semiconductor junction to detect radio waves and an-
ticipated the existence of P-type and N-type semiconductors. In 1894, he demon-
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strated a short-range radio transmission in Calcutta, India, using millimeter range
wavelength microwaves. In 1895, the Italian physicist Gugliemo Marconi trans-
mitted wireless signals over a distance of about 1 mile from his home outside of
Bologna, Italy. In 1897, he also managed to transmit a radio message using Morse
Code across the Salisbury Plain, over a distance of 6 km. In 1899, he transmit-
ted the first telegraph message across the English Channel and two years later he
managed to send the letter ’S’ from England to Newfoundland, the first transat-
lantic radiotelegraph message, traversing a distance of 3500 km.
This technology proved its use during World War I, where spy planes informed
the front lines of the actions of the enemy. This resulted into the fact that sur-
prise attacks were not possible anymore. The movements of the British fleet was
instructed by the central naval command, which broadcasted an encrypted mes-
sage once a day. Communication became an important asset. Through the use of
wireless networks, information could be sent overseas or behind enemy lines.
In 1946 the first car-based mobile telephone call was made in St. Louis, using the
"push-to-talk" technology. The system was still simple, a single transmitter pro-
vided only a few channels for the entire city. At most 3 subscribers could make
a call simultaneously. Using the phone was similar to using a radio, you had to
wait until the channel was clear before you could make a call yourself. An im-
provement of this technology was IMTS (Improved Mobile Telephone System) which
provided more channels and simultaneously transmit and receive. But the de-
mand was larger than the capacity. Subscribers had to wait 30 minutes to place a
call.
D.H Ring at Bell labs got the idea for a cellular telephone service in 1947. The
system would contain multiple low-power transmitters spread out over the city,
with an automatic handoff when the subscriber passed from one cell into another.
At that time the technology did not exist. The following years Bell Labs did efforts
to make this idea a reality and in 1971 this resulted into a proposal to the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC), which approved two experimental systems
to be established. In 1983 the FCC decided to allocate spectrum for cellular tele-
phone systems and the first commercial cellular system was born.
In the mid-1960 Packet Data technology was developed and brought into practical
use in the ARPANET (Advanced Research Projects Agency Network). The Ad-
vanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) funded the research on the use of satel-
lite networks and mobile packet radio networks. In one of the demonstrations
a truck driving around in California used the packet radio network to send mes-
sages to SRI (Stanford Research Institute), that were forwarded over the ARPANET
to the East Cost, and then shipped to the University College in London over the
satellite network. This experiment allowed a user in the truck to use a computer
in London while driving in California. This demonstration revealed that the exist-
ing ARPANET protocols were not suitable when running over multiple networks.
The outcome of this observation was the development and implementation of a
set of new protocols, called TCP/IP (Transport Control Protocol/Internet Proto-
col). TCP/IP was specifically developed to handle a communication over internet-
works.
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The combination of this packet data driven technology and radio communication
lead to the first wireless LAN in the radio network project called ALOHANET at
the University of Hawaii in 1971. The system connected 7 computers deployed
over 4 islands, organized in a star topology, by means of two radio frequencies.
One frequency was used by the hub to broadcast to the other computers, the other
frequency could be shared between the clients to transmit data to the hub. Each
time the hub received data, it transmitted this data immediately back to the clients
and thus allowing clients to detect whether the packet they sent was received suc-
cessfully.
The US military took an interest in this kind of technology and the Defense Ad-
vanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) invested a lot in research during the
1970s and mid 1980s for putting the packet radios into practical use in the battle-
field. The goal was to construct wireless networks that had to be self-configurable
without the aid of any infrastructure. The term ad hoc network was born. One of
the outcomes was a low cost low power radio that supports sophisticated packet
radio protocols, but performance and speed were not satisfactory.
In 1980s as additional networks (like LANs) were connected to the ARPANET,
finding hosts became very expensive. The Domain Name System (DNS) was cre-
ated to organize devices into domains and map host names onto IP addresses.
DNS became a distributed database system for storing different information re-
lated to naming.
In the mid-1980s, people viewed the collection of networks as an Internet (with no
official dedication), which later became the Internet. In the beginning (between
1970 and 1990), the Internet and its predecessors had 4 main applications: elec-
tronic mails (e-mail), newsgroups, remote login and file transfer (with which users
could copy files from one machine on the Internet to another). In the early 1990s
the Internet was populated especially by academic, government and industrial re-
searchers. However, since the World Wide Web (WWW) was invented, millions of
new, nonacademic users joined the network. The WWW made it possible for a site
to set up a number of pages of information containing text, pictures, sounds and
videos with embedded links to other pages. Therefore during the 1990s the In-
ternet Service Providers (ISPs) were established offering individual users at home
a connection to the Internet allowing them to access to e-mail, WWW, and other
Internet services.
The Federal Communications Commission allowed in 1985 the public use of the
Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM) frequency bands for wireless LAN prod-
ucts. This enabled the commercial development of wireless LANs, because the
vendors did not have to apply for a license of the FCC to operate in that frequency
band. In 1985, the United States allocated three frequency bands to ISM use: the
902-928 MHz, 2.400-2.4835 GHz, and 5.725-5.850 GHz bands. In Europe, the 890
to 915 MHz band is used for mobile communications (GSM), and only the bands
from 2.400 to 2.4835 GHz and 5.725 to 5.850 GHz are available for amateur radio
use.

If we want to classify the wireless telephone we should start from the mobile
telephone service that became available just after World War II, calling it 0G gen-
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eration. With the introduction in 1981 of the analog cellular service called AMPS
(Analog Mobile Phone Service) the 1G generation started. This generation first
used cell technology that let users place their own calls and continue their con-
versations seamlessly as they move from cell to cell. AMPS uses FDM (frequency
division multiplexing). Each phone call uses separate radio frequencies or chan-
nels. The 2G generation begins with the digital cellular services, like, a digital
version of AMPS called D-AMPS using TDMA (Time division Multiple Access),
a competing system using CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access) and a third
standard called GSM (Global System for Mobile communications) which is based
on TDMA and FDMA. Digital transmissions allow for more phone conversations
in the same amount of spectrum but also data services such as Internet access, text
messaging, sharing pictures and video that are inherently digital.
2.5G and 2.75 are stepping stones between 2G and 3G cellular wireless technolo-
gies. 2.5G (not officially defined) is used to describe 2G-systems that have im-
plemented a packet switched domain in addition to the circuit switched domain
[9]. One such 2.5 technology is GPRS (General Packet Radio Services) which is
an extension of the GSM digital cellular service, popular in Europe. It offers
data rates from 56 up to 144 Kbps. GPRS can be used for services such as Wire-
less Application Protocol (WAP) access, Short Message Service (SMS), Multimedia
Messaging Service (MMS), and for Internet communication services (email and
WWW access). 2.75G, a term used to refer to EDGE (Enhanced Data rates for
Global Evolution), or Enhanced GPRS (EGPRS), is an upgrade that provides a po-
tential three-fold increase in capacity of GSM/GPRS networks. It achieves higher
data-rates by switching to more sophisticated methods of coding, within existing
GSM timeslots. There is also CDMA2000, which is a hybrid 2.5G / 3G technol-
ogy of mobile telecommunications standards that use CDMA, a multiple access
scheme for digital radio, to send voice, data, and signalling data (such as a dialed
telephone number) between mobile phones and cell sites.
3G generation, a new generation of cell phone service has been developed based
on the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) family of standards under
the IMT-2000 (International Mobile Telecommunications-2000). 3rd generation ser-
vices include wide-area wireless voice telephony, video calls, and broadband wire-
less data, all in a mobile environment. Universal Mobile Telecommunications Sys-
tem (UMTS) is one of 3G cell phone technologies, which is also being used into a
4G technology. The most common form of UMTS uses W-CDMA (Wideband Code
Division Multiple Access) as the underlying air interface. UMTS is standardized
by the 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project), and is the European answer to
the ITU IMT-2000 requirements for 3G cellular radio systems [10].
To 3G generation also belongs WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave
Access) being the IEEE 802.16 standards-based wireless technology that provides
MAN (Metropolitan Area Network) broadband connectivity.
Unlike WLAN (Wireless Local Area Network) networks (also referred to IEEE
802.11), being the scope of this thesis, 3G networks are wide area cellular tele-
phone networks which evolved to incorporate high-speed Internet access and
video telephony. IEEE 802.11 networks are short range, high-bandwidth networks
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primarily developed for data as a wireless equivalent of 802.3 (Ethernet).
In the 3.5G generation, to extend and improve the performance of existing UMTS
protocols, the HSPA (High Speed Packet Access) data transmission capabilities
are added that are able to deliver speeds up to 14.4Mbit/s on the downlink
and 5.8Mbit/s on the uplink [10]. The standards HSDPA (High-Speed Down-
link Packet Access) and HSUPA (High-Speed Uplink Packet Access), and a fur-
ther standard, HSPA+ (Evolved HSPA) belong to a HSPA collection of mobile
telephony protocols. The HSDPA and HSUPA provide increased performance
by using improved modulation schemes and by refining the protocols by which
handsets and base stations communicate. Current HSDPA deployments support
down-link speeds of 1.8, 3.6, 7.2 and 14.4 Mbit/s. HSUPA provides up-link speeds
up to 5.76 Mbit/s. Evolved HSPA supports HSPA data rates up to 42 Mbit/s on
the downlink and 22 Mbit/s on the uplink with MIMO technologies and higher
order modulation [11].
Finally, 4G (also called Beyond 3G) is capable of providing between 100 Mbit/s and
1 Gbit/s speeds both indoor and outdoor, with premium quality and high security
[12]. LTE (Long Term Evolution) meets the key requirements of next generation
networks including downlink peak rates of at least 100Mbit/s, 50 Mbit/s in the
uplink and RAN (Radio Access Network) round-trip times of less than 10ms. It
also supports flexible carrier bandwidths, from 1.4MHz up to 20MHz as well as
both FDD (Frequency Division Duplex) and TDD (Time Division Duplex). How-
ever, one of the first technologies that really fulfills the 4G requirements as set by
the ITU-R is LTE Advanced (currently standardized by 3GPP).

Wireless networks could be ordered according to their range or distances in-
volved, thus starting from the Wireless Wide Area Networks (WWANs), Wireless
Metropolitan Area Networks (WMANs), Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs),
and finishing at Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs).
A WWAN network uses mobile telecommunication cellular network technologies
such as UMTS, GPRS, CDMA2000, GSM, CDPD (Cellular Digital Packet Data),
Mobitex, HSDPA or 3G to transfer data. These cellular technologies are offered
regionally, nationwide, or globally and are provided by a wireless Service Provider
(SP). Distances involved in WWANs are much greater than in WLANs and the bit
rates are much lower.

WMAN [13] or WirelessMAN systems enable users to establish broadband wireless
connections between multiple locations within a metropolitan area (e.g. between
multiple office buildings in a city or on a university campus) without the high cost
of laying copper or fiber cabling and leasing lines. WMANs use either radio waves
or infrared light to transmit data. Broadband wireless access networks provide
users high-speed access to the Internet. The 802.16 family of standards is officially
called WirelessMAN, but the WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave
Access) name is used. It is defined as a telecommunications technology aiming
at providing wireless data over long distances in a variety of ways, from point-
to-point links to full mobile cellular type access. A related technology is Mobile
Broadband Wireless Access (MBWA), also called IEEE 802.20 standard.
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WLAN [14] provides wireless network communication over short distances using
high-frequency radio waves to communicate between nodes (computers, laptops,
and other wireless devices). WLAN technologies enable users to establish a wire-
less connection within an area such as within a corporate or campus building, or
in a public space, such as airport, railway station, hospitals etc. The standard for
WLANs is called 802.11, which has been approved by the IEEE in the year 1997,
and it uses 5 GHz and 2.4 GHz public spectrum bands. WLANs utilize spread-
spectrum modulation technologies based on radio waves to enable communication
between devices in a limited area, also known as the basic service set (BSS).
In WLAN systems each node has a radio network card and antenna with which it
can communicate with other systems. There are two modes in such systems:

• infrastructure, and,

• ad hoc mode.

In infrastructure mode, a based station, also called an Access Point (AP), is talking
with wireless devices as illustrated in Fig. 1.1 (Wireless LAN with Base station).
To join the WLAN, the AP and all wireless clients must be configured to use the

BluetoothBluetooth

InternetInternet

InternetInternet

Wireless LANWireless LAN Ad Hoc networkAd Hoc network

Base station

AP

Figure 1.1: Bluetooth, Wireless LAN and Ad hoc network configurations

same SSID (Service Set Identifier). The AP is then cabled to the wired network to
allow wireless clients access to, for example, Internet connections or printers. Ad-
ditional APs can be added to the WLAN to increase the reach of the infrastructure
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and support any number of wireless clients.
When computers are close enough, they can communicate directly with one an-
other in a peer-to-peer configuration using ad hoc mode as illustrated in Fig. 1.1
(Ad Hoc network). Operating in ad-hoc mode allows all wireless devices within
range of each other to discover and communicate in peer-to-peer fashion without
involving central APs. Each wireless device must be configured for ad-hoc mode
(versus the infrastructure mode) in order to set up an ad-hoc wireless network.
All wireless nodes on the ad-hoc network must use the same SSID and the same
channel number. In ad hoc networks, if the receiver of the message is not directly
in range of the sender, chains of wireless devices will connect to pass/relay the
data, thus each wireless device over the path will act as a router relaying the data.
The automatic configuration routines may send your data through several wire-
less devices, causing significant network delays.
Comparing infrastructure to ad-hoc wireless networks, infrastructure mode net-
works offer the advantage of scalability, centralized security management and
improved reach. Since ad hoc mode does not require an AP, it is easier to set
up, especially in a small or temporary network. Infrastructure mode takes advan-
tage of the high power of an AP to cover wide areas. Ad hoc mode connections
are limited to the power available in the wireless devices. The ad hoc networks
are especially useful in public-safety and search-and-rescue applications. Medi-
cal teams require fast, effective communications when they rush to a disaster to
treat victims. They cannot afford the time to run cabling and install networking
hardware.

In WPAN [15] systems, users can establish ad hoc wireless communications de-
vices (e.g. PDAs, cellular phones or laptops) that are used within a personal
operating space (POS). POS is the space surrounding a person, up to a distance of
10 meters. There are different WPANs technologies such as Bluetooth and infrared
light, ZigBee etc. Bluetooth is a system interconnection [16] connecting the compo-
nents (monitor, mouse, keyboard, printer) of a computer using short-range radio
(10 meters) as shown in Fig. 1.1. It allows for example headsets, digital cameras
and scanners to connect to a computer using the license-free 2.45 GHz frequency
band. System interconnection networks use master-slave paradigm, where the sys-
tem unit is normally the master talking to the slaves: mouse, keyboard, printer
etc. ZigBee is a high level communication protocol using small, low-power digital
radios based on the IEEE 802.15.4-2006 standard for wireless personal area net-
works. The technology is intended to be simpler and cheaper than other WPANs,
such as Bluetooth, for example. ZigBee, wireless communication standard for au-
tomation, toys and PC peripherals, is targeted at radio-frequency (RF) applications
that require a low data rate, long battery life, and secure networking. It offers a
range of compact RF modules covering license-free ISM bands including 433, 868
MHz and 2.45 GHz.
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1.2 Wireless technologies organizations

The International Standards Organization (ISO), founded in 1946, publishes inter-
national standards and gathers the national standards’ organization members of
89 member countries (e.g. ANSI -U.S., BSI -Great Britain, AFNOR -France, DIN
-Germany etc.) [16]. Some of the existing organizations ensuring interoperability
and promoting the widespread adoption of wireless technologies are listed below
and described later on:

• Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)

• Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)

• Wireless Ethernet Compatibility Alliance (WECA)

• International Telecommunication Union (ITU).

In developing wireless networking standards, these organizations address power
management, bandwidth allocation, security, and issues that are unique to wire-
less networking.
The IEEE [17] was formed in 1963 by the merge of the Institute of Radio En-
gineers (IRE, founded 1912) and the American Institute of Electrical Engineers
(AIEE, founded 1884). IEEE’s Constitution specifies the purposes of the organiza-
tion as "scientific and educational, directed towards the advancement of the theory
and practice of electrical, electronics, communications and computer engineering,
computer science, and the allied branches of engineering and the related arts and
sciences." The IEEE serves as a major publisher of scientific journals and a confer-
ence organizer and it sponsors or cosponsors more than 300 international technical
conferences each year. The IEEE is a leading industrial developer in a broad range
of disciplines, including electric power and energy, biomedical technology and
healthcare, information technology, information assurance, telecommunications,
consumer electronics, transportation, aerospace, and nanotechnology. The IEEE
working groups define how information is transferred from one device to another
(e.g. whether radio waves or infrared light is used) and how/when a transmis-
sion medium should be used for communications. Inter alia, the IEEE established
a standardization group that develops standards in the area of electrical engineer-
ing and computing. The IEEE’s 802 committee has already standardized many
kinds of LANs. The Fig. 1.1 lists the working groups and the actual work which
has been done within these groups [16]. The “♥” marks the important groups, the
“↓” indicates hibernating groups and the group with the “⇓” mark gave up and
disbanded itself. A more detail discussion is found in Section 1.3.
The IETF is a large open international community of network designers, vendors,
operators, and researchers concerned with the evolution of the Internet architec-
ture and the smooth operation of the Internet [18].
In 1999, pioneers of the new, higher speed IEEE 802.11b specification formed the
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Table 1.1: The 802 working group

Nr. Topic Mark
802.1 Overview and architecture of LANs
802.2 Logical link control ↓
802.3 Ethernet ♥
802.4 Token bus (used in manufacturing plants) ↓
802.5 Token ring (IBM’s entry into LAN world)
802.6 Dual queue dual bas (early MANs) ↓
802.7 Technical advisory group -broadband technologies ↓
802.8 Technical advisory group -fiber optic technologies ⇓
802.9 Isochronous LANs (for real-time application) ↓
802.10 Virtual LANs and security ↓
802.11 Wireless LANs ♥
802.12 Demand priority (Hewlett-Packard’s AnyLAN) ↓
802.13 Unlucky number
802.14 Cable modems (industry consortium got there first) ↓
802.15 Personal area networks (Bluetooth) ♥
802.16 Broadband wireless ♥
802.17 Resilient packet ring

Wireless Ethernet Compatibility Alliance (WECA) [19] and branded the new tech-
nology Wi-Fi, where common applications for Wi-Fi include Internet and VoIP
phone access, gaming, and network connectivity for consumer electronics such as
televisions, DVD players, and digital cameras.
The ITU [20], an international organization established to standardize and reg-
ulate international radio and telecommunications, was founded as the International
Telegraph Union (known prior to 1992 as the International Telephone and Tele-
graph Consultative Committee or CCITT from its French name "Comité consultatif
international téléphonique et télégraphique") in Paris on May 17, 1865. ITU’s role
in helping the world communicate spans three core sectors: radiocommunication
(ITU Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R)), standardization (Telecommunication
Standardization Sector (ITU-T)) and development (Telecommunication Develop-
ment Sector (ITU-D)). ITU-R is managing the international radio-frequency spec-
trum and satellite orbit resources. ITU-D was established to help spread equitable,
sustainable and affordable access to information and communication technologies
(ICT) as a means of stimulating broader social and economic development. In
addition, ITU organizes TELECOM events and was the lead organizing agency of
the World Summit on the Information Society. ITU TELECOM brings together the
top names from across the ICT industry, ministers, regulators and many more for
a major exhibition, a high-level forum and a host of other opportunities.
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1.3 IEEE 802 and 802.11 family

The IEEE 802 [21] family of standards, which refers to a family of IEEE standards
dealing with local area networks and metropolitan area networks is maintained
by the IEEE 802 LAN/MAN Standard Committee. The IEEE 802 Standards [2]
encompass the functionality of the lowest two layers (physical layer and data link
layer) of the OSI/RM (Open Systems Interconnection/Reference Model) and the
higher layers as they relate to LAN management. For the mandatory packet ser-
vices supported by all LANs and MANs, the data link layer is structured as two
sublayers, with the LLC (Logical Link Control) sublayer operating over a MAC
sublayer. Some IEEE 802 LAN technologies provide direct support by the MAC
sublayer for an alternative Ethernet sublayer operating at the same place in the
architecture as does LLC. Fig. 1.2 shows the architectural view of LAN&MANRM
and its relation to the OSI/RM.

Figure 1.2: IEEE 802 RM for end stations (LAN MAN RM) [2]

The Ethernet family, Wireless LAN, Bridging and Virtual Bridged LANs, Wire-
less PAN (802.15.1 -Bluetooth, and 802.15.4 -ZigBee), WiMAX (802.16 Broadband
Wireless Access) are the widely used standards. The IEEE 802 standards define the
Physical and Data Link Layer where the second one is splitted into two sub-layers
named Logical Link Control (LLC) and Media Access Control (MAC). The MAC pro-
vides addressing and channel access control mechanisms that make it possible for
several terminals or network nodes to communicate within a multipoint network,
typically LAN or MAN. The WLAN technology is defined by the IEEE 802.11 [5]
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family of specifications for Wireless LAN Medium Access Control and Physical
Layer. Fig. 1.3 depicts the IEEE 802.11 set of standards where the IEEE 802.11
is legacy mode (IEEE 802.11-1997 or IEEE 802.11-1999, the original version of the
IEEE 802.11 wireless networking standard was released in 1997 and clarified in
1999). The IEEE 802.11 standard provides 1 or 2 Mbps transmission in the 2.4
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Figure 1.3: IEEE 802.11 set of standards

GHz band using either Frequency-Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) or Direct
Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS).
The IEEE 802.11b [22] (referred to as Wi-Fi) is an extension to the 802.11 that pro-
vides 11 Mbps transmission (with a fallback to 5.5, 2 and 1 Mbps) in the 2.4 GHz
band. The 802.11b uses only DSSS where it was a ratification to the original 802.11
standard, allowing wireless functionality comparable to Ethernet.
The IEEE 802.11a [1] is an extension to the 802.11 standard that provides up to 54
Mbps in the 5 GHz band. The 802.11a uses an orthogonal frequency division mul-
tiplexing (OFDM) encoding scheme rather than FHSS or DSSS. It supports better
than 802.11b the multimedia voice, video and large-image applications in densely
populated user environments.
The IEEE 802.11g [23] offers wireless transmission over relatively short distances
at 20 -54 Mbps in the 2.4 GHz band. The 802.11g uses the OFDM and DSSS en-
coding scheme.
The newest IEEE standard in the Wi-Fi category is IEEE 802.11n [24]. It has been
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designed to improve on the 802.11g in the amount of bandwidth supported by
utilizing multiple wireless signals and antennas (called Multiple-Input Multiple-
Output - MIMO technology) instead of one. IEEE 802.11n offers high throughput
wireless transmission up to 100Mbps - 300 Mbps. There are already many prod-
ucts on the market based on Draft 2.0 of this proposal. 802.11n is expected to be
finalized in November 2009.
The IEEE 802.11h [25] standard is supplementary to the MAC layer to comply
with European regulations for 5GHz WLANs. Approved in September 2004, the
IEEE 802.11h standard defines mechanisms (dynamic frequency selection (DFS)
and transmit power control (TPC)) that 802.11a WLAN devices can use to comply
with the ITU recommendations.
The IEEE 802.11y [25], proposed amendment to the IEEE 802.11 standard, will al-
low for Wi-Fi like equipment to operate on a secondary basis in licensed frequency
bands (a co-primary basis in the 3650 to 3700 MHz band in the United States). It
was approved for publication by the IEEE on September 26th, 2008.

Table 1.2: EEE 802.11 protocols summary

Prot. Date Frequ. Thr. Rate Mod. RangeI RangeO

802.11 1997 2.4GHz 0.9Mbps 2Mbps FHSS
DSSS

20m 100m

This specification has been extended into 802.11b.
802.11a 1999 5GHz 23Mbps 54Mbps OFDM 35m 120m

802.11a has 8 available channels.
This specification is not interoperable with 802.11b.

802.11b 1999 2.4GHz 4.3Mbps 11Mbps DSSS 38m 140m
This specification is not interoperable with 802.11a.
802.11b has 14 channels available in 2.4GHz band

with only 3 non-overlapping channels.
It requires fewer access points than 802.11a for coverage of large areas.
802.11g 2003 2.4GHz 19Mbps 54Mbps OFDM

DSSS
38m 140m

This specification may replace 802.11b.
OFDM above 20Mbps, DSSS with CCK below 20Mbps

802.11n 2006-9 2.4/5GHz 74Mbps 248Mbps 70m 250m
802.11y 2006-8 3.7GHz 23Mbps 54Mbps 50m 5000m

In Tab. 1.2 the summary of the 802.11x has been shown., where Prot. is protocol,
Date is release date, Frequ. is frequency, Thr. is typical throughput, Rate is maximal
data rate, Mod. is modulation technique, RangeI is range as an indoor radium (in
meters), and RangeO is range as an outdoor radium.
Apart from standards described above there also exist others e.g. 802.11e, 802.11i,
802.11p etc. The 802.11e [26] is a proposed enhancement to the 802.11a and 802.11b
WLAN specifications offering quality of service (QoS) features, including the pri-
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oritization of data, voice, and video transmissions.
The 802.11i [27] is the security standard for Wi-Fi networks that upgrades the
former "official" wireless security standard, the much-maligned wired equivalent
privacy (WEP). The WEP has been found too easy to crack by those with the right
tools and enough patience.
The 802.11p [28] (as a draft amendment to the IEEE 802.11 standard) adds the
wireless access in the vehicular environment (WAVE). The 802.11p defines en-
hancements to the 802.11 standard in order to support Intelligent Transportation
System (ITS) applications including the data exchange between high-speed vehi-
cles and between the vehicles and the roadside infrastructure in the licensed ITS
band of 5.9 GHz (5.85-5.925 GHz).
There also exist HiperLAN (HIgh PErformance Radio LAN) standards operating
in the 5GHz band but defined by the European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI) instead of the IEEE. The HiperLAN/1 provides data rates up to
20Mbps, the HiperLAN/2 up to 54Mbps. The HiperLAN/1 uses the CSMA/CA
modulation scheme (the standard covers the Physical layer and the Media Access
Control part of the Data link layer like 802.11), where HiperLAN/2 utilizes the
OFDMA modulation scheme. The HiperLAN/1 requires no configuration and
no central control, it is completely ad hoc. It does not provide real isochronous
services and it is expensive to maintain and operate. There also is no guarantee
of bandwidth using this standard. The HiperLAN/2 is designed in order to pro-
vide ATM cells, IP packets, Firewire packets (IEEE 1394) and digital voice (from
cellular phones). It offers better quality of service than HiperLAN/1 and it also
guarantees bandwidth.

1.4 Ad hoc network definition and application

What is really an ad hoc network? An ad hoc network is an infrastructureless
multi-hop network without a centralized entity (Access Point), where every node
acts as a router as illustrated in Fig. 1.4. According to SearchMobileComputing.com
Definitions "an ad-hoc (spontaneous) network is a local area network or other small
network, especially one with wireless or temporary plug-in connections, in which
some of the network devices are part of the network only for the duration of a
communications session or, in the case of mobile or portable devices, while in
some close proximity to the rest of the network. In Latin, ad hoc literally means
for this, further meaning for this purpose only, and thus usually temporary." In other
words [29], an ad hoc network is a collection of communication devices (also
called nodes) that want to communicate, but there is no fixed infrastructure avail-
able and there is also no pre-determined organization of available links. Since not
all nodes can directly communicate with each other, nodes are required to relay
packets on behalf of other nodes in order to deliver data across the ad hoc net-
work. Moreover, devices in ad hoc networks can be mobile and can use different
power control practices and therefore the rapid changes in connectivity and link
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characteristics are introduced. In addition, an ad hoc network can be built around
any wireless technology including infrared and radio frequency (RF). Most ad
hoc wireless network applications use the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM)
band that is license -free frequency band 900MHz (America) and 2.4GHz.
The idea of infrastructureless collection of mobile hosts was proposed in two con-
ference papers [30] [31] in 1994, and the IEEE 802.11 subcommittee has adopted
the term "ad hoc network" [29].

In the real world, obstacles (e.g. buildings in the Fig. 1.4) to signal propagation can
also shadow, scatter, reflect and diffract radio signals. Therefore, the link quality
is usually not the best. This factor, variable wireless link quality and others such
as propagation path loss, fading, multiuser interference, power expended, and
topological changes, become relevant issues. The network should be flexible in
order to adaptively alter the routing paths to alleviate any of these effects. In a
military environment other issues are additionally important like: preservation of
security, latency, reliability, intentional jamming, and recovery from failure.
The main characteristics of ad hoc networks from a communications perspective
are:

• node mobility, resulting in constantly changing network topologies;

obstacles

obstacles

obstacles

obstacles

laptop

smart phones

VANETs

disaster rescue operations

Body Area Networks

eHome

Figure 1.4: (Mobile) ad hoc network (IBSS) with miscellaneous entities where obstacles are present
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• multi-hop routing;

• resource limited devices, e.g. laptops, PDAs and mobile phones with power
and CPU processing constraints;

• resource limited wireless communications, because many nodes must share
the radio medium;

• lack of pre-configuration, network configuration and management must be
automatic and dynamic;

• large networks, e.g. a network of sensors may comprise 1000 or more of
mobile nodes.

Although ad hoc networking was born some time ago, there are still a number of
open issues [29]:

• scalability -defined as whether the network is able to provide an acceptable
level of service even in the presence of a large number of nodes in the net-
work,

• energy efficiency -an important problem in ad hoc networks, because wireless
devices have to rely on portable, limited power sources,

• QoS (Quality of Service) -which is defined as a guarantee by the network to
provide certain performance for a flow in terms of the quantities of band-
width, delay, jitter, packet loss probability etc. QoS in fixed and even more in
mobile ad hoc networks is a challenging problem, because of the limitation
of bandwidth, unpredictable RF channel characteristics, difficulty of sharing
the channel medium with many neighbors etc.,

• security -since nodes use the open, shared radio medium in a potentially in-
secure environment, they are particularly prone to malicious attacks, such
as denial of service (DoS). Moreover, lack of any centralized network man-
agement or certification authority makes the dynamically changing wireless
structure very vulnerable to infiltration, eavesdropping, interference etc.

There are two types of ad hoc network topologies:

• homogeneous mobile devices - network is composed of mobile hosts of the
same kind.

• heterogeneous mobile devices - network is composed of different types of
devices such as laptops, smart phones/badges, PDAs (Fig. 1.4).

Ad hoc networks have self-organizing and self-creating capabilities with no need
for base station installation and therefore they are suitable for use in cases where
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a fixed infrastructure is not available, unreliable or not to be trusted.
There are several types of ad hoc networks such as BAN (Body Area Networks),
WSN (Wireless Sensor Networks), MANETs (Mobile Ad hoc NETworks), VANETs
(Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks), InVANET (Intelligent vehicular ad hoc network),
VSN (Vehicular Sensor Network) or WMN (Wireless Mesh Networks).
Fast access to medical information at the right moment is a crucial task for the
whole healthcare domain. In order to address general issues related to using
wearable/wireless and implantable sensors and to bring together scientists from
computing, electronics, bioengineering, medicine and industry, BAN [32] has been
developped (In 2007, the IEEE has approved the formation of a working group
for IEEE 802.15.6, known as BAN.). The BAN (Fig. 1.5) extends the range of
existing wireless networks by an ultra-low range, ultra-low power network so-
lution optimized for long-term or continuous healthcare applications. The BAN

Figure 1.5: Example of wireless medical application -[3]

enables wireless radio communications between several miniaturized, intelligent
Body Sensor Units and a single Body Central Unit (BCU) worn at the human body.
A separate wireless transmission link from the BCU to a network AP (using a dif-
ferent technology) provides for online access to BAN components via the usual
network infrastructure.
WSNs [33] are wireless networks consisting of spatially distributed autonomous
devices using sensors to cooperatively monitor physical or environmental condi-
tions, such as temperature, sound, vibration, pressure, motion or pollutants, at
different locations [34][35]. The idea of small cooperating autonomous devices
has already been known for a long time. The first systems have been used for
anti-submarine warfare like the Sound Surveillance System (SOSUS) in 1950 and
the follower Integrated Undersea Surveillance System (IUSS) developed for deep-
ocean surveillance during the Cold War. The term of sensor networks has been
made popular by UC Berkeley where a series of sensor nodes called mica nodes
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[36] were developed, as well as open source software like the operating system
TinyOS1 or the database TinyDB. WSNs are composed of a large number of sensor
nodes that are densely deployed either inside the phenomenon or very close to it.
The position of sensors need not be engineered or predetermined. Therefore, this
allows random deployment in inaccessible terrains or disaster relief operations.
Nevertheless, this means that sensor network algorithms and protocols must pos-
sess self-organizing capabilities. Moreover, sensor networks are characterized by
the cooperative effort of sensor nodes. Sensor devices are fitted with an onboard
processor and they use their processing abilities to locally carry out simple com-
putations and transmit only the required and partially processed data, instead of
sending the raw data to the nodes responsible for the fusion [37].
The Mobile Ad Hoc Networking (MANET) [38] was born within the IETF in
order to standardize IP (Internet Protocol) routing protocol functionality suitable
for wireless routing application within both static and dynamic topologies with
increased dynamics due to node motion or other factors [18]. The MANET is
a wireless ad-hoc network which is a self-configuring network of mobile nodes,
where both end nodes and routers are mobile, connected by wireless links. Since
MANETs are self-healing, if a wireless node drops out of the network for any rea-
son, traffic passes to another node. Each node sends and receives messages and
acts as a router relaying traffic for its neighbors. The network’s wireless topol-
ogy can change unpredictably and rapidly, where the rate of link failure can be
high if mobility is high [39]. The MANET operates in a stand-alone fashion or is
connected to the larger Internet. The technology of Mobile Ad hoc Networking
is somewhat synonymous with Mobile Packet Radio Networking (a term coined
via during early military research in the 70’s and 80’s), Mobile Mesh Network-
ing (a term that appeared in an article in The Economist regarding the structure
of future military networks) and Mobile, Multihop, Wireless Networking [38].
MANETs have several characteristics:

• dynamic topologies -where nodes are free to move arbitrarily; thus, the net-
work topology, typically multihop, may change randomly and rapidly at
unpredictable times, and may consist of both bidirectional and unidirec-
tional links.

• bandwidth-constrained, variable capacity links -the realized throughput of wire-
less communications is often much less than a radio’s maximum transmis-
sion rate, after accounting for the effects of multiple access, fading, noise,
and interference conditions, etc.,

• energy-constrained operation -the nodes may rely on batteries or other ex-
haustible means for their energy, therefore energy conservation is the most
important system design criteria,

• limited physical security.

The wide spreading of low-cost radio technologies such as IEEE 802.11a/b/g/h
are used by operators, network and service providers for MANETs [40]. Com-
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mercial MANETs are mainly employed as extensions of traditional infrastructure
networks, to realize the so-called hybrid networks: MANET nodes exchange traffic
between them using multi-hop paths and can reach outside hosts and the Inter-
net by means of the gateways, which are equipped with two or more interfaces: a
MANET interface and typically an interface to one or more non-MANET networks
[40].
The VANET [41] is a form of MANETs used for communication among vehi-
cles and between vehicles and roadside equipment. The VANET should provide
safety, comfort and entertainment for passengers. Unlike other ad hoc and sensor
networks CPU, memory and power are not key issues in this type of network.
Bandwidth and delay guaranties are important to achieve, depending on applica-
tions’ requirements, thus whether it is safety or non-safety, related delay-tolerant
or not, single media or multimedia etc. Moreover, the links between vehicles are
dynamic and unstable and mobility is constrained and directional. A special com-
munication device is placed inside each vehicle which provides Ad-Hoc Network
connectivity for the passengers. The VANETs should provide the road informa-
tion, such as collision warning, road sign alarms and in-place traffic view, to the
driver essential tools in order to decide the best path along the way. There are rec-
ognized different Inter-Vehicle Communication Systems: Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V)
networks (car to car communication) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) networks
(car to Road Side Unit (RSU) communication). The FCC (Federal Communications
Commission) allocated the 5.850-5.925 GHz band to promote safe and efficient
highways, which is intended for V2V and V2I communications. In this spectrum,
the emerging radio standard for Dedicated Short-Range Communications (DSRC)
[42] is a short- to medium-range communication service that supports both public
safety and private operations in V2V and V2I environments. DSRC provides very
high data transfer rates in circumstances where minimizing latency in the com-
munication link and isolating relatively small communication zones are impor-
tant. IEEE 802.11p Wireless Access in the Vehicular Environment (WAVE) defines
amendments to IEEE 802.11 to support Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)
[43] applications. This includes data exchanges between high-speed vehicles and
between the vehicles and the roadside infrastructure in the licensed ITS band of
5.9 GHz. The InVANET is a kind of Intelligence in Vehicle providing multiple auto-
nomic intelligent solutions to make automotive vehicles to behave in an intelligent
manner during vehicle-to-vehicle collisions, accidents or intoxicated driving. The
InVANET uses WiFi IEEE 802.11 b/802.11g/802.11p and WiMAX IEEE 802.16 in
order to provide the easy, accurate and effective communication between multiple
vehicles on dynamic mobility. The InVANET can be applied for artillery vehicles
during warfare, battlefield or peace-time operations. There also exist Vehicular
Sensor Networks (VSNs) [44] that support urban monitoring. VSNs support wire-
less connectivity in vehicles and enable communications both with roadside base
stations and between vehicles. A VSN can be built on top of a VANET by equiping
vehicles with onboard sensing devices. Unlike WSNs, VSN nodes are not subject
to major memory, processing, storage, and energy limitations.
A Wireless Mesh Network (WMN) [45] is a network created through the connec-
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tion of wireless access points installed at each network user’s locale, where each
network user is also a provider, forwarding data to the next node [46]. The wire-
less mesh network topology is a point-to-point/peer-to-peer multihop network. A
node sends and receives messages and operates as a router and can relay messages
for its neighbors. Thanks to the relaying process, a packet of wireless data finds
its way to its destination, passing through intermediate nodes with reliable com-
munication links. If one link fails for any reason (e.g strong RF interference), the
network automatically routes packets through alternate paths. A mesh network
is self-organizing and does not require any manual configuration. The degree of
redundancy is essentially a function of node density in a wireless mesh network.
A mesh network can be deliberately over-designed for reliability by adding extra
nodes, thus each device has 2 or more paths for sending data. In WMNs mesh
routers have minimal mobility and form the backbone of WMNs. They provide
network access for both mesh and conventional clients. The integration of WMNs
with other networks such as the Internet, cellular, IEEE 802.11, IEEE 802.15, IEEE
802.16, sensor networks can be accomplished through the gateway and bridging
functions in the mesh routers [45].
Different types of applications of ad hoc networks are shown in Tab. 1.3:
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Education - virtual classrooms
- student laptops interacting with the lecturer during
classes
- telematics and distance education

Entertainment - MUGs (Multi User Games) technology
- interactive television programming–such as videos on
demand
- educational toys as the ROBOTA dolls -mini humanoid
robots involving speech, vision and body imitation
- amusement parks, theme parks

Home - Home Wi-Fi Home Network
networking,
Office

- Wireless Personal Area Networks (piconet -Blueooth
PAN, IrDA -very short-range free-space optical communica-
tion, UWB -Ultra-wideband -short-range high-bandwidth com-
munications by using a larger portion of the radio spectrum,
ZigBee -small, low-power digital radios based on 802.15.4 -
wireless headphones connecting with cell phones via short-
range radio)
- Virtual: rooms, meetings, training, webconferences

Medical - implantable devices and telemetry equipment
applications, - nurses and allied healthcare professionals
WSN - pre-hospital, in-hospital emergency care, disaster re-

sponse, and stroke patient rehabilitation e.g. monitoring
limb movement in stroke patient rehabilitation (Fig. 1.5)
- Wireless Sensor Networks for personal health monitor-
ing -Body Sensor Network (BSN)

Context - services locating people (paging, call forwarding)
aware services
(CAS)

- touristic guide -the information presented to visitors is
tailored based on the visitor’s user profile and contextual
information, including the unit’s physical location;
- m-health -telemonitoring

Commercial - e-commerce, e-shops, e-shopping malls, public sales
applications -VANETs, vehicular services: weather conditions, taxi

cab or inter-vehicle networks, road/accident informa-
tions

Emergency, - emergency and rescue operations, disaster recovery
Military appli-
cations

- armed forces creating a tactical network in unfamiliar
territory for communications and distribution of situa-
tional awareness information

Table 1.3: Ad hoc network applications
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1.5 Outline and main research contributions

The introduction gives a brief overview of the wireless networks history and the
characteristics related to wireless technologies and organizations. The IEEE 802
family of standards and IEEE 802.11 set of standards is exposed. The ad hoc net-
work term is defined and ad hoc network applications are presented. This preface
highlights how fast wireless technologies can develop and existing requirements
for new solutions and applications.
This research contributes to the field of (mobile) ad hoc networks. The first part
deals with the problems related to the IEEE 802.11 standard for the Medium Ac-
cess Control (MAC) layer. The second part refers to the power control approaches
having an impact on the MAC layer by improving its performance in terms of
different metrics, such as the throughput, energy consumption or fairness. In the
last part, a MAC-PHY cross-layer protocol is designed, and it is shown by means
of simulation studies to evaluate its performance, that the cross-layer solution is
able to take care of a lot of problems of the existing IEEE 802.11 standard, and
that the interaction between MAC and PHY layers is needed to deal with a va-
riety of issues concerning (mobile) ad hoc networks vulnerable to fast changing
conditions.

The interaction between the network and MAC layer, and dependences between
physical (PHY) and MAC layer are described in Chapter 2. While presenting the
interaction between the PHY and the MAC layer, also some characteristics of the
wireless environment are pointed out.

The detailed presentation of the IEEE 802.11 standard can be found in Chapter 3.
The Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) and Point Coordination Function
(PCF) mechanisms are surveyed. Later on, the most important characteristics,
such as interframe space periods, random backoff time, backoff algorithm used by
DCF and power management in the standard, are explained to the reader.

In the following chapter, first the classification of Medium Access Control proto-
cols is presented with a short description of some exemplary protocols. Secondly,
different MAC layer approaches, being either an enhancement of the IEEE 802.11
standard or completely new concepts, are described.

Chapter 5 focuses on different existing IEEE 802.11 issues with special attention
for hidden and exposed node problems, concurrent (parallel) transmission issues,
(false) blocking and pseudo-deadlock problems and Contention Window (CW)
and backoff mechanism issues.

The simulation environment is presented in Chapter 6. All metrics and parame-
ters used in the simulation studies of this work, with explanations of all terms, are
described. Traffic, mobility, radio propagation and energy models are addressed
in this chapter. The default parameters are also presented related to the ns-2 sim-
ulator environment [47], where some of the used techniques by this simulator are
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described in detail in order to better understand the ns-2 simulation environment.

Chapter 7 contains a detailed analysis of the blocking problem (BP) issues, and
the concurrent transmission (CT) subject. First both issues are described in detail,
where BP and CT solutions found in the related work are depicted. Then, our con-
tribution in these subjects is addressed, followed by the performance evaluation
of our approaches.

Contention Window (CW) control focusing on the minimum and maximum CW
values and the backoff mechanism are addressed in Chapter 8. First we ana-
lyze the problem of the minimum and maximum Contention Window values that
are fixed and predefined in the IEEE 802.11 DCF mechanism without consider-
ing network conditions (such as network load and channel conditions) or local
information. Then, we propose an algorithm dealing with a dynamic adjustment
of these values based on some network and local information. The algorithm is
evaluated and compared with the DCF mechanism.
Later on, the backoff mechanism is addressed, where we focus on the selection of
the lower and upper bound of the CW range, taking into account the network con-
dition and/or local information. We propose different algorithms that we evaluate
after their detailed description. At the end of this chapter, an evolutional algo-
rithm being the result of prior analysis, called Enhanced selection Bounds (EsB),
is presented and evaluated. The algorithm is compared with the IEEE 802.11 DCF
mechanism and related work.

In Chapter 9 the Contention Window resetting issue is brought into attention.
First, we propose two different approaches to reset a CW value taking into account
either the mobility of the nodes and the influence retransmission attempts infor-
mation, or, the instantaneous channel conditions and the link quality. Then we
evaluated both approaches comparing them with the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard
and comparing them to each other. As a result of this analysis and comparison
we propose a CW resetting algorithm, called mobile Neighbor and Interference
Aware MAC protocol (mobiNIAMac), that uses a combination of the most impor-
tant characteristics of both proposed schemes.

Chapter 10 combines the concepts of the two prior chapters by introducing a com-
bined protocol, composed of the best performing backoff algorithm (EsB algorithm
presented in Section 8.3) and the combination of two, mentioned above, CW re-
setting algorithms (mobiNIAMac algorithm presented in Section 9.6) considering
the change of the 1-hop neighbors due to mobility, network load and channel con-
ditions. It is shown by means of simulation studies, that the combined protocol,
called EsB-mobiNIAMac, is capable to outperform the legacy protocol and other
possible combinations of proposed approaches in the backoff mechanism and CW
resetting fields.

Chapter 11, starting the second part of the contribution of this dissertation, ad-
dresses the power control issue. First related work is presented showing the va-
riety of different solutions and goals concerning this field. Afterwards, the two
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power control protocols are presented. The first of them, called basic power con-
trol, is designed to be used either with IEEE 802.11 DCF mechanism or with the
blocking and parallel transmissions enhancements. The second, called enhanced
power control protocol, is designed as a part of the cross-layer solution presented
in Chapter 12. Therefore, the performance evaluation of this protocol can be found
in the next chapter while evaluating the proposed cross-layer solution.

In Chapter 12 a new PHY-MAC cross-layer protocol is introduced. The protocol
is composed of two algorithms presented in the prior parts, the adjusted (to the
cross-layer concept) backoff mechanism, EsB algorithm presented in Section 8.3,
and the enhanced power control mechanism presented in the previous chapter. The
power control is triggered by the MAC layer upon certain circumstances, and dur-
ing that time, some operations of the MAC layer consider information from the
PHY layer. The performance evaluation of the proposed cross-layer protocol, com-
pared with the IEEE 802.11 DCF mechanism, basic and enhanced power control
schemes, can be found in the end of this chapter.

Finally, the last chapter, Chapter 13, concludes this research and introduces briefly
future work.

Fig. 1.6 illustrates all research issues brought up in this thesis and the chapter
relations.
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Figure 1.6: All research issues discussed in this dissertation and chapters relations
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Parts of this thesis can be found in the following publications:

• part of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 published as a shorter version paper: "A
Survey of MAC protocols for Ad Hoc Networks and IEEE 802.11" - in proceed-
ings of the 4th National Conference MiSSI 2004, Poland, 2004., pp. 23-33 and a
contribution in the Euro-NGI project as an extended version.

• part of Chapter 7 and part of Sections 11.2 published as a conference pa-
per, "Enhancements of the IEEE 802.11, a MAC Protocol for Ad Hoc Network
with History of Power Adjustment", in proceedings of the 3rd IEEE International
Workshop on Mobility Management and Wireless Access (MobiWac 2005), Maui,
Hawaii, USA, 2005.

• part of Section 8.1 published as a conference paper, "Neighbour and Energy
-Aware Contention Avoidance MAC Protocol for Wireless Ad Hoc Networks", in
proceedings of the 2nd IEEE International Conference on Wireless and Mobile Com-
puting, Networking and Communications (WiMob 2006), Montreal, Canada, 2006.
and technical document of the COST290 ( Traffic and QoS Management in
Wireless Multimedia Networks -www.cost290.org).

• part of Section 8.1 published as a conference paper, "Neighbour -Aware, Col-
lision Avoidance MAC Protocol (NCMac) for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks",in pro-
ceedings of the 3rd International Symposium on Wireless Communications Systems
(ISWCS 06), Valencia, Spain, 2006.

• Section 8.2 published as a conference paper, "Dynamic distributed contention
window control in wireless ad hoc LANs", in proceedings of the Australian Telecom-
munication Networks and Applications Conference (ATNAC’06), Australia, Mel-
bourne, December, 2006.

• Sections 8.3-4 and part of Sections 9.1-2 published as a conference paper,
"Bounds selection -dynamic reset protocol for wireless ad hoc LANs", in proceed-
ings of the IEEE Wireless Communications & Networking Conference (WCNC2007)
Hong-Kong, March, 2007.

• Sections 9.3-4 as a conference paper, "(NIAMac) Neighbor and Interference -
Aware MAC Protocol for Wireless Ad Hoc Networks", in proceedings of the 16th
IST Mobile and Wireless Communications Summit, Budapest, Hungary, July 2007,
2007.

• Sections 8.1,3, part of Section 9.6-7 as a conference paper, "Controlling the
contention-based medium access in mobile ad hoc networks", in proceedings of the
International Conference on the Latest Advances in Networks (ICLAN 2007), Paris,
France, December 2007 and the book chapter (2.3.5) and technical document
of the COST290 (Traffic and QoS Management in Wireless Multimedia Net-
works -www.cost290.org).
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• Section 11.2 published as a conference paper, "A MAC Protocol for Wireless Ad
Hoc Networks with Power Control", in proceedings of the International Workshop
on Wireless Ad-hoc Networks 2005 (IWWAN 2005), London, UK, No. 54, 2005.

• Section 11.3 and part of Chapter 12 as a journal paper, "Cross layer PHY-
MAC protocol for wireless static and mobile ad hoc networks", submitted to
Ad Hoc Networks, Elsevier journal, 2008.

• parts of Chapters 8-10 to appear as the book part 2.3.5 of the COST290 (Traf-
fic and QoS Management in Wireless Multimedia Networks -www.cost290.org).
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CHAPTER 2
Interaction between MAC layer and other layers

In wireless networks the physical (PHY) layer, MAC layer and routing layer con-
tend for the network resource. The PHY layer affects MAC and routing decisions
by its transmission power and rate. The MAC layer is responsible for scheduling
and allocating the wireless medium, which determines the available bandwidth of
the sender and the packet delay. These metrics may affect the decision at the rout-
ing layer to select the link. In [48] the statistical results on the interaction between
various input variables is presented in Tab. 2.1. Different parameter combinations

Table 2.1: Interaction between PHY, MAC and routing layers

Performance metric Interaction Input variables
Latency 3-way Routing protocols, node speeds

and MAC
Packet received 4-way Routing protocols, node speed,

Injection speed and MAC
Long term fairness 2-way Routing/MAC protocol,

MAC/Injection rate

of routing protocols (such as Dynamic Source Routing (DSR), Ad hoc On-demand
Distance Vector Routing (AODV) and LAR (Location-Aided Routing) scheme 1),
MAC layer (MACA, IEEE 802.11 and CSMA), speed of nodes and data packet
injection rates have been used in this experiment.
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In wireless ad hoc networks data packets are forwarded hop-by-hop by intermedi-
ate nodes to the destination. The routing protocol takes care of the packet transfer
between the source and destination through intermediate nodes. When data pack-
ets are forwarded hop-by-hop by intermediate nodes there is no differentiation
between the routed and the own traffic. There occurs an unfairness problem of
forwarding nodes that get less bandwidth for their own use than for other nodes’
packets and vice versa. A mobile node participating in routing other nodes’ pack-
ets has to access the channel more frequently than another node (not participating
in routing) [49]. The selfish behavior of the node (saving its battery power and
reserving more bandwidth for its own traffic) can break down the network com-
pletely.
In order to solve this problem two enhancements are proposed in [49]. First is
to differentiate between the two traffics within a routing node. A differentiation
is formed on top of the MAC layer by using two different queues (for the own
and routed traffic). The routed traffic is sent by the IP layer to the MAC layer for
retransmission. The own traffic is generated by the router node at its application
layer. Second, as an enhancement of IEEE 802.11 DCF, a smoothed multiplicative
factor is defined which affects the computation of the new Contention Window.
When the medium is sensed to be busy or a collision occurs a mobile node updates
its CW using a multiplicative factor, instead of the constant value 2.

Knowledge of the short term channel conditions (instantaneous interferences,
channel contention, power constraints, virtual carrier sensing information (NAV
in IEEE 802.11 etc.)) at the MAC layer, can play an important role in improving
end-to-end performance. [50] proposes MAC-layer anycasting which combines
information from the network layer with MAC layer knowledge of the local chan-
nel. The routing protocol forms the anycast group (a subset K routes deemed as
the best -contains the set of distinct next-hop neighbors, on the selected K routes)
based on its metrics of choice. The packet and the anycast group are relayed to the
MAC layer, which select (based on instantaneous network conditions) any suitable
neighbor and attempt transmission to it.

2.1 Wireless environment -interaction between PHY
and MAC layer

A fundamental element of the communication stack in wireless ad hoc networks
and wireless sensor networks, is the Carrier Sense (CS), which is part of the
medium access control layer. Signal propagation ranges consist of three ranges:
transmission, detection and interference (Fig. 2.1). The nodes being in the trans-
mission range (TR) can communicate with a low error rate (nodes Node_i in Fig.
2.1). The nodes being in the carrier sense range (CSR) can detect an incoming sig-
nal but no communication is possible with nodes (nodes f Node_i in Fig. 2.1) in the
CS range. Finally the signal may not be detected in the interference range (IR), it is
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distorted by the background noise. Nodes can neither receive and send a message
nor sense the physical carrier. In the Fig. 2.1, the nearest neighbors Nodei ([1..n])

Interference

Detection

Transmission

Node X

TR

CSR

IR

Node_1

Node_2

Node_i

Node_n

fNode_1

fNode_2

fNode_i

fNode_m

Figure 2.1: Signal propagation ranges

of NodeX are nodes that can be detected by NodeX (nodes in the TR), and their
packets successfully received. If the power (Pr) of the incoming packet is larger
than the transmission range threshold, Pr > TrThresh, then NodeX receives the
packet. Farther neighbors f Nodej ([1..m]) of NodeX (nodes in the CSR) are nodes
that can be detected by NodeX , but their packets cannot be successfully received.
If the Pr of the incoming packet is smaller than the transmission range threshold
and larger than the carrier sense range threshold, CSrThresh < Pr < TrThresh,
then the packet can be detected, but not successfully received and NodeX does
not capture the packet. Each node can estimate how many neighbors it has, thus
we assume that we can count the number of nearest neighbors (Nodesi). In [51]
the utilization rate of the slots (Slot Utilization) observed on the channel by each
station is used for a simple, effective and low-cost load estimate of the channel
congestion level. We define the following variables: the number of nearest neigh-
bors, NrNEIGH and the number of farther neighbors, f NrNEIGH .
A sender listens to the medium (before transmitting) and assesses whether an-
other transmission is on the fly. If the medium is free, the sender can transmit,
otherwise the sender has to defer, waiting an additional time after the end of the
current transmission. Afterwards, the sender senses the medium again in order to
process its own transmission. A sender makes the CS decision based on the local
information. Both, the number of nearby radios and the number of far-off radios can
cause interferences.
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There are many different challenges in wireless communications. The first chal-
lenge is the existence of interference between each transmitter-receiver pair. The
interference can occur between [4]:

• transmitters communicating with a common receiver,

• signals from a single transmitter to multiple receivers,

• different transmitter-receiver pairs.

Figure 2.2: Channel quality depends on multiple time scales. Large-scale fading effects cause
channel variations at a slow scale. Multiple effects induce channel variations at a fast scale [4].

The second challenge is fading which is specified as the time variation of the chan-
nel strengths over time and over frequency (Fig. 2.2) due to [4]:

• small-scale effects of multipath fading,

• large-scale effects like path loss through distance attenuation and shadowing
by obstacles such as buildings and hills.

The large-scale fading occurs as the mobile moves through a distance of the order
of the cell size and it is frequency independent. Due to large-scale fading the

received power decreases with a distance r like
1
r2 in the free space and

1
r4 with

the reflection from ground plane. This decay can be faster due to shadowing
and scattering effects (e.g. in an urban environment). The small-scale fading is
caused by the constructive and destructive interference of the multiple signal paths
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between transmitter and receiver. The phenomenon occurs at the spatial scale of
the order of the carrier wavelength and it is frequency dependent.
In mobile wireless networks path loss and fading cause a variation in the Signal-
to-Noise-Ratio (SNR)[4]:

SNR :=
PowerRX

Noise
where PowerRX is the average received signal energy per (complex) symbol time and
Noise represents the noise energy per (complex) symbol time. However, the question
is, what is noise? When a signal voltage arrives at the demodulator in any real
system, it is accompanied by a voltage waveform which varies with time in an
entirely unpredictable manner. This unforeseen voltage waveform represents a
random process which is called the noise. Therefore the noise is important since
it contaminates or corrupts the received signal voltage. What are sources of the
noise? One source is the constant agitation that is always present at the molecu-
lar level. The molecules of an enclosed gas are in constant motion, thereby they
are colliding with one another. These motion of molecules are called thermal ag-
itations since they increase with the temperature. There is also a second type of
noise, called shot noise, which is a result of the randomness of emission of elec-
trons from a heated surface (it also is concurred with thermionic devices) and a
phenomenon associated with the flow of current across semiconductor junctions.
The contamination of the signal, caused by the thermal and shot noise and many
types of random disturbances superimposed on the signal on its wireless medium
transfer’s path, also takes several forms. When the noise is added to the signal the
additive noise is created. The effect of fading, described above, is created when
the noise multiplies the signal [52].
The phenomenon of variation in SNR causes variations in the Bit Error Rate or Ra-
tio (BER). In telecommunication, the ratio of the number of bits, elements, charac-
ters, or blocks incorrectly received to the total number of bits, elements, characters,
or blocks sent during a specified time interval, represents the error ratio, where
the most commonly encountered ratio is just the BER:

BER =
Errors

Total number o f bits

The lower the SNR, the more difficult it is for a modulation scheme to decode the
received signal. For each modulation scheme the BER decreases with the increas-
ing SNR. An increase in data rate results in an increase in the BER.
Since interferences play a significant role in multiuser systems, the Signal-to-
Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR)

SINR =
PowerRX

Noise + Inter f erences

is an important metric of the wireless communication link quality. A radio signal
can be correctly decoded by the intended receiver only if the ratio between the
sender power (PowerRX) of the actual signal to be received and the sum of all
power levels experienced due to other signals (Interferences) currently transmitted
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plus an ambient noise power level (Noise) is above a certain hardware-dependent
threshold β (minimum signal-to-interference-ratio required to successfully receive
a message), SINR >= β. For example, for the Bit-Error-Rates (BERs) less than or
equal to 1E−5, the minimum required SINR values corresponding to each data rate
have been shown in Table 2.2. In the real world, obstacles to signal propagation

Table 2.2: Minimum required β for BERs <= 1E−5 [1]

Modulation Coding Rate Rates (Mbps) SINR (dB)
BPSK 1/2 6 6.02
BPSK 3/4 9 7.78
QPSK 1/2 12 9.03
QPSK 3/4 18 10.79

16-QAM 1/2 24 17.04
16-QAM 3/4 36 18.80
64-QAM 2/3 48 24.05
64-QAM 3/4 54 24.56

can shadow, scatter, reflect and diffract radio signals. Accurate SINR estimations
can provide both a more efficient system and a higher user-perceived quality of
service. The higher the SINR the higher the rate that packets can be transmitted
reliably.
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The IEEE 802.11 [5] is the standard for medium access control in wireless local
area networks (WLANs). It defines two types of network topology (depicted in
Fig. 3.1), infrastructure, called the Basic Service Set (BSS) and "infrastructure -less",
called the independent BSS (IBSS), referred to as an ad hoc network. The wireless
devices (laptops, smart phones, PDAs), called stations (STA) or nodes, are associ-
ated dynamically with a BSS which means that a node can turn on or off, coming
in or out (via wireless channel) the BSS range (Fig. 3.1). An Access Point (AP)
supports the access to the Distributed System (DS) by providing DS services and
also acting as a station. In order to become a member of an infrastructure BSS,
a node has to associate to an AP, where the node’s membership is dynamic (STAs
turn on, turn off, come within range, and go out of range) and it involves the use
of the distributed system service (DSS) [5]. Data flows between a BSS and the DS
via an AP. The DS and BSSs allow to create a wireless network of arbitrary size
and complexity, which is called extended service set (ESS) network as depicted in
the Fig. 3.1. In order to integrate the IEEE 802.11 architecture with a traditional
wired LAN, the portal is introduced as a final logical architectural component. A
portal allows data to enter from non-IEEE 802.11 LANs to the IEEE 802.11 LANs;
in other words it provides an integration between IEEE 802.11 components and
existing wired LANs. Fig. 3.1 shows the ESS network with two infrastructure BSSs
connected via the dystributed system. In order to connect to a wired IEEE 802
LAN, a portal is present in the figure. On the right in the figure, the independent
BSS has also been depicted. The IBSS consists of STAs that are directly connected,
thus no base station is present between them. Each STA also acts as a router re-
laying the data.
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Figure 3.1: IEEE 802.11 Infrastructure and "Infrastructure-less" topology of a wireless network

The IEEE 802.11 specifies two categories of services that are associated with differ-
ent components of the architecture, namely, the station services (SS) and distribu-
tion system services (DSS). In the Table 3.1 an architectural set of services of IEEE
802.11 has been shown.

3.1 IEEE 802.11 MAC architecture

The IEEE 802.11 standard specifies two medium access control mechanisms, DCF
(Distributed Coordination Function), and PCF (Point Coordination Function). The
DCF scheme has been developed to use within both ad hoc and infrastructure net-
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Table 3.1: The complete set of IEEE 802.11 architectural services

Service Provider in infrast. BSS Provider in IBSS
Distribution AP (DSS)
Integretion AP (DSS)
Association AP (DSS)
Reassociation AP (DSS)
Disassociation AP (DSS)
Authentication STA/AP (SS) STA (SS)
Deautentication STA/AP (SS) STA (SS)
Privacy STA/AP (SS) STA (SS)
MSDU delivery STA/AP (SS) STA (SS)

work configurations, whereas PCF only applies for infrastructure BSS. However,
the PCF access method is not widely implemented, since its hardware implemen-
tation is very complex. A schematic overview of the 802.11 MAC architecture is
shown in Fig. 3.2.

Figure 3.2: MAC architecture of IEEE 802.11 [5]

3.2 IEEE 802.11 DCF mechanism

The fundamental access method of the IEEE 802.11 MAC is DCF, also known as
Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA). The DCF is
implemented in all STAs, for use within both ad hoc and infrastructure network
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configurations. The CS (Carrier Sense) is performed through a physical and a vir-
tual mechanism. Both sensing mechanisms are used to determine the state of the
medium. The physical carrier sensing (PHY CS) is performed by the air interface
(PHY - Physical Layer). A virtual carrier sensing (VCS) mechanism is provided by
the MAC. Before transmitting, a node senses the medium to determine if another
node is transmitting. If the medium is not determined to be busy, the transmis-
sion may proceed. The CSMA/CA distributed algorithm mandates that a gap of a
minimum specified duration exists between contiguous frame sequences, during
which a transmitting node ensures that the medium is idle before attempting to
transmit. If the medium is determined to be busy, the node defers until the end of
the current transmission. After deferral, or prior to attempting to transmit again
immediately after a successful transmission, the node selects a random backoff
interval and decrements the backoff interval counter while the medium is idle. A
transmission is successful when an ACK frame is received from the receiver.
Taking into account that nodes in ad hoc networks have asymmetric information
(they are not all within radio range of one another), they cannot be based only
on PHY CS, but also on virtual CS (VCS). A VCS mechanism is executed by over-
hearing Request-To-Send/Clear-To-Send (RTS/CTS) control packets, that contain
a Duration/ID field which defines the duration of time required to transmit the cur-
rent data frame and corresponding ACK packet. All nodes within the reception
range of either the originating node (which transmits the RTS) or the destination
node (which transmits the CTS) learn of the medium reservation1.
Fig. 3.3 depicts the RTS/CTS channel reservation. Node A transmits an RTS

Figure 3.3: CSMA/CA

packet to node B. Node 1 hears the RTS packet and it defers (3.3.a). Node B
answers to the node A with a CTS packets. Nodes 2 and 3 hearing this trans-
mission also defer (3.3.b). Node A transmits Data packet without a collision from

1The neighbors of the receiver (sender) which are not neighbors of the sender (receiver) are called
hidden nodes to the sender (receiver), see details in Section 5.1. RTS/CTS control packet exchange is
proposed in order to avoid collision from hidden nodes.
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node 1 since it defers (3.3.c). Node B transmits an acknowledgment ACK to node
A without any collision from nodes 2 and 3 (they are deferring till the full trans-
mission will be completed (3.3.d)).
The VCS employs RTS/CTS packets exchange for channel reservation, only if the
RTS/CTS exchange access scheme is switched on, because the RTS/CTS mechanism
is optional in DCF. Under this mechanism a sender and receiver first exchange
short RTS and CTS control frames (Fig. 3.4) to reserve the medium before a large
data frame (Data) is transmitted, in order to reduce the duration of collisions. The

Figure 3.4: RTS/CTS handshake in the IEEE 802.11 [5]

receiver sends a CTS frame only if the NAV (Network Allocation Vector) at the re-
ceiver indicates an idle channel. Upon receiving a CTS frame the sender transmits
a DATA frame and waits for an acknowledgment ACK (the scheme is also called
4-handshake exchange).
Stations set a NAV which contains the remaining time of the on-going transmis-
sion exchange of data. Thus, the NAV maintains a prediction of future traffic on
the medium based on duration information that is announced in RTS/CTS frames
prior to the actual exchange of data. The CS mechanism combines the NAV state
and the node’s transmitter status with PHY CS to determine the busy/idle state
of the medium. The NAV may be thought of as a counter, which counts down to
zero at a uniform rate. When the counter is zero, the VCS indication is that the
medium is idle; when nonzero, the indication is busy. The medium is determined
to be busy when the STA is transmitting.
The default mechanism is called the basic access mechanism (Fig.3.5). The mech-
anism recognizes a frame exchange sequence consisting of two frames: a data
(Data) frame sent from a source to a destination, and an acknowledgment (ACK)
frame sent from a destination to a source upon the successful reception of a data
packet.
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Figure 3.5: Basic access mechanism in the IEEE 802.11 [5]

3.3 IEEE 802.11 PCF mechanism

The PCF, optional mechanism of the IEEE 802.11, supports contention-free frame
transfer. In the PCF mechanism an AP controls which station can transmit any
given period of time. The PCF recognizes two periods of time, the Contention
Free Period (CFP) and Contention Period (CP). The PCF controls frame transfers
during a CFP, which alternates with a CP (as depicted at Fig. 3.6) controlled by
the DCF. Within a CFP an AP will poll all stations operating in the PCF mode.

Figure 3.6: CFP/ CP periods [5]

For example, an AP first polls the station A, and during a specific period of time
the station A can transmit data frames (and no other station can send anything).
Then, an AP polls the next station and continues down the polling list, while
letting each station to have a chance to send data. Each CFP begins with a Beacon
frame which contains a DTIM element (Delivery Traffic Indication Message) as
depicted in Fig. 3.7. CFPs occur at a defined repetition rate, which is synchronized
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Figure 3.7: Beacons and CFPs in PCF [5]

with the beacon interval. Thus, the PCF enables stations to transmit data frames
synchronously, with regular time delays between data frame transmissions. It
allows information flows, such as video and control mechanisms, having strict
synchronization requirements.

3.4 Interframe space periods and backoff mechanism

The IEEE 802.11 defines four kinds of interframe space (IFS) periods (Fig. 3.8) of
time between frames: SIFS (Short IFS), PIFS (PCF IFS), DIFS (DCF IFS) and EIFS
(extended IFS). They determine the priority level for accessing the channel. The

Figure 3.8: Some IFS relationships [5]

SIFS is used for a CTS frame and ACK frame, or subsequent frame in a fragment
burst. It is the shortest period for the response with a corresponding frame in
the 4-handshake exchange (Fig. 3.4). The PIFS is used in the PCF mechanism in
order to gain a priority access to the medium at the beginning of the Contention
Free Period. The DIFS duration is used by a station operating with the DCF
mechanism. During this period stations sense the medium and start the frame
exchange if the channel has been sensed as idle after a corrected received frame,
and its backoff time has expired.
The last Interframe space period, EIFS, begins following the indication that the
medium is idle after detection of the erroneous frame, thus after a message has not
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successfully been received. After the DIFS or EIFS period, the node additionally
waits a random backoff period. The stations in the CSR cannot decode packets,
thus they do not know the duration of the data transmission. These stations set
their NAV for the EIFS duration (Fig. 3.9). In this case EIFS provides enough

Figure 3.9: IEEE 802.11 DCF with nodes in CSR

time for the transmitter to receive an ACK frame (EIFS is much longer then the
DIFS duration). A node in IEEE 802.11 that overheard an RTS sets its NAV (based
on Duration FieldRTS) and runs a timer for a duration equal to 2 ∗ SIFS Time +
CTS Time + 2 ∗ Slot Time, where a CTS time is calculated from the length of a CTS
frame and the rate at which an RTS packet has been received. The node can reset
its NAV (and start its 4-handshake exchange) if it does not hear a DATA packet
from the RTS sender during this period of time (thus the counter of NAV reaches
zero).

In general, a node may transmit, when it determines that the medium is idle
for greater than or equal to a DIFS period, or an EIFS period if the immediately
preceding medium-busy event was caused by detection of a frame that was not
received at this node with a correct MAC FCS value. If, under these conditions,
the medium is determined by the CS mechanism to be busy when a node de-
sires to initiate the initial frame, the random backoff procedure described in the
next Section should be followed. There are conditions where the random backoff
procedure is followed even for the first attempt to initiate a transmission. 2

2The backoff procedure is also invoked when a transmitting node infers a failed transmission.
After transmitting an RTS frame, the node waits for a CTSTimeout interval, with a value of aSIFSTime
+aSlotTime + aPHY-RX-START-Delay. If a CTS is not received during the CTSTimeout interval, the
node concludes that the transmission of the RTS has failed, and it invokes its backoff procedure upon
expiration of the CTSTimeout interval.
After transmitting Data that requires an ACK frame as a response, the node waits for an ACKTimeout
interval, with a value of aSIFSTime + aSlotTime + aPHY-RX-START-Delay. If ACK is not received
during the ACKTimeout interval, the node concludes that the transmission of the data has failed, and
it invokes its backoff procedure upon expiration of the ACKTimeout interval.
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3.5 Random backoff time and Binary Exponential Back-
off

A node desiring to transmit determines first, whether the medium is in the busy
or idle state. If the medium is busy, the node defers until the medium is deter-
mined to be idle without interruption for a period of time equal to DIFS when the
last frame detected on the medium was received correctly, or after the medium
is determined to be idle without interruption for a period of time equal to EIFS
when the last frame detected on the medium was not received correctly. After
the DIFS or EIFS medium idle time, the node generates a random backoff period
for an additional deferral time before transmitting, unless the backoff timer already
contains a nonzero value, in which case the selection of a random number is not
needed and not performed. This process minimizes collisions during contention
between multiple nodes that have been deferring to the same event.
An additional random deferral time before transmitting is defined as Backoff Time=
Random() * Slot Time, where Random() is a pseudorandom integer from the interval
[0,CW (Contention Window)]. In the DCF 802.11 the minimum and maximum CW
size (CWmin, CWmax) are fixed, where CWmin <= CW <= CWmax. The backoff
interval initializes the backoff timer. It decreases by one when the medium is idle
and it is frozen when the medium is busy, as illustrated in Fig. 3.10. The medium

Figure 3.10: BEB procedure of the 802.11 DCF [5]

must be determined to be idle for the duration of a DIFS period or EIFS, as appro-
priate, before the backoff procedure is allowed to resume.
When the backoff timer expires, the node can start to transmit. Upon a successful
transmission, the CW is set to the minimum. When a collision occurs a Binary
Exponential Backoff (BEB) mechanism is used (Fig. 3.11). According to this mech-
anism, the upper bound of the CW interval is doubled after each unsuccessful
transmission

CWNEW = 2 ∗ (CWOLD)

and nodes execute a new backoff process. Once it reaches the maximum CW
interval size the CW interval remains the maximum value until it is reset to the
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Figure 3.11: Binary Exponential Backoff of the 802.11 DCF.

minimum (CWmin). The minimum and maximum values of the CW interval are
constant in the DCF 802.11 and equal to 32 and 1024, respectively. You can see in
Fig. 3.11 the slot values of the BEB (31, 63, 127, ...), that are starting from 0.

The following rules also apply [5]: when a node has transmitted a frame other than
an initial or intermediate fragment, it does not transmit on the channel following
the acknowledgment for that frame, without performing the backoff procedure;
when data has been successfully delivered or all retransmission attempts have
been exhausted, and the node has a subsequent data to transmit, then it performs
a backoff procedure.

3.6 Power management in ad hoc networks

The IEEE 802.11 standard provides a Power Saving Mechanism (PSM) by allowing
a node to go into Doze Mode (consuming less energy). The frame control field
contains a subfield Power Management indicating the mode of the station (0 - ac-
tive mode, 1 - power-saving mode). The time is divided into beacon intervals (as
depicted at Fig. 3.12) and every node is synchronized by a periodic beacon trans-
mission. The standard uses ATIM (Ad Hoc Traffic Indication Messages) to announce
a period when all stations are awake. Thus, at the start of each beacon there is
an interval called ATIM window, where every node should be awake and able to
exchange messages. If a STA receives a directed ATIM frame during the ATIM
Window, it acknowledges the directed ATIM and stays awake for the entire beacon
interval waiting for the announced packet. Otherwise, it may enter the Doze state
at the end of the ATIM Window [5].
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Figure 3.12: Basic operations of power management in an IBSS [5]
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MAC protocols for ad hoc networks

4.1 Classification of MAC protocols for ad hoc net-
works

In communications and computer networks, channel access methods or multiple ac-
cess methods allow several terminals connected to the same physical medium to
transmit over it and to share its capacity. Multiple access protocols and control
mechanisms are called Media Access Control (MAC), which is provided by the
data link protocol layer in the OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) seven layer
model. MAC provides addressing and channel access control mechanisms that
make it possible for several terminals or network nodes to communicate within
a multipoint network (LANs, MANs etc.). The MAC sub-layer acts as an inter-
face between the Logical Link Control (LLC) sublayer and the network’s physical
(PHY) layer. This channel also provides unicast, multicast or broadcast communi-
cation service.
Multiple access protocols for wired multi-drop networks are for example Token
Bus, Token Ring, Token Passing or CSMA/CD (Carrier Sense Multiple Access
with Collision Detection) used in Ethernet and IEEE 802.3.
Common multiple access protocols that are/were used in packet radio wireless net-
works are for example Slotted ALOHA, Dynamic ALOHA, R-ALOHA,CDMA
(Code division multiple access), OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency-Division Mul-
tiple Access) and CSMA/CA used in IEEE 802.11/WiFi WLANs.
Figure 4.1 depicts the most commonly used channel access methods.
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Multiple access techniques:

Frequency Division
Multiple Access

(FDMA)

The total system bandwidth is divided into channels (different carrier frequencies of the radio
spectrum) that are allocated to the different users. 

Time Division
Multiple Access

(TDMA)

Time is divided into slots that are allocated to different users. The users transmit  one after the
other, each using his own timeslot. Multiple stations share the same transmission medium (e.g.
radio frequency channel) while using only the part of its bandwidth they require. TDMA is
used in the digital  2G cellular systems (Global System for Mobile Communications -GSM)),
IS-136,  Personal  Digital  Cellular  (PDC)  and  iDEN,  in  the  Digital  Enhanced  Cordless
Telecommunications  (DECT)  standard  for  portable  phonesand  in  satellite systems,  and
combat-net radio systems. 

Code Division
Multiple Access

(CDMA)

Time and bandwidth are used simultaneously by different users, modulated by orthogonal or
semiorthogonal codes (spread spectrum). CDMA has been/is used in many communications
and navigation systems, including the Global Positioning System and the OmniTRACS satellite
system for transportation logistics.

Hybrid approaches 

Complexity:         Frequence Division <  Time Division  <  Code Division

                                                                                                     

Contention based random access techniques:

ALOHA In  pure ALOHA  a packet will be sent if Data is available where a collision occurs for any
partial overlap of packets. If a packet collides with another transmission, Data will be resent
later. 
In slotted ALOHA a station can send packets during predefined timeslots, which avoids partial
overlap of packets.

Carrier-Sense
Techniques

In carrier sense techniques a channel is sensed before each transmission to determine if it is
occupied. 
Carrier-Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection  (CSMA/CD) used in  wired networks
(e.g. Ethernet) is not possible in a radio environment.
Common known Carrier-Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) is used
in current wireless LANs (IEEE 802.11), wireless PAN (IEEE 802.15), WaveLan etc.

Reservation
protocols

In demand-based  assignment (Demand  Assignment  Multiple  Access  -DAMA)  protocols  a
common reservation channel is used to assign bandwidth on demand. A channel reservation
requires extra bandwidth. This scheme is very efficient when the overhead traffic is a small
percentage of the data traffic.
Packet Reservation Multiple Access (PRMA) is similar to ALOHA reservation using a slotted
channel structure where all unreserved slots are open for contention. A successful transmission
in an unreserved slot reserves that slot for future transmission.

Figure 4.1: Multiple and random channel access techniques
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              MAC protocols              (a)

              MAC protocols: channel              (b)

              MAC protocols              (c)

              MAC protocols: power consumption              (d)

              MAC protocols: antenna              (e)

              MAC protocols: network              (f)

              MAC protocols: data rate              (g)
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- Dynamic
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Collision avoidance
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4.1.1 Synchronous vs. asynchronous MAC protocols

The basic classification of MAC protocols (Fig. 4.2.a) in ad hoc networks distin-
guishes:

• synchronous allocation protocols using the synchronous communication model
concept,

• asynchronous contention based protocols using the asynchronous commu-
nication model concept,

• hybrid combination of synchronous and asynchronous schemes.

Synchronous MAC protocols

The synchronous communication model [53] features a slotted channel consisting of
discrete time intervals, also called slots, that have the same duration. These slots
are then grouped into a larger time frame that is cyclically repeated. All nodes
are then synchronized according to this time frame, and communication occurs
within the slot boundaries. The uniformity and regularity of this model simplifies
the provision of quality of service (QoS) requirements. Packet jitter, delay, and
bandwidth allotment can be controlled through careful time slot management.
The synchronization process in a centralized system with an AP is easier than in
ad hoc networks. An AP can broadcast a beacon signal to indicate the beginning
of a time frame. All nodes within the range simply listen for these beacons to syn-
chronize themselves with an AP. Ad hoc networks synchronization process relies
on more sophisticated clock synchronization mechanisms (e.g. the timing signals
present in the global positioning system (GPS)). In addition, when synchronous
protocols are used, the size of each time slot must be increased in order to ac-
commodate propagation delay (the amount of time needed for the transmission
to reach the receiver). This added overhead reduces the amount of bandwidth
available for information transmission.
The allocation protocols are scheduled access schemes using channel access meth-
ods, described in Fig. 4.1, that allocate stations to different time slots (based on
TDMA) or different data channels (based on FDMA, CDMA or both). Protocols
based on TDMA, map timeslots to nodes i.e. they define which node has an ac-
cess in a certain timeslot. TDMA scheduling, being collision free transmission
scheduling, can be done on either a static or dynamic basis, which leads to a fixed
and variable schedule length. The static scheme is suitable for a channel with
high and medium traffic loads (all slots are likely to be utilized) but it has a bad
performance at low traffic loads (static slotted nature of the channel introduces an
artificial delay, because not all slots are utilized). TDMA based protocols remain
stable even when the traffic loads are extremely high, since each node has colli-
sion free access to at least one time slot per frame (in most of the TDMA based
protocols) [53]. Static synchronous protocols do not scale for large networks,they
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require a-priori knowledge of the global system parameters. A classic TDMA
static allocation protocol schedules according to the number of nodes N in a net-
work having N timeslots, one unique slot for each node to transmit. The channel
access delay is bounded by the frame length. Dynamic allocation protocols (e.g.
Five-Phase Reservation Protocol (FPRP) [54]) provides a distributed scheduling
algorithm that computes transmission schedule in an on-demand fashion. They
provide collision free schedules but they can have a large control overhead [53].

Asynchronous MAC protocols

The asynchronous, or also called contention-based, protocols use an asynchronous
communication model [53], which is much less restrictive with communication tak-
ing place in an on-demand fashion. Since there are no time slots, there is no
need for a global synchronization, thus less interdependence between nodes, and
therefore such model is applicable to ad hoc networks. These protocols (inter
alia IEEE 802.11 standard for WLANs) do not coordinate the medium access to
the channel using direct competition between nodes to determine channel access
rights. Collision avoidance is key element to the design of contention-based pro-
tocols. Thus they do not support QoS and battery power is wasted but they ad-
just to the infrastructure-less ad hoc environment. This scheme performs well
at low traffic loads (only a few collisions), but the performance decreases when
traffic loads rise -because of the increasing number of collisions. At very high
traffic loads, contention protocols can become unstable as the channel utilization
drops, which can result in exponentially growing packet delay and network ser-
vice breakdown since few, if any, packets can be successfully transmitted [53]. Fig-
ure 4.1 illustrates examples of contention based random access techniques. The
original ALOHA protocol was developed within the ALOHANET project at the
University of Hawaii [55]. The main feature of ALOHA is the lack of channel
access control, where a node is allowed to transmit immediately, when it has a
packet to transmit. Therefore collisions are common, and some form of feedback
mechanism (e.g. automatic repeat request (ARQ)), is needed to ensure packet
delivery. When the packet was not delivered successfully, the node simply sched-
ules the packet for retransmission. There has been shown that the use of a syn-
chronous communication model can improve protocol performance. The slotted
ALOHA forces each node to wait until the beginning of a slot before transmitting
its packet, which reduces the period during which a packet is vulnerable to col-
lision, and effectively doubles the channel utilization of ALOHA. There also is a
p-persistent slotted ALOHA using a persistence parameter p, 0 < p < 1, in order
to determine the probability that a node transmits a packet in a slot. Decreasing
this parameter reduces the number of collisions, but increases delay at the same
time [53].
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Hybrid (synchronous + asynchronous) MAC protocols

There also exists a hybrid scheme that combines the performance capabilities of
asynchronous schemes at low traffic and synchronous at high traffic e.g. TDMA/
CSMA channel access [56], ADAPT [57], ABROAD [58], or AGENT protocol [59].
The idea of the TDMA/ CSMA channel access is to permanently assign each node
a fixed TDMA transmission schedule, and additionally give the nodes an oppor-
tunity to reclaim and/or reuse any idle slots through CSMA based contention.
The ADAPT (Dynamically Self Adjusting Media Access Control Protocol) proto-
col addresses the hidden node problem (see details in Section 5.1.1) by integrating
a CSMA based contention protocol that uses collision avoidance handshaking into
a TDMA allocation protocol. There are three intervals in each time slot. In the
priority interval, nodes announce their intentions to use their assigned slots by
initiating a collision avoidance handshake with the intended destination, which
ensures that all hidden nodes are aware of the impending transmission. In the
contention interval nodes compete for channel access in an unassigned time slot.
A node may compete if and only if the channel remains idle during the priority
interval. In the transmission interval the transmission of packets occurs. All nodes
have access to the transmission interval in their assigned slots. A node that suc-
cessfully completes a Request-To-Send/Clear-To-Send (RTS/CTS) handshake in
the contention interval of an unassigned slot may access the transmission interval.
Any unsuccessful handshake in the contention interval is resolved using the expo-
nential backoff algorithm already presented in [60]. Simulation results show that
ADAPT successfully maintains prioritized access to assigned slots and exhibits
high channel utilization in sparse network topologies. The results do not fac-
tor in any physical constraints, e.g. propagation delay and hardware switchover
time, which can significantly increase the overall protocol overhead. Moreover, the
handshaking mechanism employed in the contention interval does not support
multicast packet transmissions [53]. The ABROAD (Adaptive Medium Access
Control (MAC) Protocol for Reliable Broadcast) protocol accommodates multicast
packets by altering the contention mechanism of ADAPT protocol and it uses a
form of negative feedback response, a negative CTS (NCTS), when a collision is
detected in the contention interval due to the potential collision among the CTS
responses. Simulation results demonstrate that the probability of the RTS/CTS
failure in the contention interval is small, e.g. less than 4% in networks with low
bit error rates. There also exists the AGENT (Adaptive Generalized Transmis-
sion Protocol) protocol [53] integrating the unicast capabilities of ADAPT with the
multicast capabilities of ABROAD. AGENT uses the same frame and slot structure
of the ADAPT protocol, as well as the handshaking dialog of the priority inter-
val, and the control signaling in the contention interval is based on a combination
of ADAPT and ABROAD. The simulation demonstrates that the performance of
AGENT closely matches that of a contention protocol under light traffic loads. The
application of AGENT is limited due to the use of a TDMA scheduling algorithm.
For larger networks consisting of thousands of nodes, the protocol may not be a
feasible alternative [53].
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4.1.2 Single/Multi-channel protocols

The IEEE 802.11 standard for WLANs (see Section. 1.1) defines MAC protocols
designed for sharing a single channel between nodes. However it allows for the
use of multiple channels available (Fig. 4.2.b) at the physical layer for exam-
ple, the IEEE 802.11b physical layer has 14 channels, 5MHz apart in frequency
(but the frequency spacing must be at least 30MHz to be totally non-overlapping,
that’s why the 3 channels 1, 6, 11 are used for communication in current imple-
mentations [5]) and the IEEE 802.11a provides 12 channels, 8 in the lower part
of the band for indoor use and 4 in the upper band for outdoor use [1]. A lot of
work has been done to improve the performance of wireless networks using single
channel protocols, however there are many studies focusing on multiple channel
solutions such as [61], [62], [63], [64], [65], [66], [67] and many others. DBTMA
[61] divides a common channel into 2 sub-channels, 1- Data channel and 1- control
channel. Busy tones are transmitted on a separate control channel to avoid hidden
terminals, while data is transmitted on the Data channel. HRMA [62] is a multi-
channel protocol for networks using a slow frequency hopping spread spectrum
(FHSS). The nodes hop from one channel to another according to a predefined
hopping pattern. In [66] the Dynamic Channel Assignment (DCA) protocol is
proposed which assigns channels dynamically, in an on-demand style. The Bidi-
rectional Multi–channel MAC (Bi-MCMAC) [67] protocol divides the bandwidth
into 1 control channel and several data channels. The scheme is called bidirectional
because the Data packet receiver may send its own outgoing data packet to the
sender after the receipt of the first packet. There is a lot of other interesting work
in this field.

4.1.3 Sender/Receiver-initiated protocols

Since the Carrier Sense Multiple Access protocols suffer from the hidden node
problem (see 5.1.1 Section) in multi-hop ad hoc networks, control handshakes be-
fore a transmission have been proposed. They are classified between sender-
initiated, receiver-initiated and hybrid schemes (Fig. 4.2.c). Between well known
sender-initiated protocols (also IEEE 802.11 standard belongs to this group) is
the Medium Access Collision Avoidance (MACA/MACAW) [68] protocol. The
MACA method implements the three-way handshake, RTS-CTS-Data, via a pair of
Request-To-Send (RTS) and Clear-To-Send (CTS) short control messages in order
to reserve a channel. However, the RTS/ CTS approach does not always solve the
hidden node problem completely, and collisions can occur when different nodes
send the RTS and the CTS packets as reported in [69]. Furthermore, MACA does
not provide any acknowledgment of data transmissions at the data link layer.
When a transmission fails for any reason, the retransmission has to be initiated by
the transport layer. This can lead to significant delays in the transmission of data.
The MACAW [70] is an enhancement of MACA which utilizes a five step RTS-CTS-
DS-Data-ACK message exchange and a new back-off algorithm. In MACAW the
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additional packet used is called DS (Data Sending) in order to solve the exposed
node problem. After receiving a CTS packet, a sender transmits a DS packet in
order to inform other nodes that it will be sending a data packet. MACAW allows
much faster error recovery at the data link layer by using the ACK packet that is
returned from the receiving node to the sending node as soon as data reception
is completed. Moreover, the protocol achieves a significantly higher throughput
compared to MACA. However, It does not fully solve the hidden and exposed
node problems [69]. In Floor Acquisition Multiple Access (FAMA) [71] the carrier
sensing possibility is added in order to reduce the number of collisions. In FAMA
the collision avoidance mechanism is performed both at the sender as well as the
receiver. The sender transmits an RTS using either non-persistent packet sensing
(NPS) or non-persistent carrier sensing (NCS). The receiver responds with a CTS
packet containing the address of the sending node. Any station overhearing the
CTS packet knows about the node that has acquired the floor. FAMA seems to
address the hidden node problem effectively according to [69].
In the receiver-initiated MAC protocols (including MACA-BI [72], RIMA-SP (sim-
ple polling) [73], RIMA-DP (dual-purpose polling) [73], and RIMA-BP (broadcast
polling) [73]) the number of control messages is reduced. In each handshake
there is a packet involved, Ready-To-Receive (RTR), sent by a receiver. MACA-BI
(MACA by Invitation) uses two-way handshake where the node A sends an RTR
message in order to invite the node B to send packets. The node B is allowed
to transmit to the node A only if it has received an RTR from the node A. If the
node B receives an RTR which is destined to a different node, it backs off. The
MACA-BI protocol works efficiently in networks with a predictable traffic pattern,
however, if the traffic is bursty, the performance degrades to that of MACA [69]. In
the RIMA-SP (Receiver-Initiated Multiple Access with Simple Polling) the polled
node should transmit data packets only if they are addressed to the polling node.
In order to avoid a collision the No-Transmission-Request (NTR) packet is used
and an additional collision avoidance waiting period. If the polling node senses
no activity on the channel then it will send an NTR packet. In the RIMA-DP
(Receiver-Initiated Multiple Access with Dual-use Polling) both the polling and
polled node can send a data packet if they have data packets addressed to each
other. In the RIMA-BP (Receiver-Initiated Multiple Access with Broadcast Polling)
an RTR can be sent to a broadcast address, thus multiple neighbors can receive
and decode the packet at the same time.

4.1.4 Power/CS control protocols

Wireless terminals are usually equipped with batteries that provide a limited
amount of energy and limited transmission power level. Since the power level de-
termines the network topology, the energy consumption is an important factor in
ad hoc networks. One way to conserve energy supported by the IEEE 802.11 stan-
dard [5] is the power saving mechanism. The Power Saving Mechanism (PSM)
is provided by the standard allowing a node to go into Doze Mode (consuming
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less energy). A second approach is to use a power control scheme ([68], [74], [75],
[76], [77], [78]), that allows to vary the transmit power in order to reduce energy
consumption.
A simple BASIC power control scheme is based on the assumption that Request-
To-Send, (RTS), Clear-To-Send (CTS) packets can be transmitted with the highest
power level and DATA (data) and ACK (acknowledge) packets with a minimum
power level (but nodes, that first were in CSR (Carrier Sense Range), are now
outside the CSR. Therefore, they cannot detect a signal anymore and set their
NAV (Network Allocation Vector) for the EIFS (Extended InterFrame Space) pe-
riod, resulting in a collision if they start their transmissions) [68] and [74]. It
should be taken into consideration that different power levels among different
nodes cause asymmetric links. In the Basic scheme, a transmission power level for
DATA/ACK packets is determined using two different methods: by calculating
the desired power level by the receiver (based on received power level of RTS, the
transmitted power level, noise level at the receiver which is specified in CTS) or
by the transmitter (based on received power level and transmitted power level).
Another interesting solution is proposed in [76]. The protocol achieves energy
conservation by dynamically adjusting the transmission range on the fly at each
node and thus increasing the spatial reuse of the spectrum.
In [78] load-sensitive algorithms are proposed that adapt the transmission range
based on traffic load conditions (every node estimates the contention time as the
sum of the transmission time + backoff time due to a collision [1]). The study
shows the difference between the Common Power Control and the Independent
Power Control scheme.
There is also plenty of work focusing on spatial reuse that employs the IEEE 802.11
physical carrier sensing. One part of the research in this field focuses on depen-
dencies and tradeoffs between transmit power and carrier sense threshold [79], [80],
an other part focuses on a carrier sense threshold adjustment [81], [82] [83]. In [83]
the proposed algorithm allows more flows to co-exist in IEEE 802.11-based hotspot
wireless networks. The Dynamic Spatial Backoff, proposed in [81], dynamically
adjusts the carrier sense threshold and transmission rate based on consecutive
successful/failed transmissions.
More details about CS/power control schemes can be found in Chapter 11.

4.1.5 Other protocols

There are MAC protocols for ad hoc networks using either omnidirectional anten-
nas (IEEE 802.11 standard [5], MACA[68]/MACAW [70], FAMA [71], and DBTMA
[61] and others.) or directional antennas ([84],[85], [86] etc.) (Fig. 4.2.e). The om-
nidirectional antenna radiates or receives equally well in all directions. It does not
favor any particular direction. A directional antenna radiates greater power in one
or more directions allowing for increased performance on transmit and receive
and reduced interference from unwanted sources.
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Figure 4.2 shows other possible classification distinguishing data rate (g), type of
the network (f) etc. There also exist other kinds of protocols that should be men-
tioned as MAC protocols for MultiPacket Reception (MPR) networks [87] [88] [89]
(see 1.2.3 Section), or based on a cellular structure [90] [91]. In the next Section we
present other interesting MAC protocols that have not been classified or described
in this section.

4.2 Different MAC layer approaches as a substitution
of IEEE 802.11 or its enhancements

Since the IEEE 802.11 standard does not provide satisfactory access to the wireless
medium in (mobile) ad hoc networks, there have been designed other protocols:
on the one hand, protocols that introduce new enhancements in the IEEE 802.11
standard, on the other hand, completely new protocols proposing different ap-
proaches to access the wireless channel. In this subsection we discuss mainly new
approaches dealing with problems of medium access control different than the
IEEE 802.11 legacy standard. In the following sections, the IEEE 802.11 problems
and limitations are presented with possible solutions found in available literature.

4.2.1 Neighborhood awareness protocols

An interesting proposal for the contention resolution approach is the neighbor-
hood awareness scheme. In the neighborhood-aware protocols (e.g. Node Acti-
vation Multiple Access (NAMA) [92], Link Activation Multiple Access (LAMA)
[92], Pairwise-link Activation Multiple Access (PAMA) [92] that are based on
Neighbor-aware Contention Resolution (NCR) algorithm [92], Hybrid Activation
Multiple Access (HAMA) [93], and History-Based Schedule (HSB) [94]) nodes
gather knowledge of their contenders. The NCR algorithm resolves contention
among a group of contenders without frequently exchanging control messages or
depending on the knowledge of the complete topology of the network. The only
required information for the operation of the algorithm is the set of contenders to
the shared resource, and the following resource-access schedule is automatically
derived from the contender information in each contention context (e.g. a time
slot). The key idea is to assign a dynamic priority number to each entity. Each
node maintains identifiers i (periodically broadcasted) of its 1- or 2-hops neigh-
bors and makes a new node or link activation decision during each contention
context t (e.g., each time slot). The NCR algorithm creates a random permuta-
tion of the set of contenders, and the precedence of an entity in the sequence
determines the resource-access right of the entity among its contenders [92]. The
NAMA protocol is suitable for collision-free broadcasts in ad hoc networks with
the simplest antenna technologies. In contrast, the LAMA, PAMA and HAMA
protocols require more complicated physical layer technologies for code-division
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and frequency-division channelizations. The LAMA and PAMA are suitable for
scheduling unicast transmissions. The HAMA is capable of scheduling broadcast
transmissions while maximizing the unicast transmission opportunities. Accord-
ing to the analysis from [92] NAMA and HAMA can provide a much higher
throughput and have a better channel utilization than the ideal random access
protocols, CSMA and collision-avoidance protocols. The latest study [94] pro-
poses the History-Based Schedule (HBS) protocol which is based on the history of
activity of each node and assigns a weight level to each node. The weight wi of
the node is determined by the ratio of the number of packets sent by a node over
the number of the time slots scheduled to this node. The conflict-free access to the
channel is determined by the priority list of the nodes within 2-hops. The priority
of each node is computed according the equation p(i, t) = Rand(i, t) ∗ wi, where
Rand(i, t) is a pseudo random function generating unique results with the same i
and t. Additionally when a node has no data to transmit, it sends an empty frame,
called Nothing-To-Transmit. This protocol provides a channel access probability
greater than zero for all of the nodes and always generates one or more winners
for each time slot, because a node has a finite number of contenders in the net-
works. It has been shown that the HBS protocol has a lower delay than the NAMA
protocol in the fully-connected network. Moreover, both the HBS and NAMA pro-
tocols have a higher throughput performance than CSMA/CA, especially at high
loads. Furthermore, the delay of the CSMA/CA is larger than NAMA and HBS at
medium or high loads, but lower at very low arrival rates [94].

4.2.2 Multipacket reception (MPR) networks

Users in a wireless network share a common medium, thus their transmissions
can interfere with one another. The receiver must extract signals of interest from
interference and noise. If a node of the network is capable of correctly receiving
signals from multiple transmitters, then the node is called an MPR node.

There are a few techniques of separating signals transmitted simultaneously from
different users: separating signals at the modulation level (i.e. CDMA), the spatial
diversity (employing transmitting/receiving antenna arrays) and the geographical
locations of users [87]. A general model of a multi-user system that includes spa-
tial, temporal or code diversities is just the multi-input and multi-output (MIMO)
channel. The MPR node can correctly receive and decode a fraction of the number
of transmissions in its neighborhood in each slot. The reception probabilities are
given by the Receiver MPR Matrix C (Cn,k = P [k packets are received | n packets are
transmitted in the neighborhood]). The MPR matrix includes the effects of noise, type
of modulation, signal processing (beamforming, CDMA, multi-user detection etc.)
In [88] nodes try to decode packets that are only intended for them and they know
the transmission which they should listen to. Thus the transmitters adjust their
power in such a way that their intended receivers receive packets with an appro-
priate power level. Another example of MAC protocols used for MPR network is
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Multi-Queue Service Room (MQSR) [89] which is designed explicitly for general
MPR channels. The MQSR protocol dynamically controls the size of the access
set according to the traffic load and the channel MPR capability so that the ex-
pected number of successfully transmitted packets is maximized under a set of
heterogeneous delay constraints. As a consequence, the channel MPR capability is
efficiently exploited and the channel capacity is achieved at heavy traffic load. The
MQSR protocol achieved a significant improvement in throughput over the slot-
ted ALOHA with optimal retransmission probability. Furthermore, the proposed
protocol maximizes the per-slot throughput (the expected number of successfully
received packets in each slot) while ensuring each user’s QoS requirement. The
protocol achieves the maximum possible throughput at heavy traffic load and has
small delays when the traffic load is light [89].
In [95] the Energy Measurement based Collision Resolution in Rounds (EMCRR)
has been designed where a multi-user detection scheme has been used to estimate
the total received power. Wherever a collision happens, the receiver can estimate
the number of contenders based on the total received power. In order to deal with
mobility, this estimation is continuously updated from the signal strength of con-
trol packets.
In a current study [96] an Alternative Model has been defined, where a node de-
creases its transmission probability following a success for transmission and in-
creases it following a failure. According to extensive numerical results the Alter-
native Model outperforms the Standard Model 1 both in terms of throughput and
fairness in a wide range of network scenarios. Furthermore, it has also been shown
that standard backoff mechanisms with MPR capability can also lead to significant
throughput losses. Therefore, the Generic Distributed Probabilistic (GDP) proto-
col has also been proposed in [96], under which each node selects between two
transmission probabilities according to its success history.

4.2.3 Random schedule approach and fan - in/out method of seed
exchange

An interesting proposal to avoid collisions without making explicit reservations
for every packet has been presented in [97]. This new approach employs a random
schedule (it could be a Bernoulli sequence or a Finite State Machine) which is driven
by a pseudo-random number generator. All nodes publish their schedule in a 2-hop
neighborhood which consists of the times at which the node will listen (state “L”)
and the times at which the node may transmit (state “PT”). Each node chooses a
probability parameter 0 < p < 1 and a slot is marked state PT with probability p
and with state L with a probability 1− p. The pseudo random generator contains
an initial value, called the seed. The schedule defines a sequence of random num-

1Under existing backoff mechanisms (e.g. CSMA/CA, used in IEEE 802.11), once a node transmits
and senses a collision, it decreases its transmission probability by increasing its Contention Window
(CW). On the other hand, following a successful transmission, it decreases the CW. This operation
model is referred to Standard Model in [96]
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bers by a recurrence equation, thus it is enough to publish the seed. Every node
broadcasts the seeds of all its neighbors that it is aware of to all its neighbors (fan-
out), including itself. After hearing a similar broadcast from each of its neighbors
(fan-in), a node broadcasts again the seeds of all its neighbors to all its neighbors.
Thus the seeds are exchanged with all nodes in a 2-hop neighborhood [97]. The
seed is exchanged periodically to cope with mobility and correct perceptions of
the states as well as updates when nodes enter or leave the neighborhood. The
transmission takes place when simultaneously a transmitter is in the PT state and
a receiver in the L state. After sending DATA, the node waits a short time (this
scheme uses synchronized slots - thus does not employ backoff counters in the
case of collisions) for ACK or NACK -“next awaited packet”. This approach can
also be used only on the RTS packets in order to make reservation in the IEEE
802.11 scheme. So, the only contention for slots caused by RTS packets can be
resolved.
The performance of the Seedex with Reservation (Seedex-R) protocol has been
compared with IEEE 802.11 on a network with three intersecting flows [97]. The
obtained results show that the Seedex-R can improve the maximum throughput
that can be provided (capacity) about 10%. The mean delay achieved by Seedex-R
is decreased by 40% in comparison with the IEEE 802.11 and it seems to be rela-
tively constant. Moreover, the delay jitter is substantially reduced by a factor of
about five.
The pseudo-random generation and the fan - in/out method has been applied in
[88] in the four phase Random Scheduling (RASC) protocol: (1) the beginning of
the slot, (2) transmitters and receivers are assigned, (3) transmitters associate with
receivers and (4) transmissions take place. It utilizes the seeds for randomly de-
composing the network into independent clusters containing a single receiver and
its associated transmitters. The RASC protocol is also based on the MultiPacket
Reception (MPR) model (see Section 4.2.2). The application of RASC in spread-
spectrum networks avoids collisions and provides QoS guarantee at the MAC
layer. The RASC provides a higher throughput than ALOHA in fully connected
and Manhattan networks with 100 nodes, where traffic is uniform [88].

4.2.4 The Black-Burst (BB) mechanism

The BB mechanism has been proposed in [98, 99] and applied in [100] in the pri-
ority classification period. In the BB contention two InterFrame Spacings (IFSs)
are defined, namely tmed and tlong. A real-time node contends for channel access
after sensing the channel to be idle for a duration of tmed. A non-real-time node
contends for channel access after it perceives the channel to be idle for a period of
tlong. tmed and tlong are chosen such that tlong > tmed + 2ϑ where ϑ is the maximum
propagation delay in the channel. These different waiting times enable prioritized
access for real-time traffic. This is similar to the different InterFrame Spaces in
the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol (see details in Section 3.4) or IEEE 802.11e MAC
protocol. Real-time nodes are required to transmit a series of pulses after the pe-
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riod tmed in order to sort their access rights based on their delay. The number of
these pulses (called black burst (BB)) is proportional to the access delay the node
has experienced.
Thanks to appropriately selection of the length of BB slots and a minimum packet
length, real-time packets are free of collisions. Furthermore, for a fully connected
ad-hoc WLAN (without hidden nodes) the protocol guarantees bounded delay for
real-time nodes. For a network with hidden terminals this protocol suffers from
the same shortcomings as the CSMA protocol. The lack of an RTS-CTS exchange
implies that packet collisions occur at the receiver. Due to collisions, bounded
delay can no longer be guaranteed for real-time traffic. Furthermore, although the
real-time node has access priority due to its shorter IFS, due to collisions at the
receiver, its actual delay may be higher than some non-real-time nodes [101].
[100] adopts the BB mechanism in order to separate higher-priority stations (real-
time) from lower-priority stations. Thanks to this mechanism the higher-priority
frames are always transmitted earlier than lower-priority frames. There is also
used an ID initialization mechanism similar to that in [102] (see next subsection).
This mechanism schedules transmission order of nodes with the same priority. If
the channel is idle for DIFS period (in [100] DIFS=5*SIFS), stations undergo the
priority classification procedure in order to content for the channel. According
to this procedure the stations send out their BBs and then they sense the channel
for PIFS period (in [100] PIFS=3*SIFS, about PIFS, DIFS and SIFS see details in
Section 3.4). If the channel is still blocked by BB signals, the station’s priority is
lower and they have to wait until the next DIFS period appears and content for
the channel by sending BB again. After passing the priority classification period,
stations can enter the ID initialization period. Stations with real-time traffic, thus
with the highest priority, wait until a channel is idle for PIFS period and then
contend for it with a pulse of energy (BB). After some "observation” time a node
determines whether other nodes transmit a longer BB (higher priority, because
the transmission time of the BB is proportional to the priority). Stations with the
higher priority contend for the free channel first, while others have to wait until
the prioritized nodes -transmissions are completed.
The protocol has also been compared to the IEEE 802.11 DCF. It has been shown
that the loss of the video traffic is close to zero since video traffic has the highest
priority, and the frame loss probability of the protocol is much less than that of
the DCF mechanism for both voice and video traffics.
In [101] a MAC protocol is presented which combines the RTS-CTS handshake
with the BB contention mechanism in a dynamic, distributed TDMA system which
also combines the concepts of interframe spacing of IEEE 802.11. The three pri-
ority classes, namely emergency traffic, real-time traffic and non-real-time traf-
fic are defined, emergency packets have the highest access priority followed by
real-time and non-real-time packets. When real-time nodes make their reserva-
tion on a packet-by-packet basis, in an ad-hoc WLAN this protocol guarantees
bounded-delay for emergency traffic. Furthermore, real-time traffic has a smaller
average delay than non-real-time traffic. In a mobile ad-hoc network with hidden-
terminals, no bounded delay guarantees can be provided due to the collisions that
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the RTS packets may incur at the receiver. However, emergency traffic has access
priority and thus the lowest average delay followed by real-time and non-real-
time-traffic as reported in [101].

4.2.5 The Randomized Initialization Protocol

The Randomized Initialization Protocol protocol in [100] recognizes three stages:
the priority classification period, the ID initialization period and the transmission
period. The priority classification period uses the BB mechanism in order to dis-
tinguish priorities. The modified Randomized Initialization Protocol [102] is used
in the ID initialization period in order to obtain a unique ID number. After this
stage, all stations have their IDs and can transmit (the transmission period) in an
ascending order of their ID numbers. The modified Randomized Initialization

Figure 4.3: The Randomized Initialization Protocol for 5 stations

Protocol [102] is constructed on a binary tree called a contention tree (Fig. 4.3).
If several stations want to contend for a channel, they have to send their request
messages. If only one station wants to contend, then it can obtain an ID number.
If a collision occurs, then each station flips a fair coin. If a station obtains head,
then it will proceed to the left subtree and continue to contend in the next round.
Otherwise it will proceed to the right (tail) and waits until all the stations in the
left subtree obtained their ID.
There are two kinds of schemes: basic (each station has a Collision Detection capa-
bility and can thus detect silent, collision and single transmission state) [102] and
modified (without CD capability but with a node acting as a “virtual collision de-
tector”; the node sends jamming signals with extra high energy when a collision
is detected) [100].
In [103] a new randomized hybrid initialization protocol which combines the two
partitioning algorithms into a more efficient one. The scheme optimizes the binary
partition protocol for small values of n (e.g. n = 2, 3, 4) and then it applies n-ary
partition protocol on the whole set, followed by binary partition on the stations
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that caused collision. The hybrid protocol outperforms (about 20% improvement)
the simple competing protocol [102] for all values of n (the protocols were simu-
lated with different number of stations, namely 3, 10, 30, 100, 300, and 1000, where
each experiment is repeated 1000 times).

4.2.6 Tree-Splitting Approaches

The Tree-Splitting algorithm was one of the first techniques proposed as a collision
resolution scheme. If a collision occurs, then the contenders are split into s groups.
Nodes present in group 0 may transmit, and then 1, 2, and so on, respectively. If
another collision occurs in a group, then second-level groups are created. This
procedure is used recursively until all the collisions are resolved. For s = 2, the
technique is called Binary Tree-Splitting Algorithm. The BTS algorithm consist of a
few steps. In Fig. 4.4 is an example of the BTS algorithm for 8 stations. The tree-

Figure 4.4: En example of the Binary Tree-Splitting Algorithm

splitting mechanism is divided into probabilistic and deterministic approaches. In
the first approach, the stations choose to be part of a group at random (i.e. [104]).
In the second scheme, the stations have unique identifiers and the collisions are
resolved using these identifiers (i.e. [105] [106] [107]). The probabilistic scheme
has some limitations. First the protocols are unstable if the offered load exceeds
a certain threshold, and thus it causes a drastic reduction in the throughput and
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secondly the network delay is unbounded, thus these protocols are not suitable
for real-time applications [107].
In [95] the EMCRR protocol (see 4.2.2) has been compared to the deterministic
tree splitting approaches called CARMA-MC [108] and to Collision Resolution
Protocol (CRAI) [109]. In the CARMA-MC protocol the splitting occurs in ac-
cordance with ID announcements from the receiver. In the collision multiplicity
based splitting of the CRAI protocol the receiver estimates the number of col-
liding nodes from the received energy, and it broadcasts this to the transmitters.
The senders decide the splitting probability based on the collision multiplicity.
The EMCRR protocol outperforms the CARMA-MC, CRAI and IEEE 802.11 ap-
proaches in terms of the average collision resolution interval length, average par-
ticipation time of the transmitters, average number of transmission, and average
power consumption.

4.2.7 Synchronous atomic broadcast protocol

The synchronous atomic broadcast protocol [110] was applied in [91] in order to
achieve a total ordering across all mobile hosts in the cell. In the synchronous
atomic broadcast protocol [110] a host broadcasts (a number of time using its CFP
slot) a message (with its address, a sequence number and a timestamp) requesting
a slot. Other nodes rebroadcast this message until the delivery time (which equals
the timestamp plus the delay to delivery, particular in [91] this time is equal to two
Contention Free Periods (CFP)) of the message arrives. Afterwards all hosts in
the cell update their information consistently and allocate the requesting hosts a
new slot. The Atomic broadcast protocol has also been implemented [111] allow-
ing distributed agreement on slot management functions. This implementation
allows for a static membership with one station designated as a master during
the bootstrapping phase. The other stations designated as slaves are required to
preset their slot allocation tables such that the master station is allocated global
TDMA slot 0. Slaves allocate the master its slot and enter a listening phase. This
phase serves a dual purpose, firstly to await reception of slot management mes-
sages transmitted using the atomic broadcast protocol and secondly to gain clock
synchronization to the clock of the master station.

The Time-Bounded Medium Access Control (TBMAC) [91] protocol is based on
TDMA with dynamic but predictable slot allocation and it uses a lightweight
atomic multicast protocol to achieve distributed agreement on slot allocation. A
distributed agreement for a slot allocation is reached on the order of allocation
and deallocation of CFP, which follow Contention Periods (CP). Both periods are
divided into slots and each period lasts a well-known period of time. Once a
mobile host has been allocated a CFP slot, it has predictable access to the wire-
less medium and it can transmit data in its slot until it leaves the cell or fails. In
contrast to [110], in TBMAC each numbered cell is allocated a distinct radio chan-
nel (or CDMA spreading code) to use, maximizing the total overall bandwidth
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available in the ad hoc network. The boundaries of each of these cells are known
to each mobile host in the ad hoc network. Each mobile host requires access to
location information such as GPS.
The TBMAC protocol has been implemented under real world conditions using
Real Time Application Interface (RTAI) [112] real-time linux as an experimental
platform, and using IEEE 802.11b as reported in [111]. As a conclusion, TBMAC
offers a contention free MAC protocol, message delivery is time bounded as are
all slot management requests. There are few if any collisions. The small number
of collisions are attributable to environmental effects which are exacerbated due
to the fact the TDMA MAC protocol is implemented above the standard 802.11
CSMA MAC protocol.
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CHAPTER 5
IEEE 802.11 problems and possible solutions

The IEEE 802.11 protocol is the standard for medium access in wireless LANs, but
it performs poorly in wireless ad hoc networks. The nature of ad hoc networks
implies many different problems, namely:

• The Hidden Node (Terminal) problem (HNP or HTP) and the Exposed Node (Ter-
minal) Problem (ENP or ETP)

• Concurrent (parallel) transmissions

• Blocking, false blocking and pseudo-deadlock

• Contention Window range issue

• Mobility and IEEE 802.11

• Unfairness in the ad hoc network

• Omnidirectional vs. directional and smart antenna

Above problems are described in the following subsections.

5.1 HNP and ENP problem

The Hidden Node (Terminal) problem (HNP) and the Exposed Node (Terminal)
Problem (ENP) are the most known problems in wireless ad hoc networks. The
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HNP is caused by asymmetric information, when nodes do not know about one
another, so also about planned transmissions, and they try to transmit to the same
node causing a collision at this node. Fig. 5.1 depicts the hidden node problem
scenario. Node A transmits to node B, while node C wants to transmit to node B.
Node C does not hear the transmission of node A and it also transmits its packet
which causes a collision at node B. Node C is hidden to node A. This problem

Figure 5.1: Hidden Node Problem

has been resolved (but not completely as was mentioned above) by control packet
exchange (RTS/CTS) [5].
In the case of the ENP a node faulty assumes that it may not transmit, because it
senses another transmission, but in fact it is not in the range of the receiver so it
cannot cause any collision. Fig. 5.2 depicts the exposed node problem scenario. Node

Figure 5.2: Exposed Node Problem

B transmits to node A. Node C wants to transmits to node D, however it hears B’s
transmission. Hence it falsely thinks that its transmission will interfere with the
outgoing transmission and it refrains from transmitting.

On the other hand, it also has been investigated and shown ([113], [114], [115])
that in large networks the RTS/CTS scheme results in a considerable decrease of
the packet delay and it significantly improves the throughput performance for
the different data rates, especially if the packet size equals 800 bytes or more.
The RTS/CTS scheme is advantageous over Basic access for packets of size > 800
bytes (N = 50, where N is the number of nodes), size > 900 bytes (N = 40),
size > 1000 bytes (N = 30) and size > 1300 bytes (N = 20) in terms of the
throughput efficiency and packet delay. With the fragmentation treshold equal to
1250 bytes, the RTS/CTS scheme improves the throughput around 10% for data
rates equal to 1, 2 or 10 Mbps with a network of 32 stations and around 20% with
a fragmentation threshold equal to 3000 bytes. In [116] has been indicated that the
phenomenon of the hidden station rarely occurs and this makes the effectiveness
of the RTS/CTS exchange arguable. In [117], [118] the usefulness of the current
RTS/CTS mechanism in IEEE 802.11 ad hoc networks is under discussion. In
[119] an analysis combining spatial and temporal viewpoint to study the effect of
interference on the performance of the IEEE 802.11 protocol has been presented.
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The authors concluded that combining the virtual and physical carrier sensing
mechanism does not improve the effectiveness of the RTS/CTS scheme, however,
an adaptive physical carrier sensing can improve the performance of the basic
method, if the optimum value that depends on the topology-, traffic-, and channel
conditions can be found.

5.2 Concurrent (parallel) transmissions

An inherent constraint of the broadcast medium says that there can be only one
sender in the neighborhood of the receiver and that there can be only one receiver
in the neighborhood of the sender. The ENP problem refers to IEEE 802.11, which
does not give support for any parallel transmission if nodes are either neighbors
or have common neighboring nodes. Fig. 5.3 depicts possible concurrent trans-

Figure 5.3: Cases of concurrent transmissions

missions in an ad hoc scenario. Sets of nodes D and A can hear only an RTS and
Data packets sent out from node X to node Y. Sets of nodes B and C can only hear
a CTS and ACK transmissions from node Y. Sets of nodes D and C belong to the
exposed nodes since they are exposed to the receiver Y (nodes D) or exposed to the
sender X (nodes C).
Many studies, [68], [75], [120], [121] have shown that when one-hop neighbors
are either both transmitters (Fig. 5.4.a) or both receivers (Fig. 5.4.b) simultaneous
transmissions are possible without causing any collision. The standard [5] does
not allow for such transmission, because nodes revert between a transmitter and
receiver role multiple times during the whole transmission without saying explic-
itly when this role shift takes place, thus neighbors cannot guess the role of the
sender until the 4-handshake is completed.
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(a) Parallel senders (b) Parallel receivers

Figure 5.4: Possible concurrent transmissions in ad hoc scenario

5.3 Blocking, false blocking and pseudo-deadlock

In wireless networks, only one node-transmitter is allowed to transmit at any time
within the range of a receiver. With an increasing network load, the number
of frequent collisions increases and after a certain point, the throughput shall
decrease to zero due to the accelerating number of nodes that cannot transmit
a packet (depicted in Fig. 5.5). On the other hand, if a network is designed

Figure 5.5: Typical wireless network throughput

properly, the maximum throughput is maintained while the load goes to infinity.
In order to avoid network congestion and the hidden node problem the RTS/CTS
mechanism is used. However, in infrastructureless-based networks the RTS/CTS
handshakes gives rise to a large difference in the network throughput achieved by
individual nodes even over long time scales or situations where a large number of
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nodes cannot transmit any packet. The first case is a derivation from asymmetric
information among nodes, since nodes can have a different probability of channel
capture due to one node hearing an RTS or CTS packet that another node does
not hear. Fig. 5.6 depicts a topology where the receiver B of the 1st flow is in
a direct radio range of the 2nd flow, whereas its sender, node A, is unaware of
the second flow. Thereby, the second flow obtains a noticeable higher throughput

Figure 5.6: Asymmetric information

share as compared with the first flow (95% versus 5% reported in [122]; unequal
bandwidth share observed in [70] and [123]). This dissimilarity in total share is
caused by the fact that the 2nd flow can hear packets from the receiver B, hence it
knows when it should contend for the channel. On the other hand, the sender of
1st flow not hearing packets from the 2nd flow incessantly attempts to gain access
to the channel through repeated RTS control packets. The receiver B deferring
access to the second flow or detecting a collision between these flows does not
reply to the sender A’s RTS packet. Since the CW size of the sender A is larger than
the CW of the sender C (because after each A’s retransmission its CW is doubled)
and (therefore) the sender C picks a smaller value of backoff time, the sender C
is more likely to obtain channel access again. When the second flow obtains the
channel, it keeps it for an extended period of time, resulting in the disparity in
total share. Notwithstanding, having more information does not always increase
a node’s throughput share, contrary, it looses when it is deferring to other nodes.
A well-informed node gains from its knowledge when it has already acquired the
channel. Fig. 5.7 depicts a topology where the sender/receiver pair (C-D) of the
2nd flow has information about the 1st and 3rd flow, whereas these flows have no
information about any other flow in the network. [122] reported that in this case,
the middle flow, being in direct range of two flows attains 28% of total bandwith
share, whereas the 1st and 2nd flows achieve 36% each. This dissimilarity is caused
by too much information obtained by the second flow pair, since upon hearing
B’s/E’s CTS control packet the 2nd pair sets the NAV accordingly. It can happen
that the 1st and 3rd flows can capture the channel simultaneously, which results in
setting consecutive NAVs by the 2nd pair. Hence, more information in the middle
flow causes deferring access to more flows. The flow surrounded by even more
flows than two gets even less access than in the described example. However, after
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Figure 5.7: Too well-informed flows’ situation in the asymmetric scenario

acquiring the channel, the 2nd flow can maintain access to the channel for multiple
channel transmissions as it is described in the prior topology.

The second case is when the RTS/CTS control packets exchange prevents to trans-
mit any packets by a large number of nodes which can lead to network-level con-
gestion, where the throughput of the network goes to zero (Congested depicted
in Fig. 5.5). A congested/blocked node can be defined as a node which is pro-
hibited from transmitting at a given instant. While a node is transmitting at any
time within the range of its receiver, many nodes in the network can be blocked
since they are deferring after hearing control packets. Neighbors of blocked nodes
unaware of their state (free or blocked) may initiate a communication. Since
a blocked receiver cannot answer to an initiator-neighbor’s RTS packet, a new
node shall be blocked, because the initiator interprets this silence (no response)
as a channel contention and enters backoff. This situation is defined as a block-
ing/congestion problem. The blocking problem, implying the false blocking problem
and pseudo-deadlock [124] that are induced by the current implementation of the
RTS/CTS mechanism and the NAV duration of the standard [5]. Fig. 5.8 plots
these scenarios. Node A is transmitting (CTS1, DATA1 in the figure) to node B.
Any node overhearing the RTS or CTS control packets is prohibited from transmit-
ting for a period of time that is announced in the duration field of the RTS/CTS.
The deferral periods are in a data structure called the NAV (see Section 3.1). Dur-
ing the A-B transmission period of time node H and C are deferring for a period
of time decoded in the NAV of a control packet, thus they are blocked. When the
neighbor’s free node F of the blocked node H sends an RTS packet to this node
and receives no answer, it interprets this as a channel contention and enters back-
off (additional deferral time picked from the [0, CW] interval (see Section 3.1)).
Hence, a blocking node creates a false blocked node. In consequence, a neighbor’s
free node G of the false blocked node F becomes a false blocked node, overhear-
ing F’s RTS packets. The RTS packets, sent from node F (RTS2

x, where x = 0, .., 7
-the number of retransmission attempts) to node H, block node E as well, since
this node overhears F’s RTS packets. Subsequently, node D does not receive a
response of its sent RTS packets (RTS3

x) and it goes into backoff. Since node C
overhears D’s RTS packets it gets blocked as well. Hence, the initial 1st transmis-
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Figure 5.8: (False) Blocking problem and pseudo-deadlock

sion of the A-B pair creates a sequence of deferring nodes. When this transmission
is complete, node A initiates a transmission to node C. However, node C defers,
because of D’s RTS packets, therefore node A is getting no response and goes into
backoff as well. In such a way, it can happen that when all nodes tried to transmit
to a blocked node, and thereby they are also blocked (blocked for a period of time
indicated in the NAV, or being in backoff periodically, till their packet is dropped).
This can cause a pseudo-deadlock. The Fig. 5.9 depicts the timings of sent packets
or packet attempts and blocked period of times of the nodes depicted in Fig. 5.8. In
the figure the superscripts of the packets represent the order of sent packets, the
subscripts the number of retransmission attempts. The nodes that have to defer
because of the overhearing of control packets are marked as Blocked. The nodes
that retransmit the control packets and get no response go into backoff. There are
only 8 nodes plotted in this scenario, however in real life there can be more nodes
that are blocked for a longer period of time. The pseudo-deadlock is expected
to be broken when one of the nodes will drop its packet after a certain number
of back-off attempts. Nevertheless, if each node has to send several packets to
the same destination, then the dead-lock situation can last for a long period of
time. The (pseudo) blocking problem and pseudo-deadlocks affect drastically the
throughput, as it tends to zero as the load increases.
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Figure 5.9: Timings of (false) blocking problem and pseudo-deadlock

5.4 Contention Window issues

The Binary Exponential Backoff (BEB) algorithm of the IEEE 802.11 DCF stan-
dard is not only unfair but also inefficient. When the number of active neighbors
increases, the number of collisions increases as well. Although the CW interval
size is doubled after each collision, too many stations can back-off with small
contention windows, because they can still pick up a slot randomly from the [0,CW]
interval. Likewise the resetting scheme of the IEEE 802.11 is questionable. Upon
a successful transmission or upon a maximum transmission attempts, the CW is
reset to the minimum static value according to the IEEE 802.11 standard1. How-
ever, receiving a packet successfully does not mean that the contention level is
dropped. In case of a dropped packet this assumption is even more doubtful.

In recent years there has been a lot of interest in enhancing the IEEE 802.11 DCF
in ad hoc networks. In this scheme all nodes compete for medium access with
the same priority. When the number of nodes increases, the number of collisions
increases proportionally which leads to a sharp degradation of the throughput.
This observation has been already reported in 1996 in [125]. Many approaches

1BEB in IEEE 802.11 is typically configured with [CWmin, CWmax ] = [32, 1024]
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have been proposed to reduce the number of collisions. In [126], [127], [128]
feedback-based mechanisms have been shown for adapting the backoff algorithm
and maximizing channel utilization. All these works are based on analytic models
of the IEEE 802.11 network, providing the optimal setting of the backoff parame-
ters for achieving the best channel utilization. The Fast Collision Resolution MAC
protocol has been described in [129]. The protocol allows the latest successful
nodes to use a smaller CW and some nodes can reduce their backoff timer ex-
ponentially when they continuously meet idle time slots. In [70], the authors
have shown that the number of contending nodes strongly affects the optimal
CW size and they have proposed the Multiplicative Increase and Linear Decrease
algorithm. However, the throughput degradation is observed when the number
of nodes is large and the number of active nodes changes sharply from high to
low. In [130], a similar scheme has been designed, called Linear/Multiplicative
Increase and Linear Decrease. It uses an additional piece of information, namely,
the overheard collisions. In [131], the authors have claimed that they had found
the minimum optimal CW size which is equal to 8.5 ∗ N− 5, where N is the num-
ber of active nodes. However, simulations have been executed in a single hop area
network, where all nodes are in the range of each other, but that is far from the
reality in real ad hoc conditions. Although the CWmin is estimated dynamically in
[131], the CWmax is assumed to be constant and equal to 1023 slots like in [5]. In
[132], the proposed collision resolution scheme allows the CW to adjust dynami-
cally incorporating the knowledge of the collision process via the standard mean
and variance statistics. In [133], an energy -aware MAC layer enhancement for
IEEE 802.11 DCF called BLAM dynamically tunes the backoff timer for fresh and
collided data packets based on the node’s energy. It changes the deferring time
before transmitting fresh data packets and also after an unsuccessful transmission
attempt based on a normal distribution with mean and variance that depend on
the current node’s battery level. In the General Contention window Adaptation
(GCA) [134] nodes adjust their own contention window sizes based on locally
available information. The optimal stable point that maximizes channel utiliza-
tion is identified in [134]. The Asymptotically Optimal Backoff [51] dynamically
adapts the backoff window size to the current network contention level.
Most of previous and recent work focus on new backoff schemes or resetting al-
gorithms. Only few works, mentioned below, abandon this approach and focus
on changing a lower and upper bound of the CW interval or substituting the ran-
dom picking of the transmission slot by means of a uniform distribution by other
solutions. The first work on this issue has started in the drafts of IEEE 802.11e, the
Enhanced DCF [26] mechanism. The EDCF is designed to provide differentiated
and distributed channel access for frames with 8 different priorities by enhancing
the DCF. The EDCF specifies, inter alia, the CWmin[AC], and CWmax[AC], where
the AC value represents 4 different access categories (best effort, video probe,
video and voice). Depending on the particular access category the values of the
CWmin[AC] (or CWmax[AC]) are different. Thus, particular terminals choose vari-
ous values of minimum and maximum CW interval taking into account the type
and priority of their traffic. However, in the EDCF, the lower bound of the con-
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tention window always remains 0. In [135] the Sift protocol has been proposed
for event-driven wireless sensor networks, where a fixed-size CW is used with a
non-uniform, geometrically-increasing probability distribution for picking a trans-
mission slot in the contention window. In [136] the Predictable Random Backoff
(PRB) algorithm has been proposed to mitigate the selfish MAC misbehavior. In
this work a node selects a lower bound for the CW ( 6= 0) upon a successful data
transmission if the CWi and α ∗CWi are less than the CWthresh (see details in [136]).
Initially, a node with data packet chooses a CWi from [0, CWmin] in order to trans-
mit randomly. The most relevant work to some part of our research is [137]. In
[137] the Deterministic Contention Window Algorithm (DCWA) increases upper
and lower bounds instead of just doubling the upper bound of the CW. We give
more details with respect to DCWA protocol later in the section bringing up the
issue about the Lower and Upper bound of CW interval.

5.5 Mobility and IEEE 802.11

An unfairness also occurs when a mobile node is located in the Carrier Sense
Range (CSR) of other nodes. In [6] a mobility situation has been simulated and

Figure 5.10: Unfairness of [5]: Flow B is still in the CSR of two others

analyzed, where three pairs of nodes, starting in the transmission range of one
another, and move so that in the end only one flow (Flow B in Fig. 5.10) is still in
the carrier sense range of two others (two others are only in the CSR of the middle
flow). Thus, the middle flow can only transmit when the two others are silent,
but this happens rarely because these flows are not synchronized. The Fig. 5.11
illustrates the throughput performance of these three flows (left, central and right
pair in the figure). Analyzing the figure, it is observed that from 0 to 5 seconds
the bandwidth is fairly shared since the three pairs are in the same transmission
range. From 5 to 11 seconds the three pairs are not in the same transmission range
anymore but they can still interfere each other. When a mobile node transmits a
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Figure 5.11: Throughput depending on the time [6]

packet, the others know that the channel is used, but they cannot decode the
packet on the air. The medium access is still quite fair because of well-balanced
requests. From 11 to 22 seconds only the flow B is in the jamming region of two
others, thus when it loses the channel to the others, it has no possibility to get the
access back. The middle flow can be completely blocked, because IEEE 802.11 uses
the additional period EIFS (Fig. 3.9) in case of an erroneous frame (see Section 3).
Fig. 5.12 illustrates what happens on MAC layer. First, the channel must be free
for a DIFS period before a node can transmit (Fig. 5.12.a). Then nodes wait for a
random backoff period as shown in Fig. 5.12.b. When the backoff of the sender
of the first pair reaches zero and the channel is free, it transmits its packet. Since
the second pair is jammed it defers until the medium is free again. As the third
pair has not been jammed yet, it begins to transmit after finishing its backoff
(Fig.5.12.c). Since the third pair is transmitting the second pair has to defer again
for a longer time. When the medium finally becomes free, the second pair waits
for a EIFS period, whereas during this time, the two others enter a new cycle as
illustrated in Fig. 5.12.d.
The mobility of nodes in ad hoc networks also leads to a common problem known
as the Doppler effect. The Doppler effect is an apparent change in wave frequency
(or in the period of periodic events) due to the motion of the wave source. The
Doppler effect will affect a transmitted signal because the nodes are mobile. It can
also cause synchronization problems for the decoder which leads to more erro-
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Figure 5.12: Details of the medium access problem with EIFS period [6]

neous information [138]. [139] analyzes various physical phenomena in outdoor
environment like fading and multipath propagation, type of terrains, and mobility
(Doppler shift). It is concluded that the Jakes Doppler spectrum should be used
in urban environments with high mobility and the Gaussian Doppler spectrum in
low mobility urban environments and for the hilly terrain under both low and
high mobility.

5.6 Unfairness in the ad hoc network

A subsequent problem of the ad hoc network nature and the IEEE 802.11 standard
is the unfairness issue which has been analyzed in many studies [140] [76] [77] [141]
[142] [122]. The unfairness problem concerns a situation where some nodes can
monopolize the channel for a long time while others receive nothing (throughput
suffers from severe degradation).
It can be induced by:

• Lack of bidirectional links - caused by a difference in transmission range power,
or a difference in wireless interference experienced by different nodes,

• Lack of Synchronization Problem (LSP) - the initiator of a flow has no informa-
tion about when the responder is/will be idle [143],

• Lack of Coordination Problem (LCP) - when a node i cannot prevent the inter-
ferer j from transmitting, because the interferer j is out of the communication
range of node i [143],
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• Double Contention area Problem (DCP) - the sender and the receiver are ex-
posed to two different contention areas [143],

• Asymmetric information and perceived collision - referring to the standard plus
the infrastructure-less nature of the ad hoc network.

5.7 Omnidirectional vs. directional and smart antenna

Usually MAC protocols assume that an omnidirectional antenna is used but there
are now more MAC protocols for mobile hosts using a directional antenna. The
use of directional antennas has solved some problems (e.g. better spatial reuse,
greater transmission range, better SINR or possibility of multi-user access - smart
antenna [144]) but on the another hand it gives rise to a new problem, namely
deafness [145] (A node C is unable to communicate with a node A, because the
node A is beam-formed in a direction away from the node C, thus the node A is
deaf. The node C misclassifies the absence of a reply from the node A as a sign of
congestion, tries repeatedly retransmission and in the end drops packets destined
to the node A).
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The Network Simulator (Ns) [47] is a discrete event driven simulator targeted at
networking research. Ns provides substantial support for the simulation of CBR,
TCP, routing, and multicast protocols over wired and wireless (local and satellite)
networks. The simulator is written in C++ and OTcl. Ns began as a variant of
the REAL network simulator in 1989. In 1995 ns development was supported by
DARPA through the VINT project at LBL, Xerox PARC, UCB, and USC/ISI. Cur-
rently ns development is supported through DARPA with SAMAN and through
NSF with CONSER, both in collaboration with other researchers including ACIRI.
Ns has always included substantial contributions from other researchers, includ-
ing wireless code from the UCB Daedelus and CMU Monarch projects and Sun
Microsystems.

6.1 Simulations metrics

All enhancements, algorithms and protocols considered in this thesis have been
evaluated in the ns-2 network simulator [47]. In the corresponding paragraphs,
the version of the simulator used is mentioned. The IEEE 802.11 DCF standard [5]
is later referred to as standard or STD in the text or figures. The simulations have
been carried out for various topologies, scenarios with different kinds of traffic
and routing protocols. The following performance metrics are used:

• Total packets received (nr) -all nodes and/or per node
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• Average throughput (Mbps):

Thr =
Total_numberPackets_received

Simulation_Time

where Total_numberPackets_received is the cumulative sum of the number of
packets received by all nodes,

• lifetime (sec) -defined as the time duration from the beginning of the simu-
lation until the instant when the Last active (a node transmitting/receiving)
Node Died, i.e. there is no live transmitter-receiver pair left in the network,

• FND - First active Node Died (sec) -defined as the time duration from the
beginning of the simulation until the instant when the First active Node Died
(a node transmitting/receiving),

• Receiving LND (sec) -specified as the time duration from the beginning of
the simulation until the instant when the Last receiving Node Died,

• Sending bitrate fairness [0..1]:

(∑n
i=1 Sbiti)2

n(∑n
i=1 Sbit2

i )
where Sbit >= 0 (6.1)

where the sending bitrate is defined as:

Sbit =
Total_numberPackets_sent

Simulation_Time

(where Total_numberPackets_sent is the cumulative sum of the number of
packets sent by all nodes) and n represents the number of flows,

• Throughput fairness [0..1]:

(∑n
i=1 Thri)2

n(∑n
i=1 Thr2

i )
where Thr >= 0 (6.2)

where n represents the number of flows. The sending bitrate Sbit (or through-
put Thr) Jain’s fairness index is based on Sbit (or Thr). If all flows get the same
amount of Sbit (or Thr) then the fairness index equals 1, thus the network is
100% fair [146].

• PL - Packet loss -defined as the quotient of total number of packets dropped
over the total number of packets sent:

Total_numberPackets_dropped
Total_numberPackets_sent

,

where Total_numberPackets_dropped is the cumulative sum of the number of
packets dropped by all nodes and Total_numberPackets_sent is the cumulative
sum of the number of packets sent by all nodes,
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• PDF -Packet Delivery Fraction -defined as

PDF =
nrdata

rcvd

nrdata
sent

(6.3)

where nrdata
rcvd is the number of data packets received and nrdata

sent is the number
of data packets sent.

• κ -coefficient of collisions -defined a coefficient of collisions, κ, which equals

TotalCollision
Total_numberPackets_received

in order to be able to compare fairly the total number of collisions experi-
enced with respect to the packets sent.

• Average aggregate delay (sec) -where delay is defined as the time required
to deliver a packet, from its generation to the time in which the recipient
receives the last bit of the packet.

6.2 Simulation parameters

In Table 6.1 we present the general simulation parameters. Other parameters in
particular simulations are mentioned in the corresponding paragraphs. If we do
not mention parameters in some paragraphs then the default values (in italic in
brackets shown in the table) are used.

6.2.1 Distribution of nodes over an area

Different scenarios are investigated in this research with different distributions
of the nodes such as uniform or non-uniform, manually set or randomly chosen.
In many cases the non-uniform random distribution of nodes is used, where the
number of nodes varies between 15 and 100 in a simulation area equal to or less
than 1500x1500 meters. If in the particular simulation section the number of nodes
is not given, 50 nodes is the default value. Both the static and dynamic topology
are analyzed.
When the fairness of the nodes is investigated (see Chapter 7) the nodes are set
manually forming a string or ring topology with some specified directions of the
data flow as example illustrated in Fig. 6.1.
While the concurrent transmission and blocking problems are analyzed (see Chap-
ter 7) a sort of a mesh network topology is investigated, where 30 nodes are uni-
formly distributed in the simulation area, where only 1-hop neighbors hear each
other when using physical CS only. Furthermore, the data flow is set in such a
way that exposed parallel senders and receivers (see Section 5.2) are formed in
order to investigate different cases of concurrent transmissions.
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Table 6.1: Simulations parameters

Parameter Values
Nr of active nodes 25, 50 (default), 100
Simulations area <= 1500x1500m
Topology Random
PHY/MAC DSSS, IEEE 802.11(a,b,g)
Type of network homo/hetero-geneous
PtMAX 250m (0.281838 W) || 100m (0.007214 W)
PtMIN (m) 10
txPower 250 || 100 meters
rxPower 45% of PtMAX
idlePower 30% of PtMAX
Capture threshold (dB) 10
Traffic model CBR/UDP (default), TCP
Payload size (bytes) constant || varying (27 − 213)
CWmin-CWmax (slots) 15 - 1023
Routing AODV, DSR (default), OLSR
Movement random and constant
Mobility model Random Waypoint Model
Access scheme Basic (default) || RTS/CTS

(a) Ring topology (b) String topology

Figure 6.1: Ring and string topology

6.2.2 Traffic models and packet size distribution

Traffic models

In the used ns-2 simulator [47] different traffic models are available such as Web,
FTP, telnet, constant-bit rate (CBR) using TCP or UDP transport protocols. In
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our simulation we used the CBR/UDP traffic model mostly and sometimes the
FTP/TCP traffic model. The Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic model [147] implies
that data is sent at a fixed bit rate, in other words, data is sent in packets of a
fixed size with a fixed interval between each packet. Moreover, the source of CBR
streams does not require any acknowledgment of the sent data and there is no
feedback from the destination or intermediate nodes. In contrast to CBR traffic,
TCP [147] is a connection oriented, reliable and conforming transport protocol.
Before a data transmission a connection establishment phase must be completed.
Furthermore, positive acknowledgments, timeouts, and retransmissions are em-
ployed in order to ensure reliable data delivery.

Packet size distribution

In most papers authors assume that the packet size is equal to 512 bytes. In some
papers different packet sizes are considered, but rarely a random packet size is
investigated. We consider a varying packet size (packet size = 2i, where i = [7, 13])
in some of our simulations, because we want to analyze how it influences the
recovery mechanism.

6.2.3 Mobility model

Random Waypoint (RWP) model

The Random WayPoint (RWP) [148] model is the most commonly used mobility
model in the research community, since it is an elementary model which describes
the movement pattern of independent nodes by simple terms. In this model, each
node is assigned an initial location (x0, y0), a destination (x1, y1), and a speed v.
The points (x0, y0) and (x1, y1) can be chosen independently and uniformly on
the simulation region/area [xmax, ymax] in which the nodes move. At every instant
t, a node randomly chooses a destination (waypoint) and moves towards it with
a velocity v chosen uniformly random from the interval [0, Vmax], where Vmax is
the maximum allowable velocity for every mobile node. Vmax is a parameter that
can be set manually in order to reflect the degree of mobility. In this research the
velocity is used both defaultly and set manually depending on the goal of a sce-
nario. If a mobile network is considered in our simulations and a speed parameter
is not mentioned, the default non-zero speed equals 1.5 m/s.
The RWP model contains a duration defined as pause time between changes in di-
rection and/or speed. After reaching the destination and after the specified pause
time is elapsed, the node randomly selects the next waypoint in the simulation
area and it chooses a speed v again. As soon as the node arrives at the next desti-
nation, it stays again for the indicated pause time before repeating the process. A
node may pause upon reaching each waypoint, or it may immediately begin trav-
eling to the next destination without pausing (then the pause time parameter is
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set to zero). The movement pattern of a mobile node using the Random Waypoint
Mobility Model is similar to the Random Walk Mobility Model1 if the pause time
is zero and it has the same speed distribution [148]. In our research we use both
approaches, with stops and without them. If the non-zero pause time parameter
is used, the pause time varies between 0.5− 20 seconds. If a mobile network is
considered in our simulations and a pause time parameter is not mentioned, it is
set to zero defaultly.
Generally speaking, each node moves along a zigzag line from one waypoint to
the next, where the waypoints are uniformly distributed over the given convex
area. The waypoints (the destinations on the way) can be used defaultly, thus ran-
domly chosen by the simulator or they can be set manually. Both approaches are
used in this research depending on the goal of a scenario.

6.2.4 Radio propagation models

Since the ns-2 model was used to run all simulations, we use the free-space, two-ray
ground and shadowing propagation models, available in this simulator. In most of
the simulations the shadowing propagation model was used, but in some simula-
tions the two-ray ground reflection model was also applied. The latter considers
both the direct path and a ground reflection path. This model is more accurate
than the free-space model proposed by H. T. Friis where the Pr(d), received signal
power in a free-space at a certain distance d from a transmitter, is estimated as
follows [149]:

Pr(d) =
PtGtGrλ2

(4π)2d2L
(6.4)

where Pt represents the transmitted signal power, Gt and Gr are the antenna gains
of the transmitter and the receiver respectively, L (L ≥ 1) is the system loss, and
λ is the wavelength. Default value of Gt, Gr and L is 1 in ns-2 simulations. The
free space model basically represents the communication range as a circle around
the transmitter. If a receiver is within the circle, it receives all packets; otherwise,
it loses all packets.
The received power of the two-ray ground model [150] at a certain distance d is
predicted according to

Pr(d) =
PtGtGrh2

r h2
t

d4L
(6.5)

where hr and ht represent the heights of the receiver’s and transmitter’s antennas.
The model considers both the direct path and a ground reflection path, when a
single line-of-sight path between two nodes is accurate enough. At a long distance,
the model gives more accurate prediction than the free space model. This model
shows a faster power loss than the free-space model while the distance increases.

1The Random Walk Mobility Model was first described mathematically by Einstein in 1926 [148]
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Since it does not give good results when the distance d between nodes is short
(because of oscillations caused by the constructive and destructive combination of
the two rays) a cross-over distance dc is estimated according to dc = 4πhthr

λ . If the
cross-over distance, dc, is larger than the distance d then the free-space mode is
used, otherwise the two-ray ground model is applied [151].
Mobility affects the MAC protocols since the set of users competing for capacity
on the medium keeps changing. This makes it difficult to allocate bandwidth in
an equitable fashion. In reality in mobile ad hoc networks the environment is
also changing continuously. Therefore, in most of the simulations the Shadowing
Propagation Model [150] is used with different parameters in order to analyze the
performance of our protocol and the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard in different in-
terference environments, so with different fading effects. The shadowing model
consists of two parts:

[
Pr(d)
Pr(d0)

]dB = −10ρlog(
d
d0

) + XdB. (6.6)

The first one is known as a path loss model, that predicts the mean received power
at distance d, thus representing the communication range as an ideal circle. The
Pr(d0), the received signal power at a close-in distance d0, is computed according
to the free-space propagation model - formula 6.4. The ρ value in the shadowing
model is the path loss exponent which is usually determined empirically by field
measurement. In reality, the received power at a certain distance is a random
variable due to fading effects. The second part of the shadowing model, XdB,
reflects the variation of the received power at a certain distance. The XdB value
is a Gaussian variable with zero mean and a standard deviation σ. The σ, also
called the shadowing deviation is also obtained by measurement. Typical values
of ρ and σ are shown in Table 6.2 (see details in [5]).

Table 6.2: Typical values of path loss exponent and shadowing deviation

Environment ρ (dB) σ (dB)
Outdoor Free space 2 4 to 12

Outdoor Shadowed Urban 2.7 to 5 4 to 12
Indoor Line−o f−sight 1.6 to 1.8 3 to 6

Indoor Obstructed 4 to 6 6.8

6.2.5 Energy model

The energy model supported by ns-2 [47] includes transmitting (tx), receiving (rx),
idle and sleep states (but the energy consumption in sleep state is not mentioned).
The energy model is a node attribute. Every node has an initial value correspond-
ing to the node energy level at the beginning of the simulation. A node consumes
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energy as it transmits and receives data. It also updates the amount of the energy
spent in idle state. Nevertheless, there is a drawback in the settings of the energy
model in ns-2, because the idlePower is set default to 0. Therefore, the total energy
consumption will reflect only what was spent in tx and rx.
However, in reality the interface has a very large idle energy consumption when
it operates in ad hoc mode, as shown in [7]. Since in ad hoc mode nodes must
always be ready to receive traffic, a network interface has a constant ’idle’ mode
power consumption. This mode is different and could be large compared to power
consumption in ’doze’ mode (from which the interface has to wake up in order to
receive or sent traffic). Furthermore, while operating in ad hoc mode, the inter-
face overhears all traffic sent to and from nearby nodes. Each non-destination node
overhears some (or all) of the IEEE 802.11 control packets, depending on whether
it is in the range of a receiver, sender or both. A non-destination neighbor of a
sender also overhears the data traffic. The experiments done [7] with WaveLAN
IEEE 802.11 interface have also shown that the WaveLAN interface enters a low-
power mode after overhearing RTS/CTS control packets since nodes have to defer
their transmissions until the channel is clear. In low-power mode nodes can nei-
ther send nor receive traffic. This mode requires noticeable less power than the
idle mode, because in the idle mode the interface is ready to receive traffic, but it
has significantly higher power consumption than the ’doze’ mode.
The Fig. 6.2 illustrates the difference in the power consumption during particular
modes (idle, defer...) obtained in the experiments in [7]. The Fig. 6.2.a-b [7] depict
the power consumption of the sender (receiver) during sending (receiving) point-
to-point UDP/IP traffic with packet sizes equal to 256 bytes. The Fig. 6.2.c [7]
illustrates the power consumption of the non-destination overhearing node dur-
ing discarding point-to-point UDP/IP traffic with packet sizes equal to 256 bytes.

Considering the capabilities of the used simulator at this time we have distin-
guished (in this research) three power modes, the transmit power (txPower), the
receive power (rxPower) which is approximately 45% (like in [133]) of the maxi-
mum transmit power PtMAX , and the idle power (idlePower) is approximately 30%
of the maximum transmit power PtMAX . The maximum transmit power of a node
is assumed to cover the whole transmission range of 100 meters or 250 meters,
respectively. When the node energy level goes down to 0, a node dies out.
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(a) The power consumption of the sender

(b) The power consumption of the receiver

(c) Non-destination node in range of sender and receiver

Figure 6.2: Power consumption of the overhearing node, sender and receiver [7] (mV/div is milivolt
per division, and usec/div is microseconds per division)
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CHAPTER 7
Blocking problem and concurrent transmission issues

7.1 Blocking Problem (BP)

7.1.1 Existing BP solutions

The blocking, false blocking and pseudo-deadlock problems lead to a drastic
degradation of the throughput (see Section 5.3). The blocking problem and its
effects are a consequence of the fact that each node overhears the RTS or CTS
messages and inhibits itself from transmitting for a period of time corresponding
to the whole transmission (till an ACK packet is received). Notwithstanding, if
a node is falsely blocked, then the corresponding transmission which should be
normally on the air, does not take place while the node defers. If a node can as-
sess that the channel is idle during the expected DATA transmission period, then
this node must be falsely blocked. Towards this observation, the RTS Validation
mechanism is proposed in [124]. A node using the RTS Validation mechanism
first defers until the corresponding DATA message is expected to begin and then
it checks the channel state. This duration of time is called RTS_Defer_Time. If
it assesses the channel being idle, then it does not defer anymore, otherwise it
defers till the end of the transmission (till an ACK packet is received). The time
during which the node assesses the channel is called Clear-Channel Assessment
Time (CCA Time)1 and it is defined by the IEEE 802.11 standard.

1The minimum time (in µs) the CCA mechanism has available to assess the medium within every
time slot to determine whether the medium is busy or idle [5].
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Another solution towards solving the falsely blocked nodes, that overheard an
RTS transmission to be executed, proposes to use a short 30-bytes Data-Sending
packet (DS) in order to confirm that the planned DATA transmission is about to
occur [70]. In order to inform a neighbor about a blocked node’s state a No Clear
To Send (NCTS) packet is employed in the DCCA algoritm [152]. However, the
DCCA (Dual Channel Collision Avoidance) uses two channels, a control channel
for signaling and a data channel for DATA and ACK packets. The idea of em-
ploying an extra packet (such as Negative CTS or No DATA transmission will occur)
informing a free neighbor of the deferring node to be, that the planned DATA
transmission does not occur, could be applied in order to solve the falsely blocked
node problem of the node which overheard a CTS packet. Fig. 7.1 depicts the
first (RTS Validation) and third solution (use of NCTS) described above. If node
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Figure 7.1: Solutions towards the blocking problem: I -for nodes overhearing RTS; II - for nodes
overhearing CTS

A transmits an RTS message to node B, it blocks node D, which in consequence
can cause falsely blocked nodes G and X, if they wish to initiate a transmission
to D. Node B responding with a CTS packet blocks node C, which subsequently
may lead to falsely blocked nodes E and Y, if they initiate a transmission to C. If
the planned transmission occurs, nodes D and C should defer (according to the
4-handshake rules) till this transmission is completed as it is plotted in the timing
figure on the left. However, if this transmission fails, normally both nodes, D and
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C will be blocked for the period of time of the planned A-B transmission. In con-
sequence, the planned transmission of nodes G and E cannot be initiated before
the A-B transmission time elapses. However, if node D assesses the channel when
the A-B transmission is expected and the channel is idle, it can respond to node
G according to the RTS Validation idea. Hence, node D is blocked only (Blocked I
area in the timing figure on the right) till the beginning of the planned A-B trans-
mission instead of the complete A-B transmission (ACK1 reception). On the other
side (the nodes in the neighborhood of B) if node B does not receive the DATA
packet on time it can inform/unblock its neighbors (such as node C in the figure)
by sending them a NCTS packet. In this case node C will not be blocked till the
end of the planned A-B transmission period of time, but only during the Blocked
II interval plotted in the figure. Hence, if node E has to transmit to node C, it will
get the C’s CTS response instead of becoming a falsely blocked node.
Another approach for allowing the transmission of the exposed parallel sender is
described in the subsection. In this approach the neighbors of the recipient wish
to initiate a transmission to another neighbor -thus e.g. the node C in the Fig. 7.1
wishing to send a packet to node E or Y.

7.1.2 BP contribution of this work

The main contribution of this research in the BP solution is a proper implemen-
tation and appropriate validation of the concept from [124], the RTS Validation
idea, with some additions. Note, that this BP solution is not solely implemented
in our work. In addition, the concurrent transmission solution presented in the
next section is also implemented. These solutions are evaluated separately and
together. Moreover, both enhancements are validated with and without the power
control scheme presented in Section 11.2.2.
The authors of [124] have presented their concept and some simulation results
without giving any implementation details. Furthermore, the assumptions omit-
ted the ad hoc conditions, because the evaluation of the blocking problem solution
is executed in a static network, where nodes transmit omni-directionally with the
same power and the same settings. It is also assumed that nodes within a trans-
mission range of each other communicate with no error in the absence of packet
collisions and nodes being outside of a transmission range do not interfere. In
addition, the RTS/CTS handshake ensures a collision-free DATA packet transmis-
sion, hence no effect of packet loss obscures the simulation results. Furthermore,
the propagation delay is assumed to be negligible, which could be questionable
in case of the proposed idea. Another remark is that the considered metrics take
into account only network throughput and average delay performance (against the
IEEE 802.11). However, while the network throughput is investigated, the fairness
between flows is omitted which is essential in such a case of enhancement.
In this section, the analysis of the blocking problem issue contains the evaluation
of the algorithm in the shadowed environment, where nodes can interfere while
being outside of a transmission range and can have different power levels. The
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blocking problem solution is also evaluated in mobile conditions. Since a mobile
node moves, it is possible that although the node overheard an RTS packet of an-
other recipient, it can still perform its transmission (it should not defer), because
it can already have moved outside the range of the expected DATA transmission
by the time of this transmission. If nodes use different transmit powers (adjusted
periodically), there is also the possibility that if a node overhears an RTS packet
intended to another node, perhaps it does not need to defer for the whole trans-
mission period.
As previously mentioned, this congestion problem is induced by the current imple-
mentation of the RTS/CTS mechanism and the NAV duration of the standard [5].
In this work the NAV duration is divided into RTS Defer Time and an Additional
Defer Time if the channel is assessed to be busy during the Clear Channel Assess-
ment (CCA) time. Otherwise the node concludes that the channel is idle and it
can contend for it. The RTS_Defer_Time defined in [124] is said to be set as small
as possible so that the DATA packet transmission is expected to begin at the end
of this period, with allowances for various propagation delays. However, this du-
ration of time is not specified, and in addition, the propagation delay is assumed
to be negligible in the simulation section. In our work we follow the general con-
cept of [124], however, we specify two different RTS Defer Time durations of time
in order to analyze which duration is more applicable and to which scenario and
scheme namely, to a static or mobile network, with or without a power control
protocol where nodes can have different power levels which is more likely for real
ad hoc conditions.
While the BP solution is investigated without using the basic power control pro-
tocol (homogeneous network) the RTS Defer Time is equal to:

RTSDe f er
Time = (2 ∗ SIFSTime) + (CTSTime) + (2 ∗ SlotTime) + (CCATime) + (4 ∗ PDelay)

(7.1)

While a node is sensing the channel it continues deferring during CCA Time and
an additional propagation delay time which equals 8µs in total. The CTSTime is es-
timated based on the length of the CTS frame and the rate at which the RTS frame
was received. In other words, the node defers long enough to be sure whether
there is a planned DATA transmission.
In the case where the basic power control algorithm (see Section 11.2) is applied
(heterogeneous network), a network with a shorter RTS Defer Time is also investi-
gated. In this approach the RTS Defer Time is equal to:

RTSDe f er
Time = (2 ∗ SIFSTime) + (CTSTime) + (2 ∗ SlotTime) + (2 ∗ PDelay) (7.2)

As we already mentioned there is also the possibility that if a node overhears an
RTS packet intended to another node, perhaps it does not need to defer for the
whole transmission period, because nodes use different power levels and do not
interfere with each other.
It should be added that the second approach is similar to the IEEE 802.11 DCF fea-
ture [5] (at this time this feature was not implemented in the ns-2 simulator [47])
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which says that a node that used information from an RTS frame as the most recent
basis to update its NAV setting is permitted to reset its NAV if no packet reception
is detected during the period of (2 ∗ aSIFSTime) + (CTSTime) + (2 ∗ aSlotTime)
starting after the detection of the RTS frame. However, there is a drawback in
this assumption, since, first while nodes are deferring, they cannot send or receive
traffic (since WaveLAN IEEE 802.11 interface enters a low-power mode), secondly,
the time required to receive a Data packet could be too short, especially when
nodes cannot use different power levels. Note, that the IEEE 802.11 DCF stan-
dard published 8 years later ([5] is from 1999 and later version is from 2007 [153])
includes additionally aPHY− RX− START − Delay2 in the RTS Defer Time dura-
tion. However, this work refers to the older version of the standard.
In our implementation we let a node sense a medium long enough and after the
required time to defer before deciding whether the medium is idle or not. More-
over, the nodes that overhear a CTS packet from a neighbor but cannot hear the
DATA packet (thus they are exposed parallel senders) defer till the end of the first
transmission or they employ the concurrent transmission solution presented in
the next section. Based on our simulations we noticed that the second approach
(called the "shorter blocking timing") works better with the basic power control
protocol, especially in the mobility scenario (see evaluation in Section 11.2.2). The
first approach, called the "longer blocking timing", has a better throughput per-
formance without using the basic power control mechanism. In both approaches,
if the channel is assessed to be idle, the node can contend for it at once, so it does
not enter into the exponential backoff mode.

7.2 Concurrent transmissions

7.2.1 Existing solution for concurrent transmission (CT)

Exposed parallel sender’s transmission

Although, the IEEE 802.11 standard does not support parallel transmissions (as it
has been said before in Section 5.2) even in a high interference environment, par-
allel transmissions can still be achieved. In [154] and [155] it has been shown that
each exposed parallel sender (Fig. 5.4 -C, and Fig. 7.2) may attempt to transmit
under certain conditions. In the Fig. 7.2 the primary sender, node A, transmits an
RTS packet to the primary receiver, node B. The primary receiver responds with a
CTS packet. Exposed parallel senders, such as node C in the figure, must set their
NAV to the end of the primary transmission (A-B) according to the IEEE 802.11

2The delay, in microseconds, from a point in time specified by the PHY to the issuance of the PHY-
RXSTART.indication primitive. It equals 192µs for long preamble and 96µs for short preamble [153].
After generating a PHYRXSTART.indication, the PHY is expected to maintain physical medium busy
status (not generating PHY-CCA.indication(IDLE)) during the period required by that PHY to transfer
a frame of the indicated LENGTH at the indicated DATARATE [153].
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Figure 7.2: Parallel transmission of the exposed parallel sender

DCF standard. In [154, 155] exposed parallel senders do not always set their NAV,
but they attempt to transmit their packet without causing a collision with the pri-
mary transmission when the expected SINR (called φ in the figure) at the primary
receiver is larger than a certain threshold γ. Thus, before setting the NAV, node C
first estimates the expected SINR (φ) at node B. Node C is obliged to defer if the
φ is smaller than the threshold, otherwise its transmission is possible since it shall
not corrupt B’s reception.
However, in order to make this work, some CTS packet modifications are needed.
The CTS packet is modified in such a way that it contains additional information
about:

• the power level of the RTS of the primary sender received by the primary receiver
-the power level at which an RTS packet is received by node B (PRTS

B ) in the
Fig. 7.2, and

• SINR (Signal-to-Interference-and-Noise-Ratio) of the primary receiver -the expe-
rienced SINR at the time of the reception of the RTS packet, thus SINRB =
PRTS

B
Ir
B

, where Ir
B is the sum of noise and interference perceived by node B.
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The parallel sender, node C in the figure, estimates how much its transmission
could affect the reception of the primary receiver according formula:

φ =
PRTS

B
Ir
B + PCTS

C
=

PRTS
B ∗ SINRB

PRTS
B + PCTS

C ∗ SINRB
(7.3)

Node C uses the symmetric characteristics of the channel in order to estimate a
possible SINR B, if node C would start its transmission i.e. node B would receive
a packet from node C with the same power PCTS

C . Node C estimates that node B
would perceive a value of SINR equal to φ. If φ is below a certain threshold γ,
node C defers by setting its NAV. Otherwise it can transmit its own RTS packet.
The value of the threshold γ depends on the sensitivity of the primary receiver
and must be fixed in a conservative way in order to consider the fact that the
estimated interferences are not accurate for the whole duration of the communi-
cation because of new eventual interferences. This value can have an impact on
the network spatial reuse and consequently on the overall performance. In [155]
γ is equal to 3,6dB (not specified how it is estimated) and in [154] γ is equal to
CEdB + 6dB, where CE is the constant value of the Capture E f f ect3 In [154, 155] the
physical Carrier Sense is deactivated by setting a high value of the capture power,
in this way each node recognizes the channel as busy only if highly overloaded.

Parallel sender’s transmission

In [156] it has been observed that approximately 50% of all packets in the Internet
are small packets (payload is below 100 bytes). Parallel Data transmission with-
out RTS/CTS handshake scheduling can be run, without corrupting the primary
transmission, under the condition that the parallel Data is smaller than the pri-
mary Data. The parallel Data payload must be smaller than the primary Data
payload in order to finish the transmission on time in order to not corrupt the
ACK reception of the primary transmission. The concurrent transmission cannot
be executed if there are multiple transmissions on the air, thus when a parallel
sender hears more than one control or Data packet. The acknowledgments of the
primary and secondary transmission should be synchronized. It is also possible
that the parallel transmission is not successful, because of the hidden node(s) ex-
istence in this case. Fig. 7.3 depicts the considered situation. Node A begins the
primary transmission (A-B) with node B by sending an RTS packet (RTS1). Since
node C is in the transmission range of node A, it hears the packet. According to
the IEEE 802.11 DCF node C should defer to the end of this transmission, but as
we mentioned in the previous section, node C can reset its NAV if the primary
transmission does not take place after (2 ∗ SIFSTime) + (CTSTime) + (2 ∗ SlotTime)
duration of time. [120] makes use of this duration of time in order to initiate
a secondary transmission (C-D in the Fig. 7.3) even if the primary transmission

3A signal is correctly received if the ratio of the received power level and the sum of the interference
and noise levels is greater than CE. CE is usually (e.g. in ns-2 simulator) referred to the Capture
Threshold.
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Figure 7.3: Concurrent transmission of parallel sender

(A-B in the figure) takes place. However, the secondary transmission does take
place only if the Data packet of this transmission (Data2

I I) is smaller than the Data
packet of the primary transmission (Data1), and if the secondary sender (node
C) is sure that its transmission will finish before the primary transmission. If the
secondary sender receives an ACK packet, its transmission was successful. Oth-
erwise, the secondary transmission has failed and the node must backoff. Note,
that in the secondary transmission the Data packet is transmitted at once without
the RTS/CTS handshake as it is illustrated in Fig. 7.3.

7.2.2 Concurrent transmission (CT) contribution in this work

The main contribution of this research in the concurrent transmission (CT) issue
is a proper implementation of the combined ideas from the [155] (in case of an
exposed parallel sender’s transmission) and from [120] (in case of a parallel sender’s
transmission) with some modifications, and a proper validation taking also into
account the per node performance. Note that in [155] the improvement of network
throughput with respect to the IEEE 802.11 was the primary goal. However, the
performance of particular flows was not considered which is essential in this case,
because it should be investigated whether indeed the parallel transmissions occur
and whether flows have fair access to the wireless medium. As it can be found in
our simulation section, the fairness between flows is investigated both in a static
and mobile network in our research. Moreover, the assumptions of the concept
from [155] are not followed, hence the physical Carrier Sense is not deactivated in
our research and the Capture Threshold is usually equal to 10dB (default value in ns-
2 simulator [47]) or 6dB in this work. Furthermore, since γ value depends on the
receiver sensitivity and can impact on the network spatial reuse and consequently
on the overall performance, we evaluate the performance by varying the parameter
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γ, where γ ≤ 6.4dB.
The exposed parallel sender’s transmission solution is evaluated with and without
the basic power control mechanism (from Section 11.2). While utilizing the power
control protocol, although the capture power is not exploited, as it is done in
[155], the possibility of destroying the ongoing transmission is lower, because the
adjustment of the transmission power takes into consideration the number of 1-
hop neighbors.

Contributing in the parallel sender’s transmission (Fig. 5.4 -A) issue, the idea of [120]
(see previous subsection) has been combined with the blocking problem solution
(see Section 7.2.1) in this work since both cases are relevant to the same case,
namely, parallel senders. In both algorithms a node in the primary sender transmis-
sion range has to wait till the intended Data transmission starts. If the primary
transmission does not take place, it does not need to defer (since it is not blocked
anymore) according to the blocking problem solution. Or if the primary transmi-
sion does take place, the parallel sender may execute its transmission if it fulfills
all requirements according to the concurrent sender’s solution. The idea from
[120] is employed, however the RTSDe f erTime time does not equal the duration
of time as in [120], only the duration of time described by formula 7.1 or formula
7.2 (if the power control protocol is used), because in [120] the RTSDe f erTime time
does not take into account the CCA time and the propagation delay is neglected.
Let us analyze both cases, parallel transmission and blocked node issues, in Fig.
7.4. If the primary transmission does not take place after the RTS Defer Time (case
(b) in the figure) then the nodes in the A’s transmission range are not blocked
anymore and can schedule their own transmission or answer to an RTS packet
from another node (blocking problem solution). If node A receives a B’s CTS it be-
gins its transmission (case (a) in the figure). Node C overhearing the Data packet
transmission (Data1), estimates whether its Data message (Data1

I I) is smaller, and
schedules its transmission, if it is true. However, if a second (or more) transmis-
sion is on the air (by overhearing control packets or data transmission i.e. from
node X in the figure) then node C defers (is blocked) as in the standard.

In the next section, the evaluation of the blocking issue, concurrent transmission
solutions (both for parallel senders and exposed parallel senders) is performed
and their combination is presented.

7.3 Performance evaluation

The blocking problem and parallel transmission enhancements and the IEEE 802.11
DCF standard have been implemented in the ns-2.27 network simulator [47]. The
simulations have been carried out for various topologies, scenarios and traffic. The
following performance metrics are used:

• Total data packets received (per node and in total)
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Figure 7.4: Concurrent transmission of parallel sender

• fairness between flows

The parameters used for this simulation are illustrated in Tab. 7.1. We have
also used the Shadowing Propagation Model [47] with different parameters in order
to analyze the performance of our protocols and the standard IEEE 802.11 DCF
in different interference environments, with different fading effects e.g Outdoor -
Shadowed urban area, Office hard or soft partition, Factory, line-of-sight or obstructed.

In the following subsections the blocking problem (BP) and concurrent transmis-
sion (CT) are investigated in different scenarios.

BP solution: When evaluating the BP solution, the ring topology (see Fig. 7.5) is
used with one inner and one outer ring. The chosen topology forms the
blocked nodes situation, which in case of the IEEE 802.11 standard leads to
the favoritism of some nodes where others have less chance for the channel
access.

CT solution: The concurrent transmission evaluation is first performed in a very
simple string topology (see Fig. 7.6) with 4 static nodes which is the reflection
of the described problem where one node is transmitting and another has to
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Table 7.1: Simulations parameters

Parameter Values
Nr of active nodes 8, 4, 30
Simulation area (m) 500x500, 1000x1000
Topology ring, string, random
Packet size constant = 512 || random
Traffic CBR, TCP
Simulation times (sec.) 50, 100, 200
Bandwidth (Mbps) 2
rateDATA 2
rateBasic 1

wait, because it overhears a CTS packet. However, this simple scenario is also
investigated in different outdoor and indoor environments since different
conditions have a crucial impact on the performance, while taking the signal
strength and interference level into account.

BP and CT solutions (string): The evaluation of the combined BP solution and
parallel transmission is first evaluated in a simple string topology with 4 static
nodes forming the considered issue. Afterwards the same topology is used,
but with induced movement of the nodes in order to observe the influence of
the mobility on the proposed enhancements.
While analyzing the static case, two different outdoor environments are used
in order to see whether the environment has an impact on the compared
schemes.
In the third scenario of this part, the fairness between flows with random
packet size is addressed at different time instances.
In the fourth scenario of this part, the measurements where TCP packets
are sent first and later on UDP packets, are performed in order to show
the impact of the reliable (TCP) and non-reliable (UDP) packet delivery on
the MAC layer. Since UDP is less complex than TCP4 it allows a higher
raw throughput than TCP as it could also be observed in this simulation.
It has also been shown that using UDP ensures the fairness, because both
concurrent flows get a fair channel access, where TCP flows make it difficult,
especially in the case of the IEEE 802.11 standard.

BP and CT solutions (mesh): In the last two scenarios, a mesh network with 30
and 25 nodes is investigated where nodes have two different transmission
ranges (see details in Section 2.1). In both scenarios the blocked nodes and
concurrent transmissions can occur, which is a good match for investigation
of the proposed enhancements.

4UDP does not provide reliability and ordering guarantees, where TCP requests acknowledgments
for each successfully transmitted sequence and retransmissions for corrupted sequences.
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7.3.1 Blocking solution

A ring topology with 8 nodes (Fig. 7.5) with TCP traffic and a packet size of 512
bytes has been simulated. In the first scenario (Scenario (1)) there are three flows

Figure 7.5: Blocking problem: ring topology

from the inner nodes to the outer nodes, and one flow from the outer node 0 to
the inner node 1. In the second scenario (Scenario (2)) all flows are directed to the
outer nodes. In Table 7.2 we have shown results (with both scenarios) where the
blocking solution was applied compared to the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard. Since
the performance improvement of the fairness is the subject of this analysis, the to-
tal reception of packets on particular receivers has been evaluated. Notice that the
blocking solution enhancement leads to a higher degree of fairness than the 802.11
standard. After all, the DCF standard degrades noticeable the flows going from
the outer to the inner node (only 412 packets received by the node 0), where the
enhancement treats nodes more fairly without no significant performance degra-
dation of the worst performed transmitter (the node 6 in the Scenario 1 receives
1220 packets). The fact that two nodes using the enhancement, 4 and 6, have the
smaller number of successful transmissions than the nodes using the standard
confirms that other nodes are less blocked which leads to more fair access to the
channel. In the Scenario 2 the enhancement can treat nodes even more fairly than
in the prior scenario, where in the case of the DCF nodes, two nodes receive more
than 2000 packets and the two others less than 1400 packets. The total number of
packets received of the nodes using the enhancement is also larger in both scenar-
ios, which also proves that the enhanced nodes avoid better the blocking problem
situation than the DCF nodes.
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Table 7.2: Blocking problem- total packets received, ring topology

Scenario Nodes Standard Improvement

1

0 412 1891
2 1974 1998
4 1918 1586
6 2224 1220

Total 6528 6695

2

1 1372 1722
2 2009 1959
4 1387 1656
6 2118 1586

Total 6886 6923

7.3.2 Parallel transmission

In this part the exposed parallel sender solution is analyzed in the topology pre-
sented in Fig. 7.6. The simulations are run in shadowing outdoor free-space and

2211 3300

Figure 7.6: Parallel transmission: string topology

shadowed urban area environment and indoor in building -obstructed with office-
hard partition settings. In the first three simulations the default Data rate is used
(2Mbps), where in the last simulation the Data rate equals 11Mbps. The goal of
this simulation is the verification whether both the fairness of the channel can
be improved and whether the data/control packet rates have an influence on the
performance of both schemes. Table 7.3 shows the number packets successfully
received of both TCP flows. In the Outdoor -free space environment the access
to the wireless medium is much more fair for the enhanced nodes than for the
DCF nodes. The difference between the number of packets received (Di f f 0

3 ) by
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Table 7.3: Concurrent receivers - total packets received, string topology

Technique 1st flow 2nd flow Di f f 0
3

Outdoor -free space
0 −→ 1 3 −→ 2

Standard 4120 4799 679
Improvement 4318 4340 22

Outdoor -shadowed urban area
0 −→ 1 3 −→ 2

Standard 6942 3740 3202
Improvement 4794 5874 1080

Indoor -office hard partition environment
0 −→ 1 3 −→ 2

Standard 9871 998 8873
Improvement 8653 2181 6472
Outdoor -shadowed urban area: 11Mbps rateDATA, 2Mpbs rateBasic

after 15 sec. 0 −→ 1 3 −→ 2
Standard 2945 1286 1659
Improvement 2107 2104 3
after 100 sec. 0 −→ 1 3 −→ 2
Standard 16489 11566 4923
Improvement 13850 14079 229

the enhanced nodes is only 22 packets. In the shadowed urban area environment
this difference increases, but still the performance of the enhanced nodes is much
more fair (1080 difference) than that of the DCF nodes (3202 difference). In the
indoor environment both schemes encounter the fairness problem, however the
worst performing enhanced node still receives 1183 more packets than the worst
performing DCF node.
The fact that both schemes perform less fair in the indoor environment is explain-
able, since in such environment the conditions are more unpredictable. There
are several factors that caused the received signal strength (RSS) to perform dif-
ferently in the indoor environment. In indoor environment the signal strength
does not correlate to the distance what is the case in the outdoor environment.
In the open outdoor field, when the distance between the sender and the receiver
increases, the strength of the signal becomes weaker. In indoor area the signal
strength fluctuates in an unknown pattern over the distance [157]. The effects
of obstructions and reflections on signal strength are the major problems in RSS.
When a signal travels through an obstacle, even if it successfully passed, it loses
its strength, because the obstruction can absorb part of the signal. More often
happens that the signal not only goes through obstacles (walls, floors, ceiling, and
other buildings), but it also gets reflected when it hits on obstacles. These re-
flections can have a great influence on RSS in indoor environments. The original
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signal and the reflected signal reach the receiver almost at the same time, since
they are traveling at the same speed of light. As a consequence, the receiver is not
able to distinguish the two signals and it measures the received signal strength
for both of them [158]. The radio signal strength appeared to be stronger indoor
than signal strength measured outdoor (open field) as it has been shown in [157]
experiments. It should be added that obstructions and reflections do not have too
much impact in an outdoor environment since there are apparently fewer objects
in an outdoor area.

While increasing the data rate (and basic rate -the rate of the control packets), the
advantage of the enhanced solution increases as well. In the last scenario the num-
ber of packets received (per node) are reported after 15 and 100 seconds. Notice
that till 15 seconds the nodes alternately grab the channel. After 15 seconds all en-
hanced nodes receive almost the same number of packets, where the difference in
the number of packets received by the DCF nodes equals 1659. After 100 seconds
this number increases till 4923 packets already. Meanwhile the enhanced node’s
difference between packets received increases only till 229 packets. Fig. 7.7 shows
the number of packets received per node versus the simulation time of the last
case. From the figure it can easily be noticed that the enhanced nodes alternate
between access to the wireless medium, afterwards after the short (between 15
and 25 seconds around) unfairness in access to the channel they tend to contend
fair for the channel decreasing the difference in their performance. Meanwhile the
DCF standard always favors the first flow, and hence in the end the first sender
sent much more packets successfully than the second one. The fact that only one
enhanced node grabs the channel in the simulation interval from 15 and 25 sec-
onds, can testify that channel conditions have an influence on the performance of
the enhanced nodes, but not only in a bad way, because after the unfair period
of time, the concurrent transmission does take place often enough to decrease
noticeable the difference between the number of packets received.
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(a) 802.11 DCF

(b) enhanced

Figure 7.7: TCP packets received: 11Mpbs data rate
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7.3.3 Blocking Problem (BP) and Concurrent Transmission (CT)
issues

The string topology with 4 static/mobile nodes (Fig. 7.8) sending/receiving TCP
packets (512 and 1024 packets sizes) has been evaluated. The inner nodes (1, 2 in

Figure 7.8: BP and CP: string topology

the figure) are sending packets to the outer nodes (0, 3 in the figure) in different
environments.

Static Topology

The five different scenarios with 4 static nodes (Fig. 7.8) are evaluated:

1. Two-Ray Ground5 with CS6 =220m, ht = hr =1.5m7

2. Outdoor -Free Space; TR=100m, CS =200m

3. Outdoor -Shadowed Urban Area, path loss =3; TR =100m, CS =200m

4. Outdoor -Shadowed Urban Area, path loss =4; TR =100m, CS =200m

5. Outdoor -Shadowed Urban Area, path loss =4; TR =50m, CS =150m

Table 7.4 shows the number of packets successfully received of both flows (outer
flows) of the first scenario with static nodes. In this simulation the blocking prob-
lem solution together with the parallel sender solution (as it is described in the
second paragraph of Section 7.2.2) is applied. At the first glance we see that the en-

5Radio Propagation models are described in Section 6.2.4.
6Carrier Sense (CS), Transmission Range (TR) are described in Section Chapter 2.
7the other variables use the default values -see Chapter 6.
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Table 7.4: Total packets received, string topology, static nodes

Technique 1st flow 2nd flow Di f f 0
3

scenario 1 0←− 1 2 −→ 3
Standard 6927 7060 133
Improvement 7522 7486 36
Gain in packets received over the DCF: 1021

scenario 2 0←− 1 2 −→ 3
Standard 6891 7042 151
Improvement 7569 7577 8
Gain in packets received over the DCF: 1213

scenario 3 0←− 1 2 −→ 3
Standard 6937 7002 65
Improvement 7389 7717 328
Gain in packets received over the DCF: 1167

scenario 4 0←− 1 2 −→ 3
Standard 6894 7047 153
Improvement 7514 7563 49
Gain in packets received over the DCF: 1136

scenario 5 0←− 1 2 −→ 3
Standard 7174 6595 579
Improvement 7608 7268 340
Gain in packets received over the DCF: 1107

hancement allows much more transmissions than the 802.11 DCF standard, since
it is possible to run them in parallel. In all scenarios the enhancement success-
fully runs at least 1000 more transmissions than the DCF. In most of the scenarios
(except Scenario 3 -but the enhancement performs still much better than the stan-
dard), it is more fair than the standard, since the difference between the packets
received by the enhanced receivers is smaller than the packets received by the
DCF receivers. This fairness is obvious in the Two-Ray Ground model and Out-
door -Free Space settings of the shadowing model. In the Shadowed Urban Area
it is more difficult to assure the fairness between senders, because this model rep-
resents signal propagation more realistically than the Two-Ray Ground and the
Outdoor -Free Space models (see Section 6.2.4).

Mobile Topology

There has been executed one scenario with mobile nodes moving with differ-
ent speeds (changing during simulation period of time) and different directions
(changing during simulation period of time). Mobile nodes, where node 1 and
node 2 are parallel senders (0 ←− 1 2 −→ 3), start from positions (300, 500)0,
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(350, 500)1, (900, 500)2 and (990, 500)3, respectively (coordinates presented in pix-
els). The simulation time equals 50 seconds, where the maximal speed of the
nodes equals 30 meters per second. The nodes move in a 1200x1200m simula-
tion area. The Outdoor -Shadowed propagation model is used. The TR is set to
250 meters and CS range set to 550 meters. The nodes move at a certain time (in
seconds) to a certain position (in pixels) with a certain speed (in m/s) as listed below:

1. (0.02sec.):
0←− 1 with intended positions =(100, 550)0, (150, 750)1

Speed0 = 30, Speed1 = 28.13;
2 −→ 3 with intended positions = (750, 450)2, (850, 480)3

Speed2 = 9.16, Speed3 = 6.57; 1st flow: up-left, 2nd flow: down -left

2. (14.24 sec.):
0←− 1 with intended positions =(300, 500)0, (400, 600)1

Speed0 = 10, Speed1 = 11.97; 1st flow: down -right;

The Fig. 7.9 shows the number of packets received per node versus the simulation
time of the 802.11 DCF standard and the enhancement in the second scenario with
mobile nodes moving with a pause time equal to 0.02 seconds. The goal of this
simulation is to verify whether the enhancement increases the fairness between
mobile nodes as expected. The results show that the enhancement lets the nodes
have more fair concurrent transmissions than the DCF standard, because in case
of the DCF standard the difference between the number of packets received by
both receivers equals 349 where in case of the enhancement this is 100 packets.
Notice, that the standard favors the second flow from the beginning till the end of
the simulation. In the case of the enhancement, in the beginning the first flow is
favored but with a smaller difference than in the standard. After around 14 sec-
onds the second flow is better, also at the end of the simulation, but it is expected
that while running the simulation longer, the gain of the packets received by both
enhanced nodes shall alternate between them as it happened at 14 sec.
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(a) 802.11 DCF sender

(b) enhanced sender

Figure 7.9: Packets received vs. simulation time, 0←− 1 2 −→ 3 flows
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String Topology -Random packet size

A string topology with TCP traffic with a random8 packet size, where the blocking
problem (BP) and Data parallel transmission (CT) improvements are used, is sim-
ulated. The network has been simulated with the shadowing propagation model
for the outdoor environment. Table 7.5 shows the number of packets successfully
received of both flows of the third scenario. The goal of this simulation is to verify
whether the enhancements increase the fairness between nodes with a random
packet size as expected. Figures 7.10 and 7.11 depicts the total packets received by

Table 7.5: Blocking and concurrent transmission solutions - total packets received, string topology,
static nodes

5s 10s 100s 200s 500s 900s Di f f 1
2

DCF Node1 500 825 6050 15466 33860 57186 6570
DCF Node2 183 530 7407 11255 32860 63756
Enh. Node1 332 530 6666 13670 33447 64329 5737
Enh. Node2 352 833 6837 13352 34076 58592

Gain in total packets received over the DCF: 1979

the nodes 1, 2 after 100 seconds. Notice that the enhancements improve the fair-
ness comparing to the 802.11 DCF standard. The total number of packets received
by the enhanced nodes is larger, since both nodes receive around 7000 packets in
the end, where one DCF node receives less than 7500 packets, and the second one
6000 packets. Secondly, the enhanced nodes can send/receive much more fairly
over the simulation than the DCF nodes. The largest difference between packets
received by the enhanced receiver 0 and 3 (called in the figure simply Node 1, 2)
is 521 packets, while in the DCF case this difference reaches even more than 1460
packets. It can also be observed that the nodes using enhancements tend to be
more fair during the whole simulation period alternating a gain. Notice in Fig.
7.11 that in the case of the enhanced nodes, not always the same node receives the
most packets, whereas in the case of the DCF standard (see Fig. 7.10) always the
second node receives much more packets starting from 45 seconds of the simula-
tion time resulting in a considerable unfairness at the end of the simulation.

8Payload size varies between [27, 213] bytes.
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Figure 7.10: BP and CT: total packet received: 802.11 DCF

Figure 7.11: BP and CT: total packet received: enhancements
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Scenario with reliable (TCP) and un-reliable (UDP) packet delivery

In the 4th simulation first TCP packets are sent during 40 seconds and then CBR
packets are sent till the end of the simulation (80 seconds). The payload size of the
packets is random. The shadowing -free space propagation model is set with the
transmission range equal to 100 meters. Fig. 7.12 shows the number of packets
received per node versus the simulation time. As we have mentioned in the be-

(a) 802.11 DCF sender

(b) enhanced sender

Figure 7.12: Packets received: TCP: 0-40 sec., CBR: 40-80 sec.

ginning of the simulation section we focus on the impact of the reliable (TCP) and
non-reliable (UDP) packet delivery on MAC layer in this simulation. Notice that
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when the TCP traffic is on the air, the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard has a big prob-
lem with the fairness between nodes, since the first flows has favorable access to
the medium. When the CBR traffic begins both flows increase their performance
in parallel, however the large difference between the number of packets received
(Node1=5308, Node2=3860) remains the same at the end of the simulations. The
enhanced nodes manage better with TCP traffic with respect to the DCF stan-
dard, because they alternately gain access to the channel, and hence the enhanced
nodes end the simulation more fairly (Node1=4899, Node2=4295) than the IEEE
802.11 DCF standard. Moreover, the number of CBR packets successfully trans-
mitted is larger than the number of TCP packets successfully transmitted, which
also confirms the conclusion from [159] that UDP allows higher raw throughput
than TCP.

7.3.4 Mesh network with 30 nodes

Different data and basic rates

The scenario, presented in the Fig. 7.13, with 30 nodes, has been analyzed in
the outdoor shadowed urban area environment with a transmission range of the
nodes equal to 100 meters and a CS range equal to 200 meters. Each node has in its
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Figure 7.13: Concurrent transmissions and blocked nodes scenario: 30 nodes

range the nearest neighbor on the left, right, up and down, for example, node 11
has nodes 10, 6, 16 and 12 in its transmission range. The 11Mbps data and 2Mbps
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basic rates are used in this scenario. The TCP packet size of the nodes is random,
it varies between [27, 213] bytes. In this scenario all enhancements are switched on,
the blocking problem solution, parallel senders enhancement and exposed parallel
sender improvement. Fig. 7.14 depicts the performance of the packets received
per node, (a) DCF nodes, (b) enhanced nodes. At the first glance, it can be noticed
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Figure 7.14: Packets received per node: 30 nodes

that the enhanced nodes have more fair access to the channel than DCF nodes,
since there are no nodes, that receive almost no packets unlike with DCF - nodes
11, 12 and 6 (marked in Fig. 7.13). These nodes have in their vicinity three other
senders, that perform very good. Nodes 11 and 12 are neighbors in horizontal
(Fig. 7.13), but none of them performs well, since their vertical neighbors (16 and
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17 respectively) grab the access to the medium.
Nodes 21 and 25 (marked in Fig. 7.13) receive less than 20 packets, where node 21
has two other senders in the vicinity and node 25 is a neighbor of only one node-
receiver, but its receiver is in the transmission range of two other receivers. In case
of the enhanced scheme, one node achieves less than 10 packets, three others less
than 20 packets. Node 28, the worst performing (but still better than the worst
performing DCF node), is placed in the vicinity of one receiver, and its receiver is
a neighbor of two other receivers (marked in Fig. 7.13). Since node 28 overhears
CTS packets from node 15, it can apply the exposed parallel senders solution,
however its receiver can be blocked by a CTS from receiver 26 and 10. Node 25,
also not performing very well is in the same situation like node 28. Three other
nodes, 11, 17 and 22, are senders with at least two other transmitters. They can
apply the blocking problem solution, but the parallel sender solutions is hardly
of any use, since they can hear (not always) two or three transmission on the air
(but only one is allowed in this approach). Nevertheless, the inner parallel senders
(1− 21 and 2− 22) perform better, also in term of the access channel fairness, than
the DCF parallel senders. Concluding, the DCF standard has a big problem with
parallel senders since it favors few of them whereas others perform very bad. A
DCF sender also has a problem to perform well while it is in the vicinity of the
receveir, whose receiver is also in the transmission range of other receivers. The
enhancements do not solve all the problems, but for sure improve the fairness of
the access to the wireless medium, giving each node chance to contend for it.

The same data and basic rates

In order to ensure that the vital information contained in RTS and CTS packets
will be received by all nodes in range and to cope with the potential hidden sta-
tion problem, control packets are typically transmitted at a lower rate than data
packets in the 802.11 DCF standard, which increases their reception (transmission
range (TR)) distance. However, the overall WLAN performance suffers signif-
icantly when the RTS/CTS scheme is combined with higher transmission data
rates as reported in [113], [114] and [115].
In [114] it has been shown that if the channel control rate is equal to the channel
data rate (the 802.11a is used), the 4-handshake scheme achieves better through-
put performance than the basic access scheme due to shorter collision durations.
However, if the highest data rate equal to 54Mbit/s is used in combination with
the lowest control rate of 6 Mbit/s, the basic access scheme outperforms the 4-
handshake scheme for any network size.
In small networks, the 4-handshake scheme has a notable disadvantage over basic
access for high data rates as reported in [113], [114], [115] and [160]. [114] and
[115] reported that if the network is composed of a small number of stations and
short frames are transmitted, the basic access scheme achieves a better through-
put performance than the RTS/CTS scheme. If only two stations compete for the
wireless channel, then the RTS/CTS scheme achieves the worst performance (10%
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worse for packets of 1000 bytes [160]) due to the limited number of collisions.
On the other hand, the 4-handshake scheme is extremely beneficial compared to
the basic access scheme in large network scenarios and with low data rates and a
fragmentation threshold larger than 750 bytes [161].

Keeping in mind the above analysis, another simulation with parallel senders
(receivers) and blocked nodes is run in a shadowing outdoor environment. The
nodes have a transmission range equal to 250 meters and a CS range equal to 550
meters. In this simulation the data and basic rate (used to sent control packets)
is equal to 2Mbps. Thus, following the above analysis the basic rate is equal
to the data rate in this simulation. The network is composed of 25 nodes as
depicted in Fig. 7.15. The traffic consists of TCP packets. The simulation time
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Figure 7.15: Concurrent transmissions and blocked nodes scenario: 25 nodes

equals 50 seconds. In this setting the enhanced nodes send less control packets
(42282) than the DCF nodes (42840), receiving more data packets (13689enhanced,
13346DCF) in total. Hence, it can be concluded that the enhanced scheme allows to
send more parallel data without exploiting the control packets before and/or less
nodes are deferring (are blocked). The DCF standard drops more than 1200 control
packets and loses 125 control packets more than the enhanced approach. DCF loses
around 100 Data packets less than the enhanced scheme, but this is expected, since
the enhanced scheme allows to send Data packets in parallel without a control
packets exchange before. Anyway, it does not hinder the enhanced approach to
receive more than 340 packets than the DCF. The worst performing DCF nodes are
0, 4, 10, 13, and 21 (marked in Fig. 7.15), where the worst performing enhanced
nodes are 0 and 4. Node 0 is a neighbor of the receiver 5 and the 0’s receiver
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is a neighbor of the senders 2 and 6. In this situation it is difficult to apply
the exposed parallel sender solution since the intended receiver is blocked by
one of its neighboring senders. No other enhancements are possible to use in
this case. Node 4 is a neighbor of one receiver and its intended receiver is a
neighbor of two other receivers, hence node 4 could normally profit only from
the exposed parallel sender solution, however its receiver can be blocked by the
CTS of its two neighboring receivers. The DCF has a problem with node 21,
which is a neighbor of two other senders, thus it confirms the conclusion from
the prior scenario that the DCF performs badly if too many senders are in the
vicinity, where the enhanced nodes can be advantageous since they can use the
blocking problem solution and parallel sender’s solution. Nodes 10 and 13 are in
the vicinity of two other receivers, where node 13 is a neighbor of one neighbor-
sender additionally. Hence, both nodes can be blocked for a long time.
Nevertheless, it this scenario it has been observed that using the same data and
basic rates can improves the performance of both schemes.
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CHAPTER 8
Contention Window control

8.1 Minimum and maximum Contention Window

The Binary Exponential Backoff (BEB) algorithm of the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard
is not only unfair but also inefficient as we already said in Section 5.4. Although
the CW interval size is doubled upon each collision, too many stations can back-off
with small contention windows, because they picked up a lower slot value ran-
domly from the [0,CW] interval. The resetting scheme of the IEEE 802.11 standard
is also questionable. When a node transmits a packet successfully or it drops a
packet because it exceeded the maximum number of retransmission attempts, the
CW is reset to the minimum static value according to the IEEE 802.11 DCF stan-
dard. Receiving a packet successfully, however, does not mean that the contention
level is dropped. Moreover, in case of a dropped packet this assumption is even
more fallacious. In addition, the value of CWmin and CWmax are static and chosen
to be equal 32 and 1024 without taking into account the network load conditions
or other factors influencing the MAC performance.
Therefore in the next subsections we investigate the following issues:

• static and dynamic choice of the CWmin and CWmax values, and

• CW boundaries in the backoff algorithm.

After each issue is analyzed separately we show the performance of the considered
schemes based on the simulations. In the next chapter (Chapter 9) we focus on
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CW resetting upon a successful transmission packet and dropped packet due to
exceeding the threshold of the number of retransmission attempts.

8.1.1 Minimum and maximum CW values

The minimum and maximum CW values defined in the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard
are assumed to be static values independent of the network conditions or local
state information. However, the CW should be influenced by an element which
mostly affects the number of collisions, namely the current number of neighbors in
the 1-hop neighborhood (NrN). An increase in the number of collisions degrades
the throughput performance. It causes not only a high delay but also a higher
energy consumption due to multiple retransmissions. Moreover, the CW value is
initialized to the minimum value upon the successful transmission and when a
packet has been dropped in the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard. Dropping a packet
means that a node has retransmitted the packet a predefined number of times
until it reached the threshold. After dropping this packet, the node resets its
CW to the minimum although its situation (network conditions and local ability
such as available energy capacity) probably did not change, which automatically
could affect a subsequent packet performance. Therefore, in this dissertation we
estimate the minimum and maximum CW values based on

• the number of active 1-hop neighbors, and

• the coefficient of energy capacity of the local battery.

Before going into details, first we explain below the background and importance
of these two factors.

Number of neighbors consideration

The fact that the number of nodes has a noticeable impact on the throughput per-
formance has already been reported in 1996 [125]. Different enhancements (see
Section 5.4) have been used to improve the relationship between the boundaries
of the Contention Window and the increasing number of neighbors causing the
degradation of the throughput. In some works [126, 130] the number of neighbors
was directly taken into account in an algorithm optimizing the CW boundaries.
However it was done usually under (heavy) constraints such as (1) all nodes are in
the range of each other, (2) all nodes are stationary, (3) all nodes use the RTS/CTS
exchange access scheme only, (4) the conditions are ideal or close to ideal etc.
In [130] the optimal minimum CW value considering N active nodes is found
(based on the results from [126]) to be close to the CW = 5.1N.
In [131] this value equals CW = 8.5N − 5 based on the extensive simulations
and the relation between the minimum CW and the number of nodes: CWmin =
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α ∗ NrN − β. However, in this work it was also assumed that all nodes are in
the range of each other and they do not use the RTS/CTS exchange scheme, be-
cause there is no hidden/exposed nodes configuration. Moreover, the mobility
is not considered. Anyway, also in this study it was confirmed that the choice
of the CWmin has a large influence on the network performance and this choice
is strongly dependent on the number of contending nodes. Moreover, it has also
been shown that a correlation between the CWmin value and the number of active
nodes exists. A high value of CWmin (equal to 250 slots in [131]) which is the
optimum for 30 nodes would drastically penalize the throughput if the number of
nodes is small (6 for example). A low value of CWmin (equal to 31 slots in [131]),
which is the optimum for 4 nodes, would drastically penalize the throughput if
the number of nodes is great (30 for instance).
In none of the studies the CWmax influence was considered (only assumed to be
equal to 1023 slots as in the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard), although it has a notice-
able impact on the performance. CWmax is reached after 5 retransmission attempts
in the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard. During the 2 last retransmissions the CWmax
value is used. However, the chosen CWmax value by the IEEE 802.11 DCF does
not say anything about the reason why a node had to retransmit many times and
why this value is chosen exactly. On the one hand, the conditions around the
node can be "bad" to transmit (i.e. a lot of active neighbors), on the other hand,
the transmission failures can be caused just by bad luck when accessing the wire-
less medium, because nodes pick the CW slot randomly. Considering this issue
we conclude that the CWmax should also take into account the number of active
neighbors. Based on our extensive simulations we could confirm that the dynamic
choice of the CWmax value gives a better performance than just using a static value
of the CWmax.

Energy capacity consideration

The higher the number of collisions, the lower the network throughput also leads
to a higher energy consumption due to resolving a higher number of collisions.
Moreover, in the multihop wireless networks, a lot of nodes are just relaying
nodes, which means that they consume their energy for transmitting other nodes’
packets. In addition, each message potentially encounters collisions at each hop.
In [162] it was shown that the transmission power for control frames should be
minimized (instead of using the maximum power) to the extent of keeping the
network connected. It was also shown that the relay nodes may be selected based
on different factors, such as their current battery capacity, their distance from the
sender and the receiver. It is also possible that energy-poor nodes waste addi-
tional energy in subsequent unsuccessful attempts, because they are contending
with high-energy nodes. However, from the network lifetime point of view, the
low energy nodes are the most important and most critical nodes, because these
nodes use their energy either, because they are relaying messages, or they have
a lot of data to send. Depleting the energy of critical nodes can lead to network
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partitioning and some sources might be unable to reach other destinations.
In [133] one of the four different distributions of the random deferring time is
chosen based on the energy level of battery information. Resulting in selecting a
shorter deferral time while nodes are high-energy nodes, since these nodes have
more chance to access the wireless channel. As a result the transmission probabil-
ity of fresh data is higher in the high-energy nodes (higher priority) and decreases
as nodes consume their battery.

Selection of CWmin and CWmax

Following the observations and analysis above (from two previous subsections) we
estimate dynamically the minimum and maximum CW values based on the num-
ber of nodes in the 1-hop neighborhood (NrN) and a coefficient of the remaining
energy (coeRE). Thanks to the consideration of the number of active neighbors, the
CWmin and CWmax values are better adapted to the current network load giving a
chance to avoid collisions when nodes are blocked with too much neighbors1.
In addition, we take the coefficient of the energy capacity into account. This ap-
proach allows us to have a flexible choice of the CWmin/max jointly depending
on the two important factors, the network load and own energy resources. On
the one hand, we let nodes to choose a low CWmin value if they have less active
neighbors than other nodes. On the other hand, these nodes have to select their
CWmin with respect to their own energy capacity. Therefore, even if they have less
neighbors than others but their energy capacity is very low, it might be that they
have to choose a larger CWmin value than the nodes with the larger number of
active neighbors but with a better energy level. The table 8.1 depicts the described
situation (note that the chosen coeRE values are based on the extended simulation
analysis). Notice, that the nodes with a higher energy level choose a lower CWmin

Table 8.1: Examples of CWmin with change of coeRE, where EnI is the initial energy

Energy level coeRE CWi f NrN=4
min CWi f NrN=6

min CWi f NrN=8
min

EnI ≤100% 0.55 26 41 57
EnI ≤ 85% 0.65 31 50 68
EnI ≤ 65% 0.75 37 58 80
EnI ≤ 45% 0.80 41 62 85
EnI ≤ 25% 0.85 43 66 90

value (rows). The nodes with more active neighbors have to select a larger CWmin

1We assume that each node can estimate how many neighbors it has in its 1-hop neighborhood,
based on successfully detected signals or using the table that is built by the routing mechanism. In
[51] the utilization rate of the slots (Slot Utilization) observed on the channel by each station is used for
a simple, effective and low-cost load estimate of the channel congestion level.
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value (columns). As a result, low-energy nodes will not waste their scarce energy
for competing with high-energy nodes and therefore, the useful network lifetime
is extended. In the performance section (next section) we have investigated both
the throughput performance and the network lifetime performance, and in addi-
tion the First active Node Died performance. To our knowledge up till now these
metrics have not been analyzed. The change of CWmax is the same as the CWmin,
because CWmax = CWmin + constant, as we explain below.
The CWmin and CWmax values are dynamically calculated according to the follow-
ing formulas:

CWmin = α ∗ NrN ∗ coeRE − β;

CWmax = CWmin + θ;

α and β are variables, that can be optimally tuned depending on the environment
and θ = 210, it is equal to CWDCF

max = 1024. CWDCF
max is a point of reference, and

in our algorithm the CWmax value is always larger than the CWDCF
max value. Based

on our extensive simulations (presented in paper [163] -however in this paper the
CWmax does not consider the energy level of the battery) we have found that the
optimal values for α and β are 14.0 and 5.0 respectively. The coefficient of the
remaining energy capacity considers five battery levels and it is distributed in the
[0.55− 0.85] range as it is depicted in Table 8.1. In this part of work this coefficient
is chosen manually based on the simulations in such a way that the minimum
CW value will never be too low. Depending on a particular energy level the coeRE
value varies. Notice, that the value of coeRE increases, if the energy level decreases
(Table 8.1). Nodes with a lower battery level wait longer in order to avoid an
eventual collision as much as possible. In addition, if a node has an energy level
lower than 65% of its initial energy capacity, the increase of the CW is slower due
to already a high value of the CW. Later, in the further part of our work, we do
not set this coefficient manually, only it increases logarithmically.

8.1.2 Performance evaluation of the dynamic CWmin,max

The maximum transmit power of a node is assumed to cover the whole transmis-
sion range of 100 meters. The simulation has been executed with 50 mobile nodes
in 15 scenarios. In Table 8.2 we present the general simulation parameters while
evaluating the system with the dynamic CWmin and CWmax. The performance of
the dynamic CWmin and CWmax enhancements (called the CWmin_max scheme) is
compared with the performance of the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard. Fig. 8.1, 8.2
and 8.3 show the performance of the standard (STD) [5] against CWmin_max in
terms of the total number of packets received, the lifetime of the network and the
dead of the first node (FND), resp. Each flow has a different data rate. We can
see in the figures, the CWmin_max outperforms the legacy standard. Notice that in
some scenarios (e.g. 2, 8, 10, 12) the total packets received by the DCF mechanism
is much lower than the CWmin_max. Moreover, the lifetime of the network and FND
performance is not degraded in these scenarios, contrary, CWmin_max prolongs the
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Table 8.2: Simulations parameters - dynamic CWmin and CWmax

Parameter Values
Simulations area (m) 1500x1500
Initial Energy (J) 1, 2.5, 5.0
Payload size (bytes) various (27 − 213)
Total connections 40
Bandwidth 11Mbps
Maximal node’s speed (m/s) 10
α / β 14.0 / 5.0

lifetime and defers the dead of the nodes (Fig. 8.2 and 8.3). In the three "worst"
cases, 5, 6, 7 and 13, the insignificant gain in the total number received is recom-
pensed by the much better performance of the FND in all three cases, and much
better lifetime performance in the 6th and 7th case. The number of 1-hop active
neighbors is obtained based on the successfully detected signals. Therefore, these
simulation results already consider the vulnerability of the enhanced protocol be-
cause of a possible wrong estimation of the number of active neighbors.
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Figure 8.1: CWmin_max against IEEE 802.11 DCF: total number of packets received
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Figure 8.2: CWmin_max against IEEE 802.11 DCF: Lifetime of the network
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Figure 8.3: CWmin_max against IEEE 802.11 DCF: FND
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8.2 CW bounds - backoff mechanism

The CW value is doubled after each unsuccessful transmission in the IEEE 802.11
DCF standard. An increase of the CW size depends on the number of failed
retransmission attempts that are usually caused by collisions. If the number of
nodes increases, the number of collisions increases proportionally which leads to a
sharp degradation of the throughput [125]. While using the IEEE 802.11 DCF there
always exists a probability that contending nodes choose the same contention slots
randomly from their [0, CW] intervals. As it has been said in Section 5.4 there have
already been proposed different schemes for improving or changing the backoff
mechanism of the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard. However, most of them focus on the
dynamic CW value selection but still limiting themselves to changing an upper
boundary and leaving a lower boundary unchanged and predefined by the IEEE
802.11 DCF standard. Only few works considered either different distribution
or still random distribution but within dynamic CW boundaries. However, as it
has already been said in Section 5.4, some of these few works focus on different
issues (e.g. selfish MAC misbehavior [136]) or different types of networks (e.g.
event-driven wireless sensor networks [135]). In the next subsection we describe
results from related work. Then, in the following subsection we present several
algorithms designed in the process of finding the most optimal one.

8.2.1 CW boundaries in related work

The most relevant work related to our research is the Deterministic Contention
Window Algorithm (DCWA) proposed in [137]. The DCWA increases the upper
(CWub) and lower bounds (CWlb) instead of just doubling the upper bound of the
CW. The backoff timer is randomly selected from the range delimited by CWlb and
CWub, where:

Algorithm DCWA

(Stage 0):

CWlb(0) = 0 and CWub = CWmin;
and Size = 32;
(Stage i):

CWlb(i) = CWub(i− 1); and CWub(i) = CWub(i− 1) + Size;
and Size = 32 ∗ (i + 1);
(Stage n):

CWlb(n) = CWub(n− 1); and CWub(n) = CWub(n− 1) + Size;
and Size = 32 ∗ (n + 1);
IF CWub(n) > CWmax then
CWub = CWmax; Size = 256; and

CWlb = CWlb = CWmax − Size;

According to the DCWA algorithm the subsequent CWlb value takes over the cur-
rent value of CWub upon each collision. A CWub value increases by adding the
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backoff range size (Size), which also increases upon each retransmission as it is
shown above. In each contention stage, a station selects a backoff interval from a
distinct backoff range that does not overlap with the other backoff ranges associ-
ated to the other contention stages. The backoff range is re-adjusted by taking into
account the current network load and history after each successful transmission
(called resetting the backoff range). Thus, the CW range is set to an intermediate
value instead of resetting it to its initial value. The backoff range size (Size above
in the algorithm) is initiated to 32 (minimum value). [137] defines B(T) as the frac-
tion of backoff slots (where 0 < B[T] < 1) that the medium was observed to be
busy out of the previous T backoff slots (including all backoff slots where a trans-
mission was successfully completed or a collision occurred). The measured values
B(T) are weighted with respect to past measures using the Exponential Weighted
Mean Average (EWMA). The backoff range is adjusted after each successful trans-
mission by considering the B(T) measurements and the previous CWub and CWlb
according to the following formulas:

CWub(i) = CWub(i− 1) ∗ B(T) + CWmin ∗ (1− B(T));

CWlb(i) = CWub(i)− Size;

The performance of the DCWA algorithm has only been evaluated in a wireless
network with an Access Point (AP) in [137]. However, as it is already known
assumptions and reasoning while designing a MAC protocol are different in wire-
less networks with an AP in comparison with ad hoc networks. Therefore, later
in this work we have evaluated the DCWA algorithm in ad hoc networks while
comparing to our approaches.

8.2.2 dynamic CW boundaries contribution in this work

In order to cope with an inefficient and unfair CW slot distribution in the IEEE
802.11 DCF mechanism we have analyzed different approaches, as we mentioned
above. First we have proposed three algorithms

• sLwBd -selection of the Lower Bound

• sUppBd -selection of the Upper Bound, and

• sLwUppBd -selection of the Lower and Upper Bound.

These algorithms adjust the lower or/and upper bound of the CW range. As we
have already said before (see Section 8.1.1) the number of contending nodes affect
drastically the throughput performance. Therefore, all designed algorithms take
also into consideration the number of 1-hop active neighbors (NrN) and number
of retransmissions attempts (nrATT). Afterwards, based on this analysis we have
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designed an enhancement of the sLwUppBd (presented in paper [164]) (the al-
gorithm outperforms the two others), which also considers the coefficient of the
remaining energy level of battery (coeRE). The enhanced sLwUppBd is called en-
hanced selection Bounds (EsB) algorithm. In the next subsections, first we present the
first three algorithms and their performance and then we discuss the EsB algo-
rithm and its evaluation.

In the three algorithms proposed below and in the enhancement of the sLwUppBd
algorithm presented later, first we let a node double the CW upper bound if the
BEB algorithm is used (when a retransmission occurs), as in the IEEE 802.11 DCF
standard [5], and then the CW is adjusted according to a particular scheme. Af-
terwards, the backoff timer is randomly selected from the range delimited by the
lower (lBound) and upper bound (uBound): backo f ftimer = random[lBoundi, uBoundi].

8.2.3 sLwBd algorithm

In the first approach (we call this algorithm sLwBd - selection of the Lower Bound)
we search the best value for the lower bound of the CW size. Fig. 8.4 depicts an
example of a possible selection of the lower bound. On the top the predefined CW

...

att 0

att 1

…

att max

0
CWmaxDCF=102331 63CWminDCF=

sLwBd

A
B C

...
...

Figure 8.4: sLwBd algorithm - depending on the number of retransmission attempts (att 0, att 1,
..., att max) the lower bound varies (A, B or C).

values of the IEEE 802.11 DCF are placed (starting counting from 0), where the
minimum CW equals 31 slots and the maximum CW equals 1023 slots. On the left
the number of retransmission attempts is placed ([att 0, att 1, ..., att max]). During
the first transmission (att 0 in Fig. 8.4) the predefined CW values are used as in the
IEEE 802.11 DCF standard. When a packet is not transmitted successfully, it has to
be retransmitted. First a node doubles the CW size as it has been done in the Bi-
nary Exponential Backoff (BEB) algorithm. Later, the lower bound of the CW size
is adjusted according to the sLwBd algorithm. Notice, that the next chosen lower
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bound can be either lower (A, B in Fig. 8.4) or larger (C in Fig. 8.4) than the previ-
ous upper bound of the CW size chosen by the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard (which
is the minimum CW value in this case, since uBi−1 = uB0 = CWDCF

min = 31). The
upper bound increases like in the standard. Depending on the number of trans-
mission attempts (nrATT) and the number of 1-hop active neighbors (NrN) the
lower bound of the CW range varies dynamically. In the sLwBd algorithm, a node
with a lower nrATT can always access a set of earlier contention slots that cannot
be accessed by a node with a larger nrATT . The reasoning of our proposed scheme
is as follows:

Algorithm 1: sLwBd algorithm

IF nrATT == 0 then lBound0 and uBound0
are not changed and equal 0 and CWmin ,resp.

- Upon each retransmission -

1 : IF nrATT > 0 then

2 : lBoundi = ( uBoundi−1
2 + NrN + nrATT) ∗ log10(nrATT + γ);

where γ is a constant equal to 2

The lBoundi is dependent on the uBoundi−1
2 value and the logarithmic function in

order to ensure that this bound does not increase too fast. First, the use of uBoundi−1
2

prevents choosing too high values of a lower bound, in particular if the NrN and
nrATT are not (so) high. Therefore, a node does not need to defer too long if it is
not needed. If a node resides in a dense network with many active nodes, this will
reflect in a larger value of the lBoundi, apart from the current nrATT . If a node has
only a few active neighbors, the lBoundi value will be small.
We have done additional simulations in order to analyze the behavior of our al-
gorithm with the lower bound of the CW range increasing slower and faster. The
algorithm with a slower increase of the lower bound is the same as shown in
the Algorithm 1 above, thus lBoundi depends on the uBoundi−1

2 value, apart from
other values. In the algorithm with a faster increase of the lower bound, just the
uBoundi−1 is used instead of uBoundi−1

2 . In other words, a new value of the lower
bound depends on the upper value used in the previous transmission. Fig. 8.5
shows a comparison of the sLwBd algorithm with a slower (llBound) and faster
(lgBound) increase of the lower bound of the CW range. It is natural that the
sLwBd algorithm with a faster increase of the lower bound lgBound achieves
a smaller total number of collisions than the sLwBd with a slower increase of
the lower bound llBound, however, the total throughput degrades significantly
(10.1%), because the nodes wait too long. Notice that in the 4th, 6th and 10th

scenarios it is better to use the lgBound, however, in the 5th, 7th, 8th and 9th sce-
narios, the sLwBd with the llBound outperforms significantly the sLwBd with the
lgBound. It is a tradeoff between throughput and the total number of collisions
performance and a right selection of an increase of lower bound of the CW size
depends on the objective of the protocol or focused interests.
Based on our simulations we have also noticed that, first the lBoundi should not
be too large when the nrATT == 1, and secondly, the lBoundi should not increase
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Figure 8.5: Comparison of lower and larger lBound values in the sLwBd in the shadowed urban
area environment with 25 mobile nodes (500x500m area)

too fast. Therefore, the logarithmic function takes care of the increase of the lower
bound. In addition, the γ is chosen in such a way that the result of the logarith-

mic function is higher than
1
2

, hence the lower bound will be reasonably higher
relative to the previous selected one. Thus, if a node has only a few active neigh-
bors, the lBoundi value will be small. If a node resides in a dense network with
many active nodes, this is reflected in a larger value of the lBoundi, apart from the
current nrATT .

8.2.4 sUppBd algorithm

In the second approach (named sUppBd - selection of the Upper Bound) we let
each node shrink or extend the upper bound relative to the upper bound cho-
sen by the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard. The lower bound of the CW range always
equals 0 as in the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard. Fig. 8.6 depicts the selection of
an upper bound of the CW in the sUppBd algorithm. On the top the predefined
CW values of the IEEE 802.11 DCF are placed (starting counting from 0), where
minimum CW equals 31 slots and maximum CW equals 1023 slots. On the left the
number of retransmission attempts is placed ([att 0, att 1, ..., att max]). During the
first transmission (att 0 in Fig. 8.4) the upper bound is already chosen dynamically
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Figure 8.6: sUppBd algorithm

and it can be lower or larger than the upper bound predefined by the IEEE 802.11
DCF standard (which in this case is the minimum CW value equal to 31). When a
packet is not transmitted successfully, it has to be retransmitted. The numbers re-
fer to the different possible cases of an upper bound upon the first retransmission
(att 1): larger (2, 3) or lower (1) than the upper bound chosen by the IEEE 802.11
DCF standard. We also let a node exceed the CWmax value predefined by the DCF
mechanism, but not more than the number of CWmin slots as we can see in Fig.
8.6. Upon each retransmission, first a node doubles the CW upper bound as it has
been done in the BEB algorithm used by the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard. Later, the
upper bound of the CW size is adjusted according to the sUppBd algorithm. The
algorithm of the proposed approach is as follows:

Algorithm 2: sUppBd algorithm

- Upon each re/transmission -

1 : uBoundi = (2 ∗ uBoundi−1) ∗ log10(NrN + nrATT + γ);
where γ = 3.5 (a constant) if (NrN < 2 && nrATT == 0), and 0 otherwise.

2 : IF uBound > CWmax + CWmin then uBound = CWmax + CWmin.

As we can see in the Algorithm 2, the upper bound value (uBoundi) depends on
the doubled upper bound value used in the previous transmission (uBoundi−1).
Moreover, it is logarithmically dependent on the NrN and nrATT . This way we
receive a value that is larger or smaller the upper bound compared to the upper
bound achieved by the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard. Since the upper bound of the
CW range is more sensitive (in the sense that an increase of the upper bound of the
CW range should follow an increase of the number of contending nodes in order
to avoid the throughput degradation) on the change of the number of contending
neighbors, the NrN is used in the logarithm dependence. Remember, that the
lower bound of the CW range uses only the number of retransmission attempts as
a parameter for this function, since an increase of the lower bound must be slower
(see previous section), and less sensitive for the NrN than the upper bound.
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In addition, the γ value is only used where there is only one neighbor sensed in
the vicinity and when a node transmits the first time. It is chosen based on the
simulation results in such a way that the upper bound is not too low, which is
especially important when the measurements of the number of active neighbors
are not correct at this moment. Upon the first transmission there is actually no
previous value of uBound0 (where uBound0 equals 31 since uBound0 = CWmin),
therefore we assume that in this special case uBoundi−1 equals uBoundi.
Based on simulations we can conclude that the upper bound of the CW inter-
val should not increase too fast, because of unnecessary deferring of contending
nodes, however it should take the network conditions into account and increase
fast enough in order to avoid the throughput degradation due to the large num-
ber of active neighbors. Therefore the logarithmic dependence on the number of
contending neighbors and the number of retransmissions attempts was chosen.

8.2.5 sLwUppBd algorithm

The third algorithm (called sLwUppBd -selection of the Lower and Upper Bound) is
a combination of the previous two algorithms. It allows each node to change both
the lower and upper bound of the CW interval. The lower bound is achieved like
in the sLwBd algorithm and the upper bound like in the sUppBd algorithm. Fig.
8.7 depicts the selection of a lower and upper bound of the CW in the sLwUppBd
algorithm. The numbers in this figure refer to the different possible cases of an
upper bound (larger (2, 3) or lower (1, 4) than the DCF upper bound), and let-
ters, to a lower bound (larger (C) or lower (A, B) than the DCF upper bound).
Depending on the number of retransmission attempts (att 0, att 1, ..., att max) the
lower bound (the letters in the figure) as well as the upper bound (the numbers
in the figure) can be lower or higher than the DCF upper bound (31, 63, ..., 1023).
The algorithm of the sLwUppBd scheme is as follows:

...
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Figure 8.7: sLwUppBd algorithm
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Algorithm 3: sLwUppBd algorithm

- Upon a first transmission -

1 : IF nrATT == 0 then

2 : lBound0 = 0;
3 : uBound0 = (CWmin) ∗ log(NrN + γ);
- Upon retransmissions -

4 : IF nrATT > 0 and NrN ≥ 2 then

5 : lBoundi = ( uBoundi−1
2 + NrN + nrATT) ∗ log(nrATT + γ);

where γ = 3.5 (constant)

6 : uBoundi = (2 ∗ uBoundi−1) ∗ log(NrN + nrATT);

7 : IF uBound > CWmax + CWmin then

8 : uBound = CWmax + CWmin.

Upon the first transmission the lower bound of the CW range equals zero, and
the upper bound is estimated as in the sUppBd algorithm. The γ value is again
chosen based on the simulation results in such a way that the upper bound is not
too low, which is especially important when the measurements of the number of
active neighbors are not correct at this moment.
The choice of the upper bound value is sensitive to the number of contending
nodes, since a too low upper bound value can drastically penalize the throughput
in case of a large number of contending nodes. Therefore, the upper bound is
logarithmically dependent on the NrN value. In addition, since a node has to
retransmit, the number of retransmission attempts is also an important factor, and
therefore the upper bound also depends on the nrATT logarithmically.
As we said and proved before, the lower bound of the CW range should not
increase too fast, and therefore to make an increase of this bound less harmful on
the change of NrN, we do not use a logarithmic dependence of this factor as in
the case of the upper bound. The logarithmic part of our formula (line 5) takes
only into account the number of retransmission attempts.
We also let a node exceed the CWmax value predefined by the DCF mechanism,
but not more than the number of CWmin slots as we can see in Fig. 8.7 and in the
Algorithm 3 above.

8.2.6 Performance evaluation of the bounds algorithms

The proposed mechanisms have been implemented in the ns-2.27 simulator [47].
The following performance metrics are used:

• number of collisions (Coll)

• total number of packets received (PRcvd)

• LND (lifetime of the network)

• FND - First Node Died
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• average aggregate delay (Delay)

The performance of the three mechanisms, described above, and the IEEE 802.11
DCF standard (STD) is analyzed in different interference environments. In Table
8.3 we present the general simulation parameters.

Table 8.3: Simulations parameters: (Lw)(Upp)Bounds evaluation

Parameter Values
Number of active nodes 25, 50
Simulations area (m) <= 1500x1500
Topology Random
PtMAX 100m
rxPower 45% of PtMAX
idlePower 30% of PtMAX
Initial Energy (J) 1, 2.5, 5.0
Capture Threshold (dB) 10
Radio Propagation Model Shadowing
Traffic model CBR/UDP
Payload size (bytes) various (27 − 213)
Bandwidth 11Mbps
Routing DSR
Movement random and constant
Maximal speed (m/s) 10

Fig. 8.8 and Fig. 8.9 depict 10 simulation scenarios (total number of packets
received and lifetime of the network, respectively) in a mobile network with 50
nodes. Notice that the total packets received by all three algorithms is larger
than the total number of packets received by the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard (Fig.
8.8). The sLwUppBd algorithm outperforms the others. If we look at Fig. 8.9, we
can see that the three algorithms can also prolong the lifetime of the network in
these scenarios. The sLwUppBd algorithm achieves the best average lifetime of the
network. In the 2nd scenario the sLwUppBd has a lower lifetime than the sUppBd
and in the 10th scenario it has a lower lifetime than the sUppBd and the sLwBd,
however in both scenarios it receives more packets than the others.
Fig. 8.10 shows the gain in percentage (40 scenarios: 20 with 50 nodes and 20 with
25 nodes) of the three proposed algorithms over the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard.The
sLwUppBd achieves the best performance in all of the metrics, as expected. The
sLwBd algorithm achieves a better performance in terms of the total number of
packets received, FND and the number of collisions than the sUppBd. However,
the gain in lifetime of the network and delay is lower compared to the sUppBd.
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Figure 8.8: (Lw)(Upp)Bounds evaluation: packets received (50 mobile nodes)
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Figure 8.9: (Lw)(Upp)Bounds evaluation: life time of network (50 mobile nodes)
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Figure 8.10: (Lw)(Upp)Bounds evaluation: mobile and static ad hoc networks

From now on the sLwUppBd algorithm is called the selection Bounds (sB or basic
sB) algorithm for simplicity. As we have mentioned before the DCWA algorithm
[137] has only been evaluated in a wireless network with an Access Point. There-
fore, in this work we also evaluate this algorithm in ad hoc network scenarios.
In the following simulations the DCWA algorithm is compared with the sB, but
the DCWA without resetting the backoff ranges is evaluated (called the basic DCWA),
since the sB algorithm does not consider this issue. In the basic DCWA CW ranges
are reset to their initial value upon a successful transmission, as in the sB algo-
rithm presented above. This way, we compare just a backoff mechanism of the
considered protocols.
The simulation parameters used in these simulations are listed in Tab. 8.4. Fig.

Table 8.4: Simulations parameters (basic DCWA versus sB)

Parameter Values
Number of active nodes 25
Payload size (bytes) 768
Routing AODV, OLSR, DSR
Bandwidth 11Mbps
Maximal speed (m/s) 20
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8.11 represents the total packets received by the sB and the basic DCWA versus
the number of topology (15 different topologies). We can observe in the figure
that the sB algorithm clearly outperforms the basic DCWA. In the two worst case
scenarios, namely 1st and 11th, the sB algorithm receives 62 and 50 packets more
than the basic DCWA.
Fig. 8.12 represents the total number of packets received by the sB against the
basic DCWA and against the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard (STD - here with the Basic
access scheme) versus the number of the topology (5 different topologies with 3
different routing protocols). We can see that the sB scheme outperforms the basic
DCWA and the DCF standard in all scenarios, achieving the best gain with the
AODV routing protocol.
Notice that generally the DCWA protocol outperforms the standard, however in
some of the scenarios (2.3, 3.1, 1.1, 1.4) it has a worse performance than the stan-
dard. There is an easy explanation for this behavior. The backoff range size (Size)
is initiated to the minimum value 32 in the basic DCWA (see details in Section
8.2.1). Upon each collision this size equals 32 ∗ i slots, where i represents the
number of the next stage upon a collision. The upper bound equals the previous
value of the upper bound plus Size (thus 32 ∗ i slots) upon each collision, where
the lower bound equals the previous value of the upper bound. Therefore, upon
each collision a station "looses" the possibility to choose an early contention slot,
because the lower bound increases very fast. However, the number of retransmis-
sion attempts (number of stages in [137]) does not assure that the network load
increases. Because of the random selection (of the CW value) nature of the algo-
rithm (as the DCF or sB) it can happen that the station has a bad luck in choosing
its next CW slots.
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Figure 8.11: sB versus basic DCWA: RTS/CTS exchange
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Figure 8.12: sB vs. basic DCWA and legacy: Basic access scheme
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8.3 enhanced selection Bounds (EsB) algorithm

In the previous subsections we have presented three approaches to adjust the CW
bounds, where one of them, called basic sB, achieves the best performance also
outperforming the basic DCWA algorithm [137] and the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard.
An adjustment of the bounds in the basic sB depends on the nrATT and NrN.
During numerous simulations, we have observed that some of the nodes were
depleted, while others still had a lot of energy left while using the legacy DCF
and also the basic sB. In the case of unequal energy distribution, some nodes
would still have a lot of energy when the first node already died. Therefore, we
have redesigned the basic sB algorithm, and called it, the Enhanced selection Bounds
algorithm (EsB), where we have taken into account an additional piece of local
information, namely the coefficient of remaining energy capacity (coeRE).
We have already used this idea while adjusting the minimum and maximum CW
(see details in Section 8.1.1). However, first, it has been used there for another
purpose (to adjust the CWmin and CWmax dynamically), secondly, at this stage we
have set the coeRE manually, whereas in this part of our work we are doing this
automatically by applying a function with a logarithmic increase while the energy
level of battery decreases. Nevertheless, we consider the same number of battery
levels as in Section 8.1.1.
The general idea of the EsB algorithm still remains the same as the sB algorithm,
however there are now three important factors considered in the algorithm:

• the number of active 1-hop neighbors (NrN),

• the number of retransmission attempts (nrATT), and

• the coefficient of remaining energy capacity (where 0.5 < coeRE < 0.9).

According to the EsB algorithm, upon each retransmission, a node doubles its
upper bound first (as in IEEE 802.11 DCF standard [5]) and then the CW bounds
are adjusted by the EsB mechanism. The back-off timer is randomly selected from
the range delimited by the lower (lB) and upper bound (uB): backo f f timer =
random[lBi, uBi]. Fig. 8.13 depicts an example of a possible selection of the lower
and upper bound in the EsB algorithm. In this case we consider the prior (Ti−1),
current (Ti) and future (Ti+1) state. In the prior (Ti−1) state, the lower bound is
a bit lower than CWDCF (128) and the upper bound a bit lower than 256 (next
chosen upper bound by the BEB algorithm of the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard). In
the current state these values are increased but they can be lower or larger (in the
figure depicted as different examples of a dashed vertical line) than consecutive
BEB values.
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Figure 8.13: Bounds selection of EsB algorithm

The algorithm of the EsB scheme is as follows:

Algorithm 4: EsB algorithm

-Upon a first transmission -

5 : lB0 = 0;
6 : uB0 = (CWmin) ∗ log(NrN ∗ coeRE + γ);
where a constant γ=3.5;

- Upon retransmissions -

1 : lBi = ( uBi−1
2 + NrN + nrATT) ∗ log(nrATT + γ);

2 : lBnew = lBi ∗ coeRE;
where a constant γ=3.5;

3 : uBnew = (2 ∗ uBi−1) ∗ log10(NrN ∗ coeRE + nrATT + γ);
where γ=3.5 if NrN<2, and 0 otherwise;

4 : IF (uB > CWmax + CWmin) then uB = CWmax + CWmin;

Notice, the Algorithm 4 is rather similar to the Algorithm 3. However, in the
Algorithm 4 the coefficient of energy capacity (coeRE) is added while taking into
account NrN in the logarithmic function. The number of active neighbors is still
a very important factor, however this information should be used in respect to the
local information of a node about its own energy capacity as we have concluded,
based on simulations. As we can see in the algorithm above, we allow the upper
bound of the CW slightly to decrease depending on the energy level. If a node
had the maximum value of its energy, it can wait shorter than a node with a
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lower battery level if both nodes have recognized the same number of 1-hop active
nodes and their nrATT is equal as well. With a decreasing battery energy level the
upper bound increases. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 8.14. On the right the
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Figure 8.14: Change of coeRE (on the right); Change of the uBi depending on coeRE (on the left)

change of coeRE depending on the energy level (from 100% till 25% and less of
the initial energy level) is plotted. Depending on the energy level of the battery,
the coeRE value varies. Notice that the value of coeRE logarithmically increases,
when the energy level decreases (on the right of Fig. 8.14). Nodes with a lower
battery level wait longer to avoid a potential collision as much as possible in
order to avoid situations where energy-poor nodes waste additional energy in
subsequent unsuccessful attempts, because they are contending with high-energy
nodes. High-energy nodes can choose a shorter deferring time, since these nodes
have more chance to access the wireless channel.
On the left of Fig. 8.14 the change of the upper bound uBi (upon first transmission
-Algorithm 4) depending on the change/increase of the coeRE and the particular
NrN is depicted. If the NrN is small (2 active neighbors) then the increase of the
upper bounds is insignificant, from 21 (100% of energy) to 23 (25% of energy). For
the larger number of NrN an increase in the uBi is faster but still smooth. We
plotted the upper bound values for the specific energy levels with uBi = 32 as an
example. The coeRE influences both the lower and the upper bound.
The γ value is again chosen based on the simulation results in such a way that the
upper bound is not too low, which is especially important when the measurements
of the number of active neighbors are not correct at this moment. Therefore, the
γ is chosen in such a way that the result of the logarithmic function is higher
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than 1
2 , hence the lower or upper bound will be reasonably higher relative to the

previous selected one. If a node resides in a dense network with many active
nodes, this is reflected in a larger value of the lower or upper bound, apart from
other parameters.
We also let a node exceed the CWDCF

max value, but not more than the number of
CWDCF

min slots as depicted in Fig. 12.2 and in the Algorithm 4.

8.3.1 Performance evaluation of the (E)sB algorithms

For this evaluation we have created a network with 50 mobile nodes in the Indoor
environment. Every node in the network has an initial energy of 1J, where the
transmit power is set to transmission range of 100m. The consumed power during
reception is set to 45% of the maximum transmit power consumption and the idle
consumption power to 30% of the maximum transmit power consumption. Fig.
8.15 represents the total number of packets received (prcvd in the figure) by the
basic sB, and the EsB against the basic DCWA and the DCF standard (STD in the
figure). As we can see in the figure, the basic DCWA achieves a better performance
than the DCF till 180 seconds, but at 200 seconds it receives the same number of
packets as the standard. Notice, that the first 50 seconds the DCF receives more
packets than the basic DCWA. What we can see in these simulation results, is
that distinct non-overlapping backoff ranges (DCWA algorithm) do not always
serve the right goal because of too high lower bounds, and as a consequence,
unnecessary deferring of contending nodes. We can also observe that both the
basic sB and EsB algorithm always receive more packets than the basic DCWA
and the DCF. However, the basic sB algorithm has a similar number of received
packets compared to the basic DCWA between 130 and 180 seconds, where the
enhanced sB outperforms all of the other schemes significantly.

Fig. 8.16 represents the total number of packets received by the sB, EsB against
the DCF standard (STD in the figure) in the Outdoor environment with 50 mobile
nodes. Every node in the network has an initial energy of 1J, where the transmis-
sion range is set to 250m. The sending rate of CBR packets (768 payload) equals
0.025 seconds. The simulation time is set to 20 seconds however all schemes could
not even reach 10 seconds of simulation with this environment and settings. All
nodes depleted their battery after 10 seconds running with every considered pro-
tocol. However, the EsB scheme outperforms other schemes significantly in terms
of the number of packet received, the number of collisions and delay. Notice that
the DCF and sB try to send as much as possible in the first 1.5 seconds (see the
zoomed figure). The EsB is more conservative on sending packets in the begin-
ning, but it outperforms the DCF after 1.4 seconds and the sB after 6 seconds.
Finally it receives 822 packets more than the DCF and 588 packets more than sB.
In this environment the EsB could not prolong the lifetime, however using the
same amount of time it could improve the throughput performance significantly.
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Figure 8.15: Total packets received: EsB algorithm in the figure versus sB, basic DCWA and DCF
standard (STD) (50 mobile nodes)

Figure 8.16: EsB against sB and DCF: total packets received, 50 mobile nodes, RTS/CTS exchange
scheme
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CHAPTER 9
Contention Window resetting

According to the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard, upon a successful transmission or
maximum number of transmission attempts, the CW range is reset to the min-
imum value. However, receiving a packet successfully does not mean that the
contention level is dropped. In case of a dropped packet this assumption is even
more doubtful. Therefore, to improve congestion control by resetting the CW, we
have proposed in [165], [164] and [166] two different resetting algorithms.
The first algorithm, Dynamic Resetting Algorithm (DRA) (analyzed in [165] and
[164]) considers:

• the number of 1-hop active neighbors, and

• the frequency of the change (fast/slow increase/decrease) of the number of
these neighbors during the recovery mechanism.

It is shown by means of numerous simulations that the DRA significantly outper-
forms the standard, especially in mobile networks (see the performance section in
[164]).
The second algorithm, Neighbor and Interference -Aware MAC protocol (NIA-
Mac) [166] takes into account:

• the network load, and

• the channel condition probability.
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The simulations verify that the NIAMac protocol also outperforms the IEEE 802.11
DCF standard. Based on the performance evaluation results of both (NIAMac and
DRA) algorithms it seems that the NIAMac achieves a higher gain over the IEEE
802.11 DCF standard compared to the DRA. However, a more detailed comparison
reveal that in general the NIAMac outperforms the DRA but in particular scenar-
ios the DRA achieves a better performance. Therefore, a combination of these two
schemes is designed, called the mobile NIAMac (mobiNIAMac) algorithm. In the
next subsection first the DRA and NIAMac are described (with evaluation against
the legacy DCF), then the comparison of these two schemes is shown, afterwards
the mobiNIAMac algorithm is presented and finally the comparison between the
DCF, DRA, NIAMac and mobiNIAMac can be found at the end of this chapter.
The related work of the Contention Window resetting can be found in Section 5.4.

9.1 Dynamic Resetting Algorithm (DRA)

The Dynamic Resetting Algorithm (DRA) has been designed in order to avoid
unnecessary collisions, especially in mobile ad hoc networks. The value of the CW
range is reset based on the number of 1-hop neighbors, their change during the
recovery mechanism and the number of retransmission attempts.

9.1.1 Threshold of the maximum number of neighbors

The influence of the number of 1-hop neighbors plays an important role in the net-
work performance. The threshold NrNTHR has been defined as the (predefined)
threshold of the number of 1-hop active neighbors. This threshold can be assumed
as a constant, or it could be a variable dependent on the channel quality. The
NrNTHR variable can be adjusted according to a simple threshold based technique,
when taking into account instantaneous channel conditions, thus by estimating
the current value of Signal-to-Interference-and-Noise-Ratio (SINRCURRENT). The
NrNTHR can be chosen by comparing the channel quality estimate against a se-
ries of thresholds representing the desired performance bounds of the link quality
(excellent, good, fair, poor and no link). Let NrNthr1 , NrNthr2 , ..., NrNthrN rep-
resent the set of possible values of the NrNTHR variable and ξ1, ..., ξN the SINR
thresholds. The threshold of the number of neighbors in the 1-hop neighborhood
can be chosen as shown below.

NrNthr1 i f SINRCURRENT < ξ1.
NrNthri

i f ξi < SINRCURRENT < ξi+1, where i = 1, ..., N − 1.
NrNthrN otherwise.

Specific values of the SINR are not given, because depending on the modula-
tion scheme different threshold values are valid. For example, for Bit-Error-Rates
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9.1. Dynamic Resetting Algorithm (DRA)

(BERs) less than or equal to 1E−5, the minimum required SINR values correspond-
ing to each data rate have been shown in Table 2.2 in Section 2.4. The NrNTHR
value can be chosen from a certain interval. An initial value of the NrNTHR can be
set manually. The initial value of the NrNTHR corresponds to the fair link quality.

The constant or variable character of the NrNTHR threshold distinguishes the basic
and enhanced version of the DRA algorithm. In the basic DRA algorithm ([165])
it is assumed that the NrNTHR is fixed and equal to 6. In the enhanced DRA
algorithm ([164]) the resetting algorithm is modified by letting the NrNTHR value
to be adjusted depending on the channel conditions, thus taking into account
instantaneous channel conditions (e.g. based on SINR) or higher data rates. The
core algorithm of both protocols is the same as defined after the next subsection.

9.1.2 Increase and decrease coefficient of the number of 1-hop
active neighbors

The concept of fast/slow increase (decrease) of the number of 1-hop active neigh-
bors (NrN) is defined (Fig. 9.1). Let NrNATT1 be the number of neighbors when
the first retransmission occurs. Six different states are defined: fast increase (FI),
slow increase (SI), slow decrease (SD), fast decrease (FD), increase (I) and decrease (D).
We assume that the threshold of the fast/slow increase (decrease), FSTHR, equals
NrNTHR

2
.

FSTHR =
NrNTHR

2
;

1.1: IF NrN ≥ NrNATT1 + FSTHR;
1.1: then a fast increase occurs

1.2: OR IF NrN ≤ NrNATT1 − FSTHR;
1.2: then a fast decrease occurs

2: Otherwise a slow increase (decrease) occurs.

3:IF NrN > NrNATT1;
3.1: then an increase occurs

3.2: Otherwise a decrease occurs.

NrN
THR

 /2

NrN
ATT1

NrN
THR

 /2

Number of nodes

Fast 
decrease

Slow 
decrease

Slow 
increase

Fast 
increase

Figure 9.1: Fast/slow increase/decrease of the number of neighbors during the recovery mechanism
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Chapter 9. Contention Window resetting

9.1.3 DRA algorithm

When resetting the Contention Window upon a successful transmission or dropped
packet, first the Contention Window is reset to the minimum as in the IEEE 802.11
DCF mechanism, then an extra ψ value is added:

CWmin = CWDCF
min + ψ;

The ψ value consists of ψ1 and ψ2, where ψ = ψ1 + ψ2 and

• ψ1: indicates how many retransmissions occurred (if applicable) and how
many busy slots are already used with respect to the minimum number of
busy slots (CWmin), and

• ψ2: indicates the change (if any change happened, if the node and/or its
neighbors are mobile relatively to this node) in the number of 1-hop active
neighbors, and whether this change is fast or slow.

In the next two subsections we define the ψ1 and ψ2 values and their change under
certain conditions.

Influence of the retransmission attempts: ψ1

The ψ1 is estimated according formula (9.1).

ψ1 = NrN ∗ (1− CWmin/CWold) ∗ χ (9.1)

where CWold is the last value of the CW after which a packet is received and
CWmin ≤ CWold ≤ CWmax. The following cases during the selection of the χ value
are considered:

1. When a packet has been received successfully and the number of retrans-
mission attempts equals 0 (nrATT == 0) then χ = 0, thus ψ1 = 0, in other
words, if a packet is transmitted successfully upon a first transmission (thus
no retransmission occurs), the CW value is reset to the predefined mini-
mum (CWmin), and an additional value is added, which only depends on the
change of the number of neighbors (if applicable).

2. When a packet has been received successfully and nrATT > 0 then χ =
nrATT+1

10 , in other words, if a packet is transmitted successfully upon a certain
number of retransmission attempts, the CW value is reset to an intermediate
value, where the added value depends on the number of retransmissions
attempts and the change in the number of neighbors.

3. Finally, when the packet has been dropped (nrATT > limit) then χ = 1, in
other words, when a packet is dropped, because the number of retransmis-
sion attempts is exceeded, the ψ1 added value is the largest and equal to
NrN ∗ (1− CWmin/CWold).
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9.1. Dynamic Resetting Algorithm (DRA)

Influence of the number of 1-hop neighbors and their mobility: ψ2

The ψ2 value is obtained according to Fig. 9.2. First the current number of 1-hop
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Figure 9.2: Influence of the movement of the nodes on the CW resetting algorithm

active neighbors is compared with the NrNTHR. It is assumed that the NrNTHR
equals 6 in this figure. Secondly, if the NrN is smaller than the threshold, we
check if an increase/decrease of the NrN has occurred comparing the NrN with
the NrNATT1. If the NrN is larger or equal to the threshold, we check if the
fast/slow increase/decrease has occurred.
In other words, if the number of neighbors is smaller than the predefined thresh-
old, just the general case is considered, thus, a change (increase or decrease) of
the number of neighbors is recorded. If the number of neighbors is higher than
the predefined threshold then the type of the change is analyzed, thus, is it a fast
or a slow change? In this case, the node is already heavy surrounded, and it is
expected that it can change quite fast, since it is mobile. Therefore, the type of
change is analyzed as well. Since the number of neighbors has a tendency to de-
crease, the node should have a smaller CWmin, it should wait a shorter period of
time in comparison with a node whose relative mobility increases. (Notice, than
the added values when the number of neighbors is below the threshold are the
same as the added values when slow decrease or slow increase occurs when the
number of neighbors is larger than the threshold. Since the number of 1-hop active
neighbors is low anyway, there is no need to analyze slow or fast change.)

In general, the ψ value is obtained with respect to:

1. the number of retransmission attempts (nrATT)

(a) If (no retransmissions) only the change of the numbers of 1-hop neigh-
bors (ψ2) is taken into account

(b) If(retransmissions <= max) both ψ1 and ψ2 are important

(c) If (pkt dropped) then ψ = (ψ1 + ψ2) and χ = 1, where χ is a vari-
able which controls the ψ1 dependency on the number of retransmis-
sion attempts (where three main states are considered: no retransmis-
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sions, number of retransmissions below or equal to the limit, and packet
dropped).

2. the relative mobility (fast or slow increase/decrease) of the number of neigh-
bors ψ2.
If (no mobility -no decrease/increase of 1-hop active neighbors occurs) then ψ2 = 0;

On the one hand, the influence of the retransmission attempts (ψ1) based on the
number of already busy slots in respect to the minimum number of possible busy
slots, which can provide information whether a node seems to be in a busy area
(thus the transmission is done, but upon a certain number of tries) and how many
slots it already used to succeed. On the other hand, the relative mobility (ψ2) also
plays an important role. For example, if the number of surrounding neighbors
increases very fast, this information should be considered when resetting the CW
in order to avoid collisions and degradation of the throughput, thus the minimum
CW value should also be increased in this case.

9.2 Evaluation of the dynamic resetting algorithm

The proposed eDRA (in the results the algorithm is called eDRA, since the thresh-
old of the number of 1-hop neighbors is not a constant) is implemented in the
ns-2.27 network simulator [47]. In the first subsection, the simulations are run
comparing the IEEE 802.11 (STD) with the eDRA. In addition, we have combined
the DRA algorithm with the basic sB backoff algorithm presented in the previous
chapter, calling it sB-DRA. This way we point out that the CW resetting and the
backoff algorithm should be considered together and not separately, as it has been
proved in the simulations presented below. For comparative reasons we also show
the performance evaluation of the sB algorithm in the plots.
Afterwards, in the second subsection, the performance evaluation of the DRA with
dynamic adjustment of the CWmin and CWmax is shown (called NCMac protocol).

9.2.1 Evaluation of the DRA

The eDRA algorithm is evaluated in mobile networks with 15, 25, and 50 mobile
nodes in a 1500x1500 meters simulation area. The following performance metrics
are used:

• number of collisions

• total number of packets received

• average aggregate delay
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9.2. Evaluation of the dynamic resetting algorithm

• PL - packets loss

The traffic is composed of CBR packets with 512 bytes payload size. In Table
9.1 other simulation parameters are presented. In these simulations the NrNTHR

Table 9.1: sB-DRA vs. STD-DRA, sB and DCF: simulations parameters

Parameter Values
Number of active nodes 15, 25, 50
txPower 100m
Initial Energy (J) 5.0
Simulation time (s) 100
Nr of simulation scenarios 40
Bandwidth 11Mbps
Maximal speed (m/s) 20

value is set to 6, to make sure that at least three basic link qualities are considered,
namely: good, fair, poor, when taking instantaneous channel conditions into con-
sideration, thus only the three SINR thresholds are considered. Therefore, when
the link is poor then NrNTHR = 5, when the link is fair then NrNTHR = 6, and
when the link is good then NrNTHR = 7. In other words, if a link quality is poor,
the eDRA algorithm is more sensitive to the change of number of neighbors and
a fast/slow state change should be already considered. Therefore, if the number
of current neighbors exceeds the threshold NrNTHR, the fast/slow change in the
number of neighbors is analyzed. Otherwise, the general case, thus just an in-
crease or decrease of the number of neighbors is considered.
First, the simulation results with 50 mobile nodes are presented, afterwards the
evaluation of 25 mobile nodes and in the end the conclusion and general results
are presented.
Fig. 9.3 and Fig 9.4 depict the total packets received versus the number of the sim-
ulation scenario in the indoor and outdoor environments, respectively. We can
easily notice that sB, eDRA and sB-DRA are more advantageous in the outdoor
environment, where conditions are different than in the indoor environment, be-
cause of more frequent movement, loosing links, longer distances etc. Applying
the eDRA algorithm to the standard improves it by 12.91% in terms of the total
packets received. The sB algorithm in these simulations achieves 14.46% gain, and
the sB-DRA mechanism outperforms all schemes improving the performance of
the standard by 24.97%. As we see in Fig. 9.3 in all of the scenarios sB-DRA re-
ceives more packets than the other schemes, where in the worst case (scenario 4) it
still receives 52 packets more than the standard and 12 more than the second best
performing scheme in this scenario. We can also notice that the performance of
the sB and eDRA is comparable in terms of total packets received. However, there
is no intention to compare the sB and eDRA schemes, because they are focused on
a different issue. However, an interesting observation can be found in the outdoor
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Figure 9.3: sB-DRA vs. STD-DRA, sB and DCF: simulation results (50 nodes, mobile ad hoc
networks, indoor environment)

environment, where in the first 6 scenarios the sB scheme outperforms the eDRA
mechanism and in the other scenarios it is the opposite situation. It also is very-
fied that the combination of these two scheme, the backoff algorithm and the CW
resetting algorithm (sB-DRA), achieves the best performance over all schemes. We
can easily notice that it outperforms the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard, sB algorithm
and eDRA scheme in all of the scenarios where in some of the scenarios it receives
much more packets than others.
Simulations have also been done with a lower number of active nodes, namely,
25 and 15 nodes. It is observed in the simulation with 25 nodes that both the
sB and eDRA approaches, used together or separately, improve significantly the
performance of the standard. Fig. 9.5 shows the total packets received versus the
number of the simulation scenario in an outdoor environment in mobile ad hoc
networks. The sB-DRA outperforms all schemes, where in two scenarios (5th and
2nd) it performs much better than the other approaches. Table 9.2 shows the gain
in percentage (simulations with 50 and 25 nodes -40 scenarios) of all the pro-
posed approaches with respect to the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard for the following
metrics: total packets received (PRcvd), packet loss (PL), average aggregate delay
(Delay) and number of collisions (Coll).
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Figure 9.4: sB-DRA vs. STD-DRA, sB and DCF: simulation results (50 nodes, mobile ad hoc
networks, outdoor environment)
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Figure 9.5: sB-DRA vs. STD-DRA, sB and DCF: simulation results (25 nodes, mobile ad hoc
networks, outdoor environment)
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Table 9.2: sB-DRA vs. STD-DRA, sB and DCF: general simulations results

PRcvd PL Coll Delay
STD-DRA 12.54 8.23 10.16 3.13

sB 15.34 9.94 21.36 2.89
sB-DRA 28.86 19.38 29.87 4.12

As we can see in the Table 9.2, all schemes outperform the standard in terms of the
total packets received, the number of collisions and packet loss and insignificantly
the average delay. The sB-DRA outperforms all considered approaches, receiving
much more packets, decreasing significantly the number of collisions and packet
loss.

In the network with 15 nodes, the gain is insignificant, but using the algorithms
in the sparse network does not degrade the performance. It is natural, that the sB-
DRA will be the most advantageous in dense mobile networks, since it takes into
consideration the number of neighbors in the 1-hop neighborhood and the change
(fast/slow increase/decrease) of the number of neighbors during the recovery
mechanism. It can cope with different environments because it could be tuned by
taking into account the channel conditions.

9.2.2 Evaluation of the basic DRA with dynamic adjustment of
the CWmin and CWmax

The combination of the basic DRA algorithm (in the basic DRA the threshold of
the number of neighbors is a constant) and dynamic adjustment of the minimum
and maximum CW (Chapter 8) is called NCMac protocol ([165]). The performance
evaluation is executed taking into account the following performance metrics:

• Total packets received

• FND - Fist Node Died

• LND - Last active Node Died

In Table 9.3 the general simulation parameters are presented, where two different
scenario are considered. The (1) means the first simulation scenario, and (2) the
second one. In both scenarios the threshold of the number of neighbors in one-hop
neighborhood equals 6, thus the fast increase (or decrease) occurs, if the number
of current neighbors increases (decreases) by 3 extra nodes during the recovery
mechanism. In the first scenario the evaluation stresses the performance of the
total number of packets received, LND and FND in the mobile network with 50
nodes having three different (randomly set) initial energy values (1, 2.5, 5.0).
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9.2. Evaluation of the dynamic resetting algorithm

Table 9.3: Simulations parameters

Parameter Values
Nr of active nodes 501, 252

Simulations area (m) 1500x15001, 500x5002

txPower 100m
Initial Energy (J) (1, 2.5, 5.0)1,5.02

Traffic model CBR/UDP
Payload various1 : 100− 8192; (512, 1280, 2304)2

Nr of simulation runs 151; 552

Bandwidth 11Mbps
Maximal speed (m/s) 101; 0.03− 5.02

α / β 14.0 / 5.0
NrNTHR 6

In the second scenario the sensitivity of the NCMac protocol to the movement
speed of nodes is analyzed in a homogeneous network with 25 nodes.
Fig. 9.6, 9.7 and 9.8 show the performance of the standard (STD) [5] and NCMac
with 50 mobile nodes in 15 scenarios in heterogeneous networks. Each flow has
a different data rate. Notice that in some scenarios (e.g. 2, 8, 10, 12) the total
number of packets received by the IEEE 802.11 mechanism is much lower than
the NCMac. In the worst case scenario (5th scenario) the NCMac still receives 80
packets more than the standard. If we look at Fig. 9.7 and 9.8 we can observe that
in this case the NCMac also achieves a better performance in terms of LND and
FND. The NCMac increases the total number of packets received by 33.49%, the
lifetime of the network by 21.13% and the FND by 21.21%.

The second simulation scenario was executed with 25 nodes in a 500 x500 meters
shadowed urban area in 55 runs. In this simulation the focus of interest is put on
the analysis of the behavior/sensitivity of the NCMac to the movement speed of
nodes and the change (slow and fast) of the 1-hop neighbors. It is considered that
errors in the evaluation of the number of neighbors can occur, especially when
nodes move fast. Therefore, in order to analyze the robustness to such errors,
we have run 5 different topologies with 11 various maximum speeds of nodes
(0.03, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 2.75, 3, 4, 5 m/s) in the homogeneous network. The
RTS/CTS scheme has been used. Also three different payload sizes (512, 1280,
2304 bytes) are considered. In Table 9.3 the simulation parameters (marked by 2)
are listed.

Fig. 9.9 and 9.10 show the average First Node Died, and the average total number
of packets received, respectively versus the maximum speed of nodes (m/s) for
the standard (STD) [5], and NCMac protocols.
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Figure 9.6: Total packets received
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Figure 9.7: Lifetime of the network
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Figure 9.8: FND

It is observed that in both the standard and NCMac protocol, the total number
of data packets decreases when the speed of the nodes increases. However this
decrease is compensated by a later dead of the first node as we can see in Fig.
9.9. This behavior can be explained as follows. Since a node moves faster it has a
worse connection with its recipient so less transmissions are executed. It can move
towards its recipient, but it can also have more interferences from other terminals
or environment’s obstacles on the way. Notice that with an increasing speed of
nodes, the NCMac protocol achieves an increasing FND performance and a de-
creasing throughput performance over the DCF standard. In a fast movement
environment, if a node thinks that it has more neighbors than it has in reality, it
is more careful (it defers longer) avoiding more collisions and saving more en-
ergy. The NCMac protocol also takes into account the energy level of the battery
when estimating the CWmin and CWmax values, which is an important issue in mo-
bile ad hoc networks. The NCMac outperforms the DCF standard by increasing
the total number of received data packets by 23.89%, the lifetime of the network
by 25.93% and decreasing the number of collisions by 48.11%. Although the in-
creasing speed of nodes and possible miscalculations of the number of nodes in
1-hop neighborhood, the NCMac still outperforms the standard, because it can
still profit from more fairly adjusted values of the CWmin and CWmax taking into
account the network load. The basic DRA algorithm also plays here an important
role by considering the movement of the nodes, their fast or slow increase.
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Figure 9.9: Average FND (sec) versus maximum speed of nodes (m/s)
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Figure 9.10: Average aggregate total packets received versus maximum speed of nodes (m/s)
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9.3 Neighbor and Interferences Aware resetting algo-
rithm (NIAMac)

The Neighbor and Interference -Aware Mac (NIAMac) protocol for wireless ad
hoc networks is proposed in our published work in [166]. In the NIAMac protocol
the Contention Window is reset to the minimum value first (both on a successful
transmission and dropped packet -when the number of retransmission attempts
exceeds the maximum) and afterwards an extra value ω is added:

CWmin = CWmin + ω;

The ω considers:

• the number of neighbors (NrN),

• the number of farther neighbors ( f NrN),

• the threshold of the number of neighbors (NrNTHR), and

• coefficient of the SINR probability (coeSINR).

The NrN and f NrN represent the influence of the network load and the NrNTHR
and coeSINR, the influence of the channel conditions. In the next subsections all
these variables are defined. In the last paragraph the final algorithm of the NIA-
Mac protocol is presented.

9.3.1 Near (NrN) and far ( f NrN) neighbors

In order to make the distinction between near and far neighbors the signal propa-
gation ranges are used: the transmission, detection and interference range. Let us
define a Carrier Sense (CS) range threshold, CSrThresh and a Transmission Range
(TR) threshold, TrThresh. Nearest neighbors Nodei ([1..n]) of the NodeX , depicted
in Fig. 9.11, are nodes that can be detected by NodeX , and their packets success-
fully received i.e. nodes within the transmission range. If the power (Pr) of the
incoming packet is larger than the transmission range threshold, Pr > TrThresh,
then the NodeX receives the packet. Farther neighbors f Nodej ([1..m]) of the
NodeX , depicted in Fig. 9.11, are nodes that can be detected by NodeX , but their
packets cannot be successfully received i.e. nodes within the detection range, but
outside the transmission range. If the Pr of the incoming packet is smaller than
the transmission range threshold and larger than the carrier sense range threshold,
CSrThresh < Pr < TrThresh, then the packet can be detected, but not successfully
received, NodeX does not capture the packet. Each node can estimate how many
neighbors it has in its neighborhood, based on successfully detected signals or us-
ing the table that is built by the routing mechanism. It is assumed that the number
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Figure 9.11: Signal propagation ranges

nearest neighbors (Nodesi) can be counted. All neighbors that are no longer in the
transmission range, are considered to be far-neighbors ( f Nodesj). We define vari-
ables, the number of nearest neighbors, NrN and the number of farther neighbors,
fNrN, respectively.

9.3.2 NrNTHR versus the channel condition

The variable NrNTHR is specified as before (see Section 9.1.1), thus it is the estab-
lished maximum number of active neighbors. This value is also modified taking
into account instantaneous channel conditions (based on SINR) or higher data
rates. An initial value of the NrNTHR can be set manually. The initial value of
the NrNTHR corresponds to the fair link quality. In our simulations the NrNTHR
value is set to 4, so that it can be modified from the [3− 6] interval (thus poor, fair,
good and excellent quality link), when taking instantaneous channel conditions
into consideration.

9.3.3 NIAMac algorithm

As already mentioned at the beginning of this section, a value ω value is added
to the CWmin, thus

CWmin = CWmin + ω.

The extra value (ω) is estimated in such a way that the network load and chan-
nel conditions are taken into account. The network load is represented by the
near and far neighbors (defined in the previous subsections). The influence of
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the channel conditions is supported by the coefficient coeSINR, which provides us
information about the transmission probability based on the SINR measurements.
Figure 9.12 illustrates the idea of the NIAMac algorithm.

CW+=

NrN<= NrNTHR NrN > NrNTHR

fNrN <= NrNTHR fNrN <= NrNTHR fNrN > NrNTHR fNrN > NrNTHR 

NrNTHR  *coeSINR fNrN  *coeSINR NrN  *coeSINR (NrN+fNrN)  *coeSINR

Figure 9.12: NIAMac CW resetting process

Generally speaking, the ω value is chosen in such a way, that the instantaneous
importance of particular factors (NrN, f NrN, NrNTHR) is considered. For exam-
ple, if the current number of 1-hop near or far active neighbors is lower than the
predefined threshold NrNTHR, the importance of this factor is minor and it is not
considered in the ω estimation. As we can see in the figure, first the NrN is com-
pared with the NrNTHR threshold, then the f NrN is compared with the NrNTHR
threshold. Thus, if NrN ≤ NrNTHR, the NrN factor is not important at this mo-
ment. Further, if f NrN > NrNTHR while at the same time NrN ≤ NrNTHR, then
only the f NrN influences the ω value. However, if both values, NrN and f NrN,
are larger than the threshold, then both values influence the ω value as shown in
the figure. And finally, if none of them exceeds the threshold then just the prede-
fined NrNTHR is considered in the ω estimation. Therefore, in the best case (a low
number of near and far neighbors) ω is low and equal to NrNTHR ∗ coeSINR. In
the worst case, when the number of far and near neighbors is large, ω takes into
account the influence of both values (NrN and f NrN) and coeSINR. In the two
other cases the ω depends either on NrN or on f NrN.
The second important factor, which always influences the ω estimation is coeSINR
representing channel conditions. This coefficient depends on the probability of a
successful transmission (ProbSINR()), where coeSINR = 1− ProbSINR(), making
use of a simple threshold based technique, which we have already described in
Section 9.1.1. Depending on the estimated current value of the SINR, compared
with a series of SINR thresholds an adequate probability ProbSINR() is obtained
as follows:

IF(SINRCURRENT < SINRthr1) then return 0.2;
IF(SINRthr1 < SINRCURRENT <= SINRthr2) then return 0.4;
IF(SINRthr2 < SINRCURRENT <= SINRthr3) then return 0.6;
IF(SINRthr3 < SINRCURRENT <= SINRthr4) then return 0.8;
IF(SINRCURRENT > SINRthr5) then return 1.0;
where SINRthr1 = SINRmin, SINRthr5 = SINRmax
where SINRthri depends on the modulation scheme and rate
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These SINR thresholds represent different levels of the link quality (no link, poor,
fair, good, excellent). Therefore, if a link quality is poor, the probability of a
successful transmission is low (lower than 50%), since the ProbSINR() function
returns a low value. Note that the probability values that the ProbSINR() function
returns, are obtained based on numerous simulations. We have considered 5 lev-
els of the link quality, where also the "no link" state can be reported. We take into
account this state in our estimations, because instantaneous measurements are not
always correct which gives us room to handle inaccurate SINR measurements. In
the "no link" state the lowest value is returned by the ProbSINR() function. In
this case coeSINR is set to the highest value, which means that ω is the highest (in
comparison with other possible ω values, apart from the first factor -the network
load), and that the minimum value of CW is the highest (in comparison with other
possible CWmin values based on coeSINR, apart from the first factor -the network
load). In other words, (very) bad conditions increases the ω value. When the
channel conditions are better, the ω value decreases. Therefore, if the link quality
is excellent the coeSINR equals 0, thus no extra value is added, which means that
a node can use the lowest possible CWmin.
Thanks to this far-near neighbor distinction and the coefficient coeSINR the in-
fluence of the network load and channel conditions are taken into consideration
while estimating the minimum value of CW.

9.4 Performance evaluation of the NIAMac protocol

The proposed NIAMac protocol has been implemented in the ns-2.27 network
simulator [47]. The simulations have been carried out for various topologies. The
following performance metrics are used:

• Number of collisions

• Total packets received

• LND - Last active Node Died -lifetime of the network

• FND - First Node Died

• Average delay

• Number of Intended flows

First, simulations in a mobile ad hoc network with mobile 50 nodes have been
performed, where the transmission range of the nodes equals 250 meters (with CS
range 550 meters). 40 simulation scenarios are considered, where every scenario
is different -executed in the outdoor or indoor environment with a shadowing de-
viation or/and path loss model with various values. The nodes move constantly
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in a 1000x1000 meters area with the maximal node’s speed equal to 10 m/s. Other
changed parameters in particular simulations are mentioned in the corresponding
paragraphs.

Table 9.4: NIAMac evaluation: general simulations parameters

Parameter Values
Initial Energy (J) 5.0
Environment Outdoor, Indoor
Shadowing deviation 3 - 12
Path loss 1.6 - 4
Payload size (bytes) 512
DCF scheme RTS/CTS exchange
Simulation time (s) 100
Bandwidth 11Mbps
Routing DSR

The goal of these simulations is to check if the NIAMac protocol outperforms the
DCF standard in different environments. Depending on the environment, termi-
nals "recognize" more or less neighbors in their near or far neighborhood and
their packet transmissions are more or less prone for eventual collisions. Fig. 9.13
shows the performance of the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard (STD) [5] and NIAMac
protocol in 40 scenarios. Notice that the NIAMac outperforms the DCF signif-
icantly (13% gain), where in few scenarios (e.g. 3, 19, 26, 27, 32, 33, 35, 38) it
receives much more packets than the standard. The fairness of both protocols in
terms of the number of intended flows (flows that should be executed) has also
been measured (see Fig. 9.14).
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Figure 9.13: NIAMac evaluation: total number of packets received versus simulation scenario
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Figure 9.14: NIAMac evaluation: number of intended flows versus simulation scenario
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The protocol improves the fairness by supporting 26 (in total) extra intended flows
than the DCF mechanism. It never carries out less flows than the standard and
in the best case scenario (19, 36) in terms of fairness it has 3 flows more than the
DCF mechanism.

Secondly, the simulations in mobile ad hoc networks have been performed with
25 mobile nodes in a 500x500 meters area. Parameters of this simulation are listed
in Table 9.5.

Table 9.5: NIAMac evaluation: simulations parameters -scenario 2

Parameter Values
txPower (TR) 100m
Payload size (bytes) 1280
DCF scheme Basic access
Simulation time (s) 100
Movement random, constant
Maximal speed (m/s) (0.03 - 2)

In this simulation the focus is directed at the analysis of the robustness to errors in
the evaluation of the number of neighbors when the movement of nodes is chang-
ing/increasing (and hence the number of surrounding nodes changing: increasing
or decreasing). Fig. 9.15 depicts the FND evaluation versus the maximum speed
of nodes (from 0.03 m/s to 2.0 m/s) and Fig. 9.16 the total number of data pack-
ets received. Although the speed of nodes increases the NIAMac protocol always
outperforms the DCF mechanism deferring the death of the first node and still re-
ceiving more packets significantly. Table 9.6 shows the gain in percentage of the
NIAMac protocol over the DCF 802.11 standard. As we can see in this table, the

Table 9.6: NIAMac evaluation: general simulations results

Total number of received packets (nr) 18.51 %
Total number of collision (nr) 37.3 %
FND (sec) 21.7 %
Network lifetime (sec) 19.2 %
Delay (sec) 2.1 %

NIAMac protocol outperforms the standard in terms of total number of packets
received, the number of collisions and F(L)ND and insignificantly with respect to
the average delay.
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Figure 9.15: First Node Died versus the max speed of nodes (sec)
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Figure 9.16: Total number of packets received versus the max speed of nodes (sec)
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9.5 The eDRA versus the NIAMac protocol

The comparison of the eDRA algorithm against the NIAMac protocol has been
executed with 50 mobile nodes with a maximal node speed equal to 5 m/s. The
traffic is composed of CBR packets with a payload size equal to 512 bytes. The
initial value of the NrNTHR corresponds to the fair link quality. In these simu-
lations the NrNTHR value is set to 6, so that it can be modified from the [4− 8]
interval, when taking instantaneous channel conditions into consideration. Other
parameters are listed in Table 9.7.

Table 9.7: Simulations parameters of the DRA -NIAMac comparison

Parameter Values
Number of active nodes 50
txPower (TR) 250m
CS range 550m
Initial Energy (J) 5.0
Environment Outdoor
Payload size (bytes) 512
Bandwidth 11Mbps
Maximal speed (m/s) 5
Routing AODV
Number of simulation scenarios 20

Fig. 9.17 depicts the number of total packets received performance versus the
number of the simulation scenario for both protocols. Thanks to considering far
neighbors in the NIAMac protocol the number of collisions decreases by 6.17%
which leads to a 7.07% gain over the eDRA protocol in terms of throughput. The
reason of a better performance of the NIAMac protocol over the eDRA protocol
can be explained. The eDRA protocol takes into account the channel conditions
but only to estimate the NrNTHR value, where the NIAMac protocol uses addi-
tional information about channel conditions in the algorithm itself (besides esti-
mating NrNTHR).
However, notice that in the 8th, 12th and 17th scenario the eDRA receives a few
packets more, 4, 2 and 10 respectively, than the NIAMac. Based on this observa-
tion we conclude that the combination of these two different approaches can be an
interesting solution to solve this diversity in the performance. In the next section
we describe this issue.
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Figure 9.17: Total number of packets received versus number of simulation scenario

9.6 MobiNIAMac protocol

In the previous sections we have presented different approaches to reset the CW
value. The first approach (basic and eDRA algorithm -see Section 9.1) considers
the influence of the retransmission attempts (and here also an amount of busy
slots used for deferring during the recovery process), and relative mobility (a
node moves, or its neighbors, in both cases the number of 1-hop active neighbors
changes) where fast and slow change in the number of 1-hop neighbors during
the recovery mechanism was analyzed. The second approach (NIAMac algorithm
-see Section 9.3) handles the CW resetting in a different way, namely, by taking
into account the network load (near/far neighbors) and channel conditions (SINR
measurements). Both protocols outperform the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard. We
have also compared these two different approaches, eDRA and NIAMac, in order
to find which factors influence the most the throughput performance. Since the
NIAMac outperforms the eDRA in general, we can conclude that both the network
load and channel conditions are very important. On the other hand, the relative
mobility is also essential, especially in mobile ad hoc networks. The number of
retransmission attempts, on which the eDRA algorithm is based, has presumably
an influence, however, we know that the selecting a slot randomly has the aleatory
character of selecting CW value, which means that retransmissions can happen
just because of a bad luck.
In this section the mobile NIAMac mechanism is presented which is a combination
of both eDRA and NIAMac. We have combined these two algorithms based on
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the results of their comparison and our conclusions. The mobiNIAMac considers
the most precious information of both schemes like:

• mobility of nodes during the recovery mechanism,

• network load defined by near -far neighbors,

• channel conditions represented by a coefficient of the SINR probability.

In other words we have combined the NIAMac protocol with the "mobility" ap-
proach of the eDRA protocol. Since the number of retransmission attempts (used
information in eDRA) has no direct influence on the MAC protocol we also focus
on the transmission probability ProbTR more than on the number of retransmis-
sions trials in the mobiNIAMac scheme.
The transmission probability is defined as

ProbTR(SlotUtiliz, nrATT) = 1− SlotUtiliz
1

nrATT

where the slot utilization (SlotUtiliz) equals
Nr_slotsbusy

CWmax
. In other words, a station

with a first transmission attempt has the largest probability. The probability de-
creases linearly with the number of collisions experienced.
In addition, we do not base on the fixed minimum Contention Window (where
CWDCF

min = 32 slots) anymore, since there is nowhere said why this value is fixed
and selected to be equal 32, thus there is no reason to believe that this value is the
most optimal. Moreover, it has already been shown (in our analysis and also in
the related work -see Section 8.1) that this value should consider the network load
(NrN) and the local information about energy capacity of a node (coeRE). There-
fore, in this work, the CWmin is based on the dynamic initial value CWmin() (in
[163] we reset CWmin to the minimum constant value equal to CWDCF

min and then we
adjust this value), where CWmin() = α ∗ NrN ∗ coeRE − β (See Section 8.1). Based
on our extensive simulations [163] we have found that the optimal value for α is
14.0.

The Contention Window is reset as depicted in Fig. 9.18. As we can see in the
figure, first the number of retransmission attempts is checked. If a node transmits
the first time we cannot say anything about its transmission probability, which is
obtained during the recovery mechanism. Therefore, in this case the minimum
Contention Window takes into account the number of 1-hop active neighbors and
energy capacity by estimating CWmin. In addition, the offset ψ is added normally
consisting of ωchannel and φmobility. The ωchannel provides information about the
network load and channel conditions. The ωchannel is estimated according to the
NIAMac algorithm. The φmobility is described in the subsection below. Notice how-
ever, that in this case the offset ψ does not contain information about the mobility
since this information can only be obtained when a node is in the recovery pro-
cess. We also do not assume that a node has a lowest minimum CW, because it
transmits the first time. This value can be larger than the value estimated by a
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Figure 9.18: mobiNIAMac resetting algorithm

node which has already transmitted (and passed through the recovery process).
This way we do not favor a node of which we do not know a lot about. Neverthe-
less, its channel condition and network load is already analyzed.
If a node has to retransmit then the number of 1-hop neighbors NrN is investi-
gated. If a node resides in a sparse network (NrN <= 2) only its (potential) mo-
bility and channel conditions are investigated, represented by the offset ψ, which
consists of ωchannel and φmobility as said before. Since, in this case the number of
active neighbors is low anyway, the value of CWmin is low as well, since CWmin()
depends on the NrN.
If a node resides in a network where NrN is larger than 2, its transmission prob-
ability ProbTR is estimated. Afterwards, the ProbTR is compared with the thrTR.
The thrTR is the probability threshold of the transmission, which is set manually.
In our simulation it is set to 0.5. Therefore, if a node has a low transmission proba-
bility (below the threshold, thus below 50%) then the CWmin increases, otherwise it
decreases. An increase or decrease is estimating in such a way that the number of
1-hop active neighbors and energy level are taken into account (by using dynamic
estimation of CWmin) but with respect to the slot utilization (SlotUtiliz) contain-
ing the indirect information about the retransmission situation. Furthermore, the
slot utilization information is used with respect to the NrNTHR in order to con-
sider the number of 1-hop active neighbors limitations while taking the channel
utilization into account. Moreover, an increase or decrease occurs by adding or
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diminishing the offset ψ (providing information about the network load, channel
conditions and mobility as said above). In addition, based on our simulation anal-
ysis we have decided to control the amount of decrease. Therefore this decrease
is controlled by the ζ. The ζ is a value from ]0..1] which can be tuned. As we
said above, ωchannel is obtained according to the NIAMac algorithm presented in
Section 9.3. The φmobility representing the influence of the mobility is described in
the following subsection.

9.6.1 Mobility influence: φmobility

The φmobility represents the mobility of the nodes, the fast/slow increase/decrease
of the nodes during the recovery mechanism:

φmobility =



NrNTHR ∗ w1, if >= and FI; // w1
NrNTHR ∗ w2, if >= and SI; // w2
NrNTHR ∗ w3, if >= and SD; // w3
NrNTHR ∗ w4, if >= and FD; // w4
NrNTHR ∗ w5, if < and I; // w5
NrNTHR ∗ w6, if < and D. // w6

where >= represents NrN >= NrNTHR and < is NrN < NrNTHR. In other
words, the current number of 1-hop active neighbors NrN is compared with the
predefined threshold NrNTHR (see details in Section 9.1.1). The FI, SI, SD, FD, I, D
indicate fast increase, slow increase, slow decrease, fast decrease, increase and decrease,
respectively. We assume that our threshold of the fast/slow increase/decrease,
FSTHR, equals NrNTHR

2 [163] as it has been described in Section 9.1.2. We remind
that if NrN ≥ NrNATT1 + FSTHR (or NrN ≤ NrNATT1 − FSTHR) the fast increase
(or decrease) occurs, and the slow otherwise. The NrNATT1 represents the number
of neighbors when the first retransmission has occurred.
The φmobility decreases smoothly depending on the weight of the case according
to the following formula, φmobility = NrNTHR ∗ wi. A weight (w1, ..., w6 and wi <
wi−1) is a logarithmic value which equals log(j), where j is an integer variable
chosen from the ]2..7] interval depending on the case. In the worst case (FI) w1 =
log(7), whereas in the best case (D) w6 = log(2). Note that the ]2..7] interval
is chosen based on the extensive simulations. The FI represents the worst case,
therefore it has the largest weight (w1). The final φmobility value also considers the
channel conditions if the adjustment/tuning of the NrNTHR is taken into account.

9.7 Comparison of eDRA, NIAMac and mobiNIAMac

In order to verify whether it is a good idea to combine the concept of mobility
from the eDRA algorithm with the NIAMac we show the performance of these
two algorithms against the mobiNIAMac algorithm and the 802.11 DCF standard.
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Fig. 9.19 represents the total number of packets received (prcvd in the figure) by
the DCF standard (STD in the figure), eDRA, NIAMac and mobiNIAMac resetting
algorithms in the outdoor environment with 100 mobile nodes. The nodes move

Figure 9.19: RTS/CTS exchange scheme: Total packets received

constantly with a maximum speed of 10 m/s in a 1000x1000m area. The initial
energy of the nodes is set to 10J. 50 connections are started at the beginning of
the simulation with a 4.0 sec sending interval. The payload size is variable, rang-
ing from 100 to 8192 bytes. The RTS/CTS exchange scheme is switched on. The
transmission range of each node covers 250 meters. The first interesting observa-
tion can be made during the first seconds of the simulation (see zoomed figure in
Fig. 9.19). During the first 4-5 seconds the standard receives more packets than
the others (especially more than the eDRA), however, after 7.5 seconds the nodes
are run-down receiving suddenly much less packets than with the other schemes.
We can also observe that the DCF stops much earlier than the others. The NIA-
Mac achieves the second best performance, however in the first 18 seconds of the
simulation (see zoomed figure in Fig. 9.19) the eDRA is better one time and the
NIAMac the other time. Finally, the NIAMac receives more packets, but the eDRA,
which "lives" longer, manages to send a few more packets between 34 and 42 sec-
onds. The NIAMac sends no packets anymore in this period of time. Notice that
the combination of these two protocols, mobiNIAMac, achieves always the best
performance. The mobiNIAMac receives much more packets (434) than all of the
other schemes (NIAMac, eDRA and DCF receive: 354, 266 and 182, respectively).
Fig. 9.20 represents the total number of packets received with the same schemes
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as in the previous figure. This simulation has been done with another value of
the propagation shadowing RNG (Random Number Generator) seed and with the
Basic access scheme. As we can see in the figure, the NIAMac outperforms clearly

Figure 9.20: Basic access scheme: Total packets received

the eDRA and DCF standard. An interesting observation can be made during the
first 16 seconds of the simulation. The NIAMac and the mobiNIAMac receive a
similar number of packets, however, the NIAMac achieves a little bit better perfor-
mance. If we look at the curve of the NIAMac, we can notice that in some periods
of time an increase in packets is sharp (a lot of packets received, the curve is more
vertical), when in other periods the curve is more horizontal, which means that
only a few packets are received. If we look at the mobiNIAMac curve, we can
notice that the mobiNIAMac is more stable and does not fluctuate so hard. This
behavior lets the mobiNIAMac clearly outperform the NIAMac from 18-20 sec-
onds. In the end of the simulation the difference in the number of packet received
is significant.
Figure 9.21 shows a comparison between DCF, eDRA, NIAMac and mobiNIAMac
concerning the number of packets received. The comparison is made in a network
consisting of 100 nodes within each others interference ranges, moving around,
and all sending packets. As you can see in the figure is DCF trying to send as
much as possible in the first 5 seconds, without any form of control. The eDRA
on the other hand is rather conservative on sending packets and it needs to gather
information about the network in order to be able to send packets. The NIAMac
performs better in the first 5 seconds and the mobiNIAMac has a better perfor-
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Figure 9.21: RTS threshold equal to 3000 bytes: Total packets received of the eDRA, NIAMac, and
mobiNIAMac against the DCF standard (STD)

mance than eDRA and NIAMac. The uncontrolled behavior of the DCF results in
the dead of all nodes at 18 seconds, while the other protocols keep on living. We
can also see that NIAMac and eDRA are competing with each other to have the
best throughput. But NIAMac has a longer lifetime than eDRA. That is the reason
why we combined eDRA with NIAMac to form mobileNIAMac. The mobiNIA-
Mac has the best performance of all of them and the longest lifetime.
This simulation verifies that it is worth to combine the NIAMac with the mobility
concept of the eDRA protocol.
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CHAPTER 10
Enhanced selection Bounds -Neighbors and

Interferences-Aware MAC protocol

(EsB-mobiNIAMac)

The Enhanced selection Bounds - Neighbors and Interferences-Aware MAC pro-
tocol (EsB-mobiNIAMac) is composed of the Enhanced selection Bounds (EsB) and
mobile Neighbor and Interference -Aware Mac protocol (mobiNIAMac). The EsB-
mobiNIAMac adjusts the lower and upper bound considering the number of re-
transmission attempts and the energy level (EsB) and resets the Contention Win-
dow taking into account the change of the number of nodes due to mobility, the
network load and the channel condition (mobiNIAMac).
The EsB-mobiNIAMac algorithm is obtained during the progress of our previous
work and analysis.

Below we remind shortly the main concepts of both used algorithms. Later on, in
the performance section, we present the comparison of this protocol against the
IEEE 802.11 DCF standard and other combinations of the protocols obtained dur-
ing our research such as sB-mobiNIAMac (combination of basic selection Bounds
algorithm (sB) from Section 8.2 and mobiNIAMac algorithm), and sB-DRA (com-
bination of basic selection Bounds algorithm (sB) from Section 8.2 with the Dy-
namic Resetting Algorithm from Section 9.1).
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(EsB-mobiNIAMac)

Backoff mechanism: EsB algorithm

We have already shown in Chapter 8 that the Binary Exponential Backoff (BEB)
algorithm of the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard is not only unfair but also inefficient.
We remind that although the CW interval size is doubled upon each collision, too
many stations can back-off with small contention windows, because they picked
up a lower slot value randomly from the [0,CW] interval.

Therefore, we have evolutionally designed and analyzed (Section 8.3), the EsB al-
gorithm, which is focused on the backoff mechanism by adjusting the lower and
upper bound of the CW interval, considering the number of retransmission at-
tempts, the number of 1-hop active neighbors and the coefficient of remaining
energy. According to the EsB mechanism, if a node has only a few active neigh-
bors, the CW lower bound will be small. If a node resides in a dense network
with many active nodes, this is reflected in a larger value of the CW lower bound,
apart from the current number of retransmission attempts. In addition, in EsB,
each node can shrink or extend the CW upper bound relative to the upper bound
obtained by the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard. Based on our analysis from Section
8.3 we concluded that the upper bound of the CW interval should not increase
too fast, because of unnecessary deferring of contending nodes, however it should
take network conditions into account and increase fast enough in order to avoid
the throughput degradation due to the large number of active neighbors. We also
remind that the upper and lower bound of the CW is dependent on the energy
level. Nodes with a lower battery level wait longer to avoid a potential collision as
much as possible in order to avoid situations where energy-poor nodes waste ad-
ditional energy in subsequent unsuccessful attempts, because they are contending
with high-energy nodes. High-energy nodes can choose a shorter deferral time,
since these nodes have more chance to access the wireless channel.
The detailed description of the EsB algorithm can be found in Section 8.3.

CW resetting algorithm: mobiNIAMac algorithm

We remind that according to the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard, upon both a success-
ful transmission and maximum transmission attempts (when a packet has to be
dropped), the CW range is reset to a minimum value. This minimum value is
fixed and predefined by the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard, without consideration of
the network conditions (network load or channel conditions) or local information
such as the remaining energy or current connectivity of the node. Moreover, re-
ceiving a packet successfully does not mean that the contention level is dropped,
and in case of a dropped packet this assumption is even more doubtful.

The Contention Window resetting algorithm, mobiNIAMac, used in the EsB-
mobiNIAMac algorithm, resets the CW value taking into account the mobility of
the nodes during the recovery mechanism, the network load and channel condi-
tions. The mobiNIAMac itself is an evolutional work of two previous algorithms,
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namely, the eDRA and NIAMac algorithms. In addition, the mobiNIAMac algo-
rithm, considers the transmission probability (based on the slot utilization), which
decreases linearly with the number of collisions experienced.
The mobiNIAMac mechanism has been compared with the IEEE 802.11 DCF stan-
dard, eDRA and NIAMac algorithms (Section 9.7) and it has been shown that
mobiNIAMac not only outperforms the other compared protocols but it is also
more stable and does not fluctuate so hard.
The detailed description of the mobiNIAMac algorithm can be found in the pre-
vious chapter in Section 9.6.

10.1 Performance evaluation of the EsB-mobiNIAMac

The EsB-mobiNIAMac protocol has been implemented in the ns-2.29 network sim-
ulator [47]. The simulations have been carried out for various topologies, scenarios
with different kinds of traffic and routing protocols. The following performance
metrics are used:

• Total packets received (nr)

• Average aggregate throughput (Mbps)

• Number of collisions (nr)

• Lifetime (sec)

• FND - First active Node Died (sec)

• Average aggregate delay (sec)

• Energy [mJ]

• PDF- Packet Delivery Fraction (see Section 6.1)

In Table 10.1 we present the general simulation parameters. Parameters that
are modified in particular simulations are mentioned in the corresponding para-
graphs. In the first three simulations we evaluate the IEEE 802.11 DCF stan-
dard, sB-DRA [164] (basic sB algorithm + eDRA), sB-mobiNIAMac (basic sB +
mobiNIAMac) and EsB-mobiNIAMac in different scenarios with various speeds
of the nodes. In the following simulations we investigate the performance of the
EsB-mobiNIAMac protocol against the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard and either the
full DCWA [137] or enhanced DCWA.
The full DCWA is the full version of the DCWA from [137], thus with the reset-
ting backoff range part (notice that in Section 7.2 we compare the sB, and enhanced
sB to the basic DCWA). From now on we will refer to the full DCWA as DCWA.
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Table 10.1: EsB-mobiNIAMac simulations parameters

Parameter Values
Number of active nodes 50
Simulations area (m) 1000x1000
txPower 250m
CS range 500m
Initial Energy (J) 1, 5(default), 50.0
Radio Propagation Model Shadowing
Payload size (bytes) various (100 -8192 )
Interval (sec)/Send rate 0.25/4
Simulation time (s) 200, 50, 350, 450, 100
Maximal speed (m/s) 1.5, 5, 20
DCF scheme RTS/CTS exchange

Remember that in the DCWA, the resetting backoff range is applied only upon a suc-
cessful transmission while taking into account B(T)1 and the previous CW upper
(CWub) and lower (CWlb) bounds in order to estimate the new range’s boundaries
(see Section 8.2.1). "This allows to consider the last (optimal) range that permits
a successful transmission" the authors claim in [137]. However, we cannot say that
the previous CW boundaries were really optimal, because of the random nature
of picking slots from a CW interval. It can always happens that a transmission
succeeds without any retransmissions or with a low number of retransmission
attempts. When a node has a high number of retransmission attempts we can rea-
son that the network can be congested. However, we should consider this point
of view while resetting the CW upon a dropped packet (if the number of retrans-
mission attempts exceeds the maximum).
Therefore we also apply the resetting backoff range (see Section 7.2) in the enhanced
DCWA (eDCWA) when a packet is dropped (this is missing in the original DCWA
mechanism). We take into account the B(T) measurement and the previous CWub
and CWlb ranges, but we do not consider the prior CW boundaries as the optimal
CW range, only to support the detection of a (high) congestion of a network. Sim-
ulations verify that this way of thinking is correct, especially in high congested net-
works as we show in simulations further in this work. Different scenarios/goals
have been defined, as presented below:

1. Control packets analysis with the Basic and RTS/CTS handshake scheme

2. Static versus mobile environment

3. Indoor environment
1[137] defines B(T) as the fraction of slots (where 0 < B[T] < 1) that the medium was observed to be

busy out of the previous T slots (including all slots where a transmission was successfully completed
or a collision occurred).
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4. General results of the 1, 2, 3 scenarios

5. High Density and Contention (HD/C) heterogeneous network with a sud-
den change of contention level with different values of the path exponent
and shadowing deviation in the shadowed outdoor environment

6. 4-handshake with different sending rates in HD/C case

7. General results of the HD/C scenarios

Table 10.2 depicts the set goals of each considered scenario, where the Nr is an
abbreviation of the number of a scenario. The first three scenarios (comparing the

Table 10.2: The goals of the defined scenarios

Nr Set goals of seven scenarios
1) - seeking the answer whether the EsB-mobiNIAMac de-

creases the number of control packets sent as expected; -
DATA versus RTS sent packets evaluation - Section 10.1.1,

2) - investigation of the behavior of compared schemes in static
and mobile environment with optimistic (nodes always have
packets to transmit) and frequent traffic -see Section 10.1.2,

3) - investigation of the behavior of compared schemes in static
and mobile indoor environment Factory: -line-of-sight, ob-
structed, Office: hard and soft partition - Section 10.1.3

4) - summary of general performance evaluation 1), 2), 3), sce-
narios - gain in % over the IEEE 802.11 DCF

5) - investigation of the behavior of the considered protocols in a
mobile homogeneous ad hoc network with smooth and then
sudden sharp increase of the contention level followed by a
sudden sharp decrease of the network load; -with different
parameters of the shadowing model - Section 10.1.5

6) - investigation of the behavior of compared schemes in HD/C
mobile network with RTS/CTS handshake scheme switched
on for all payload sizes - Section 10.1.6

7) summary of general performance evaluation (HD/C
scenarios- gain in % over the IEEE 802.11 DCF

IEEE 802.11 DCF standard against the sB-DRA [164], sB-mobiNIAMac and EsB-
mobiNIAMac [167]) are summarized in the subsection 10.1.4. The summary of the
following compared schemes: IEEE 802.11 DCF, sB-DRA, DCWA [137], eDCWA
and EsB-mobiNIAMac, in the HD/C environment (5th and 6th scenarios) is placed
in the subsection 10.1.7.
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10.1.1 Data versus Control packets sent analysis with the Basic
and RTS/CTS handshake scheme

In the first simulation an investigation whether the EsB-mobiNIAMac decreases
the number of control packets (as expected), is executed. The RTS threshold equals
1024 bytes, and the payload size varies between 100 and 8192 bytes. Thus, depend-
ing on the packet size either the RTS/CTS exchange scheme is used or the Basic
access scheme.
In Fig. 10.1 DATA packets received versus RTS packets received are plotted in
the main figure. The DATA packets ("protocol/_data" in the zoomed figure) and
RTS packets ("protocol/rts_" in the zoomed figure with (1), (2), (3) numbering) re-
ceived versus time in the zoomed figure (plotted without sB-DRA evaluation in
order to increase the readability). Notice that for the same number of RTS packets

Figure 10.1: Mobile network (0.5m/s), RTS threshold=1024 bytes

received, the sB-mobiNIAMac and EsB-mobiNIAMac receive much more DATA
packets than the other schemes (this means less retransmissions and/or more suc-
cessful DATA transmissions). EsB-mobiNIAMac works more conservative (0 ∼ 60
sec.) than sB-mobiNIAMac but achieves finally the best performance.
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10.1.2 Static versus mobile environment

In this part the analysis in the static and mobile environment is executed. First, the
throughput’s curves achieved by the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard, sB-mobiNIAMac
and EsB-mobiNIAMac are shown in Fig. 10.2 in order to point out that the
legacy protocol can perform extremely bad in mobile conditions. Since both sB-

Figure 10.2: Throughput (Mbps) versus time (sec)

mobiNIAMac and EsB-mobiNIAMac consider the change of the number of neigh-
bors due to the mobility, and also the network conditions (network load and chan-
nel conditions), they get profit of it in mobile networks. Meanwhile a transmission
with the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard is prone to a failure due to inconveniences re-
lated to the mobile environment i.e. instantaneous changing interference or neigh-
bors, loss of links, etc. The backoff mechanism and CW resetting algorithm of the
legacy protocol do not consider any information about network conditions, and
this is the main reason of the bad performance.
In this scenario 50 mobile nodes move with a maximum speed equal to 5 m/s.
The initial energy of the node’s battery is set to 5 Joules. The simulation time
is set to 50 seconds. Since the nodes have a limited amount of energy and the
battery is vulnerable to deplete very fast in mobile conditions, especially where
nodes move so fast, the efficient battery consumption plays an important role.
However, the existing IEEE 802.11 DCF standard cannot manage with such bad
network conditions performing extremely bad, receiving 73% less packets than
EsB-mobiNIAMac and 59% less than sB-mobiNIAMac.
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Taking into account that the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard performs so bad when
nodes move very fast, the analysis in a static (Fig. 10.3) and slower mobile (Fig.
10.4) network (pedestrian speed) is executed in order to analyze whether the
legacy can be able to perform better in more convenient conditions than with
the prior settings. Hence, in these simulations the nodes are either static (first
simulation) or move with the maximal speed of 1.5 m/s (second simulation). The
nodes always have packets to transmit, sending them from the beginning till the
end of the simulation (50 sec.) with a sending interval of 0.025 seconds. Fig.
10.4 depicts the total number of packets received (versus the simulation time) by
the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard, sB-DRA, sB-mobiNIAMac and EsB-mobiNIAMac.
Although the assumed conditions are improved these simulations verify again
that the legacy standard clearly has problems in mobile environments (both with
pedestrian and faster node’s speed) and cannot survive even till 20 seconds. Static
condition allows it to transmit more packets and be alive longer than in mobile
conditions, however it performs very bad in comparison with the other considered
schemes in this scenario. Notice, that in the static network the EsB-mobiNIAMac
clearly outperforms all considered schemes in terms of the total received packets
during the whole simulation time. The sB-mobiNIAMac behaves "aggressive" in
the first 12 seconds receiving much more packets than the others. In the end,
it manages to receive more packets than sB-DRA, but its lifetime is shorter. The
EsB-mobiNIAMac receives more packets and has a better lifetime, thanks to taking
into consideration both energy information and channel conditions.

Figure 10.3: Total packets received vs time: static 50 nodes
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Figure 10.4: Total packets received vs time: mobile 50 nodes (1.5m/s)

10.1.3 Indoor environment

The behavior of the EsB-mobiNIAMac protocol has also been analyzed in an in-
door environment in a network with 27 static nodes in a 500x500m area, where
the transmission range is set to 250 meters. The initial energy of the nodes equals
5 Joules. The simulation time is set to 50 seconds. The EsB-mobiNIAMac has been
compared to the sB-DRA, sB-mobiNIAMac and DCF standard with the Basic ac-
cess scheme used (in all schemes). In this simulation mainly the remaining energy
(energy level - x% of the initial energy) per node is analyzed. Different settings
(of the shadowing deviation and path loss exponent) have been used.
In the corresponding figures the different node’s colors can be noticed represent-
ing the energy level of the battery. Seven levels of the energy li have been defined:

1. 85% ≤ l1 ≤ 100% —> green color of a node

2. 65% ≤ l2 < 85% —> blue color of a node

3. 45% ≤ l3 < 65% —> yellow color of a node

4. 25% ≤ l4 < 45% —> orange color of a node

5. 15% ≤ l5 < 25% —> brown color of a node

6. 05% ≤ l6 < 15% —> violet color of a node
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7. 0% <l7 ≤ 05% —> red color of a node

First the total number of packets received is plotted in Fig. 10.5 in the factory, line-
of-sight environment. The sB-mobiNIAMac receives finally more packets than
the sB-DRA, however, it lives a little bit shorter. The EsB-mobiNIAMac receives
always more packets than the other protocols, achieving a noticeable advantage
in the end of the simulations. If we look at Fig. 10.6 and 10.7 we can easily notice
that 16 nodes (violet color of nodes) run with EsB-mobiNIAMac have a power of
less than 15% but more than 5% of the initial energy, while nodes run with DCF
cannot send/receive packets anymore (red color of nodes represents less than 5%
of the initial energy) at this moment of time. Similar simulations in an indoor

Figure 10.5: Indoor, line-of-sight, factory, 27 static nodes

environment have been run with 50 mobile nodes in a 500x500 meters area, where
the EsB-mobiNIAMac is compared with the sB-DRA and the DCF standard. The
simulation time equals 80 seconds. The DCF nodes died out at 55.5 seconds. Fig.
10.8 depicts the energy level of the sB-DRA and EsB-mobiNIAMac nodes while
the DCF nodes already died. 19 sB-DRA nodes have an energy level less than 5%
(red color), where the rest has more than 5% of the initial energy (violet color),
where in the case of the EsB-mobiNIAMac nodes, 8 of them have still more than
25% of the initial energy (orange color).
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Figure 10.6: Energy (J) per DCF node evaluation

Figure 10.7: Energy (J) per EsB-mobiNIAMac node evaluation
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(a) 50 mobile sB-DRA nodes

(b) 50 mobile EsB-mobiNIAMac nodes

Figure 10.8: Energy (J) per node evaluation of the sB-DRA and EsB-mobiNIAMac
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10.1.4 General results for the three algorithms

Table 10.3 shows the achieved gain (in %) over the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard
by the sB-DRA and (E)sB-mobiNIAMac. As we could already see in the simu-

Table 10.3: Gain in % over the IEEE 802.11 DCF

Scheme throughput Lifetime delay PDF
sB-DRA 21.34% 18.6% 5.62% 2.59%
sB-mobiNIAMac 30.25% 14.63% 14.11% 6.75%
EsB-mobiNIAMac 36.07% 20.45% 21.32% 9.71%

lations above, the sB-mobiNIAMac performs better than sB-DRA in terms of the
throughput, however it achieves a worse performance of the network lifetime. The
EsB-mobiNIAMac can enhance the performance of both the throughput and life-
time. After executing many simulations we noticed that the EsB-mobiNIAMac
protocol not only achieves a better PDF (Packet Delivery Fraction) performance
but also the number of control (RTS, CTS) packets sent is much smaller than in
the other considered schemes.

10.1.5 High Density and Contention (HD/C) homogeneous net-
work

We define a scenario, in a High Density and Contention (HD/C) homogeneous
network, which helps us to investigate the behavior of the DCF standard and
EsB-mobiNIAMac in the mobile ad hoc network with the following steps (curve
HD_C_scenario_1 in Fig. 10.9):

1. smooth and quiet increase of contention level,

2. sudden increase of contention level,

3. sudden, sharp decrease of network load,

4. performance of overloaded nodes with possibly low energy.

The smooth increase is realized by adding 16 flows one by one, as depicted in the
figure, during the first 200 seconds. The contention level suddenly increases at t=
200 sec., when 9 new flows are started. The network remains in this state until t=
220 sec. 8 new flows are added at t= 220 sec., an other extra node at 230 and at
240 sec. The network remains in this state until t= 250 sec. At this moment, there
is an extreme contention level in the network. At t= 250 sec., the first 16 flows
and 4 flows that began at t= 200 sec. are stopped. The contention level changes
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Figure 10.9: HD/C scenarios

suddenly from extreme high to low. The network remains in this state until t= 270
sec. where 3 other nodes begin to transmit. The last 2 added flows begin at t= 280
sec. The network remains in this state until t= 350 sec.
First, simulations with 50 mobile nodes are run in the Outdoor Shadowed Ur-
ban environment (see Chapter 6), where ρ = 5.0 (path loss exponent) and σ =
10.0 (shadowing deviation). The transmission range of nodes equals 250 me-
ters and the initial energy equals 50J. Fig. 10.10 represents the throughput ver-
sus time (from 190 till 350 seconds) performance achieved by the IEEE 802.11
DCF standard, DCWA, enhanced DCWA, sB-DRA and EsB-mobiNIAMac. The
EsB-mobiNIAMac outperforms all analyzed schemes and sB-DRA achieves the
second best throughput performance. At a first glance we can notice that the
DCF, sB-DRA, DCWA and enhanced DCWA receive less packets than the EsB-
mobiNIAMac at the end of the simulation. The DCF network lifetime is 300.45
sec. , 343.2 sec. for the DCWA protocol (however, only 6 packets are received at
343.2 sec., while between 304.37 and 343.2 sec. no packet is received), 332.5 sec.
for the eDCWA (sending packets regularly till the end), 314.52 sec. for the sB-DRA
and EsB-mobiNIAMac stays alive till the end of the simulation.
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(a) IEEE 802.11 DCF performance (b) sB-DRA performance

(c) DCWA performance (d) enhanced DCWA performance

(e) EsB-mobiNIAMac performance

Figure 10.10: Throughput (Mbps) versus time (sec) from 190 till 350 seconds
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In order to better understand what happens in the most interesting periods of time
(a sudden increase of the network congestion with a continuous high congestion
and a sudden decrease of the contention level) the number of packets received
during T=[200− 250] and T=[250− 350] (where T is period of simulation time) is
investigated. Between 200 and 250 the DCF receives 8.04% less packets than the
sB-DRA, and 18.72% less than the EsB-mobiNIAMac. Thus, the EsB-mobiNIAMac
manages much better to cope with a very high contention level. Analyzing the
period of time from 250 seconds till the end of the simulation, a huge differ-
ence (71.51% and 83.16% more packets received) between the IEEE 802.11 DCF
standard, sB-DRA and EsB-mobiNIAMac (respectively) is observed. The DCF
sends/receives a very small number of packets because of the loss of energy (thus
it is also possible that there are no more routes to a node, because of the death of
nodes) where the sB-DRA allows to receive/send packets 14 seconds longer and
the EsB-mobiNIAMac works "on the full power", sending/receiving packets till
the end of the simulation time. After all, the 802.11 DCF achieves a lower aggre-
gate average delay (89.39 sec.) than DCWA (106.14 sec.), eDCWA (98.04) and the
sB-DRA (90.77 sec.), however larger than the EsB-mobiNIAMac (76.1 sec.).
The second series of simulations (in this scenario) has been done with 50 mobile
nodes in an Outdoor environment, where ρ = 4.0 and σ = 6.0 (see Chapter 6).
The RTS threshold equals 3000 bytes, thus a packet size that is less than 3000 bytes
is handled according to the Basic access scheme, and otherwise the RTS/CTS ex-
change scheme is applied. The simulation time equals 450 seconds. Fig. 10.11
represents the throughput versus time performance achieved by the IEEE 802.11
DCF standard and EsB-mobiNIAMac for T=[0 : 450] sec. We take a closer look
at the number of packets received in the following periods of simulation time:
T1=[200− 250] (step 2), T2=[250− 300] (step 3) and T3=[300− 450] (step 4) seconds.
For T1=[200− 250] seconds the EsB-mobiNIAMac receives 11.58% more packets
than the DCF, for T2=[250− 300] seconds 36.54% more packets and T3=[300− 450]
seconds 42.73% more packets. Notice that EsB-mobiNIAMac can easier handle
high contention periods than the DCF which reduces the energy consumption
and increases the throughput performance. Thanks to saving enough energy dur-
ing the high network load periods the EsB-mobiNIAMac still works very well after
such periods as we can see in 10.11.b, period T3. We have also run this simulation
with the enhanced DCWA and we have observed that both, eDCWA and EsB-
mobiNIAMac protocols receive much more packets for T=[250− 450] compared
to the other protocols. On the one hand, the enhanced DCWA receives 36 pack-
ets more than the EsB-mobiNIAMac in this period of time (DCWA receives more
packets, because it transmits as much as possible packets without considering the
energy capacity). However, on the other hand, the performance of the enhanced
DCWA in a very high network congestion period (T=[200− 250] sec.) is much
lower than the EsB-mobiNIAMac, namely 33.21% less received packets.
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(a) IEEE 802.11 DCF performance

(b) EsB-mobiNIAMac

Figure 10.11: Throughput (Mbps) versus the network load and time (sec) from 0 till 450 seconds
with T1,T2,T3 intervals
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10.1.6 4-way handshake with different sending intervals in the
HD/C case

The following simulation has been done with 50 mobile nodes and with sending
intervals between 0.1 and 0.4 seconds in an Outdoor environment. The RTS/CTS
exchange scheme is always applied. The simulation time equals 150 seconds. The
initial node’s energy equals 10J in this scenario. In this simulation the first 21
flows are started at: t= 0, 5, ..60 seconds and 20 flows are stopped at 120 sec-
onds (curve HD_C_scenario_2 in Fig. 10.9). The contention level increases quite
smoothly to a very high contention level and then sharply decreases to a very
low level. The network remains in this state until t= 130 sec. where the next two
flows are started. At 135 seconds, 12 flows are started and at 140 seconds an-
other 5 extra flows are started. Fig. 10.12 shows the throughput performance of

(a) IEEE 802.11 DCF performance (b) enhanced DCWA performance

(c) EsB-mobiNIAMac performance with γ = 1.5 (d) EsB-mobiNIAMac performance with γ = 2.5

Figure 10.12: Throughput performance for sending rate=0.1sec.

the 802.11 DCF, enhanced DCWA and tuned EsB-mobiNIAMac with γ = 1.5 and
γ = 2.5 in a mobile ad hoc network with the sending interval equal to 0.1 seconds
in the Outdoor environment, where ρ = 4.0 and σ = 6.0. At a first sight we can
see in the figure that the throughput of the EsB-mobiNIAMac with γ = 1.5 does
not fluctuate as high as in the other protocols, it is more stable especially in the
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range from 50 till 100 seconds. If we look at the simulation time and the time that
nodes could survive, we see that most schemes live till around 90 seconds, where
EsB-mobiNIAMac with γ = 1.5 is alive till 100 seconds. The EsB-mobiNIAMac
throughput performance improves by increasing the γ variable. Figures 10.12.(c)
and (d) show an increase in the throughput performance (but also a decrease in
the lifetime of the network) of the EsB-mobiNIAMac with γ equal to 1.5 (aver-
age aggregate throughput equals 1.874) and 2.5 (average aggregate throughput
equals 1.931), respectively. Generally, the EsB-mobiNIAMac with γ equal to 3.5
achieves the best throughput performance and also the best PDF (Packet Delivery
Fraction). However, the lifetime of the EsB-mobiNIAMac with 1.5, 2.5, 3.5 equals
100.1, 98.1 and 94.2, respectively. Thus, selecting the "right" γ value is a tradeoff
between the throughput and lifetime performance. The right selection of the γ
will depend on priority. We have observed that decreasing the sending interval
increases around 3 seconds the lifetime of the DCF, DCWA protocols and sB-DRA,
and more than 20 seconds of the EsB-mobiNIAMac lifetime. None of the schemes
can live till the end of the simulation where EsB-mobiNIAMac survives the sharp
increase and decrease of the flows, however its dies out before a second strong
acceleration of the traffic. Fig. 10.13 shows the energy per bit ([mJ]) performance
versus bit rate (bps) of all the considered schemes with a sending interval equal
to 0.1 seconds. Notice, that EsB-mobiNIAMac (EsB-m in the figure) achieves a

Figure 10.13: Energy per bit [mJ]

higher bit rate with the same amount of the energy as the IEEE 802.11 DCF stan-
dard, DCWA, enhanced DCWA (eDCWA) and sB-DRA. Depending on the tuned
γ value a higher gain can be achieved as we can see in the figure.
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10.1.7 General results of the scenarios from Section 9.1.5 and 9.1.6

Fig. 10.14 depicts the average aggregate: throughput, PDF (formula 6.3), remain-
ing energy capacity (Energy), Lifetime (LND), FND, delay and collisions gain/loss
against the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard (0% in the figure). General parameters of
the simulations are presented in Section 10.1, and detailed parameters of both
scenarios are presented in the beginning of the Section 10.1.5 and 10.1.6. If we
look at the performance of the FND, LND and Energy, the EsB-mobiNIAMac with
γ = 3.5 achieves less gain (10.65%, 14.87 and 55.19%, respectively) than with
γ = 2.5 (11.32%, 16.59 and 60.06%, respectively) and γ = 1.5 (11.75%, 18.58% and
61.81%, respectively). It is a tradeoff between throughput and FND, LND and
Energy. If a system is more sensitive to the loss of the energy and the lifetime
is important then it is better to select a smaller value of γ. An interesting ob-
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Figure 10.14: General results with the tuned EsB(x.5)-mobiNIAMac against sB-DRA [164],
DCWA [137], enhanced DCWA and IEEE 802.11 DCF standard

servation that can be made about the gain in average aggregate delay, is that the
EsB-mobiNIAMac with γ = 2.5 has the smallest gain in delay, while with γ = 3.5
it has the highest gain in delay and with γ = 1.5 is between them. However, in
the indoor environment it is difficult to conclude which γ value is the best, since
the EsB-mobiNIAMac throughput results are rather mixed (but anyway it outper-
forms noticeable other schemes). In these scenarios a testbed will be really helpful
in order to observe which indoor elements have the most influence on the results.
We could also observe that the lifetime performance is not really affected by the
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indoor conditions, since it changes only a little. After executing many simulations
we also noticed that the EsB-mobiNIAMac protocol not only achieves a better
PDF performance but the number of control (RTS and CTS) packets sent (nrsent) is
much smaller than in the other considered schemes (an example is given in Table
10.4). The EsB-mobiNIAMac takes into account not only energy information but

Table 10.4: PDF calculation ( nrdata
rcvd

nrdata
sent

+ nrrts
rcvd

nrrts
sent

) - Outdoor; sending interval 0.35 sec.

PDF(802.11 DCF) PDF(eDCWA) PDF(EsB-mobiNIAMac)
10575
11676 + 39858

54997
11708
13280 + 38033

60604
12215
13281 + 21089

25314

1.63 1.5 1.753

it is also based on a dynamic initial CWmin (instead of the CWDCF
min = 32) when

resetting the CW value. The dynamic CWmin influences the CW range during
the recovery mechanism. Thanks to this characteristic the EsB-mobiNIAMac algo-
rithm achieves a possibility to decrease delays significantly although it considers
different (but dynamic) ranges of the CW interval. We should also express that
the EsB-mobiNIAMac avoids a lot more collisions than the other schemes (gain
more than 50%). Notice, that the DCWA increases the total number of collisions
instead of decreasing. This could be caused by the non-flexible bounds of CW
range, since the simulations have been run in many different outdoor and indoor
environments.
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The CSMA/CA used by the DCF mechanism assumes that each node uses a cer-
tain fixed transmission power for each transmission and that the network is homo-
geneous. Therefore, many researchers assume that the network uses a common
transmission power in order to maintain symmetric links in the network. How-
ever, nowadays wireless nodes, such as laptops, PDAs and other handheld units
are usually equipped with batteries that provide a limited and heterogeneous
amount of energy. Therefore, this characteristic together with independent power
control mechanisms, induce asymmetric links in the network. Asymmetric links
should be considered when designing power control mechanisms. It is obvious
that the power level determines a network topology and that the battery life ex-
tension (thus the lifetime of a node) is an important factor in ad hoc networks.
Moreover, in a pure wireless multi-hop network nodes have a limited transmis-
sion range. Depending on the numbers of active nodes, the density of the network
affects the energy consumption, because with an increasing number of collisions
and retransmissions, the expenditure of energy increases.
Power control may impact other layers affecting several key performance measures
such as throughput, delay and energy consumption. The physical layer impact is
obvious since the PHY has to maintain the link quality (the quality of the signal
received at receivers). It determines the range of transmission, thus also the mag-
nitude of the interference it creates for the other receivers. There is an influence
on the network layer, because the number of hops of the route from the source to
destination depends on the transmission range. In the transport layer the power
control affects the congestion control algorithm, which regulates the flow from the
source to destination via an intermediate relay node. Due to the lossy character
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of the wireless medium caused by obstructions, fading, shadowing, interferences
from other nodes etc., even a single hop link is not guaranteed, thus the transmis-
sion is said to be truly successful only if the recipient acknowledges it. Congestion
control, which deals with "traffic jams" or situations where the demand exceeds
the capacity, depends on the end-to-end performance. However, the end-to-end
performance is restricted by the characteristics of this single point-to-point path,
which is dependent on the power control. Since the wireless channel is a shared
medium, the network connectivity is vulnerable to the right transmit power. Fig.
11.1 depicts the possible choices of the power level. Choosing a high power level
causes excessive interference (Fig. 11.1.a), which leads to the degradation of the
network capacity and battery life of the nodes. However, small power levels imply
fewer links which leads to network partitioning (Fig. 11.1.c). Thus the power level
has to be adjusted in such way that the network is still connected but there is no
excessive interference (Fig. 11.1.b).

(a) Excessive high transmit power (b) Not too high not too small
transmit power

(c) Excessive low transmit power

Figure 11.1: Three choices of the transmit power level affecting connectivity of the network and
interference level

There are different ways to save energy of battery. The first approach is to find
an optimal transmit power in order to control the connectivity of the network by
either the power level of a whole network or per link or per node. The second
approach is power aware routing i.e. using PHY and MAC layer statistics in order
to compute the power cost of a link or including energy consumed per packet,
variance in node power levels etc. The third way is to modify the MAC layer
i.e. enhancing 802.11’s handshaking or letting nodes to switch their power off
when they are not transmitting or receiving actively. In the section below the re-
lated work concerning the different power control/saving techniques is presented.
Then, the basic power control is explained which belongs to the class of power
control protocols in which the transmit power is adjusted on the PHY layer, sup-
porting the MAC layer performance. The performance evaluation of this protocol
is presented in the following subsection. Afterwards, the enhanced power control
protocol is described belonging to the class of power control protocols that interact
with the MAC layer. This protocol is part of a cross-layer solution presented in
Chapter 12.
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11.1 Related work in power control and CS adjust-
ments

Since the power level determines the network topology, the energy consumption
is an important factor in ad hoc networks. One way to conserve energy supported
by the standard [5] is the power saving mechanism. A second approach is to use a
power control scheme, that allows to vary the transmit power in order to reduce the
energy consumption. Many studies have shown that in a real-life network, power
control protocols can achieve a better power conservation and a higher system
throughput through better spatial reuse of the spectrum [68], [74], [75], [76], [77],
[141], [168]. First power control schemes are presented that modify the MAC layer
by enhancing the 802.11’s RTS/CTS handshaking.
The simple BASIC power control scheme [74] is based on the assumption that the
RTS and CTS packets can be transmitted with the highest power level and the
DATA and ACK packets with a minimum necessary power level. In the BASIC
scheme, a transmission power level for the DATA and ACK packets is determined
using two different methods: by calculating the desired power level by the receiver
or by the transmitter based on the received power level pr, and the equation:

pdesired = pmax/pr ∗ Rxtresh ∗ c, (11.1)

where Rxtresh is the minimal necessary received signal strength, c is a constant,
and pmax is the maximum transmit power level. It should be taken into consid-
eration that different power levels among different nodes cause asymmetric links.
This phenomenon causes inefficient utilization of the wireless channel and leads
to frequent Data collisions (thus also in more retransmissions which waste the
bandwidth and battery), degradation of capacity, increase of delay and unfairness
of the wireless channel access. Fig. 11.2 illustrates the BASIC scheme and the exis-
tence of asymmetric links. In the figure, the nodes A and B exchange the RTS and
CTS packets at the maximal power level and therefore nodes 3-6 can decode these
packets (RTS or CTS) and defer their transmissions till the DATA-ACK exchange
is completed. Nodes 7 and 8 can sense the signal (A or B) but they cannot decode
the RTS/CTS packets correctly, because they are in the carrier sense (CS) range
of A or B. Both nodes, 7 and 8, defer their transmissions for the EIFS (Extended
InterFrame Space [5]) duration according to the 802.11 DCF mechanism. Since the
DATA and ACK packets are sent with a reduced transmit power, the transmis-
sion (TR) and CS ranges also are reduced. Nodes 3 and 4 can still decode this
transmission correctly, where nodes 5 and 6 can only sense it and nodes 7 and 8
consider the channel to being idle, because they do not hear nodes A or B any-
more. These nodes, 7 and 8, can be a potential danger for the A-B transmission,
because they can start their transmissions with the maximal power level of the
RTS packet causing in consequence a collision of the A-B transmission. In order
to solve the problem with nodes in the CS range a solution is proposed in [77],
where the sender periodically transmits DATA at the maximal power level, pmax,
just for enough time so that nodes in the CS range can sense it. Nodes in the CS
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5 6

CSRRTS CSRCTS

87

TRCTS

BB
3 4
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TRData TRACK

TRRTS

CSRData CSRACK

Figure 11.2: BASIC scheme

range defer their transmission only for the EIFS duration, so the transmit power
for DATA is increased once every EIFS duration and also the interval using the
pmax should be larger than the time required for physical carrier sensing.
Using a power control mechanism, on the one hand induces asymmetric links,
however on the another hand, if each sender dynamically adjusts the transmission
power to the minimum required to reach the destination, then an additional power
can be conserved and a better spatial reuse shall be achieved by minimizing the
interference range.
Towards this goal the SmartNode solution is proposed in [76]. The design ob-
jectives of the SmartNode scheme are: (1) fully distributed to each node (with
zero communication overhead of additional protocol-specific message exchanges),
(2) fair, i.e. the decrease of transmit power should not disadvantage particular
flows, (3) backward interoperability maintaining a close similarity to the existing
IEEE 802.11 standard. Therefore, the protocol saves energy by dynamically adjust-
ing the transmission range on the fly at each node and thus increasing the spatial
reuse of the spectrum. The algorithm derives the minimum power from the power
strengths Pij = Pji = SIRthresh∗N0

Pre
∗ Ptr of the received packets, and records it in a lo-

cal table (taking into account: minimum SIR threshold (SIRthresh), the background
noise power (N0), receiver power (Pre) at node j, transmission power (Ptr) of node
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i). Each node uses local information (guarantees scalability and zero communica-
tion overhead) in order to determine the minimum required transmission power.
In [75] an adaptive solution is proposed, where RTS/CTS packets are transmitted
with the minimal power level on the first t attempts (t is a dynamically tunable
parameter). If all t attempts fail then the power level of RTS/CTS is incremented
by ω(Pmax − Pij) for every additional failure (ω is a tunable coefficient, and Pij
defined as above). In the worst case, the sender will use the maximal transmission
power level.
In [78] load-sensitive algorithms, Common Power Control (CPC) and Indepen-
dent Power Control (IPC), are proposed that adapt the transmission range based
on traffic load conditions. These two versions of power control use the same basic
procedure to monitor the contention time (each node estimates the contention time
as the sum of the transmission time plus backoff time due to a collision [5]) and
undertakes one of the following actions: measuring the contention time, increas-
ing the transmission power, maintaining the transmission power or decreasing the
transmission power. The CPC guarantees symmetric links and routes since it uses
the same transmit power for all nodes in the network. The IPC enables each node
to use its own transmit power, which from one hand induces asymmetric links
(since neighbors can use different transmission powers), on the other hand result-
ing in the optimal throughput per unit of energy [78].
A reactive power control mechanism, called SHUSH, has been designed in [168],
which addresses the asymmetric transmit power issue by considering the hidden
terminal problem and unfairness of the wireless medium access. SHUSH nodes
use an optimal transmit power level first. If a transmission is interrupted then a
node which has been interfered uses a temporary increased power to its interferer.
The fairness of the medium access is achieved thanks to giving priority to the in-
terrupted low power nodes in the network over the interfering high power nodes.
The higher power nodes are notified of the interruption by means of a control
message, RTS/CTS, or a DATA fragment packet. Details of the protocol can be
found in [168].
The above described schemes address the hidden node problem and utilize the
RTS/CTS control packet exchange in order to reduce frame collisions. However,
the use of this mechanism is optional and it is observed that only a small fraction
of data frames utilize the RTS-CTS frame exchange. In the moderate congestion
range (between 80% and 84% utilization), the average number of RTS frames trans-
mitted per second increases from 5 to 8 [169]. Since, the utilization increases, the
number of collisions also increases resulting in a greater number of RTS frames
required to access the medium. The number of CTS frames does not increase at
the same rate because of a failure of RTS frames. It is also observed [169] that the
RTS-CTS mechanism seems to be unfair in congested networks in which only a
small set of users depend on this mechanism.

There exist many PHY layer solutions that support an energy conservation through
power saving or power control mechanisms. The Power Saving Mechanism (PSM)
is provided by the standard [5], which allows a node to go into Doze Mode (con-
suming less energy). There are power control schemes, varying the transmit power
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in order to reduce the energy consumption and control the connectivity of (mobile)
ad hoc networks. Topology control schemes usually deal with issues as finding
a topology which minimizes the power consumption and increases the network
lifetime or achieving the best connectivity by a node selection. In [170] a mini-
mum energy of network is searched by making local decisions at each node. The
protocol proposed in [171], based on [170], computes a subnetwork such that there
is a minimum energy-path between a pair of nodes (i and j) in the subnetwork for
every pair (i-j) of nodes connected in the original network. A minimum energy-
path means a path allowing messages to be transmitted with a minimum use of
energy. After all, nodes have GPS on board in order to know their location within
at least 5 meters of accuracy, which ensures that the minimum used energy is
enough for a transmission. The solution proposed in [170] is designed for static
nodes, where the solution proposed in [171] takes into account the mobility of the
nodes. In [172] a distributed algorithm is proposed, also based on [170] in terms of
designing location-based, distributed topology-control algorithm (increasing net-
work lifetime). However it uses directional information instead of exact location
information, and it is not coupled with any radio propagation model. A node
increases its transmission power until it finds a neighbor node in every direction.
The node power-consumption that guarantees a maximum connected node set is
based only on this directional information.
The power control topology scheme described in [173] uses the idea of logarith-
mic change in power depending on the number of neighbors. Two distributed
heuristics (for mobile networks) are presented, Local Information No Topology
(LINT) and Local Information Link-State Topology (LILT), that adaptively adjust
node transmit powers in response to topological changes and attempt to maintain
a connected topology using a minimum power. Both are zero-overhead schemes,
since they do not use any special control messages for their operation. The LINT
approach uses locally available neighbor information (collected by a routing proto-
col) attempting to keep the degree (number of neighbors) of each node bounded.
The LILT scheme uses both the available neighbor information and exploits the
global topology information that is available from some routing protocols (like
link-state protocols). It is shown by means of an emulation of a power-controllable
radio and a detailed channel model that the performance of multihop wireless net-
works in practice can be substantially increased with topology control. A similar
approach is proposed in [174] proactively choosing from the set of available neigh-
bors if there are more than k neighbors. The neighbors in the transmission range
are discovered (with initial power p0). If the number of neighbors is greater than
the desired number k (k = 6 is used in the simulations in [174]), then the transmis-
sion power is decreased. And the closest neighbors are retained as the neighboring
nodes and the rest is purged from the neighboring list. If the number of neighbors
is less than k, then the transmission power is increased. According to Theorem 1
[175] and [174] the kth nearest neighbors graph is k-connected if k ≥ 3 is fixed.
The change of the desired transmit power pd in [174] is applied by using a loga-
rithmic increase and decrease of power (as in [173]) depending on the number of
neighbors:pd = pc − 5 ∗ ε ∗ log( dd

dc
) [dB] where pc is the current used power, dd the
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desired number of neighbors, dc, the current number of neighbors and the value
ε is usually between 2 and 5. The topology control algorithm presented in [174]
is implemented using the neighbor management functions available in the AODV
routing protocol. In [176], based on the underlying device energy consumption
model and two-dimensional Poisson node distribution, an analytical model is pro-
posed in order to investigate the optimal value of the radio transmission range.
The knowledge of the node locations is used in order to design a transmission
strategy to ensure the packet progress towards the final destination. From the
study it is concluded that the optimal transmission radius is influenced more by
the nodal density than the network coverage area. The trade-off between reaching
more nodes in a single hop using a higher transmit power and reaching fewer
nodes using a lower transmit power is investigated in [177] and a scalable, power-
efficient broadcast algorithm, Broadcast over Local Spanning Subgraph (BLSS), is
proposed for wireless ad hoc networks. It is shown that multi-hop broadcast is
more power-efficient when α ≥ 2.2, where α is a path loss exponent in the ra-
dio propagation model P(r, α) = c0 ∗ rα + c1, where r is the distance between the
transmitter and receiver (it is assumed for a simplicity that c0 = 1 and c1 = 0).
The Free Space Model and Two-Ray Ground Model are used in the simulations. It
is concluded that each node should relay broadcast messages by using a transmit
power as small as possible, as long as it can ensure the delivery.

Antagonists of power control approaches argued that the adjusting of the power
level introduces asymmetrics links while the CS range is always symmetric. How-
ever, in a real world both asymmetric links and asymmetric CS ranges exist [178].
That is why there is plenty of work in this field focusing not only on power saving
or power control, but also on spatial reuse that employs the IEEE 802.11 physi-
cal carrier sensing. One part of the research in this field focuses on dependences
and tradeoffs between the transmit power and the carrier sense threshold [79], [80],
an other part focuses on carrier sense threshold adjustment [81], [82] [83]. In
[83] the proposed algorithm allows more flows to co-exist in 802.11-based hotspot
wireless networks. The Dynamic Spatial Backoff, proposed in [81], dynamically
adjusts the carrier sense threshold and transmission rate based on consecutive
successful/failed transmissions.

11.2 Basic power control

11.2.1 Basic power control algorithm

Our basic1 power control protocol presented in this section is a power control
protocol which does not interact with the MAC layer, but designed in order to

1In [74] the BASIC power control protocol is proposed but the name of this protocol and our
protocol is just a coincidence, the protocols have nothing in common. From now on, when we use the
name basic power control protocol, we mean the protocol that is presented in this section.
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support the link layer communication. The basic idea of this protocol is to adjust
the power if the number of neighbors increases in order to achieve a better spatial
reuse, a better throughput and a smaller packet loss. Each node can estimate how
many neighbors it has in its 1-hop neighborhood, based on successfully detected
signals or using the table that is built by the routing mechanism. If the number of
neighbors is different from our desired number of neighbors, NrNDESIRED, then
we adjust the power. The basic principle is similar to the one introduced in [174],
but has a different purpose, namely power control instead of topology control. In
the algorithm, presented below, we do not purge any neighbor from the list, but
only adjust the power.

Algorithm 1: Basic power control

- upon change in number of neighbors -

1 : IF(NrNi <= NrNDESIRED)
2 : PtTR = PtMAX ;

3.1 : ELSE IF(NrNi < NrNi−1 OR NrNi > NrNi−1)
4 : PtDIFF = 1

NrNDESIRED
∗ log10(

NrNi
NrNDESIRED

) ∗ PtTR−1;
5.1 : PtTR = PtMAX − PtDIFF;
6 : ELSE
7 : Do nothing.

In the Algorithm 1 NrN is the current number of neighbors, and PtMAX is the
maximum transmit power. First, we check if the current number of neighbors is
larger than the desired number of neighbors. If it is not the case the transmit
power is set to the maximum (line 2). If NrN is larger than the desired number
of neighbors, the basic power control algorithm is executed (lines from 3 to 7).
Further on, if the number of neighbors increases (NrNi > NrNi−1), the transmit
power decreases and if the number of neighbors decreases (NrNi < NrNi−1) the
transmit power is increased. The increase or decrease of the power is hidden in the
fraction NrNi

NrNDESIRED
which is used in the formula in line 4, estimating the difference

of the power level (PtDIFF). The new transmit power level (PtTR) depends on the
logarithmic change (increase or decrease) of the number of 1-hop neighbors (with
respect to the desired number of neighbors) and the prior transmit power value
(PtTR−1). This way, the network information is used (the change in the number of
neighbors) and the history about already used power levels. A logarithmic change
ensures that the transmit power level is "corrected" fast enough in the beginning
(when a node joins a network), and later on, adjusted mildly. Taking the historical
values of the transmit power level allows for an evolutionary adjustment of the
transmit power level.
If the change of the number of neighbors is not the case, the algorithm does noth-
ing (line 7), hence the last used transmit power is used again.
An alternative approach to change the transmit power, when the number of neigh-
bors decreases, is as follows:

3.2 : IF(NrNi < NrNi−1)
5.2 : Take the corresponding power from the ListNP,
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where the list ListNP maintains consecutive numbers of neighbors and corre-
sponding transmission powers. However from the simulations it is shown that
the first approach (line 5.1) is better than the second (line 5.2), because every
time when an increase in the number of neighbors is followed by a decrease, the
algorithm corrects the value of the transmit power (e.g. for NrNCURRENT = 7,
the transmit power is PtTR = 6, 792693 [mW], then for NrNCURRENT = 8 (first
increase), PtTR = 6, 731419 [mW], NrNCURRENT = 7 (first decrease), PtTR =
6, 801166 [mW], NrNCURRENT = 8 (second increase), PtTR = 6, 731153 [mW]).
This correction of the value of the transmit power always takes into account the
power history from all ’rounds’. The first approach is better not only because it
achieves a better performance but also because the nodes do not need to store the
list ListNP with the numbers of neighbors and their corresponding powers.
Figure 11.3 shows the change of the power for the first (PowerSc_5) and second
approach (PowerSc_C_5). In order to see this small correction of values a zoom
of the plot is shown. The increase and decrease (PtDIFF) in the desired transmis-

Figure 11.3: Change of the transmit power using approaches from line 5.1 and 5.2 of Algorithm 1

sion power PtTR is limited by the maximum and minimum power specified by the
transceiver used by the nodes.
The algorithm is executed each time when the number of neighbors changes.In
addition, first, it is assumed that NrNDESIRED is fixed and equal to 5, however
different values of NrNDESIRED can be used. Figure 11.4 shows the change of
the power for NrNDESIRED equal to 3, 4, 5, 6, respectively. In order to see this
small correction of values a zoom of the plot is shown. The increase and decrease
(PtDIFF) in the desired transmission power PtTR is limited by the maximum and
minimum power specified by the transceiver used by the nodes.
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Figure 11.4: Transmit power with different values of NrNDESIRED

11.2.2 Basic power control evaluation

The proposed basic power control mechanism is implemented in the ns-2.27 net-
work simulator [47]. The simulations have been carried out for various topologies
and scenarios. The performance of the network with different traffic (CBR, TCP
and mixed) is analyzed. The figures below show the evolution of throughput,
delay and packet loss. The following performance metrics are used:

• Total packets received

• Average Throughput - TotalNr_recv
Transbitrate∗TimeSim

[Mbps]

• Average Delay

• Packets Loss (PL) -
TotalNr_drop
TotalNr_sent

.

In Table 11.1 we present the simulation parameters. The Shadowing Propagation
Model [47] is applied with different parameters in order to analyze the perfor-
mance of the considered protocols and the standard IEEE 802.11 DCF in different
interference environments. Hence, different fading effects e.g Outdoor - Shadowed
urban area, Office hard or soft partition, Factory, line-of-sight or obstructed are consid-
ered.
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Parameter Values
Number of nodes 8, 25
Simulations area (m) 500 x 500
Topology Ring, Random
Transmission range (m) 100, 250
Radio Propagation Model Shadowing
Traffic model CBR, TCP, mixed
Packets size (bytes) 512
Simulation time (s) 50, 400
Bandwidth 2Mbps
Routing DSR

Table 11.1: Basic power control evaluation: simulations parameters

First, the basic power control protocol is compared with IEEE 802.11 DCF for the
ring topology (Figure 11.5). The traffic consists of four CBR flows with packet

Figure 11.5: Basic power control evaluation: ring topology

sizes of 512. Figure 11.6 shows the total packets received by nodes 1, 2, 4, 6 for
the standard (a) and basic power control protocol (b), respectively. Notice that the
basic power control protocol leads to a higher degree of fairness than the IEEE
802.11 standard.
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(a) IEEE 802.11 DCF

(b) Basic power control

Figure 11.6: Ring topology
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The same simulations have been executed with a packet size equal to 1024 bytes,
where the Capture Threshold (CP) is tuned (between 10 which is the default value
and 6). Table 11.2 lists the packets received per node in particular periods of time,
such as: 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 440 and 770 seconds, where the CP equals 6. A magenta
color of fields points out the worst BPC and DCF performance, where the DCF
performance is better than the BPC performance. A yellow color of fields points
out a reversed situation. A cyan color of fields points out a slight worse perfor-
mance of a BPC flow in comparison with a DCF flow.
Using a lower value of CP threshold decreases the fairness between flows in some
period of times, however it increases the performance in terms of total packets
received. The basic power control manages to transmit successfully 1602 pack-
ets more than the 802.11 DCF standard experiencing less collisions (DCF experi-
ences 30611 collisions, while BPC experiences 27478 collisions) with CP equal to 6.
However, between 20 and 50 seconds the 1st flow (magenta color in the BPC per-

Time (sec) −→ 5 10 20 50 100 400 770
Flow1

DCF 98 239 535 1294 2497 9188 17195
Flow2

DCF 102 159 446 1071 2266 8446 15992
Flow3

DCF 101 256 503 1087 2071 8050 15040
Flow4

DCF 82 198 326 1009 1941 8627 17808
SUM of all packet = 66035

Flow1
BPC 138 152 211 760 2033 9583 18409

Flow2
BPC 152 341 610 1378 2651 9341 17012

Flow3
BPC 91 182 506 1186 2205 7950 16074

Flow4
BPC 80 191 469 1219 2280 8827 16142

SUM of all packet = 67637

Table 11.2: Packets received vs. time interval per node

formance), scheduled with the basic power control scheme, achieves much worse
performance than the other flows using the same scheme and also a worse per-
formance than the DCF worst performing flow (4th -magenta color in the DCF
performance) in this period of time. At 100 seconds the performance of the 1st

flow (yellow color in the BPC performance) is increased, and although it is still a
bit worse than the other BPC’s flows, it performs already better than the 4th DCF
flow (yellow color in the DCF performance). At 400 seconds the 1st BPC flow is
not the worst any longer (only it has now the best performance). However, the 3rd

BPC flow (magenta color) receives 100 packets less than the worst DCF flow (3rd

-magenta color), however this situation is reversed at 770 seconds. By analyzing
the throughput at 770 seconds, a considerable advantage in packets received using
the power control scheme can be observed, since all flows transmit successfully
more than 1600 packets, where two DCF flows received less than 1600 packets.
From our simulations (not shown in the thesis) we could also notice that when CP
(Capture threshold) equals 10dB and the basic power control is used, the fairness
is already improved (also comparing to DCF, e.g. for t = 400sec., the flows 1− 4
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transmit successfully 8954, 8794, 8655, and 8631 packets, respectively), however
the total packets received gain is smaller in the end of the simulation (723 more
packets received). Nevertheless, the tuning of the CP threshold while using the
basic power control scheme, can be used in the case of the tradeoff between the
throughput and fairness between flows.

We have also simulated four different scenarios for CBR, TCP and mixed traffic
for 25 nodes with 11 flows in a 500x500 area (in order to achieve high interference
environments). Figures 11.7.a-b show the packet loss for scenario 1 and 4 and
Figure 11.8 depicts the throughput of the basic power control protocol (#) with
respect to the standard (*) in scenario 1.

Power control 802.11 DCF Power control 802.11 DCF
TCP traffic CBR traffic

Throughput 0.114560 0.017095 0.034883 0.021969
(1) - Pkts Recv 8502 (!) 2440 (!) 3084 2695

Delay 0.03624 0.6519 0.00311 0.0872
Pkts Loss 0.005723 0.212277 0.0083 0.16975

Throughput 0.069693 0.050897 0.03566 0.019471
(2) - Pkts Recv 7781 6314 3159 2797

Delay 0.05285 0.16768 0.01515 3.898403
Pkts Loss 0.048772 0.0886 0.045469 0.320982

Throughput 0.119048 0.062599 0.03392 0.018366
(3) - Pkts Recv 8908 7675 3594 2673

Delay 0.03298 0.0746 0.014628 2.7046
Pkts Loss 0.010156 0.045226 0.09508 0.313392

Throughput 0.110688 0.04401 0.02752 0.017837
(4) - Pkts Recv 8819 6007 3946 2680

Delay 0.01445 0.13928 0.072037 3.742521
Pkts Loss 0.009132 0.13221 0.14165 0.336145

Table 11.3: SCENARIO 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively: TCP || CBR traffic

Table 11.3 (results on the left) presents the total network throughput (in Mbps), the
total aggregate delay (in sec) and packet loss for all scenarios for TCP traffic with
a packet size of 512 bytes. In the first scenario the performance of the standard is
really bad, because the total number of packets received by the nodes in the whole
network is equal to 2440, where in the case of the power control scheme the nodes
have received more than 8000 packets. We can also notice that our protocol has a
better throughput performance. The delay and packet loss is always much better
as well.
In Table 11.3 (results on the right) the results for four scenarios for CBR traffic
are presented. In this table a red color points out a huge improvement of the BPC
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(a) SCENARIO 1: Packet Loss- TCP traffic

(b) SCENARIO 4: Packet Loss- TCP traffic

Figure 11.7: PL evaluation of basic power control (PowerSc5) vs. 802.11 DCF

performance over DCF in term of the total number of packets received. A magenta
color of fields points out a big improvement of the BPC performance over DCF in
term of the total number of packets received. A yellow color of fields illustrates a
much worse delay performance of DCF, and a green color a much worse packet loss
performance. Figures 11.9 and 11.10 show the throughput of the power control
scheme compared to IEEE 802.11 for the first and second scenario. For clarity, we
have indicated the range of the values of our protocol by means of dots. We can see
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Figure 11.8: SCENARIO 1: Throughput- TCP traffic

that our protocol is stable and has a constant fluctuation between the consecutive
values of the throughput. The standard behaves unpredictable, the variability is
high and it never achieves a better performance than our protocol. Figures 11.11a-
b present the delay of our protocol and the standard. We can also notice that the
delay variation in case of the basic power control protocol is considerably smaller
than using the IEEE 802.11 DCF protocol.
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Figure 11.9: SCENARIO 1: Throughput- CBR traffic

Figure 11.10: SCENARIO 2: Throughput- CBR traffic
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(a) SCENARIO 1: Delay - CBR traffic

(b) SCENARIO 4: Delay - CBR traffic

Figure 11.11: Basic power control (PowerSc5) -up vs. 802.11 DCF -down
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We have also performed simulations with mixed (CBR and TCP) traffic. In these
simulations the number of flows is equal to 22. Table 11.4 shows the results for
four scenarios with mixed traffic, CBR and TCP traffic. A red color of fields points
out a very bad performance of DCF in terms of total number of packets received in
comparison with the BPC performance. A yellow color of field illustrates a much
worse delay performance of DCF. A green color of field shows a much worse
packet loss performance of DCF. From the table we can easily notice that the
standard can not handle such high interference level network, where basic power
control protocol manages to achieve a very good performance (with respect to the
standard) thanks to power adjustments.

Power control 802.11 DCF
Throughput (Mbps) 0.100346 0.030749

(1) - Pkts Recv 9324 2861
Delay (sec) 0.06591 1.45404
Pkts Loss 0.015394 0.249921

Throughput (Mbps) 0.072215 0.018287
(2) - Pkts Recv 9343 2777

Delay (sec) 0.10695 2.028767
Pkts Loss 0.026165 0.320969

Throughput (Mbps) 0.060367 0.019081
(3) - Pkts Recv 8770 2948

Delay (sec) 0.38888 3.58586
Pkts Loss 0.039468 0.305251

Throughput (Mbps) 0.059147 0.015889
(4) - Pkts Recv 7972 2430

Delay (sec) 0.33688 2.1896
Pkts Loss 0.064219 0.306257

Table 11.4: SCENARIO 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively: mixed traffic

Figure 11.12 shows the performance of the throughput and Figure 11.13 compares
the packet loss of the standard and the power control scheme.
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Figure 11.12: Basic power control vs. 802.11 DCF - scenario 1: Throughput- Power control (up),
802.11 (down), mixed traffic

Figure 11.13: SCENARIO 1: Packet Loss- mixed traffic
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11.2.3 Performance of the basic power control protocol with BP
solution and CT enhancements

In this section we present simulations of the basic power control protocol with
enhancements of the IEEE 802.11 standard presented in Chapter 7. The first en-
hancement which we use is the blocking problem (BP) solution, which considers a
situation in which nodes that have overheard an RTS packet, do not need to de-
fer to the end of an outgoing transmission, because their transmission does not
interfere with the primary transmission. Reasons why their transmissions do not
corrupt the outgoing transmission can be different, namely, "interfering" nodes
can already have moved outside the range of the expected DATA transmission by
the time of this transmission, or, if nodes use different transmit powers (adjusted
periodically), there is also the possibility that if a node overhears an RTS packet
intended to another node, perhaps it does not need to defer for the whole trans-
mission period since its power is low enough to not interfere.
We shortly remind that in this work the NAV duration is divided into RTS De-
fer Time and an Additional Defer Time if the channel is assessed to be busy during
the Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) time. First the nodes that overhear an RTS
packet defer for an RTS Defer Time duration of time. After deferring nodes check
if the channel is busy. If it is the case, then they defer for an Additional Defer
Time duration. Otherwise the node concludes that the channel is idle and it can
contend for it. We also remind that in this work we consider two different RTS
Defer Time durations of time in order to analyze which duration is more applica-
ble and to which scenario and scheme, namely, to a static or mobile network, with
or without a power control protocol, where nodes can have different power levels
which is more likely for real ad hoc conditions. These two different RTS Defer Time
durations of time we called blocking timings, a shorter and longer blocking timing.
Details about their duration can be found in Section 7.1.2 (formulas 7.2 and 7.1).

The second enhancement which we use is the concurrent transmission (CT) solution
of the exposed parallel senders2. The IEEE 802.11 DCF does not support parallel
transmission, hence, all neighbors of the primary sender and the primary receiver
have to defer till the end of the primary transmission. We remind that in our work
we allow exposed parallel senders to schedule their transmission under certain
conditions. Exposed parallel senders estimate how much their transmission could
interfere at the primary receiver. They estimate the possible SINR that the primary
receiver would get, if an exposed parallel sender transmits. If this value is below
a certain threshold an exposed parallel sender has to defer, otherwise it schedules
its transmission. Details of the algorithm can be found in Section 7.2.1.

In the results below, plotted in different figures, Ex means that the CT solution
is applied with the longer blocking timing of the BP solution, and Ex∗ with the
shorter blocking timing. We have carried out simulations with different scenarios
for the CBR, TCP and mixed traffic for 25, 50, 100 nodes, in a static and mobile

2An exposed parallel sender is a sender in a transmission range of the primary receiver.
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network in a 1000mx1000m area and a 500mx500m area. In all figures below PScx
means Power Control Scheme with the desired number of neighbors equal to x,
where x =3, 4, 5, 6. PScx without Ex means that the longer blocking timing has
been used. In the first two Figures, 11.14 and 11.15, different labels have been used
in order to differentiate particular cases of the protocols in the comparison below.

Figure 11.14: Basic power control with MAC enhancements vs. 802.11 DCF: throughput: 25
nodes, static

First we have compared the performance while two enhancements are applied,
then these enhancements plus the basic power control mechanism (with NrNDESIRED
equal to 3) against the IEEE 802.11 standard plus our basic power control algorithm
and against the pure IEEE 802.11 standard.
In the first simulation a network is composed of 25 static nodes where 11 flows
of CBR traffic are run. In Figure 11.14 we notice that the throughput performance
of the IEEE 802.11 standard is the worst. The enhancements improve the per-
formance of the network (Ex -0.023696 Mbps (not illustrated in the figure) and Ex∗
-0.022684 Mbps). When the basic power control mechanism is added to the standard
the throughput performance improves a lot. The basic power control scheme with
the enhancements with shorter blocking timing outperforms the other protocols,
where the solution with longer blocking timing has the second best performance.
Figure 11.15 shows the packet loss for all these protocols, in particular the packet
loss for the standard, the enhancements with longer (Ex) and shorter (Ex∗) block-
ing timing. We can easily notice that the packet loss of the standard is the worst
(0.320969) and the packet loss of the enhancements with the shorter blocking tim-
ing is the best (0.294363) among the approaches without the basic power control.
Below the packet loss of the standard with the basic power control scheme is
added and the enhancements with the basic power control mechanism are shown.
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Figure 11.15: Basic power control with MAC enhancements vs. 802.11 DCF: Packet Loss: 25
nodes, static

The smallest packet loss (0.026165) is achieved by the power adjustment mecha-
nism with two enhancements with shorter blocking timing.

We have analyzed the basic power control algorithm with different values of the
NrNDESIRED, namely, 3, 4, 5 and 6 in the static and mobile network. For the static
network 4 different scenarios for 25 nodes have been run with 15 CBR flows (512
bytes packet size). In the static network the power control with NrNDESIRED equal
to 3 seems to have the best throughput performance. The second best throughput
performance is achieved by the basic power control with NrNDESIRED equal to 4.
Figure 11.16 shows the throughput performance of four power control schemes
for one of the scenarios. In the case of packet loss, the situation is not so clear,
because in two scenarios the smallest packet loss is observed for the basic power
control algorithm with NrNDESIRED equal to 3 and in two others the power control
algorithm with NrNDESIRED equal to 4, where the second smallest packet loss is
achieved by the power control algorithm with NrNDESIRED equal to 5 and 6.

Twelve different scenarios have been run for a mobile vehicle network, where
10 (m/s) ≤ SpeedMaximal ≤ 120 (m/s). In the slower scenarios (10 (m/s) ≤
SpeedMaximal ≤ 60 (m/s)) the best throughput performance has the power control
scheme with NrNDESIRED equal to 3 and then 4. In faster scenarios (70 (m/s) ≤
SpeedMaximal ≤ 120 (m/s)) the best throughput performance is achieved by the
power control scheme with NrNDESIRED equal to 5 and then 4. The smallest
packet loss in the slower and faster scenarios is observed for the basic power
control scheme with NrNDESIRED equal to 4 and then 5.

Two scenarios have also been executed for a mobile pedestrian network (with
maximal speeds 1.5 (m/s) and 2.5 (m/s)) for the different power schemes and
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Figure 11.16: Basic power control with MAC enhancements- throughput: power schemes

they have been compared to the IEEE 802.11 standard. The best throughput per-
formance is achieved by the basic power control scheme with NrNDESIRED equal
to 4 and then 5, where the worst is observed for the IEEE 802.11 standard. The
smallest packet loss (Figure 11.17), like in the mobile vehicle network, is achieved
by the basic power control scheme with NrNDESIRED equal to 4 and then 5, where
the worst packet loss is observed for the IEEE 802.11 standard.

Figure 11.17: Basic power control with MAC enhancements- Packet loss: 1.5(m/s) (left), 2.5(m/s)
(right)

The performance of the mobile network with 50 nodes and 23 CBR flows has been
analyzed. In the first scenario a static network has been simulated and in the
second, a mobile network. The movement of the nodes is random and the nodes
move in a 1000mx1000m area. In both cases the performance of the basic power
control protocol is much better than the standard. In Figure 11.18 the through-
put performance is presented in the static network for the basic power control
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protocol (with NrNDESIRED equal to 5) with enhancements compared to the IEEE
802.11 standard. Note that, our power control protocol performs very well and

Figure 11.18: Basic power control with MAC enhancements- throughput, 50 nodes, static

stable from the beginning to end of the simulation, whereas the performance of
the legacy protocol is noticeable worse and degrading seriously after 80 seconds
of the simulations.
In Figure 11.19 the packet loss is presented both for the static and mobile network
of the power control protocol with respect to the standard. The packet loss of the
IEEE 802.11 standard for the static network (0.377322) is much smaller than for the
mobile network (0.801431). In case of the basic power control protocol we cannot
see such a big difference, namely, the packet loss in the static network is equal to
0.04000 and in the mobile network equal to 0.04379.
A mobile network with 100 nodes and 50 CBR flows has also been simulated. The
movement of the nodes is random and the nodes move in a 1000mx1000m area.
The maximum speed is equal 10(m/s). Figure 11.20 depicts the packet loss for the
standard compared to all the power control schemes.
Summarizing, the basic power control algorithm with NrNDESIRED equal to 3
achieves the best throughput performance in static networks and mobile networks
with the maximum speed of the nodes from 10 to 60 (m/s). The power control
algorithm with NrNDESIRED equal to 4 has the best performance in mobile pedes-
trian networks, where the maximal speed is between 0 (thus static nodes) and
2.5 (m/s). It also strongly outperforms other schemes and the 802.11 standard
in the mobile network with 100 nodes, placed in the a 500mx500m area. In all
scenarios mentioned above the same conclusion holds for packet loss as well.
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Figure 11.19: Basic power control with MAC enhancements- Packet loss, 50 nodes, static and
mobile

Figure 11.20: Basic power control with MAC enhancements- Packet loss: 100 nodes, mobile
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11.3 Enhanced power control protocol

In this section the basic power control protocol (see Section 11.2) is redesigned
and called the enhanced power control. The basic idea of the basic power control
mechanism is to adjust the power if the number of neighbors increases in order
to achieve a better spatial reuse, better throughput and smaller packet loss. In the
basic scheme the power level depends on the number of recognized 1-hop active
neighbors. If the current number of neighbors (NrN) is different from the desired
number of neighbors (NrNDESIRED) the power level is adjusted.
The enhanced power control (Algorithm 2 presented below) is not based primarily
on the number of neighbors while estimating the desired transmit power (PtTR),
but on the noise level in the neighborhood. The noise level is measured by assess-
ing the current SINR value. However, a piece of information about the desired and
current number of 1-hop active neighbors is also considered (line 1), but it does
not influence the general algorithm as strong as in the basic power control. In this
section it is assumed that the NrNDESIRED is fixed and equal to 3 (the value ob-
tained based on the numerous simulations). For each increase or decrease (PtDIFF
-line 1) in the PtTR, the transmit power history (PtTR−1) is taken into account. The
speed of the decrease or increase (lines 3, 5, 7, 9) is regulated by the variable ζ (2
and 3 values are used in simulations -see Section 12.3). A decrease of the power
is faster than an increase. In some of the simulations the ζ equals 1, this implies
that in line 3 of the Algorithm 2, (ζ − 1) is skipped, which means that the speed
of an increase of the power is equal to the speed of a decrease. If the noise level
(lines 2-5) in the vicinity is low (the current SINR, SINRCURRENT , is larger than
the threshold SINRTHRESHOLD), the power level increases, otherwise the power
level decreases. Irrespectively of the current level of SINR the power decreases
when a packet is dropped (lines 6-9), because the packet is abandoned anyway.
The pseudocode of the enhanced power control algorithm is presented below:

Algorithm 2: Enhanced power control

-recovery mechanism || dropped packet-

1 : PtDIFF = 1
NrNDESIRED

∗ log10( NrN
NrNDESIRED

) ∗ PtTR−1;

2 : IF (SINRCURRENT > SINRTHRESHOLD)
3 : PtTR = PtTR−1 + (ζ − 1) ∗ PtDIFF;
4 : ELSE
5 : PtTR = PtMAX − (ζ) ∗ PtDIFF;
where PtMAX is maximal PtTR;

6 : IF(Drop and RatioColl > RatioCollTHR)
7 : PtTR = PtMAX − (ζ + 1) ∗ PtDIFF;
8 : ELSE
9 : PtTR = PtMAX − (ζ) ∗ PtDIFF;

Signal propagation ranges consist of the transmission (TR), carrier sense (CSR) and
interference (IR) ranges, where IR > CSR > TR. The nodes being in the TR can
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communicate with a low error rate. The nodes in the CSR can detect an incoming
signal but no communication is possible between nodes in the CS range. Finally
the signal may not be detected in the IR (therefore it is also called a background
noise). Then nodes can neither receive nor send a message successfully nor detect
a carrier sense. Thanks to the power level decrease in the enhanced power control,
the number of collisions is expected to be lower since the coverage of the TR and
in consequence the CS range (basically CSR = 2 ∗ TR) are lower. By decreasing
the power, a node gives opportunity to other nodes to access the wireless channel,
which leads to the enhancement of the fairness between nodes. Notice that the
power level decreases, if a node has to retransmit and the noise level is too high
or when a packet has been dropped. On the other hand, the power level increases
if a node has a too low reception of the noise, which can mean that the signal
strength of the other nodes (so its connectivity) is too low.

Differently from the enhanced power control mechanism the ζ variable is absent in
the basic power control and if the power has to increase (when NrN ≤ NrNDESIRED)
then the power level is set to the maximum PtMAX , no smooth decrease is con-
sidered. However, based on our extensive simulations, we have noticed that an
appropriate transmission power level is really important, since if the rate of de-
crease/increase is too fast or too slow, the protocol can be either too conservative
or too aggressive. Selecting a too high transmit power reduces the number of
forwarding nodes needed to reach an intended destination, however, it creates
excessive interferences in a wireless shared medium. Choosing a lower transmit
power, on the other hand, decreases interferences sensed by potential senders but
a packet requires a larger number of forwarding nodes on the way to its intended
receiver. An adjustment of a transmit power meaningfully affects the connectiv-
ity in a network. This has also an influence on the performance of the network
layer. Therefore, choosing a pseudo-optimal (smooth increase/decrease) power level
is important in mobile ad hoc networks.
Notice that in [179] a power change is not smooth at all, which required an opti-
mistic centralized power-aware routing strategy in order to accomplish the goals
assumed by the CSMA/PB protocol. The PASA [180] protocol uses already 10
different power levels corresponding to adequate ranges (from 40 till 250 meters).
However, the PASA requires the distances between senders and receivers in the
NPT table as well as the minimum power for the next hop (for mobile cases) and
corresponding power for RTS and CTS packets. This solution is not only complex
but also unreliable in real mobile conditions. The information about applicable
powers and distances is not only difficult to gather but these informations cannot
be always (if at all possible) up-to-date in a mobile environment.

Evaluation of the enhanced power control protocol can be found is Section 12.3.7,
since the protocol is there compared also against the cross-layer protocol presented
in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 12
A cross-layer PHY-MAC protocol (SNAPdMac)

Numerous MAC protocols for ad hoc networks typically use a fixed transmit
power level without using any transmit power control. The CSMA/CA mecha-
nism, used by the IEEE 802.11 DCF mechanism, also assumes that each node uses
a certain fixed transmission power for each transmission1. However, nowadays
wireless nodes are usually equipped with batteries that provide a limited amount
of energy. Since the power level determines the network topology, the battery life
extension is an important factor in ad hoc networks. Moreover, while in wired
LAN access protocols assumption that all members can hear each other’s trans-
missions is a default, it is definitely not a valid assumption in the wireless world.
If a wireless MAC protocols ignores the reality of interference, and assumes that
all stations are close enough to each other to hear each other directly, the obtained
performance would be very low, and usability would suffer. Depending on the
number of active nodes, the density of the network affects the energy consump-
tion, because with an increasing number of collisions and retransmissions, the
expenditure of energy increases as well.
One well known direction to save energy and reuse the channel is by manipulating
the power (saving or controlling) or the Carrier Sense threshold. Another direction
is focused on enhancements of the IEEE 802.11 MAC since the existing standard
does not meet multihop mobile ad hoc network expectations. The weaknesses and
unfairness of the binary back-off algorithm (BEB) of the IEEE 802.11 DCF and CW
resetting scheme used by this standard is the motivation to improve/change the
back-off mechanism and the resetting CW algorithm.

1IEEE 802.11 supports integrated power management, called Power Saving Mechanism (Section 3.6).
Stations can tell each other how long they plan to "sleep" before they will be ready to accept data again.
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In the following section we present the cross-layer protocols found in the litera-
ture, that consider both the power control techniques and enhancements on the
MAC level. In the following subsection we propose our solution, the croSs layer
Noise Aware Power driven MAC (SNAPdMac) protocol.

12.1 Related work in cross-layer protocols

The Power Adaptation for Starvation Avoidance (PASA) algorithm has been de-
signed in [180] following the observation from [77] that the RTS/CTS collision
avoidance mechanism of the 802.11 DCF cannot eliminate collisions completely.
In consequence this leads to a channel capture where a channel is monopolized by
a single or a few nodes. The authors of [180] studied how to control the transmis-
sion power properly in order to offer a better fairness and throughput by avoid-
ing a channel capture. According to the PASA algorithm a node starts an RTS
transmission with the maximum power. If a full transmission (ACK is received)
succeeds and the transmission counter exceeds its upper bound the node uses a
lower power level in order to give other nodes the opportunity to use the channel.
If an RTS transmission fails and the retry counter exceeds its upper bound, the
node increases its power level. To make the PASA algorithm work, a Neighbor
Power Table (NPT) is mainted by each node including information such as: id of
the node, the distance in meters between a transmiter and receiver, the minimum
power corresponding to the power required to maintain this connection, RTS and
CTS powers. The minimum power required has to be maintained according to
the distance, which should be obtained through some location service. The power
level increases exponentially and decreases linearly in the PASA. Only simula-
tions in a random network have been done with 25 nodes uniformly distributed
in a 1000x1000 meters area with 10 different topologies. In these simulations there
has been shown that the PASA improves the fairness (by estimating Jain’s fairness
index (see definition in Chapter 6) of the sending bitrate), however it suffers from
the degradation of the throughput. In the random scenario the PASA achieves
31.43% better Jain’s fairness index when the minimum transmit power is set and
19.92% if it is not set. However, the throughput performance is 20.94% worse
when the minimum transmit power is not set and 3% when it is set. The PASA
outperforms the IEEE 802.11 standard in hidden terminal, source capture and received
capture cases (only 3 nodes in these cases). However, in mobile ad hoc scenarios
maintaing the NPT table with "fresh” data is not realistic taking into account in-
terferences, fading effects, movement of the nodes and death or a appearance of a
node.
The Carrier Sense Multiple Access Protocol with Power Backoff (CSMA/PB) has
been presented in [179]. The CSMA/PB reduces the tranmission power level in
order to avoid collisions, following the observation that in a smaller transmission
area, interferences and contentions are expected to be reduced. The four cases
of the combination of the CSMA/PB with the time backoff have been defined as:
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direct -spatial backoff followed by backoff in time, power first -alternating spatial
and temporal backoff, time first -alternating backoff in time and then in space and
power first with copy mechanism to avoid asymmetrics links (see details in [179]).
Results obtained in [179] are based on an optimistic centralized power-aware routing
strategy which illustrates the potential of the power backoff. When evaluating
the CSMA/PB protocol, "only” three transmit power levels have been investigated
(the transmit power for 250m, 100m and 40m, respectively), where, a power de-
crease is fast and therefore it is really important that routing takes power levels
into account. Each node has to maintain the routing table T[1..N, 1..n] with entries
for each of N destinations at each of n power levels.

12.2 Cross-layer PHY-MAC protocol (SNAPdMac)

Our croSs layer Noise Aware Power driven MAC (SNAPdMac) protocol has been
designed in order to meet mobile ad hoc users expectations. The goal of the
SNAPdMac protocol is to save energy (which leads to an extension of the life-
time of nodes) thanks to the reduction of the number of collisions. However, the
SNAPdMac protocol does not degrade throughput performance and fairness in
terms of the throughput and sending rate, while fulfilling these goals.
The SNAPdMac protocol tackles a couple of problems that exist in the current
implementation of the standard. It does this by two means: first it concentrates
on the flexible adjustment of the upper and lower bounds of the CW to lower
the number of collisions (see also Chapter 8.3). Secondly, it uses a power control
scheme to limit the waste of energy and also to lower the number of collisions.
Hence, it has a MAC-PHY cross-layer architecture.
To tackle the inefficient use of the back-off window in the standard, we devel-
oped a MAC protocol that makes use of our prior work from Section 8.3, namely
Enhanced selection Bounds algorithm (EsB), during the recovery stage. The EsB
adjusts the lower and upper bound of the CW range, taking into account the
number of retransmission attempts, the 1-hop active neighbors, and the remain-
ing battery level. During the Resetting stage the CW value is reset to a value which
depends on the history of collisions. This forms the MAC part of the SNAPdMac
protocol and results in a reduction of the number of collisions.
The goal is not only to lower the number of collisions, but also to save energy.
If we reflect on the reason why messages collide, it becomes clear that this is be-
cause too many nodes are too close to each other. They could be positioned a few
meters from each other, but their transmission range is far greater than these few
meters. Hence, the nodes are too close to each other relative to their respective
transmission range. This not only results in a higher number of collisions, but also
in an excessive use of energy to transmit a packet.
The SNAPdMac power control part is based on this observation and it lowers its
transmission power (while observing too high noise in the vicinity) when it does
not receive the acknowledgment that a packet has been received successfully. The
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final result will be that all nodes will find their optimal transmission power that
ensures that they can reach their neighbors, but not interfere with other nodes.
However, not receiving an acknowledgment for a sent packet, does not always
mean that the packet was lost or corrupted because there was too much inter-
ference. It could also happen that the transmission power was simply too low
to reach any of the surrounding nodes. Therefore the SNAPdMac protocol takes
the Signal-to-Interference-and-Noise-Ratio (SINR) into account. If no acknowledg-
ment has been received, but the noise level (deducted from the SINR) is low, then
we assume that the transmission power was too low to reach any of the neighbors.
In that case the transmission power is increased.
Fig. 12.1 shows a detailed diagram describing how the SNAPdMac protocol
works. Note that the protocol considers three main cases for each transmission:

a) recovery mechanism, the number of retransmission attempts is larger than 0
and lower than the threshold (Collision & Try again),

b) dropped packet, the number of retransmission attempts exceeds the threshold
(Packet Dropped),

c) CW resetting upon a successful reception (Packet Received).

12.2.1 Recovery mechanism

When a packet has to be retransmitted but the number of retransmission attempts
does not exceed the limit, the recovery mechanism is processed. The recovery mech-
anism makes use of the EsB algorithm from Section 8.3. EsB is focused on ad-
justing the lower and upper bound of the CW interval, considering the number
of retransmission attempts (nrATT), the number of 1-hop active neighbors (NrN)
and the coefficient of remaining energy (coeRE).
We remind that according to the EsB algorithm, upon each retransmission, a
node doubles its CW size first (as in the IEEE 802.11 DCF mechanism) and then
the CW bounds are adjusted by the EsB mechanism. The back-off timer is ran-
domly selected from the range delimited by the lower (lB) and upper bound (uB):
backo f f timer = random[lBi, uBi].
Fig. 12.2 depicts an example of a possible selection of the lower and upper bound
in the EsB algorithm. In this case we consider the prior (Ti−1), current (Ti) and
future (Ti+1) state. In the prior (Ti−1) state, the lower bound is a bit lower than
CWDCF (128) and the upper bound a bit lower than 256 (next upper bound of the
BEB algorithm of the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard). In the current state these values
are increased but they can be lower or higher (in the figure depicted as different
examples of a dashed vertical line) than consecutive BEB values. We also let a
node exceed the CWDCF

max value, but not more than the number of CWDCF
min slots as

it can be found in the figure.
Generally, if a node has only a few active neighbors, the lower bound (lBi value)
will be small. If a node resides in a dense network with many active nodes, this is
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Figure 12.1: Diagram of the SNAPdMac protocol

reflected in a larger value of the lower bound (lBi), apart from the current nrATT .
Each node can shrink or extend the upper bound (uBi) relative to the uBDCF

i . The
upper bound (uBi) is logarithmically dependent on the NrN and nrATT . In this
way we obtain a slight change (an increase or decrease) of the uBi compared to
the uBi achieved by IEEE 802.11 DCF standard. An upper bound of the CW inter-
val should not increase too fast, because of unnecessary deferring of contending
nodes. In addition, in order to cope with the unequal energy distribution, the co-
efficient of remaining energy capacity (coeRE) is introduced in the EsB algorithm.
We remind that, depending on the energy capacity, the coeRE value varies (Fig.
8.14 in Section 8.3). The value of coeRE logarithmically increases, when the energy
level decreases. Therefore, if a node has its maximum energy level, it needs to
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wait a shorter time compared to a node with a lower battery level, if both nodes
have recognized the same number of 1-hop active neighbors and have an equal
number of retransmission attempts. The upper bound increases with a decreasing
battery energy level. Thus, nodes with a lower battery level wait longer in order
to avoid a potential collision.
The details of the EsB algorithm can be found in Section 8.3.

The recovery mechanism of SNAPdMac is not limited to the use of EsB only, it also
employs our novel enhanced power control of which the pseudocode of the recovery
part is presented in Algorithm 2a.

Algorithm 2a: Enhanced power control

1 : PtDIFF = 1
NrNDESIRED

∗ log10(
NrNCURRENT
NrNDESIRED

) ∗ PtTR−1;

- recovery mechanism -

2.a : IF (SINRCURRENT > SINRTHRESHOLD)
3.a : PtTR = PtTR−1 + (ζ − 1) ∗ PtDIFF;
4.a : ELSE
5.a : PtTR = PtMAX − (ζ) ∗ PtDIFF;

The recovery part of the enhanced power control is based on the noise level in the
neighborhood. The amount of noise in the vicinity, which is measured by assess-
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Figure 12.2: Bounds selection of EsB algorithm
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ing the current SINR value, determines whether the power level should increase or
decrease. If the noise level is too low (the current SINR, SINRCURRENT , is higher
than the threshold SINRTHRESHOLD), the power level increases. Otherwise, the
power level decreases. The amount of increase and decrease of the power is deter-
mined by the number of 1-hop active neighbors (NrNCURRENT) and the previous
transmit power (PtTR−1). PtMAX is the maximum transmission power. We remind
(detailed description of the enhanced power control algorithm can be found in
Section 11.3) that the speed of the increase or decrease (lines 3, 5) is regulated by
the variable ζ (2 and 3 values are used in simulations -see Section 12.3). A decrease
of the power is faster than an increase. In some of the simulations the ζ equals 1,
this implies that in line 3 of the Algorithm 2, (ζ − 1) is skipped, which means that
the speed of an increase of the power is equal to the speed of a decrease.
We have assumed that the desired number of neighbors NrNDESIRED is fixed and
set to 3. This value has been obtained based on the extensive simulations.

During the recovery mechanism of SNAPdMac, the EsB is used unchanged to adjust
the CW range when the noise level of the neighborhood is high. The presence of
a lot of noise is an indication that a lot of nodes are in the vicinity. To lower the
possibility of another collision even more, SNAPdMac also decreases its transmis-
sion power as described in the enhanced power control. By decreasing the power, a
node gives opportunity to other nodes to access the wireless channel, which leads
to the enhancement of the fairness between nodes.
When, on the other hand, the noise level is low in the neighborhood, only the
upper bound of the CW range is adjusted according to the EsB, whereas the lower
bound is kept at 0. Low noise level means that there is not so much traffic in the
air, and a node has more chance to access the wireless medium compared to a
node which happens to be in a high contention area. Even more, if a retransmis-
sion occurs but the noise level is low, a collision is not necessarily the reason of
the failed transmission. There exists a high probability that the transmission of the
packet failed, because no receiver was in the range, or because of fading effects,
mobility etc. This is why we increase the power level to extend the transmission
range when the noise level is low during the recovery mechanism.

12.2.2 Dropped packet

A packet is dropped when the number of retransmission tries (Tries in Fig. 12.1)
exceeds the threshold MAX. Upon this event, the CW value is not reset to its min-
imum value as in the IEEE 802.11 DCF, but it maintains its value of CWmax. Since
the packet has been retransmitted a maximum number of attempts with different
power levels (upon each retransmission), the probability that a next packet will
be sent successfully is very low, therefore resetting the CW to the minimum is
pointless.
Although the CW value stays the same when a packet has been dropped, the
power level should decrease, in order to lower the possibility of collisions. The
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pseudocode of the dropped part of the enhanced power control algorithm is pre-
sented below in Algorithm 2b, which shows that the power always decreases when
a packet is dropped, because the packet is abandoned anyway.

Algorithm 2b: Enhanced power control

1 : PtDIFF = 1
NrNDESIRED

∗ log10(
NrNCURRENT
NrNDESIRED

) ∗ PtTR−1;

- dropped packet -

2.b : IF(Drop and RatioColl > RatioCollTHR)
3.b : PtTR = PtMAX − (ζ + 1) ∗ PtDIFF;
4.b : ELSE
5.b : PtTR = PtMAX − (ζ) ∗ PtDIFF;

Unlike in the recovery part of the enhanced power control algorithm, the dropped
packet part is independent of the current level of SINR. The amount of decrease of
the power is determined, like in the recovery part, by the number of 1-hop active
neighbors (NrN) and the previous transmit power (PtTR−1). However, the history
of the collision ratio also affects the speed of the decrease of the power. The his-
tory, RatioColl, is taken into account by means of an Exponential Weighted Mean
Average (EWMA) with respect to past measurements, as shown in the following
equation

RatioColl=χ ∗ RatioColli−1 + (1− χ) ∗ RatioColli (12.1)

where

RatioColli =
CounterPacket

SENT − CounterPacket
ACK

CounterPacket
SENT

. (12.2)

The CounterPacket
SENT increases each time by one upon a first transmission of a packet

(this counter does not increase upon retransmission attempts) and the CounterPacket
ACK

increases by one upon a successful reception of the acknowledgment (ACK) of the
transmitted (SENT) packet. Note that, when packets are always acknowledged the
RatioColl will equal 0, which means that a node can transmit without a failure.
Therefore, its RatioColl that is equal to 0 means that RatioColl will be lower than
the threshold RatioCollTHR. This leads to either resetting the CW value to the
initial minimum value (in the case of a successfully received packet), which is the
lowest possible CWmin value, or to a slower decrease of the transmit power in the
case of the dropped packet situation. However, if a node begins to drop packets,
thus no acknowledgment is received, the value of RatioColl will not only be larger
than zero, but it will increase with the number of dropped packets. The idea
behind the RatioColl is to register the moment, when these failures begin to be
important (thus when RatioColl exceeds the threshold), and when the CW should
be reset exponentially or when the transmit power should decrease faster in case
of the dropped packet situation. The fact that RatioColl is close to zero, gives us
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information that the amount of collisions does not influence the performance yet.
Depending on the RatioColl the power decrease is normal (ζ) or faster (ζ + 1). In
static environments the history plays a more important role than in mobile en-
vironments. Therefore we allow the tuning of the χ value, which represents the
amount of importance the history has. In static networks the χ is set to a value
larger than 0.5. On the other hand, in mobile networks, where the history is less
important because of the nodes movement and fast changing instantaneous con-
ditions, the χ value is set to a value lower than 0.5.
Based on our extensive simulations, we have noticed that an appropriate transmis-
sion power level is really important since, if the rate of decrease/increase is too fast
or too slow, the protocol can be either too conservative or too aggressive. Thanks
to the possibility of tuning the variables ζ (speed of the change of the power level)
and/or RatioCollTHR, the connectivity of the network can be adjusted which leads
to a significant improvement of the throughput and lifetime performance.

12.2.3 CW Resetting

Upon the successful reception of a packet, the CW value is reset depending on the
history of the collision ratio. The CW value is reset based on whether the value
of RatioColl (Eqn. (12.1)) is larger than the threshold, RatioCollTHR or not. If the
value of RatioColl is larger than the threshold, the CW is decreased exponentially.
Otherwise, the CW value is reset to the initial minimum value, which equals the
initial minimum CW value of the DCF mechanism.

12.3 Performance evaluation of the PHY-MAC cross-
layer protocol

12.3.1 Metrics and parameters

The proposed cross-layer protocol is implemented in the ns-2.29 network sim-
ulator [47]. The simulations have been carried out for various topologies and
scenarios with different kinds of traffic and routing protocols. The following per-
formance metrics have been used:

• Total packets received (nr)

• Average throughput (Mbps)

• Network lifetime (LND) (sec)

• Receiving LND (sec)

• FND - First active Node Died (sec)
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• Sending bitrate < 0..1 >

• Throughput fairness < 0..1 >

• Average aggregate delay (sec)

• κ -coefficient of collisions

In Table 12.1 we present the general simulation parameters, where the abbrevia-
tion thr. means threshold. If parameters are not mentioned in some paragraphs

Table 12.1: Simulations parameters

Parameter Values
Nr of active nodes 50 (default), 60, 27
Simulations area <= 1500x1500m
SINR thr. (dB) 24.05
Type of netwok homo-heterogeneous
Capture Thr. (dB) 10
PtMAX (250m) 0.281838 W
PtMAX (100m) 0.007214 W
PtMIN (10 m)
txPowerinit 250 || 100 meters
rxPower 45% of PtMAX
idlePower 30% of PtMAX
Traffic model CBR/UDP
Payload size (bytes) 2048 || 27 − 213

CWmin-CWmax (slots) 15 - 1023
RatioCollTHR (%) 25-50, 50 (default)
χ (mobile || static) (0.1,0.3 (default) || 0.6,0.8)
NrNDESIRED 3
ζ 2 (default) || 3
Simulation time (s) <= 350
Routing AODV(default), DSR, OLSR
Speed (m/s) 0− 2 || <= 20; 1.5− (default)
Access scheme Basic (default) || RTS/CTS

then the default values (in italic between brackets shown in the table) are used.
In the simulations presented below the performance of the SNAPdMac protocol
against the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard and/or the basic power control (see Section
11.2) is investigated. Four different scenarios are defined:

1. Random static/mobile network where the nodes have always packet to send,
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2. High Density and Contention (HD/C) homogeneous network with a sudden
change of contention level,

3. High Density and Contention (HD/C) heterogeneous network with a sudden
change of contention level,

4. Static sender-receiver pairs with mobile relays scenario.

The goals of the first scenario are the following:

• verification (1) whether the SNAPdMac protocol decreases both the total
number of collisions and the number of collision per node in a static network
as expected,

• if (1) holds in a static network, we verify this statement in mobile conditions,

• tuning RatioCollTHR in order to find the best threshold in static and mobile
conditions,

• verification of the importance of the transmission failure history by tuning
the χ value.

In the first scenario the SNAPdMac is compared with the basic power control
protocol and the IEEE 802.11 DCF mechanism.

The goal of the second scenario is the investigation of the behavior of the consid-
ered protocols in a mobile homogeneous ad hoc network with smooth and then
sudden, sharp increase of the contention level followed by a sudden, sharp de-
crease of the network load. In the second scenario the SNAPdMac is compared
against the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard only, however, the next scenario, run in
heterogenous conditions, analyzes the basic power control behavior additionally.

The third scenario is focused on

• analysis of the behavior of considered approaches in heterogeneous net-
works with basic and RTS/CTS exchange scheme, and

• tuning the parameter ζ in order to investigate whether a faster (or slower)
power increase/decrease has an influence on the results obtained by SNAPdMac.

In the last scenario the behavior of the considered schemes is analyzed in the
scenario with the five multi-hop flows between static senders and receivers trans-
mitting through mobile relay nodes where

• mobile relays can have four different speeds (from 0.5 till 2.0 m/s)

• RTS/CTS exchange scheme is switched ON/OFF (OFF - Basic access scheme
is used).
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The objective of the last scenario is to give an answer whether the mobile relay
speeds can influence the performance and whether using the RTS/CTS exchange
scheme is useful or not. In the last scenario the SNAPdMac, basic power control
and the IEEE 802.11 standard are compared.

Afterwards, the discussion and analysis of the obtained results refering to the
prior described four scenarios, is presented. And then, in the end of the per-
formance evaluation section, additional simulations focusing on the tradeoff be-
tween the throughput and energy are shown comparing SNAPdMac, both power
schemes (basic and enhanced) and the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard. In these last
simulations we pay special attention to both the total energy depletion and the
energy depletion per node.

12.3.2 Random network with optimistic traffic

Static environment

First, a simulation scenario with 50 static nodes randomly distributed in a shad-
owed urban area is defined. The traffic is composed of CBR packets (2048 bytes
payload size) transmitted every 0.025 seconds from the beginning till the end
of the simulation. The goal of this simulation is the verification whether the
SNAPdMac protocol decreases the number of collisions, both in total and per
node, in a static environment. Fig. 12.3 depicts the number of collisions per node
in one of the simulation scenario runs (10 simulation runs in total). Notice that
with the SNAPdMac protocol most of the nodes have much less collisions, al-
though the lifetime of the network is increased significantly (See Fig. 12.5). Few
nodes (e.g. 18, 19, 30, 44, 46) experience more collisions than the legacy, however
their throughput performance is better.
Fig. 12.4 shows the total number of packets received by the DCF standard, basic
power control protocol and SNAPdMac protocol. The tuning of the SNAPdMac
protocol has been investigated as can be observed in the figure.
The SNAPdMac_Coll25 and SNAPdMac_Coll35 represent SNAPdMac with
RatioCollTHR equal to 25% and 35%, respectively. The SNAPdMac_08Coll35 has a χ
value set to 0.8 instead of 0.6. Independently of the adjusted values of SNAPdMac,
the protocol outperforms the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard and basic power con-
trol protocol noticeably. The SNAPdMac_08Coll35 achieves the best performance,
which means that the history of collisions experienced has an influence in a static
environment. This means that in static networks the RatioColl value should be
obviously taken into consideration since using information about the history of
collisions with χ = 0.8 outperforms the SNAPdMac with χ = 0.6 (0.6 gives Ra-
tioColl less importance than 0.8) even if the threshold is set to a lower value. In
addition, notice, that total number of packets received by the standard is less than
8000 packets, where the worst tuned SNAPdMac protocol transmits successfully
more than 17000 packets, hence improving the DCF performance at least twice.
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Figure 12.3: Number of collisions per node; static network

Moreover, the best tuned SNAPdMac can improve this gain even up to 2.5 times.

Fig. 12.5 shows the gain in percentage over the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard obtained
by the basic power control protocol in the static network and the SNAPdMac pro-
tocol in both static and mobile networks (the basic power control has not been
investigated in mobile networks in this scenario). Note that thanks to PHY (power
level adjustment) and MAC (recovery mechanism and CW resetting) layer treat-
ment, the number of collisions can be decreased noticeably while saving a lot of
the energy which leads to an increase of the lifetimes (LND and lifetime RCVD)
of the network and the throughput.
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Figure 12.4: Total number of packets received versus time; static network
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Figure 12.5: General results, 50 static and mobile nodes
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The performance of the Lifetime RCVD (Fig. 12.5) is worse than the performance
of the lifetime of the network, which means that some last transmitter-receiver
pairs still have connections, however the packets cannot be routed to the desti-
nation. The performance of the throughput fairness, which is improved tremen-
dously, is due to the fact that nodes give others more opportunity to access a
wireless channel while decreasing the transmit power level. On the other hand, by
increasing the power (upon a consecutive collision and too low noise in the vicin-
ity), their chance to get to the channel is increased since their coverage transmit
area is wider. However, the average delay is degraded, because the SNAPdMac
protocol adjusts both the lower and upper bounds of the CW range and allows
to decrease (apart from an increase) the power level, which in consequence can
increase the average delay.

Mobile environment

Simulations in a mobile environment (with the maximum speed of nodes 0.5, 1.0
and 1.5 m/s, resp.) were executed with the same simulation settings as in a static
network, but this time with 20 simulation runs. Fig. 12.6 shows the total number
of packets received by the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard, basic power control and
tuned SNAPdMac. In this simulation the RatioCollTHR has been set to 50% and

Figure 12.6: Total number of packets received; mobile network (1.0 m/s)

45% since the amount of collisions in mobile networks is expected to be larger than
in a static environment. The χ value has been set to 0.3 and 0.1 since in mobile
conditions the history of collisions is less important, because conditions change
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fast with the movement of nodes. However, the history should be anyway taken
into account, and as we have seen in our simulations, the χ value should not be
too low. Notice that the SNAPdMac with the χ equal to 0.1 (SNAPdMac_01Coll50)
performs the best till around 37 seconds, however, later it performs worse than
the SNAPdMac with the χ equal to 0.3 (SNAPdMac_03Coll50) achieving a worse
throughput and lifetime performance. From the figure we can also notice that it is
better to set the RatioCollTHR to 50% than to a lower value in order to obtain the
best throughput performance.

Analyzing the general results depicted in Fig. 12.5 we can see that despite the mo-
bile conditions, the SNAPdMac protocol still outperforms the IEEE 802.11 DCF
standard noticeable in terms of the coefficient of collisions (κ), throughput, (re-
ceiving) lifetime and FND performance. The throughput fairness is worse in com-
parison with a static network but still tremendously better than the standard. It
is expected that with an increasing speed of the nodes it is more difficult to en-
sure a throughput fairness but thanks to the MAC-PHY solution of our protocol
it should be still much better than the careless scheme of the DCF standard.

12.3.3 High Density and Contention scenario with a sudden change
of the contention level -Homogeneous network

In the High Density and Contention (HD/C) simulations, we have defined a sce-
nario which helps us to investigate the behavior of the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard
and SNAPdMac protocol in the mobile ad hoc network with the following steps
(see HD-C_scenario_1 depicted in Fig. 12.7):

1. smooth increase of the contention level,

2. sudden increase of the contention level,

3. sudden, sharp decrease of the network load,

4. performance of "overworked" nodes with possibly low energy.

The smooth increase is defined by adding the 15 flows one by one during the first
200 seconds, they start at: t= 0, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160
and 180 seconds, respectively (where t represents the start time in seconds (sec.)).
At t= 200 sec., 10 new flows are started. The contention level increases suddenly.
The network remains in this state until t= 220 sec. Then 8 new flows are added
at t= 220 sec., an other extra flow at 230 and 240 sec. The network remains in this
state until t= 250 sec. At this moment, there is an extreme contention level in the
network. At t= 250 sec., the first 16 flows and 4 flows that began at t= 200 sec. are
stopped. The contention level changes suddenly from extreme high to moderate
(rather low). The network remains in this state until t= 270 sec. where 3 new flows
begin to transmit. The last 2 added flows begin their transmissions at t= 280 sec.
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Figure 12.7: High Density/Contention scenarios

The network remains in this state until t= 450 sec.
This simulation has been executed in a homogeneous network where each node
has an initial energy equal to 20J. Nodes are randomly distributed in a 1000x1000m
area. Nodes are transmitting with a 0.25 seconds interval. The packet size is var-
ied randomly. The number of simulation runs equals 10. The Basic access scheme
of DCF is used. In these simulations we have compared the SNAPdMac (with
default parameters specified in Tab. 12.1) protocol with the IEEE 802.11 DCF stan-
dard. Since the DCF standard lives much shorter than the SNAPdMac protocol
the following periods of time are compared:

• T1 - 0 -200 seconds -period of time with moderate contention level and before
a sudden increase of traffic; both protocols are transmitting and receiving,

• T2 - 200 -300 seconds -period of time during sudden increase and decrease
of contention; DCF died before 230 seconds, but SNAPdMac is still alive,

• T3 - 300 -350 seconds -period of time after a high contention level period and
when nodes (can) have depleted their battery; at 350 sec is the end of our
simulations but SNAPdMac is still alive with nodes having an energy from
0 till 1.5 J.

In order to verify the lifetime of both protocols and remaining energy, the through-
put and energy performance is plotted in Fig. 12.8. As we can see in the figure,
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Figure 12.8: Throughput and Energy performance (HD/C)

the DCF standard is alive till 222.5 seconds, while a lot of the nodes using the
SNAPdMac protocol have not run out of energy yet at 350 seconds.

Fig. 12.9 shows general results during the periods Ti , where i=1, 2, 3. In pe-
riod T1, the throughput performance of both protocols is similar, however the
SNAPdMac protocol improves the fairness between flows remarkably, and de-
creases the number of collisions meaningly. However, during the same time it
avoids 115.47% collisions more than the DCF but at the expense of delay which
increases around 20%. This increase of delay is compensated not only by a de-
crease of collisions but also a big increase of the fairness between flows, especially
the throughput fairness which is 3.5 times better and the sending bitrate fairness
is 96% better. The fact that the throughput performance is not increased is due
to the fact that SNAPdMac is more conservative (and therefore delay is increased,
but the number of collisions decreased significantly) using the energy capacity
more efficient than the legacy protocol, which can be discovered observing the
following periods of time.
If we look closer at period T2 we can already notice a big advantage of the
SNAPdMac protocol. In period T2 at 207.17 seconds the first node died (FND)
and at 222.49 seconds the last node died (lifetime) while using the DCF standard,
whereas with the SNAPdMac protocol none of the nodes die (in all of the simu-
lation runs). Moreover, the throughput performance is already increased by 51%.
At the end of the DCF "life" the standard succeeds to improve the throughput
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fairness, because (probably) some of the nodes that have captured the channel too
long before, now do not have enough energy (or no energy anymore) to occupy
aggressively a channel (in T2).
In the last period of time, T3, we wanted to investigate the performance of our
protocol in the next 50 seconds when DCF nodes are already dead. Here, the
behavior of the SNAPdMac protocol is investigated up to 350 seconds. Interest-
ing to see is, how long a network with the SNAPdMac protocol can be alive and
how much its performance can be improved comparing with the DCF protocol (at
the moment of its death). In period T3 the total number of packets received gain
obtained by the SNAPdMac protocol is increased up to 80%. However, note that
this number will increase yet, because many of the nodes still live at 350 seconds
as it can be seen in Fig. 12.8. At this point, it is important to mark that a fist node
dies at 343.42 seconds only (which increases the FND performance by 66% over
the standard). The throughput fairness still remains more than 130% better than
the standard, where the sending bitrate decreases a little (from 81% till 53% gain
over DCF). It is also interesting to remark that the Receiving LND is better than
the network lifetime which means that nodes can still receive packets but their
intended transmissions cannot be realized, because routes are (probably) broken
or there is not enough total energy to complete their transmissions.
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Figure 12.9: General results of HD/C scenario (1) - homogeneous network
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12.3.4 High Density and Contention scenario with a sudden change
of the contention level -Heterogeneous network

Another HD/C scenario (H-D/C_scenario_2 in Fig. 12.7) is defined, in which a con-
tention level is introduced earlier than in the previous scenario (HD-C_scenario_1
in Fig. 12.7). The basic access scheme of the DCF mechanism is used. The net-
work is heterogeneous, where DCF and SNAPdMac nodes have an initial energy
randomly selected from the range 1-11 Joules. An increase and decrease of the
contention level is alternated in short periods of time. These simulations show
how important the speed is of a decrease/increase of the power level. There was
already mentioned that the power level should not decrease or increase too fast (or
too slow), because of the too aggressive or too conservative behavior of the power
control protocol. Therefore, the physical parameter ζ of the SNAPdMac protocol in
these simulations is variable. The performance of the SNAPdMac protocol against
both the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard and basic power protocol is evaluated. Fig.
12.10 shows the total packets received versus the simulation run achieved by the
tuned SNAPdMac protocol against the basic power control and IEEE 802.11 DCF
standard. We can easily see that the difference between the SNAPdMac protocol
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Figure 12.10: The total number of packets received - heterogeneous network

performance and other schemes is huge. The SNAPdMac protocol with ζ = 2
(21SNAPdMac) has alternating better or worse performance than the SNAPdMac
with ζ = 3 (32SNAPdMac). Comparing both schemes, we can conclude that the
SNAPdMac with ζ = 3 can improve the throughput performance around 1.5%,
the FND and lifetime around 3%. However it imposes more loss of routes (where
nodes can think that a packet is not received, because a collision occurred some-
where), resulting in a decrease of the throughput fairness around 23% with these
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simulation settings. This behavior can be explained: because nodes decrease their
power level too fast, their signal strength is not strong enough to capture the
wireless channel or reach their destination (or another node on the way to their
destination), which leads to loss in the throughput fairness. Notice that in [179]
the power level decreases very fast (first the transmit power is set to reach 250m,
than it is set to reach only 100m, and finally it set to reach 40m), however the
throughput fairness has not been analyzed in this paper. These simulations show
that it is important to analyze both the total throughput performance and the fair-
ness between nodes. Using a similar power control protocol in wireless sensor
networks (WSNs) changes the point of view, since in the WSNs this factor does
not play an important role (even more, some nodes are more important than oth-
ers), only the lifetime of the network is. In this case the fairness performance can
be skipped emphasizing on the energy performance.

Fig. 12.11 depicts the throughput (small figures) and total number of packets re-
ceived (big figure) performance over time. In this simulation run the 32SNAPdMac

Figure 12.11: Total number of packets received and throughput - heterogeneous network, Basic
access scheme

receives more packets and it lives a bit longer than the 21SNAPdMac. Analyzing
the SNAPdMac performance against the IEEE 802.11 DCF performance we can
see a huge improvement in terms of total packets received, the throughput and
lifetime performance. Notice that between 37 and around 55 seconds (in the small
left figure or in the big one) the standard only receives 2 packets (in order to ob-
serve this behavior better, the standard performance is plotted with points), which
does not happen in the case of the SNAPdMac protocol.
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The same simulation scenario is executed with the RTS/CTS exchange scheme.
Fig. 12.12 depicts the total number of packets received (big figure) and the through-
put performance (small figures) of the SNAPdMac protocol against the basic power
control and IEEE 802.11 DCF standard. The DCF does not solve the problem of a

Figure 12.12: Total number of packets received and throughput - heterogeneous network, Basic
access scheme

very bad performance between 37 and 55 seconds using the RTS/CTS exchange
scheme. The basic power control scheme encounters the same problem, but re-
ceives more packets than the standard later on (see small figure). The SNAPdMac
protocol has no problem at all during the complete simulation period of time re-
ceiving packets regularly. Analyzing this figure we see that it outperforms the
DCF mechanism and the basic power control protocol in terms of the throughput,
total packets received and the lifetime.

Passing to the general results (with Basic and RTS/CTS access scheme) plotted
in Fig. 12.13 it can be concluded that the SNAPdMac protocol considerably out-
performs other schemes in terms of the sending bitrate/throughput fairness and
throughput performance. This is achieved again at the expense of the delay, how-
ever, it is compensated by a noticeable improvement of the FND and lifetime
metrics. The increased delay of the SNAPdMac protocol is due to resetting the
CW to the intermediate value (when a packet is received successfully but Ratio-
Coll is larger than the threshold), or not resetting the CW value when a packet
is dropped. Decreasing the transmit power level also influences the increase of
delay, which could also be noticeable in the case of the basic power control. How-
ever, the basic power control achieves a bit lower delay than the SNAPdMac. De-
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Figure 12.13: General results of HD/C scenario (2) - heterogeneous network

creasing the CW value faster in the SNAPdMac protocol, will improve the delay
performance. However, again it is a tradeoff between a delay and throughput per-
formance. In our future work we will analyze whether we can find the balance
between minimum delay and sufficient energy conservation. Notice that in this
simulation using a power control without any control from the MAC layer induces
more collisions even than in the DCF standard. During the same time, the power
control triggered through the MAC layer avoids a lot of collisions improving the
performance noticeable.

12.3.5 Static sender-receiver pairs and mobile relays scenario

The SNAPdMac protocol is evaluated in a similar scenario as the one from [179]
in a mobile ad hoc network. There are 60 nodes in the network, 50 mobile and
10 static as depicted at Fig. 12.14. Between the 10 static nodes (5 node-sources
placed in the left edge of the simulation area, and 5 node-destinations on the right
edge of the simulation area) 5 flows are established. However, in our simulation
we have evaluated our protocol with different speeds of the mobile nodes (0.5, 1.0,
1.5 and 2.0 m/s) with both the Basic access and RTS/CTS exchange schemes of the
IEEE 802.11 standard. The simulation area is 1500x1500 meters. The initial energy
of all nodes equals 3J, and the simulation lasts 200 seconds. In this simulation
we have investigated not only the total throughput, but also the throughput and
lifetime of each receiver in comparison with the IEEE 802.11 DCF and basic power
control protocols. Fig. 12.15 shows the total number of packets received per node
of DCF, basic power control and SNAPdMac protocol with RatioCollTHR equal to
40% (left-hand) and 30% (right-hand). The total number of packets received is
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Figure 12.14: Static sender-receiver pairs with mobile relays scenario

also placed above each small figure. The five depicted lines in each small figure
represent the performance of the 5 receivers over the simulation period of time.
Notice that the performance of DCF (left-hand up) is very poor, where one of the
flows hardly manages to send 4 packets. DCF lives less than 80 seconds. The basic
power control improves the throughput and lifetime somewhat, however, the best
performance achieves the SNAPdMac protocol with a big difference (in both cases
of the RatioCollTHR). The SNAPdMac with the RatioCollTHR equal to 30% can live
almost till the end of the simulation receiving much more packets than the DCF
mechanism and basic power control. The SNAPdMac with the RatioCollTHR equal
to 30% performs better than the SNAPdMac with the RatioCollTHR equal to 40%,
since the mobile environment changes fast in this scenario, so it is more useful to
assume that the threshold is lower in order to react faster (decreasing the transmit
power in case of Packet Dropped or resetting CW exponentially in case of the Packet
Received scenario) for changing conditions.
The total goodput versus maximum node speed with Basic and RTS/CTS ex-
change access scheme has been depicted in Fig. 12.16. Notice that the general
results obtained with RTS/CTS exchange scheme are much worse than the results
obtained with the Basic access scheme, especially while some power control (basic
or SNAPdMac) is used. The RTS/CTS exchange scheme helps to avoid hidden
nodes, however it introduces an exposed node problem (see details in Chapter
5). Since the RTS/CTS control packets operate at a lower rate than the DATA,
it can also cause a problem of "real coverage range". However, the usefulness of
the RTS/CTS exchange scheme is not the scope of this work. The DCF performs
very bad while the RTS/CTS exchange scheme is switched on. The SNAPdMac
protocol outperforms the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard and basic power control sig-
nificantly both in static and mobile networks.
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Figure 12.15: Mobile ad hoc scenario, Shadowed Urban Area

Fig. 12.17 shows the gain in percentage of the basic power control and SNAPdMac
protocols over the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard in percentage. Notice that there is
a huge difference in total number of packets received (Total pkts rcvd) where the
LND and receiving LND of the network is improved more than 60% and the FND
more than 25%. The κ (coefficient of collisions) obtained by the SNAPdMac is 88%
better than the κ achieved by the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard. In this simulation
scenario the average delay performance did not degrade as before.

12.3.6 Discussion

The four different scenarios with different settings and goals were executed. In
the fist scenario, ran in a static and mobile environment, the expectation that the
SNAPdMac protocol should decrease the number of collisions (total and per node)
is confirmed. It was also verified that the threshold of the RatioColl should be set
to a larger value than 35% (the best obtained value in static mode) while nodes
are moving, since the number of collisions increases in mobile conditions. It is
affirmed that the transmission failure history is important in a static network, and
that it should not be entirely neglected in mobile conditions (SNAPdMac with χ
equal to 0.3 performs better than with χ equal to 0.1 in mobile mode).
The HD/C homogeneous network evaluation scenario shows again that the DCF
lacks fairness (especially throughput fairness) since the SNAPdMac can improve
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Figure 12.16: Goodput (bytes) versus max speed of nodes (m/s)

the fairness with 268% in the first period of time (T1). Comparison of different
periods of time (Ti) also shows that the throughput fairness is easier to control
when an increase of the flows is smooth and slow than while the contention load
changes very fast (at the end of the simulation the SNAPdMac throughput fair-
ness is 130% better than the standard). Moreover the DCF cannot manage high
contention loads which leads to fast consumption of the battery (can be seen in
Fig. 12.8) in HD/C conditions, and a much shorter lifetime of the network than
while using SNAPdMac (LNDDCF = 222.49 and LNDSNAPdMac > 350 sec.). The
first node dies at 207.17 seconds while using DCF, thus just after a smooth and
quiet increase of the flows (15 flows till 200 sec.) in the network and during the
very high contention period (already 25 flows). On the contrary, the SNAPdMac
protocol can tolerate high contention conditions which is confirmed by a very late
death of the first node (at 343.42 sec.) in comparison with the standard. In the end
of the simulation time (=350 sec.) not all SNAPdMac nodes died yet (they have
from 0 till 1.5J energy), where the total number of packets received is increased by
80% (see Fig. 12.9).
The third scenario induces a faster (than in prior scenario) increase of the flows
with alternating sharp increase/decrease of the load. The nodes in this scenario
are not homogeneous anymore (like in second scenario), the initial battery is cho-
sen from 1 till 11 Joules (chosen randomly). This feature (energy heterogeneity of
nodes) proves the DCF difficulty in controlling the sending bitrate fairness, which
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Figure 12.17: Multi-hop ad hoc scenario

is much worse if we compare it with the homogeneous scenario. Moreover the
total number of packets received performance degrades noticeably while com-
paring it with the prior scenario. Here, the SNAPdMac is almost 240% better in
terms of the number of packets received, since the standard has not only diffi-
culties with the node’s fairness but also with high contention levels while having
not so much energy to use. After all, the DCF meets the problem of accessing
the channel without collisions in some periods of time, which results in gaps in
which the standard receives almost no packets (like 2 packets between 37 and 55
seconds depicted in Fig. 12.11). In this scenario we have also verified that the
power adjustment should not be too fast or too slow, because it induces too ag-
gressive or too conservative behavior. We have shown that using faster decrease
(increase) of the power (we have compared ζ = 3 with ζ = 2 in SNAPdMac) leads
to degradation of the throughput fairness (23% in the simulation). In this scenario
we could also observe that using the power control without considering the MAC
information can lead to an increase of collisions as it happens with the basic power
control. In order to increase the fairness and the total number of packets received
performance we have executed the same simulation with an RTS/CTS scheme.
Although the DCF throughput and throughput fairness performance is improved
(while comparing with Basic access scheme results) the sending bitrate fairness
is not ameliorated at all (it even degrades a little bit). Moreover the number of
collisions represented by κ is increased and the FND performance is decreased.
In this and prior scenarios the SNAPdMac aggregate delay is degraded as ex-
pected since the CW lower bound (apart from an upper bound) is usually larger
than 0 (in DCF always 0) and the power is decreased (especially in HD/C scenar-
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ios). However taking into account the achieved gains in the other metrics it is not
a big weakness. It could be also improved by tuning the γ parameter in the EsB
algorithm, however it is a tradeoff between the performance of an aggregate delay
and other metrics.
In the last defined scenario the behavior of five multihop flows traversing mobile
relays, while having static sources and destinations, is analyzed. This simulation
has again confirmed the lack of fairness while using the IEEE 802.11 standard.
Comparing the number of packets received per receiver (Fig. 12.15 -simulation
with 0.5m/s node’s movement), we can notice that two of the flows are favored
while another one receives only 4 packets. This inequity is already improved when
using the basic power control, where the SNAPdMac does not only improve the
total and per node number of packets received but also the lifetime of the network.
We have tuned the RatioCollTHR as well, showing that using the lower threshold
of RatioColl keeps nodes alive almost till the end of the simulation (200 sec.) while
the DCF dies before 80 seconds. However by simulations with different speeds of
the nodes we have shown that independently of the RatioCollTHR value (30% or
40%) the performance can be improved noticeable. In this scenario we have again
observed that using RTS/CTS handshake does not improve the performance at
all, receiving much less bytes than in a scenario with the Basic access scheme. It
is also worth to mention that in this specified scenario an aggregate delay is not
degraded as before.

12.3.7 SNAPdMac versus basic and enhanced power control

In Table 12.2 we present the general simulation parameters. The SNAPdMac has

Table 12.2: Simulations parameters

Parameter Values
Nr of active nodes 251, 502, 1003, 200 (default)
Simulations area (m) 500x5001,2, 1000x10003

SINR thr. (dB) 10
PtMAX (m) 250
PtMIN (m) 10
Payload size (bytes) 23041, 5122, 25− 23043

RatioCollTHR (%) 50
χ (mobile || static) 0.6
NrNDESIRED 3
ζ 1 (default) || 2
Routing AODV
Speed (m/s) 01, 32, 103

Access scheme Basic
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also been compared against basic/enhanced power control schemes and the stan-
dard in Indoor environment (settings of both the line-of-sight and obstructed Fac-
tory settings -see [5]) with different shadowing devation and path loss exponent
values, in the static network with 27 nodes, in the mobile networks with 50 and
100 nodes. First the simulation has been run in indoor environment with 25
static nodes in a 500x500 meters area. The initial energy of the nodes equals 5
Joules. The DCF standard with basic power control, enhanced power control and
SNAPdMac protocol have been compared. In this simulation the remaining en-
ergy (in %) per node (recognizing 7 levels of the energy as in Section 10.1.3) has
been analyzed.
In the Fig. 12.18 the energy consumption over the time is depicted of the stan-
dard, basic power control and SNAPdMac in a Factory obstructed environment.
The SNAPdMac protocol has been compared with the basic power control (called

Figure 12.18: Energy (J) versus time (sec), 27 static nodes

PSc_basic in the figure) and the IEEE 802.11 standard. The energy and lifetime
gains of the SNAPdMac are clear in this figure. The total number of packets
received achieved by the DCF in this simulation equals 4171, where with basic
power control 7238 and 9323 with the SNAPdMac. The packet delivery frac-
tion (of the DATA and ACK packets) performance of the SNAPdMac is also
the best, since PDFDCF(Basic) = 1.692940, PDFPSc_basic(Basic) = 1.705237 and
PDFSNAPdMac(Basic) = 1.810690. If we look at the energy consumption per node
(12.19) at the moment while DCF nodes cannot send/receive anymore (after 38.5
seconds) notice that it is not a suprise that the SNAPdMac receives more than
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Figure 12.19: Energy (J) per SNAPdMac node, after 38.5 seconds of the simulation, when DCF
nodes died out

100% more packets. In this figure only 3 power levels are recognized in order to
point out a big difference in the energy depletion between both protocols. A red
color of a node means less than 20% of the initial energy (3rd energy level). A yel-
low node’s color represents less than 50% and more than 20% of the initial energy
(2nd energy level) and a green color represents an energy level between 50% and
100% of the initial energy (1st energy level). As we can see in the Fig. 12.19 the
SNAPdMac nodes have mostly the 2nd energy level, where 5 nodes have the 1st

one, and only one node has less than 20% of energy.

Fig. 12.20 plots the total number of packets received over the simulation time.
The SNAPdMac protocol has been compared with the basic power control (called
PSc_basic in the figure), the enhanced power control protocol (called EnhancedPSc
in the figure) and the standard. The basic power control (2247 packets received)
lets the nodes live a bit longer receiving a bit more packets than the DCF nodes
(2129 packets received). Using the enhanced power control (2783 packets received)
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Figure 12.20: Total number of packets received; 27 static nodes

triggered via the MAC resetting scheme shows a big advantage in both perfor-
mances, while at the end of the simulation time (50s.) the nodes are still alive.
However, the SNAPdMac clearly outperforms all schemes (3640 packets received),
receiving much more packets and prolongs the lifetime of the nodes a lot as we
can see in Fig. 12.21. It shows the energy levels (1st -green color and 2nd -yellow
color) of the SNAPdMac nodes at the time when the DCF nodes already died out.
The SNAPdMac11 (plotted in Fig. 12.20) means the SNAPdMac with ζ equal to 1,
where the speed of the decrease of the power is equal to the speed of an increase
of the power. The SNAPdMac21 means the SNAPdMac with ζ equal to 2, where
a decrease is twice faster than an increase of the power in case of the dropped
packet (see Section 12.2.2). The SNAPdMac11 nodes have the 2nd energy level
(20%≤ energy <50%), where 1 node has still more than 50%. The SNAPdMac21
improves this gain by 14 more nodes with the 1st energy level, however it receives
less packets (3139) than SNAPdMac11.
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(a) 27 static SNAPdMac11 nodes

(b) 27 static SNAPdMac21 nodes

Figure 12.21: Energy (J) per SNAPdMac node, after 42 sec, when DCF nodes died out
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This tradeoff between the total packets received and energy level can also be no-
ticed in another Factory, line-of-sight simulation where the SNAPdMac21 receives
3476 packets and SNAPdMac11 4285 packets, while the energy level gain is re-
versed again as we can see in Fig. 12.22 and 12.23. In this figure the 7 levels of

Figure 12.22: Energy level per node: 27 static SNAPdMac11 nodes

the energy are recognized as in Section 10.1.3. First the SNAPdMac11 (Fig. 12.22)
and SNAPdMac21 (Fig. 12.23) are plotted at the moment of the dead of the DCF
nodes. As we can see the 9 SNAPdMac21 nodes have an energy between 45%
and 65% where 18 orange nodes have an energy between 45% and 25%, where in
case of the SNAPdMac11 most of the nodes are of orange color, only 3 are already
brown, thus their energy level is between 15% and 25%.
The Fig. 12.24 shows the performance of the SNAPdMac21 after 10 seconds. Most
of the SNAPdMac21 nodes have still more than 85% of the initial energy, while
the DCF and also the SNAPdMac11 have all blue colored nodes (thus an energy
between 85% and 65%). At the end of the simulation time (50 seconds), the 7
SNAPdMac11 nodes have less than 5% of the initial energy, 15 nodes have an en-
ergy between 15% and 5% and only 5 nodes with an energy larger than 15%. At
the same time the 13 SNAPdMac21nodes have an energy between 25% and 45%,
12 nodes between 15% and 25% and only 2 nodes have an energy less than 25% of
the initial energy.
Similar simulations in an indoor environment, but with 50 mobile nodes in a
500x500 meters area have been run. The Fig. 12.25 plots the total number of
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Figure 12.23: Energy level per node: 27 static SNAPdMac21 nodes

packets received performance of the standard, basic (PSc_basic in the figure) and
enhanced (PSc_sinr in the figure) power control schemes and tuned SNAPdMac
protocol. The DCF standard lives much shorter (55.4 seconds) than other schemes.
The basic power control scheme lives almost to the end of the simulation time (76.1
seconds), where the enhanced power control scheme and SNAPdMac protocol are
alive till the end of the simulation. The difference between the total number of
packets received by the tuned SNAPdMac nodes is not so big (but notice that this
time SNAPdMac21 receives a bit more packets than SNAPdMac11), however the
distinction of energy gains is noticeable (Fig. 12.26). Almost all the SNAPdMac11
nodes (Fig. 12.26.a) have an energy between 25% and 45%, where 22 SNAPdMac21
nodes (Fig. 12.26.b) have still an energy between 45% and 65%, and one node more
than 65%.
The Fig. 12.27 plots the energy over the simulation time performance of all con-
sidered schemes. SNAPdMac11 (called simple SNAPdMac in the figure) and
SNAPdMac21 are compared with the basic power control scheme (called PSc_basic
in the figure) and the enhanced power control protocol (called PSc_sinr in the fig-
ure). Notice, that increasing the simulation time shall increase the difference of
the total number of packets received between the tuned SNAPdMac nodes. Since
the SNAPdMac21 outperforms other schemes there is even no tradeoff between
the throughput and energy in this scenario.
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Figure 12.24: Energy level per static SNAPdMac21 node at 10 sec.

Figure 12.25: Total number of packets received, 50 mobile nodes; simulation time equals 80 seconds
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(a) 50 mobile SNAPdMac11 nodes

(b) 50 mobile SNAPdMac21 nodes

Figure 12.26: SNAPdMac11 versus SNAPdMac21: remaining energy capacity
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Figure 12.27: Evaluation of total energy over time; 50 mobile nodes, Basic access scheme used
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CHAPTER 13
Conclusions and Perspectives

The advent of ad hoc networks revolutionizes and simplifies communication giv-
ing users an opportunity to use instant connectivity anytime and anywhere. De-
mand for new characteristics of ad hoc networks such as self-organizing, self-
administering and self-creating nodes gave birth to mobile ad hoc networks and
new challenges. Ad hoc networks have to be autonomous, without predetermined
organization of available links, dealing with their communication over unstable
wireless links transparently for the user as much as possible. Ad hoc communi-
cations are more complex than infrastructure wireless communication, since indi-
vidual nodes have to dynamically discover each other, however, not all nodes can
directly communicate, which is a key assumption of multihop networks. More-
over the connectivity and link characteristics change rapidly due to node mobility,
power control or saving practices, or battery depletion.
In order to cope with a wireless communication the IEEE 802.11 standard is de-
signed. However, an infrastructure based communication was the primary goal
of this standard. Therefore, infrastructure-less communication design (an ad hoc
network) faces a lot of challenges concerning the IEEE 802.11 adoption for the ad
hoc network. This dissertation focuses on MAC layer problems and enhancements
in ad hoc mode considering PHY measurements and power control techniques en-
hancing and supporting the connectivity and performance of the MAC layer.
In the first place, different issues related to the ad hoc communication and the
IEEE 802.11 standard limitations concerning these issues are addressed in Chap-
ter 5. It is shown by analysis of available work in this field, that no perfect protocol
exists for different problems of ad hoc networks, and that a solution of one prob-
lem can cause another problem. Chapter 7 pays special attention on the blocking
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problem and concurrent transmissions issues. We adopt some solutions found in
literature that we enhance and evaluate in an ad hoc environment taking into ac-
count the real channel conditions. We show by means of analysis and simulation
studies that it is easier to solve a particular occurring problem than the com-
bination of them, however it is possible to outperform the existing IEEE 802.11
standard increasing network fairness and/or the throughput. We prove that the
legacy protocol could be extremely unfair by allowing some flows to grab the
channel which leads to very bad performance of other flows. It is also noticeable
that the DCF mechanism is prone to a blocking situation, and because parallel
transmissions are not allowed in the standard, it performs very bad when many
senders are in the vicinity, or when a sender is in the vicinity of a receiver of
another sender, or its receiver is also in the transmission range of other receivers.
Proposed enhancements can significantly improve the fairness allowing either for
almost an even access to the channel or meaningful improvement in access to the
channel. However, this amelioration depends on the channel conditions, therefore
it is difficult to say how many percent of improvement can be obtained. It is also
shown, that improving the fairness between flows does not need to decrease the
total number packets received by all flows, it can even improve it significantly.

In Chapter 8 we focus on the Contention Window control subject. We question the
Binary Exponential Backoff algorithm used by the IEEE 802.11 DCF mechanism
and the choice of fixed and predefined minimum and maximum values of Con-
tention Window. We show that degradation of the throughput induced by the use
of the legacy protocol can be diminished substantially by taking into account the
local network information such as the network load or channel conditions, and
energy capacity information in order to avoid a complete depletion of energy of
the low-energy nodes. First, we show that the throughput and/or the lifetime of
the network can be improved by dynamic adjustment of the minimum and maxi-
mum CW values. We also prove that the death of the first node can be delayed by
considering the energy capacity information.
In response to the questioned BEB mechanism of the DCF mechanism we propose
different approaches by selecting dynamically the lower and/or upper bound of
the CW range taking into consideration the network load, the number of retrans-
mission attempts and energy capacity information. Our analysis shows that both
CW boundaries should be adjusted upon each retransmission, however, this ad-
justment should not be fixed, as it is done in the BEB algorithm, only the local
network information (network load, and the number of retransmission attempts)
must be considered. We prove that by dynamic manipulation of the CW bound-
aries, the total number of packets received and the lifetime of the network can be
improved at least 12% up to almost 20% depending on the chosen scheme. Us-
ing additional information about the node’s energy capacity not only improves
this gain but it allows nodes to be more careful on sending packets (which leads
finally to improvement of the throughput).

In Chapter 9 the Contention Window resetting mechanism used by the IEEE 802.11
DCF standard is also in question, since resetting the CW to the minimal value, ei-
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ther under successful transmission or when a packets has to be dropped, says
nothing about the congestion level in the vicinity. We propose first two different
approaches in order to reset the CW value taking into account either the network
load and channel conditions (NIAMac algorithm), or the change of the number
of neighbors due to mobility and the influence of the number of retransmission
tries, through considering the amount of busy slots (eDRA algorithm). These
two approaches already prove that the local network information is important
by increasing the throughput performance from 12% up to 18.5%. While con-
sidering only the change of the neighbors due to mobility and the influence of
retransmission attempts, the number of collisions can be diminished around 10%,
whereas taking into account the network load and channel conditions decreases
the number of collisions more than 35%. Both resetting algorithms consider pre-
cious information, the eDRA algorithm is suitable for mobile environments, and
the NIAMac algorithm handles different indoor or outdoor conditions. A com-
parison of both protocols shows that the NIAMac protocol outperforms eDRA in
general, however, in mobile conditions the eDRA protocol works better. Moreover,
from one hand, eDRA can receive less packets than NIAMac, but from the other
hand, it can prolong the lifetime of the network significantly. Therefore, we have
designed a combination of these two approaches, the mobiNIAMac resetting al-
gorithm. Thanks to the consideration of both the local network conditions and the
mobility of the nodes, the protocol can manage with a deficiency of the NIAMac
protocol in mobile networks, and profit of its advantage in dense networks with a
changing environment. The considered resetting algorithms (eDRA, NIAMac and
mobiNIAMac) are evaluated in a mobile network with 100 nodes in a shadowed
outdoor environment. It is shown that irrespectively of the used access scheme
(basic access scheme or RTS/CTS exchange scheme) all CW resetting algorithms
achieve much better performance than the IEEE 802.11 DCF mechanism, where the
mobiNIAMac outperforms all protocols in terms of the throughput and lifetime
performance.

Since the algorithms/protocols designed in the previous two chapters support two
different issues, inefficiency of backoff algorithm and CW resetting used by the
IEEE 802.11 DCF mechanism, the combination of the best performing represen-
tatives of these issues, the EsB backoff algorithm and the mobiNIAMac resetting
algorithm, are analyzed in the Chapter 10. The combined protocol, called EsB-
mobiNIAMac, is evaluated in different environments considering outdoor and
indoor conditions, homogeneous and heterogeneous nodes or static and mobile
scenarios. The protocol is compared not only with the legacy protocol but also
with other possible combinations of the prior proposed approaches in the back-
off mechanism and CW resetting fields. The evaluation of the protocols is first
done from different perspectives, such as, a decrease of control packets overhead
(thanks to a decrease of retransmissions), static or mobile environments, outdoor
or indoor environments (with paying special attention on the energy depletion
of each node). It is verified that the protocol diminishes the overhead of control
packets in a network thanks to the decreased number of retransmission attempts
(since the number of collisions is also decreased). It is also shown that the EsB-
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mobiNIAMac is indeed the best combination of the backoff mechanism and CW
resetting algorithm, since the protocol increases more than 36% the throughput
performance, more than 20% the lifetime of the network, where the PDF (Packet
Delivery fraction) is improved more than 9%. The simulation done in an in-
door environment with 27 nodes points out that while the DCF nodes cannot
send/receive packets anymore, the 16 EsB-mobiNIAMac nodes remain a power
from 5% up to 15% of the initial energy. In the same environment but with 50
mobile nodes at the time the 50 DCF nodes died, the 8 EsB-mobiNIAMac nodes
still remain 25% of the initial energy, and 11 EsB-mobiNIAMac nodes still remain
from 5% up to 15% of the initial energy.
Secondly, the performance evaluation of the EsB-mobiNIAMac is executed in a
high density and contention1 (HD/C) scenario. In these simulation the protocol
achieves around 25% gain over the IEEE 802.11 DCF standard in terms of the
throughput performance, where the energy depletion could be decreased around
50%. The lifetime of the network can be improved around 15% in the HD/C
scenarios. However, we point out that the gain of the throughput and energy
performance is obtained thanks to a significant decrease in the number of colli-
sions (around 50%) in the HD/C scenarios. This simulation also reveals that the
legacy protocol cannot handle a dense network with high contention receiving less
packets than other considered protocols (from 12% up to 18% worse performance
than that of EsB-mobiNIAMac). In addition, its inefficient backoff mechanism and
CW resetting scheme leads to the energy depletion after a high contention period
which allows for a huge gain of the other considered protocols from 36% up to
83%(!) during the post-high contention period.

Since energy consumption is one of the fundamental problems of ad hoc networks,
new techniques to reduce the speed of battery depletion are in focus of interest.
The second part of this dissertation consisting of Chapter 11 and 12 is focused on
the power control field and the cross layer design between physical (PHY) and
MAC layer. First, we propose the basic power control protocol (Chapter 11) which
supports the MAC layer by decreasing the transmission range if the number of
1-hop neighbors is larger than the desired number of 1-hop neighbors. Since this
power control protocol works independently of the MAC layer, it is first evaluated
as an additional support to the MAC layer performance. Secondly, we evaluate it
with two MAC enhancements related to the blocking problem and parallel trans-
missions issues. It is illustrated that in the ring topology with four concurrent
flows, this power control support increases the fairness between flows giving all
flows almost an even chance to access the wireless medium. The simulations in
a network of 25 static nodes with different traffic, namely, TCP and CBR pack-
ets, prove that the power control support increases around 48% (but sometimes
even almost 3.5 times) the total number of packets received with TCP traffic, and
around 27% with CBR traffic. The packet loss (fraction of the number of packets

1We remind that in the HD/C scenario, first, a smooth and quiet increase of the contention level is
induced, then, a sudden increase of the contention level happens, followed by a sudden decrease of
the contention level. In the end the "overworked" nodes have to participate in communication some
period of time.
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dropped over the number of packets sent) is decreased more than 6 times with
the TCP traffic and almost 4 times with CBR traffic. We could additionally notice
that the power control support decreases the delay variation. However, in these
simulations the nodes are homogeneous, having the same initial energy from the
beginning of the simulation. Adding the blocking problem and concurrent trans-
mission enhancements to the power control protocol increases with an additional
23% the performance of the network in terms of the throughput performance.
We also proposed a second protocol (the end of Chapter 11), the enhanced power
control protocol, which is part of the PHY-MAC cross-layer protocol (Chapter 12)
being the final outcome of the evolutionary work of this dissertation. This cross-
layer protocol makes use of the EsB backoff mechanism (slightly adapted to the
cross-layer protocol) in the MAC layer, and it uses the enhanced power control
protocol as support. The enhanced power control protocol is triggered through
the MAC layer under certain conditions. Therefore, the protocol cannot be eval-
uated as an independent power control protocol, however, we evaluate it without
the EsB algorithm while comparing it with the cross-layer protocol and the basic
power control protocol (comparison of basic, enhanced and cross-layer protocol
can be found in the end of Chapter 12). The enhanced power control protocol
takes into consideration the current value of the SINR, and partly uses informa-
tion about the number of 1-hop neighbors while adjusting the transmit power.
The first outcome of this comparison is the conclusion that the approach of the
enhanced power control is more suitable than the basic power control approach
(using directly information about the number of 1-hop neighbors), which is con-
firmed in the simulation section. The enhanced power control increases both the
throughput performance and the lifetime of the network while comparing it with
the basic power control scheme.
However, the enhanced power control protocol has been designed as part of the
cross-layer protocol, SNAPdMac. The main goals of the SNAPdMac protocol are
to decrease the number of collisions and save energy by an increase or decrease
in the transmit power. This adjustment of the transmit power depends on certain
conditions. If the nodes are too close to each other relative to their respective
transmission range, this indicates that the transmit power should probably be
decreased. The protocol, however, lowers the power if it does not receive an ac-
knowledgment of a just sent packet. However, not receiving an acknowledgment
for a sent packet, does not always mean that the packet was lost or corrupted, be-
cause there was too much interference. It could also happen that the transmission
power was simply too low to reach any of the surrounding nodes. If it is the case,
the protocol increases the power. In order to determine whether the power should
be decreased or increased, the noise level in the vicinity is observed. SNAPdMac
handles not only the recovery process, as mentioned above, but also the CW re-
setting upon a successful transmission, and when a packet is dropped. In the
second case, the power is lowered to give other nodes access to the channel. The
SNAPdMac protocol also considers the history of collisions which gives some in-
dication about the prior contention conditions of the node. The simulation shows
that this history of collisions indicator can be very helpful in static networks, but
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it is not without an importance in mobile networks. The amount of the history
importance set to 10% gives a worse performance than that set to 30%. In a static
environment this indicator is very important since it allows for a better perfor-
mance when it is set to 80% than when it is set to 60%.
The performance of the SNAPdMac protocol is extensively evaluated in many
different aspects taking into account different requirements of the users, such as
energy consumption, lifetime by means of the First and Last active Node Died
metrics, fair access to the medium by means of throughput or sending rate fair-
ness and the throughput performance. The performance of the protocol is ana-
lyzed in indoor and outdoor environments and static and mobile networks. The
simulations have verified that the SNAPdMac nodes can transmit successfully
much more packets than the DCF nodes experiencing much less collisions in to-
tal (by all nodes) and also per node. It happens of course that some SNAPdMac
nodes have more collisions than DCF nodes but usually it is caused by a (much)
longer lifetime of these nodes. The general results of the simulations done in a
static and mobile network with "optimistic"2 traffic show that the total number of
packets received can be improved more than 100% when using the SNAPdMac
protocol, whereas using the power control protocol gives only 20% performance
enhancement. However, the most interesting result of these simulations is that
the throughput fairness is improved 3.5 times. However, these results are not sur-
prising taking into account that the network lifetime of the SNAPdMac nodes is
enhanced more than 100%.
The comparison of the SNAPdMac against the legacy protocol and the power con-
trol protocol are also done in the high density and contention (HD/C) scenarios.
The simulations show the achieved gain by SNAPdMac protocol up to 80% in
terms of total number of packets received. However, we point out that the sim-
ulation time was set to 350 seconds, but at this time SNAPdMac nodes were still
alive, the fist SNAPdMac node dies at 343.42 seconds only (whereas the first DCF
node dies already at 207.17 seconds). And therefore, the total number of packets
received gain probably will be larger if we simulate this scenario longer. However,
this simulation is done with homogeneous nodes, where each node has the same
initial energy in the beginning of the simulations.
The simulation with heterogeneous nodes (where initial energy is randomly se-
lected from the range 1-11 Joules) reveals that the IEEE 802.11 standard cannot
efficiently handle low- and high- energy nodes receiving almost 3.5 times packets
less with the basic access scheme than the SNAPdMac nodes, and 3 times packets
less with the RTS/CTS exchange scheme. In both cases the SNAPdMac nodes
have 70% longer network lifetime than the DCF nodes. It is also observed that
DCF nodes send almost no packets in some periods of time having gaps in their
performance. Since in this simulation basic power control was also evaluated, we
could notice that using the power control only, does not solve this problem com-
pletely but it can diminish this gap of time without competition. However, the
proposed cross-layer approach did not even face with this problem, transmitting

2here "optimistic" traffic means that nodes always have a packet to send, and they send packets
from beginning to the end of the simulations.
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packets continuously. And probably, this is one of the reason of the huge differ-
ence in the final performance. Nevertheless, we should point out that this gain
is not without tradeoff. The simulations reveal that the delay of the SNAPdMac
nodes is increased due to the use of a "less random"3 CW slot selection (since the
EsB algorithm is used), and resetting the CW value not always to the initial value,
only to an intermediate value.
The scenario with static 5-senders and 5-receivers, and 50 mobile possible relays
reveals that the DCF scheme has a serious problem to conduct these 5 flows, where
one of the sender-receiver pair hardly manages to transmit 4 packets successfully.
The power control support improves already the performance of 5 flows by receiv-
ing almost 40% more packets in total, where the worst performing sender-receiver
pair transmits 6 packets more than that of DCF. However, the most noticeable en-
hancement is achieved by the SNAPdMac, since the protocol performance is from
2.5 up to 3.5 times better depending on the set values. Moreover, the worst per-
forming SNAPdMac sender-receiver pair performs as good as the best performing
DCF sender-receiver pair. The general results additionally show that the increase
of the throughput and network lifetime achieved by the SNAPdMac does not in-
crease the delay (as in the previous scenarios), even it can improve it a few percent
in these multihop scenarios.

Although all presented algorithms in this dissertation outperform the IEEE 802.11
standard, there are still open issues to solve. First of all, we could notice in our
simulations that some of the algorithms adjusting the lower and upper bound of
CW value have a problem with delay performance. We believe that it is possible to
find a way to achieve better throughput or energy performance without too large
delay degradation performance. This issue will be considered in our future work.
Another interesting direction in our future work is a proper adjustment of our
MAC protocols in such a way that QoS will be improved since they have already
a predisposition to be QoS schemes. Most of them consider important channel
information or local information about the energy capacity and they use this in-
formation during the recovery mechanism, CW resetting mechanism or while se-
lecting the minimum and maximum Contention Window value.
In addition, as a future work, the evaluation of the proposed protocol should be
done in another simulator than ns-2 such as GloMoSim [181] or ns-3 [182]. Flaws
and drawbacks of the ns-2 simulator can question the final results since some
characteristics of the IEEE 802.11 DCF mechanism are not included in the current
implementation. We have corrected some bugs or flaws, but there are probably
others yet. Moreover, the wireless medium implementation of this simulator is
also in equestion since we had to add many characteristics in order to develop
our protocols or to analyze behavior of the compared protocols in particular con-
ditions.
An interesting research area is to implement the proposed protocols on real hard-
ware and evaluate their performance in the real environment.

3by less random we mean that the lower and upper bound of the CW range is dynamically adjusted
which detemines the range from which a slot will be chosed randomly
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